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Abstract
ABSTRACT
In this study, the Ajzen and Fishbein model, developed from 
their theory of reasoned action, was applied to the 
i nvest i gat i on of factors influencing adolescent health 
behaviour. This model proposes that intentions (by 
extensi on, behaviour) are explained by a weighted 
combination of evaluated beliefs about that behaviour (i.e. 
attitudes) and motivation to comply with the wishes of 
significant referents concerning that behaviour (i.e. 
perceived social pressures).
Recent innovations in Health Education in schools seem 
implicitly to be based on this rationale. They seek to 
establish beliefs leading to good health behaviour and to 
develop in pupils the confidence to act in accordance with 
these beliefs in the face of possible contrary social 
pressures.
Quest!onnai res for measuring adolescents' intentions, 
beliefs and perceptions of social pressures concerning 
drinking alcohol, smoking cigarettes, keeping fit and diet 
were developed through a series of pilot trials, adapting 
the approaches suggested by Ajzen and Fi shbei n and 
subsequent workers. The reliability of these measures was 
shown to be satisfactory. Face and content validity were 
ensured during developments convergent and discriminant 
validity were evident, post hoc. The cri teri on-related 
validities of the scales were established, demonstrating 
the internal and external validity of the model itself.
Abstract
A représentât!ve sample of pupils aged 11 to 18 years, from 
Berkshire secondary schools, completed these questionnaires. 
 ^ The amount of variance in intentions explained by the
weighted combination of the variance in beliefs and social 
pressures was statistically significant for all the topics 
cind similar in magnitude to that frequently reported in 
attitude-behaviour studies with adolescents- It was lower, 
however, than that reported by researchers using the Ajzen 
and Fi shbei n model with adults- Reasons for this short-fal1 
are considered: the unsuitabli1ity of the model for use 
^2) with adolescents; the incorporation of constant and random
error in the data; and the use of short seal es.
Finally, the implications of the results for Health 
Education programmes are considered.
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Chapter 1
BEHAVIOUR AND HEALTH EDUCATION
There is a popular assumpti on that aspects of the behavi our 
and life-style of many young people are detrimental to 
their present and future health. A substantial body of 
published research (reviewed below) confirms this 
assumption. The present study is confined to the 
i nvesti gati on of factors influencing drinking alcohol, 
smoking tobacco, physical fitness and diet, in adolescences 
that is areas of preventat i ve medi ci ne, avoiding sensiti ve 
issues such as personal hygiene, illicit drugs and sexual 
(2) behavi our.
In order to put the study into context, in this first 
chapter, recent research into adolescent behavi our in
relation to these four topics is briefly reviewed. This is 
followed by an over-view of recent innovations in the school 
Health Education curriculum. The psychological rationale 
underlying these innovations is then considered, leading to 
a statement of the research hypotheses to be tested and the 
presentation of the model to be used in the investigation.
Adolescent health behaviour 
Drinking Alcohol
There has been no national survey specifically concerned 
with young people'ss drinking habits. Included in 'Young 
People in the 80's, a Survey' (DES 1983, pp.18-19), however, 
is a section on 'The adolescents and their world', which 
c on t ains some information on this topi c . This in f or mation 
is based upon a survey which was carried out on 14 to 19 
year olds, three in five of whom were still in school. It 
indicates that, of the young people aged between 14 and 17
1. 1
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years, 8% drink regularly and 57% occasionally: of those 
over 17 years, 33% drink regularly and 52% occasional1 y . 
This demonstrates an increase in drinking with age: only 15% 
of older adolescents are non drinkers. Drinking occurs both 
outside and within the home. Both positive and negative 
effects of alcohol were recognised by the survey 
parti ci pants, and the attitude overall to alcohol 
consumption was distinctly ambivalent. Quanti tati vely , the 
negative implications of alcohol consumption outweigh the 
perceived advantages. The possibility of fights., trouble 
( 3  with the police and unwanted pregnancy ensuing from
potential loss of control were the main concerns and worries 
about drinking. On the other hand, drinking was also seen 
as a way of conforming to expected social behaviour and as 
likely to increase confidence and lessen worries.
Using data from his Health Related Behavi our Questionnaire, 
Ba1 ding (1985a) has repor t ed on the 'ale ohol-related 
behaviour' of 18,000 pupils in the first to fifth years of 
secondary schools throughout the country. In response to
the questions
O
'On how many days last week did you drink 
alcohol?'
Balding reports:
1. Even at age 11, over half the boys and a third of 
the girls had an alcoholic drink on at 1 east one 
day in the last week.
2. The percentage of [such] "drinkers" increases 
from 56.5% to 71.8% for boys and from 35.4% to 
62.1% for girls, from the first to fifth years in 
this cross-sectiona1 sample. '
He also reports that the frequency of drinking appears to
increase with age. In reply to the question:
oChapter 1
'If you drank alcohol last week, where did you 
get it from?'
'home' consistently showed up as the largest percentage 
across the whole age group (approximately 35% of pupils had 
obtained alcohol from home in the previous week). By the 
fifth year, however, 'home' was being very strong1 y 
challenged by the public house, regardless of the fact that 
young people of this age (15 to 16 years) are legally not 
permitted to consume alcohol on licensed premises!
In summary, many young people appear to be drinking alcohol 
regularly, the frequency hence probably the quantity 
consumed, increasing with age. It may be assumed that this 
is with parental knowledge and tacit consent.
Smoking tobacco
There have been two major national surveys of the smoking 
habits of Bri ti sh secondary school childrens Bynner's (1969) 
study of smoking amongst boys and Dobbs and Marsh's (1983) 
study of both boys and girls. In addition, there have been 
(2) several recent large-scale local surveys of young people's
smoking behaviour, e.g. Rawbone's (1982) study in Hounslow, 
London; Wilcox and Gillies' (1984) Sheffield study; Nelson's 
et al (1985) study in Avon (HEC Smoking Education for 
Teenagers Project).
Regarding adult smoking behaviour, figures from the General 
Household Survey for 1980 (Thomas 1982) show that 42% of 
males and 37% of females over the age of 16 are regular 
smokers. This is borne out by Marsh and Matheson (1983) who 
say, '.. . . according to our definition of a smoker, only 39%
of a general survey of the adult population aged 16 to 66
1.3
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would be defined as a smoker'. Dobbs and Marsh (1983 op cit , 
p.8) report that only 1% of 11 to 12 year olds smoke 
regularly (one or more cigarettes per week), but this rises 
to 27% of 15 to 16 year olds. A comparison of Dobbs and 
Marsh's data with that of Bynner (op cit) suggests that a 
substantial long term fall in boys' smoking may have 
occurred. For example, Dobbs and Marsh reported that only 
19% of fourth year boys (14 to 15 years) smoked regularly 
compared with the 34% reported by Bynner. This improvement 
in boys' health behaviour, however, has coincided with an 
( 3  increase in smoking amongst girls si nee 1966. Bynner
reported (p.. 17) girl smokers to be so uncommon that they did 
not warrant further investigation. Seventeen years later, 
in Dobbs and Marsh's survey (p.9), 15% of fourth year
girls are reported already to be regular smokers. This is 
in accordance with the findings of Rawbone, who reported a 
decline in smoking amongst boys and a corresponding increase 
amongst girls.
O A more recent local survey amongst over ten thousand 11 to 
16 year olds from ten schools in Avon (Nelson et a l , op cit) 
indicates an even higher prevalence of smoking amongst 
adolescents than the Dobbs and Marsh survey. Applying the 
Dobbs and Marsh definition of regular smoking (one or more 
cigarettes per week), a sharp escalation with age is 
reported, from 3% of 11 years olds to 33% of 16 year olds.. 
Smoking six or more cigarettes per week, the escalation was 
similar:: from 1% of 11 year olds to 27% of 16 year 
olds- This Avon study included an interesting attempt to 
tease out, in order of importance, those attitudinal and 
normative factors which predict a pupil's smoking status. A
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step-wise discriminant analysi s was carried out which 
indicated that the strongest predictor of 'smoker status' 
, is the belief that smoking is enjoyable- This is closely
followed by the teenager's expectations of whether parents 
and friends would mind if they smoked. One of the most 
striking features of this analysis is the weak relationship 
which exists between a person's beliefs about the health 
hazards of smoking and his or her smoker status.
Physical Fitness
(3 There have been no major nati onal surveys i nvesti gati ng
the extent of the parti ci pati on of adolescents in physical 
activities or measuring their physical fi tness.
The fol1owing statement about exercise is made in the report
of the Nati onal Advisory Committee on Nutrition Education
(NACNE 1983):
'A substantial increase in exercise patterns of 
the whole community is needed ... (p.12)
O The survey on Young People in the 80's (DES 1983 op cit 
p .34) contains a section on 'Sporting Activities' 
(although included in these activities are pool and darts 
which are not likely to affect physical fitness). Nearly 
t wo thi rds (64%) cl aim to take part regu1arly in sporti ng 
activities: there is a strong male bias (75% boys, 53%
girls). Significantly more younger adolescents play sport 
regularly (70%) than do older adolescents (57%), indicating 
a fall-off in activity after leaving school, where Physical 
Education is compulsory. Nearly two in five adolescents 
expressed a desire for greater participation in sports. The 
reasons given most frequently for not taking part in some
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sports are lack of facilities and lack of money.
Working in Scot1 and, In g 1 i s et a1 (1984) c on d ucted a
programme of i ndi vi dua1 health counselling which i nc1uded
fitness tests, e.g . muscle endurance, grip strength,
f 1 ex i bi 1 i ty, lung f unct i on an d g en eral en d ur a n c e D a t  a wer e
collected from 1300 individuals aged 16 years and above.
Most participants in their 'community sample' were in their
teens or early twenties, in their 'work sample' the
participants were older. There are no physical fitness norms
available for such a population in Scotland or other parts
of the UK, so Inglis et al carried out évaluait ions using
comparative data from other European industrial
populations and the USA. They found that their
parti cipants showed:
inferior 1 un g function ;
lower values for grip strength;
less ability to flex the hip joint and the 
Vertebr a1 column;
an inferior oxygen transport system.
It would appear that, compared with people in other parts of 
the developed world, this sample is less fit and that, after 
leaving school, a major challenge is to find forms of useful 
exercise that can be incorporated into daily life and take 
account of cost and avai1abi1ity.
Diet
There have been no major national surveys specifically 
investigating adolescent eating habits. Evidence of a 
partial or local nature is therefore offered.
A survey, presented in a 'World in Action' programme
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(ITV: Countdown to a Coronary. 13.2.84), indicated that most 
children eat high fat food at lunch time, many eat fish or 
sausage and chips or hamburgers. On analysis, a portion of 
fish and chips, bought in Scotland by the programme, was 
found to have a fat content of 83% (Parahoo 1984): a
'lethal' sausage with 72% fat content was located in 
Edinburgh (Hackett 1984). Professor Rose, of the World 
Health Organisation (WHO) Committee on Heart Disease, 
speaking on the same programme about the consequences of 
this eating behavi our, related a high fat diet to 'furring' 
(3  of arteries, hence heart attacks in later life. He said
that evidence of such furring began to show at the age of 
about 10 years. By the late teens and ear1 y twenties,
serious trouble really started (Hackett, op cit). In the
same programme, it was said that evidence of early arterial 
furring had been obtained in Vietnam where half the young 
Americans killed had been found to have badly furred 
arteries.. Thus the proportion of fat in British school 
children's diet was shown to be high, and it was also 
demonstrated that arterial sclerosis ('furring') starts in 
chi 1dhood.
MeGuffin (1983) reports on major surveys of the eating 
habits of adolescents carried out in three parts of the 
British Isles: MeSweeny and Kevany (1981), National Dairy
Council ( 1982) and McGuffin (1979).. McGuffin's general
conclusions from these surveys are that most young people 
are adequately fed but that their eating habits are erratic; 
that they should eat more fresh fruit, green vegetables and 
whole grain food and less fried food. The eating of sweets 
and snacks is criticized by MeSweeney and Kevany and by
1.7
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McGuffin, because of the carcinogenic nature of much of that 
type of food and also because of the possibility of obesity, 
if the habit is perpetuated. They suggest that school tuck 
shops should provide attractive nutritious alternatives to 
sweets and soft drinks, such as fruit, savoury biscuits and 
nuts.
Parahoo (op cit) reports that an 'informal survey' conducted 
by the South Wales Echo in a selection of secondary schools 
found that 'pastry and chips were tops at school'. The rest 
of the 'top ten choices' were: 'baked beans, cakes, sausage
rolls, biscuits, cola, hot dogs, pizza and beefburger baps, 
a line up generally low on nutrients and fibre and high on 
fat '..
The Nati onal Advisory Committee on Nutrition Education
(NACNE) was constituted in 1979 to research and advise on
national di et. Its report, prepared by a sub-committee led
by Professor Philip James, was eventual1 y published in
1983. It concludes that the population in general consumes:
too much fat, particularly animal fat ;
doub1e the nutritional1 y desirable amount of 
sugar;
more than double the amount of salt recommended 
by the WHO;
too little fibre, e.g. whole grain, fruit and 
vegetables;
This reflects the findings of the surveys of adolescents' 
eating b ehav i our r ep or ted above.
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The Balding Questionnaire
John Balding and his team at the HEC Schools Health Unit at 
Exeter University have developed a questionnaire seeking 
comprehensive information about the health behaviour of
secondary school pupils. The Unit provides schools, on 
request, with a master copy of the questionnaire for 
duplication, and instructions for its administration. It 
also processes the completed questionnaires and schools
are provided with a printout of the results. The
intention is that individual schools can then use the 
(2) resulting information to plan realistic and relevant Health
Education programmes. Balding (1985b) reports that since 
1980, approximate1 y 44,000 pupils have comp1 eted the 
questionnaire in some 250 schools distributed throughout the 
UK» In addition to this service to schools, a by-product 
is the accumulation of a data bank of health related 
behaviours of pupils between the age of 11 and 16+. 
Analyses of the total data bank have not yet been published, 
although findings on specific topics have been reported, 
e.g. alcohol related behaviour (Balding 1985a); some dental 
health-related behaviour findings (Balding 1984). At some 
time in the future, this data bank should provide invaluable 
information concerning many facets of adolescents' health 
behaviour, including smoking, diet, physical activity and 
further informati on about drinki ng alcohol.
Summary of adolescents’ health behaviour
This brief review of adolescents' health behaviour indicates 
that:
many young adolescents and most of the older ones 
consume alcoholic drinks, with the tacit approval 
of their parents;
1.9
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there i s an increase in smoking wi th age and a 
substantial proportion of older adolescents smoke 
cigarettes;
young people's involvement in physical activities 
decreases after they leave school and there is 
some evidence that their fitness also 
deteriorates;
the eating habits of young people tend to be 
inconsistent and their diet generally contains 
too much fat, sugar, and salt and too little 
fibre.
This emphasises the need for Health Education courses in 
these areas.
Developments in the school curriculum in Health Education
Health Education has for many years been held in uncertain 
regard in schools in England and Wales. The sponsorship, 
over the last decade, of a number of curriculum development 
projects by the Schools Council (SC) and the Health 
Education Council (HEC) is a recognition that the largely ad 
hoc and uncoordinated work of teachers in this field needed 
to be given much more form and emphasis.
In a recent article in the Times Educational Supplement 
(TES), Gibson (1984) reports that the earlier of these 
projects, such as Schools Health Education Project 5-13, 
'All about me 5-8' and 'Think Well 9-13' (SC 1977), 'Home
and Family 8-13: Home Economics in the Middle Years' (SC
1979), and 'My Body 10-12' (HEC 1983), have served to 
develop much interest in school Health Education programmes. 
But despite the acknowledged excellence of these projects, 
he suggests it has long been recognised that on their own 
they are not 1i kel y to bring about 1 ong-term curriculurn
change. This is more likely to come about, he claims, if
schools develop more flexible, problem-solving approaches
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centred on the school and are provided with additional 
teacher-support facilities. Neeson (1984), also writing in 
the TES about the more recent projects, reports that over 
the past five years, Health Educators have attempted to 
shift the emphasis away from Human Biology towards the 
development in young people of personal and social awareness 
and to this end teachers have been encouraged to develop 
competence in less didactic methods of teaching, such as 
small group discussion and role play.
Ç )  In fact some of the most recent projects have included
teacher in-service (INSET) support networks along with a 
more informal methodology for teaching decision-making 
skills concerning personal choices. The following examples 
are offered as illustrations»
The HEC-sponsored Active Tutorial Work (ATW) and Schools 
Health Education Programme (SHEP) 13 to 18 courses for 
co-ordinators both set out to link curriculum development to 
some form of teacher in-service education. Individual 
teachers were encouraged to think creatively, taking the 
projects' ideas and developing them further for themselves, 
critically examining their roles in school and the ways in 
which Health Education might better be developed alongside 
and within other curriculum areas.
O
The aims of ATW were to develop in pupils social skills, 
skills of listening, conversation and step-by-step 
discussion and the ability to cope with relationships and 
feelings. The INSET objectives of ATW were to familiarise 
teachers with informal, non-didactic teaching methods. The
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form which the in-service training took therefore was that
of 'workshops', in which the teachers took part in the same
sort of group activities as were later intended for the
pupils. There was continued support from the project for 
teachers who were training their colleagues in school. 
Materials with accompanying guidelines were also made
av a i 1 ab 1 e ■>
The purpose of the SHEP 13-18 INSET was to help teachers,
who would later be Health Education Co-ordinators in their
(2) own schools, to or gan i se the teaching of Health
Education. The following topics were therefore included:
1„ reviewing the current Health Education curriculum 
in school;
2. choosing and building a team and conducting team 
meetings;
3. planning and implementing new Health Education 
courses.
The Co-ordinators Guide (SC/HEC 1980) was used with these 
teachers during in-service courses, which were characterised 
(3 by a high degree of participation, e.g. 'buzz sessions',
simulations, brain storming, small group discussions and 
role play (Health Education 13-18 Co-ordinators Guide pp. 
53-54). Initially there were no teaching materials 
accompanying this project, but exemplar materials were 
published later in a pack entitled Health Education 13-18 
(SC/HEC 1982).
The Education for Family Life project (OU/HEC 1985), is 
designed to help teachers in the fields of personal and 
social education. Of it, the authors, Eisenstadt and Braun 
(1984) say:
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"... the overall aim of the project is to support 
teachers in adapting group work methods to 
classroom work on themes concerned in the 
broadest sense with family life. ..... the project 
has a strong commitment to experiential learning 
- that is learning based on the knowledge and 
experience the learner brings to the subject 
area. »... By allowing pupils to make decisions 
about what they would like to learn, and why, one 
is teaching decision making skills in a way that 
is purposeful and real. ... we held training days 
for group leaders from I.e.a.s. all over the 
country, who then set up their own inservice 
courses ...» "
Other recent Health Education projects employing similar
strategies of INSET and non-didactic teaching methods
( 3  include:
Lifeskills Teaching Programmes 1 and 2 (Hopson 
and Scally 1979 and 1982);
Smoking and Me (HEC 1984a);
Fit for Life (SC/HEC 1983);
Natural Nashers (HEC 1982);
Smoking or Health - it's your choice (HEC 1984b).
In addition to these projects sponsored by HEC and SC, the 
Teachers' Advisory Counci 1 on A1coho1 and Drugs Education 
(TACADE), have developed teaching packs about alcohol and 
drugs, again utilising informal teaching methods. They are 
entit1eds
Free to Choose. An approach to drug education.
(TACADE 1981);
Alcohol Education Syl1 abus 11-19 
(TACADE/HEC 1984).
TACADE offers training to teachers through their LEA's. In-
service courses are norma11y also in 'workshop' style, using
participatory methods.
As well as providing ideas and materials for teachers' use, 
these projects have prompted teachers to have a fresh look
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at what they offer their pupils in Health Education and to 
deve 1 op courses within their own schools
Current aims of Health Education courses 
in secondary schools
A review of the aims of some of the more recent projects 
provides a rapid and clear insight into current perceptions 
of the nature and purpose of Health Education in secondary 
schools.
The authors of the Review Section of the Co-ordinators
Guide to the Health Education 13 to 18 SHEP Project (SC
1980) say (p.27):
'...Health Education in schools and colleges 
concerns itself particularly with:
- Giving young people a basic health knowledge 
and understanding of human development;
- Helping young people to adapt to change in 
themselves and in their environment;
- Helping young people to explore and understand 
the feelings, attitudes and values of themselves 
and others;
- Helping young people to determine where they 
(3 have control over their health and where they can
by conscious choices determine their future 
heal th 1 i f estyl es. ' »
Lifeskills Teaching Programmes 1 and 2 (Hopson and Scally op
cit) resulted from the Life Skills and Health Education in
Secondary Schools project. Anderson (1984), reporting on
this project in the TES, suggests that:
'Health Education shouId be about enabling 
people to make their own health choices from the
information they receive .. Lifeskills education
promotes "self empowerment", the idea that each 
individual has alternatives, can make choices and 
can develop skills to implement them ...
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Eisenstadt and Braun (1984), in the Introduction to
'Lifestyles', the first teaching pack produced by the
'Education for Family Life' project, state that:
'The purpose of the Lifestyles approach is to 
help young peop1e to make realistic choices, and 
to clarify their own needs and wishes about 
personal rel ati onshi ps and families. '
In the Introduction to Free to Choose - An approach to drug
education' (TACADE 1981) the following statement is made:
'The hope is simple but profound; that 
individuals, by exercising greater freedom, and 
making informed choices, can enjoy the benefits 
of better health.'
CM the Alcohol Education Syllabus 11-19' (TACADE/HEC op 
cit), the authors state that the materials are designed to:
explore strategies that will help them 
(pupils) to remain in control of their drinking 
behaviour, to choose how, or if, they will use 
alcohol. Examples of such themes are the role of 
self-image in shaping behaviour, the influence 
and support of peer groups, the importance of 
being able to be assertive, of thinking 
positively about yourself, and of knowing 
a1ternative ways of coping with life's pressures,
In the introduction to the pilot version of Smoking and Me
- A Teachers' Guide (HEC 1984), the programme is described
as focusing attention on:
the social consequences of smoking.
- peer, family and media influences encouraging 
smoking.
“ ... skills to resist smoking.'
Finally, Baldwin and Wells (1981), in the introductions to
Active Tutorial Work, Books 1 to 5 state:
'«.„ this tutorial programme ... is concerned 
with assisting a young person with his own normal 
growth and development, with developing his 
social competence and with weathering the passing 
"storms" of growing up to become increasingly the 
master of his own destiny « '
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To summarise, paramount in these programmes is an emphasis 
on choice: '„.„ by conscious choices determine their future
health life-styles'; ' - « to make their own health choices 
from the information they receive'; ' » « to make realistic
choices . . . ' ; ' » . » making informed choices . » . ' ; ' .  to
choose how or if they will use alcohol'; '««« to become 
increasingly the master of his own destiny'. Choice is seen 
to be grounded in knowledge and in the ability to resist 
social pressures towards behaviour which threatens present 
(3  and future health. So all the projects have an underlying
rationale which deals with beliefs and social pressures. 
Beliefs are approached through an input of knowledge about 
the link between certain behaviours and health. 
This is a11ied to strategies for bolstering young people's 
self confidence and self-esteem, thus helping them to act 
according to their modified beliefs in the face of the 
pressures they may experience from the media, peers and 
parents, to behave in ways detrimental to their health.
O
The psychological appropriateness of these courses
The question of the appropriateness of the approaches
embodied in these projects arises. They are based upon the 
assumption that beliefs and social pressures are the
prime determinants of adolescent health behaviour, and that 
strategies designed to modify these beliefs and perceptions 
of social pressures will bring about changes in health 
behaviour,
The purpose of this present study is to test these
assumptions by producing valid and reliable instruments for
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measuring adolescents' beliefs, perceptions of social
p r e s s u r e s a n d h e a 11 h i ?v t e n t i o n s a n d t o u s e t h e i n s t r u m e n t s 
t o i n V e stig a te t h e i" e 1 a t i v e i n f 1 u e n c: e c f beliefs a n d s a c i a I 
p)-es5ures on i n (:ent i ons ( hience heai th behavi oui- ) . Thi s wi 11 
estab 1 i sh whether there is empirical evidence to Ejuppoi-1 the 
a p p I'" o a c hi e s a d o p t e d i n c u r r e n t hi e a 3. t h e d u c a t i o n t e a c h i n g. 
SL.ich sca 1 es rnight subsequently be used i n the eva 1 uati on of 
the outcomes of Health Education programmes in schools.
Hypotheses
The hypotheses to be tested are therefore:
1» that a statistically significant amount of the 
vari ance in intentions of adolescents, concern!ng 
aspects of health behaviouî" , is expiained by a 
wei ghted combi nat i on of the vari ance i n tliei r 
be 1 i ef s and the soci a 1 pressures they exper i erice 
concerning such behaviour;
2. that overall, both beliefs and social pressures 
will have a statistically significant influence 
on intentions;
3. that for girls and boys taken separately, both 
beliefs and social pressures will have a 
statistically significant influence on 
intentions;
4. that for for the different age groups taken 
separately, both beliefs and social pressures 
will have a statistically significant influence 
on intentions;
5. that there are no statistically significant 
differences between the mean beliefs, social
p r e s s u r e s a n d i n t e n t i o n s w h i c h a r e a 11 r- i b u t a b 1 e
t o age or g en d er.
(The literature and common sense indicate that
the 'nu11 hypothesis' wouId be inappropriate in
respect of hypotheses 1 to 4.)
An adaptation of the Ajzen and Fishbein model is applied to
this investigation and the testing of these hypotheses.
1" h i s m o d e 1 i~ e flee t s t hi e ration a 1 e of recen t c u r r i c u 1 îj. m
i n i t i a t i v e s i n H e a 11 h E d u c a t i on.
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The Ajzen and Fishbein Model
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, pp.5-9) propose a Theory of 
Reasoned Actions 'human beings are usually quite rational 
and make systematic use of the information available to
them'.
They suggest that a person's intentions, when expressed in
terms of action, target, context and time, closely
correspond with their subsequent behaviour. Intentions are
seen as a function of :
( 3  a) attitudes towards the behaviour and
b ) subjective norms (perceptions of social pressures 
to behave in particular ways).
Numerous beliefs underly attitudes and subjective norms, and
these beliefs are influenced by a number of external
variables, including information received. Thus exposure to
information (e.g. the Hea11h Education curricu1 urn) which is
intended to change beliefs, and to activities designed to
give adolescents confidence to resist social pressures,
shou1d change behaviour »
O
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The model may be represented thus
Fig. 1. Indirect effects of external variables on
behaviour
O
Uvef f Levef X
 Possible explanations for observed relations between external variables and behavior
 Stable theoretical relations linking beliefs to behavior
EX TE R N A L VARIAB LES
BehaviorIntention
Relative importance 
of attitudinal and 
normative components
Attitude toward 
the behavior
Subjective
norm
Evaluation of 
the outcomes
Beliefs that the 
behavior leads to 
certain outcomes
Motivation to 
comply with the 
specific referents
Beliefs that specific 
referents think I 
should or should not 
perform the behavior
Attitudes toward people 
Attitudes toward 
institutions
Attitudes toward targets
Age, sex 
Occupation 
Socioeconomic status 
Religion 
Education
Demographic Variables
Introversion—Extraversion 
Neuroticism 
Authoritarianism  
Dominance
Personality traits
o
(reproduced from Ajzen and Fishbein 1980 p.84) 
This model has been used extensively in connection with the 
investigation of aspects of the health behaviour of adults. 
The development of the model is discussed in the next chapter 
and its application to the investigation of factors 
influencing adolescent health behaviour is discussed in 
Chapter 3.
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THE MEASUREMENT OF ATTITUDES AND THE PREDICTION OF BEHAVIOUR 
Attitudes
The word attitude' is derived from the Latin 'aptus', 
meaning fitness or adaptedness, that is a mental preparation 
for action (indicating motor respon se)« Allport (1954), 
reviewing attitudes in the history of social psychology, 
shows how the definition of attitudes has developed from the 
late ninteenth century to his own widely accepted definition 
of 1935. He defined an attitude as 'a mental or neural 
state of readiness, organised through experience, exerting a 
(2) directive or dynamic influence upon the individual's
response to all objects and situations with which it is 
related'»
Thus if attitudes are a predisposition to behave in a 
certain way, then knowledge of attitudes should enable that 
behaviour to be predicted. For this reason, between the two 
World Wars, great interest was shown in the measurement of 
attitudes and various scaling techniques were deve1 oped for 
this purpose.O
The measurement of attitudes
Thurstone's equaJ-appearing interval scales
Thurstone and Chave (1929) devised a method of measuring
attitudes, and first applied it to measuring attitudes
towards the church. Their chief pre-occupation was to 
produce a scale with equal-appearing intervals. To produce 
a Thurstone scale (Oppenheim 1966 pp.125-133), a large 
number of statements of attitude is collected from the
target population. The statements are then given to a group
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of people who act as 'judges'. Each judge is asked to 
imagine a rating scale with eleven equal intervals, ranging 
•from strongly positive to strongly negative, and to assign 
each statement to an appropriate scale position. The items 
which are accepted for the scale are the ones about which 
the judges are in close agreement: the other items are 
rejected. The scale value of each retained item is the 
median of the judges' ratings. The actual selection of 
items for the final scale is in terms of the intervals 
between their scale values, the intention being to obtain 
(2) a scale in which the intervals are equal. They are then
assembled in random order and respondents are asked to 
agree or disagree with each one. Subsequently the scale 
value of each agreed item is looked up and the median of 
these constitutes the respondent's score. In practice, the 
Thurstone scales involve a lot of preparatory work and it is 
often difficult to find a suitable panel of judges.
O
Likert's summated rating scales
Likert (1932) proposed a method of summated ratings. The 
aim of this technique is to produce a scale which is 
uni-dimensional, i.e. a scale in which all of the items 
measure the same thing. First a pool of items is collected 
(Oppenheim 1966 op cit, pp.133-143). Respondents place 
themselves on an attitude continuum for each statement, 
which is usually divided into five positions ranging from 
strongly agree to strongly disagree. Each position is 
assigned a weighting and the respondent's score is the sum 
of the weighting for all items. To accomodate statements 
phrased negatively, the direction of the weightings is 
reversed. Statements reflecting neutral attitudes, which
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are acceptable on a differential scale, are of no value in a 
summated rating scale. Items are of most value when they 
elicit responses at the extremities of the attitude 
continuum. Item analysis by factor analysis follows: this 
proc ed ure was s1ow and tedi ous (Oppenheim op cit) until main 
frame computers became generally available to researchers. 
Factor analysis is a statistical technique based on 
intercorrelation. Responses to the statements in the item 
pool are intercorrelated and factor analysed. Items which 
have high '1oadings ' on the factor(s) (attitude(s)) to be
(2) measured are retained and the others items are rejected.
Thus the item pool is reduced and uni-dimensionality of each 
scale is ensured. This method of measuring attitudes is 
sometimes criticized because of its lack of reproducibility: 
the same total score for each scale may be obtained in many 
different ways.
Guttman's scalogram-analysis
Guttman proposed his sea1ogram analysis in 1950» His chief 
concerns were uni-dimensionality and reproducibility. 
(Oppenheim 1966, op cit, pp.143-151). Items in a Guttman 
scale have the properties of being ordinal and cumulative. 
For example: lead, glass and diamond may be ordered
according to their cumulative degree of hardness. If a 
dozen or more degrees of attitude from good to bad, or 
positive to negative, etc. are similarly ranked in order, 
many respondents will endorse the early ones, but sooner or 
later they will 'cross over' and fail to endorse the 
remaining items. Thus each level subsumes the agreement to 
the previous levels. The point of cross over is the 
respondent's individual score. Ways of placing items in
O
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hierarchical cumulative order are described by Oppenheim (op 
cit, pp.145-151) and Fishbein and Ajzen (1977, pp.65-68). 
The value of scalogram-analysis is that it provides the 
important safeguard of uni-dimensionality and is useful to 
examine small shifts in attitude. Oppenheim says that 
Guttman has been criticized for his insistence on 
reproducibility and for the laborious nature of the 
procedures which in the end are not certain to produce a 
usable scale.
(2) Osgood's seviantic differential
Osgood et al (1957) developed the semantic differential 
technique. The respondent is presented with one or more 
concepts to differentiate and a set of bi-polar adjectives, 
which lie at the ends of a five or seven point scale,
against which to do it, e.g « :
I think school is: 
g CD o d ....................... I I . a  d
J. } f i« e  1* S  t a > r f g i i u n n . n . i i M . i i H . H . . u M M . u  n u H a . R u . . M M . d  3. 1 
pleasciiic.» tt . . . V M . . . . . . . n » M tt . M . . . . H . . . . . u n p le a s a n t
etc »
(2) The responses may be subjected to factor analysis, and
Osgood et al, analysing a large number of studies, have 
repeatedly found three basic factors, or dimensions 
underlying differential ratings: 
evaluation; 
potency; 
activity.
(Fishbein and Ajzen 1975, p.75> 
The theoretical framework of the semantic differential has
frequently been extended by Kelly (1955) and others in the
repertory grid technique, where respondents supply, under 
guidance, their own bi-polar adjectives (called
A
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'constructs' ) .
The Ajzen and Fishbein approach
Reviewing the whole field of attitudes and their 
measurement, Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, pp.1-2) claim that 
the term attitude 'is characterised by an embarrassing 
degree of ambiguity and confusion'. This is probably 
because few researchers agree on an explicit definition of 
'attitude' and the term has been used in a general sense to 
include feelings, beliefs, values, perceptions, opinions, 
(2) intentions etc.. Further, consistent with this
multi-dimensional definition, researchers have attempted to 
measure attitudes by asking questions designed to 'access 
presumed constituents' and to adapt measuring instruments to 
fit the purpose of their study. It is not surprising 
therefore that the measurement of attitudes has shown great 
diversity.
O
In the classical scaling techniques (i.e. Thurstone, 
Likert, Guttmann and Osgood) described above, measurement 
ultimately rests on responses to single statements of belief 
or intention on a bipolar (or two unipolar) seal es, e.g. 
measuring attitudes to school, using the Likert approach:
Going to school is good fun.
Strongly agree I agree I uncertain ! disagree I Strongly disagree 
+2 ! +1 ! Ô ! -1 ! -2
Standard attitude scaling is designed to select a set of 
be1iefs or intentiona1 statements which can be used to 
measure a person's attitude. Responses to such a set of 
statements indicate the strength of beliefs or intentions;
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a measure of evaluation is not obtained from the person 
whose attitude is measured, but rather, it is assigned by 
the investigator, and it is assumed to be the same for all
r esp on den t s T o  meet this c on diti on of un i f or rn eva 1 u at i on s , 
many items are eliminated by the various scaling techniques 
(Fishbein and Ajzen 1975, pp.79-89).
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, pp.222-223) argue that responses 
to any belief or intentional statement can serve as an 
indicant of a person's attitude, provided that his or her 
(2) own evaluation associated the belief or intention are
known. This is key characteristic of their approach. They 
suggest that beliefs (b) and their evaluation (e) can be 
measured simultaneously for each respondent, and the summed 
products of (b) and (e) thus obtained can serve as a measure 
of attitude, in accordance with an expectancy - value model.
Attitudes and behaviour
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, pp.16-17) suggest that despite the 
concern expressed by Allport (1935) and others about the 
complexity of the attitude concept, early research seemed to 
confirm the validity of unidimensional attitude scales, by 
showing that people who behave in different ways also differ 
predictably in their attitudes^ as thus measured. For 
example, it was found that union members have more 
favourable attitudes to labour unions than does management, 
that pacifists have more negative attitudes toward war than 
non-pacifists and that (in the USA) northerners are more 
favourable toward blacks than are southerners. Because of 
this apparent link between behaviour and attitude, it was 
assumed that the reverse would be equally valid, that there
O
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wou1d be a close 1i n k b etween a11i t udes and behaviour. 
This lead researchers to test the assumption that attitude 
measurements can predict behaviour.
But scores on attitude scales often do not serve as 
bell a V i o u r a 1 p r e d i s p o s i t i o n s. T !"i e r e ss e a r c h f indi n g s o f 
LaPiere and of Corey are frequently cited as examples of 
s t u d i e s w h i ch de m o n s 11- a t e t h i s . L a P iere (1934) i n v e s t i g a t e d 
racia 1 prejudice. He accompanied a Chiinese couple in their 
11"aVe 1 5 through the USA and i n over 250 i nstances they 
were refused service only once. Yet the majority of the 
hoteliers and restaurant owners involved, when questioned 
later, said that they would not accept members of the 
Chinese race as guests. It should be noted, however, that 
LaPiere's measure of attitude consisted of a single question 
on1 y» Corey (1937) measured st ud en t s ' attit udes towards 
cheating using a Likert Scale. The students subsequently 
were given access to their 'true-false' examination papers, 
apparently ungraded, and told to mark them themselves. The 
m e a s u i- e m e n t o f t h ei r 'cheating be h a v iour' bo r e n o
relationship to the measures of their attitudes towards
cheating „ Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p.18) suggest that the 
lack of correspondence between attitude and behaviour 
reported by LaPiere and by Corey is due to attitude being 
only one of many factors determining behaviour.
Tittle and Hill (1967), reviewed fifteen studies of the 
relationship between measured attitude and behaviour,
including those of LaPiere and of Corey. Six of them showed 
low, three moderate, and six high correspondence and they 
concluded that the strength of the relationship between
0o
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measured attitude and subsequent behaviour is dependant upon
t jI'-ee f ac t or s :
1 'the measurement technique employed'
(attitude measures using sing1e questions showed 
low correspondence),
2 'the degree to which the criterion behavior 
constitutes action within the individuals' common 
range of experience '
(i.e. whether the behaviour is customary),
3 'the degree to which the criterion 
behavior represents a repetitive behavioral 
configuration'
(i.e. whether the behaviour occurs frequently).
Tittle and Hill carried out further investigations 
themselves and concluded that, 'multi-item attitude
instruments would have considerable utility as predictors of 
behavior when such behavior represents a normal
configuration of repetitive actions.' The lack of 
correspondence between measured attitudes and behaviour, 
reported by both LaPiere and Corey, are accounted for in 
points 1 to 3 above. One of these studies relied upon a 
single statement of attitude and the behaviour on which 
both focused was unusual.
Wicker (1969) reviewed twenty—five reports of research 
dating from 1934 to 1969, also including those of LaPiere 
and Corey. He reported on the correspondence between 
measured attitude and overt behaviour in each case. He 
concluded that there is 'little evidence to support the 
postulated existence of stable, underlying attitudes within 
the individual, which influence both his verbal expressions 
and his actions'. He suggested that this has important 
imp1i cations for soci al researchers :
1 there is no evidence that feelings, as measured 
by attitude scales are translated into actions 
(behaviour)s
2.8
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other factors, as well as attitudes, may 
inf1uence overt b ehavi ours
5ignificant cori~espondence between a11itu.de 
m e a s u r e s a ri d i" e 1 e v a n t b e h a v i o u r s li a u 1 d b e 
demonstrated by researchers before they attempt 
to study social behaviour by assessing attitudes.
Peters (1958) casts doubt on whether there can be an all 
embracing theory predicting human behaviour. He reviews 
var i ous theor i es of mot i vat i on , i nc: 1 ud i ng that of Freud , 
dr i Ve theor i es, and hedoni srn and conc 1 udes tiiat man i s a 
r u le f o 11 o w i n g a n i m a 1 and h i s b e h a v i ou i" c a n m o s 11 y b e 
explained in terms of a purposive, rule following model. 
Suc:h 1“u 1 es must obvi ous 1 y have social origins.
Despite the doubt cast on the value of measured attitudes, 
Acock and Scott (1980) note that the last decade has 
witnessed a renewed interest in the pivotal role of the 
attitude concept in accounting for behaviour. They cite a 
number of workers, including Wicker (1969 op cit) and Ajzen 
and Fishbein (1977). They report that three themes flow 
through this 1iterature: socia1 inf1uence; the differentia1 
impact of social pressures on behaviours open to public 
inspection as opposed to low visibility behaviours; the 
prob1ems of measurement.
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, p.301) embrace these three themes 
in their proposed model for predicting behaviour. They state 
that 'In a given situation, a person is assumed to hold or 
to form a specific behav iour al intention which influences 
his subsequent overt behaviour ... There are two major 
factors that detei-mi ne behavioui-a 1 i ntenti onss a personal 
'atfjfudjnai' factor and a sociaJ or 'normative' factor. 
These two components influence behavioural intentions by
O Q
o0r
different amounts. Their relative 'weights' are determined 
emp i r i cal 1 y . Ex pressed symbol i cal 1 y :
B  '^  I “  ( Ae< ) W  1 -!- ( SN ) W-;;
where:
B is the behaviour;
I i s t h e i n t e n i: i o n t o p e i'” f a r m t h e b e h a v i o u r ;
AB i s t !"i e a 11 i t ud e t owar d s p er f oi'" m i n g t hi e b eh a v i our ;
SN is the subjective noi-m;
Wiand Ws are empiri cal1 y determined weights«
Abh the Eitt itude towards performing the behaviour in 
question, is proposed to be a function of the perceived 
consequences of performing that behaviour and of the
(2) person's evaluation of those consequences. Thus:
Ab “ ^  bi Bi
1=1
where:
bi is the belief that performing behaviour B leads to 
consequences or outcome i;
Bi is the persons evaluation of outcome i; 
n is the number of salient beliefs the person holds 
about performing behaviour B.
The T.'or ma t i ve component, SN dea 1 s wi th the i nf 1 uence of
social environment on behaviour. The subjective norm is the 
persons perception that most people who are important to him 
think that he should or should not perform the behaviour in 
question. According to the theory, the general subjective 
norm is determined by the perceived expectations of specific
relevant individuals or groups, and by the person's
motivation to comply with those expectations.
SN - ^  bj m..j
wnere:
bj is the normative belief (i.e. the persons belief 
that a reference group or individual j thinks he should 
or should not perform behaviour B;
mj is the motivation to comply with the referent j; 
n is the number of relevant referents.
LIO
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Fishbein and Ajzen (1975 p.308) claim substantial empirical 
support for this intention model, based on a number of 
di f -f e i - e n t t y pes of in v e s t i g a t ions. T li e r e s e a r c h findings o f 
Jaccard and Davidson (1972) concerning 'the use of birth 
c o n t: rol pills' se r v e s a s t h e i i" e x a m p 1 e . S u b j e c t s w e i- e a s k e d 
to rate the concept of using the birth control pill on a set 
of evaluative semantic differential scales. This measure of 
attitude was found to be highly related to bhe subject's 
belief about the consequences of using birth control pills 
and their evaluations of these consequences, that is 
expectancy-value model. In this study 15 salient beliefs 
were previously elicited from an independent sample of 
women: the same women were also asked to name 'important 
others' who may influence their use of the pill. 
Twelve significant referents were elicited, these being the 
ones mentioned most frequently. The normative beliefs 
cone e !'■ n i n g e a c !i r e f erent w ere assessed i n t h e folio w i n g w a y :
My mother thinks
I should---------------------------------- 1 should not
use birth control pills.
MotiVation to comply with each referc-?nt was measui-ed
In general
I want to   1 want not to
do as my mother thinks I should.
The investigators performed multiple regression analysis and
f o u n d a m u 11 i p 1 e c o i'- rela t i o n o f 0.835 f o r t h e pred i c t i o n o f 
i n t e n t i o n t o u s e b i r t h c o n t r o 1 p ills f i" o m a w e i g hi t e d 
combination of the attitudinal and normative components of 
the theory. Fishbein and Ajzen claim that 'this high 
correlation is representative of the results obtained in
2.11
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A further development of this model is reported by Ajzen and
F i s h b e in (1977 ) » T hi e y s u g g e s t t h a t. ' a 11 i t. u d i n a 1 a n d
behavioural entities may be viewed as consisting of FOUR
di f •(• e I'- e n t e 1 e m e n t s : t h e a c t i o n , t h e ta r g e t at w hich t li e
action is directed, the context in which the action is
performed, and the time at which it is performed'. They
51ate that behavioura 1 criteria based on sing1e observations 
wi11 a1ways involve these four specific e1ements, and
that the strength of an attitude - behaviour relationship 
depends in large part on the degree of correspondence 
between the attitudinal and the behavioural entities.
O
W hi a t A j z e n a n d F i s h b e i n s u g g e s t m a y be r eprese n t e d a s 
foilows:
î)
3)
Attitude
measured
towards:
Corresponding
behaviour
(Strength of 
(prediction 
(
'my church' Different (Poor
(no action,context, behaviours w.r.t. (prediction
time} church eg. 
attending services, 
donating money, 
participating in 
social events, etc.
I
'donating money to Index of monetary (Good
my church" (no time) donations (prediction
'Attending worship Attending worship (Very good
service at my church service at my church (prediction
at 10.00 am next at 10.00 am next (
Sunday'
(all elements included)
Sunday 1
Ajzen and Fishbein (1977) analysed numerous research reports 
and constructed a table showing the effect of correspondence 
o n A11 itud e -- B e h a v i o u r r e 1 a t i o n ships:
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The Effect of Correspondence on Attitude-Behaviour Relations
Attitude-Behaviour relation
Not
significant
Low or
inconsistent(1)
High
(2)
Correspondence
Low 26 1 0
Partial 20 47 4
High:
questionable measures 0 9 9
appropriate measures 0 0 26
(1) r=<0.40
(2) r=>0.40
The numbers in the cells represent the number of studies cited
(Ajzen and Fishbein 197? op cit, p.913)
However, the basis on which they judge the degree of 
correspondence is not stated in the text, although they say 
that 'to predict behaviour from attitude the investigator 
has to ensure high correspondence between at least the 
target and action elements of the measures he employs'.
O
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, pp.5-9) present further 
developments of their approach. They propose 'a theory of 
reasoned action' based on the assumption that human beings 
are usually quite rational, making systematic use of the 
information available to them and that human social 
behaviour is not controlled by unconscious motives or 
overpowering desires. They suggest that the factors 
determining a persons behaviour may be represented by the 
foilowinq mode1.
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Fig. 2. Relations amongst beliefs, attitude, subjective 
norm, intention and behaviour.
O
[jz-vel I
Normative beliefs 
and motivations 
to comply
Subjective
norm
Behavior
Relative importance 
of attitude and 
subjective norm
Intention
Behavioral beliefs 
and outcome 
evaluations
Attitude toward 
the behavior
(Reproduced from Ajzen and Fishbein 1980, p-100)
O
They contend that:
1 Intentions (I) are the immediate antecendents of actions 
and that high correspondence between intention and behaviour 
is obtained if the measure of intention corresponds to the 
behavioural criteria of action, target, context and time,
proVided that the intention is stable.
2. Behavioural intention (I) is determined by attitudes (Am) 
and subjective norms (SN), the relative importance of the 
two components varying from one behaviour to another and one 
individual to another. They emphasize the necessity of 
ensuri ng corr esp ondence (in terms of action, t ar g et, context 
and time), between statements of intention, attitude and 
subjective norms, citing multiple correlation coefficients 
(R above) in the region of 0.7 to 0.9, e.g. Sperber et al,
2.14
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(1980) R=0n85; Fishbein et al (1980a), R=0.89; Fishbein and 
Ajzen (1980), R=0.79, 0.70, 0.75; Fishbein et al (1980c),
R=0.89.
3. Attitudes (A3 ) are based on a set of a person's salient
beliefs measured by the summed products of beliefs (b) and
evaluation of these beliefs (e). Beliefs about a particular
behaviour are elicited from a sample population by asking
questions such as:
What do you think are the advantages of using 
birth contro1 pills?
What do you think are the disadvantages of using
bi 1“th control pi 11 s?
Is there anything else which you associate with 
the use of birth control pills?
The responses which occur most frequently form the 'modal
salient beliefs'. One effect or belief may be expressed in
several ways (e.g. 'makes me vomit'; 'makes me throw up';):
the investigator will need to 'use common sense' in
extracting the salient beliefs from the responses. Fishbein
and Ajzen (1975) state that the magnitude of attitude index
( 7^ hi e±) does not increase indefinitely with
acquisition of new beliefs, because attitude is determined
by a hierarchically organised, limited number of salient
bel ief s G e n e r a l  1 y speaking the theoretical rel ati onshi p
between number of positive beliefs and attitude (with
evaluation held constant) is described by the following
model„
2.15
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Fig. 3. Attitude as a function of positive number of 
beliefs, with attribute evaluation held constant.
7
6
5
4
3
2
N u m b e r  o f  p o s i t i v e  salient beliefs
(reproduced from Fishbein and Ajzen 1975, p.224) 
Each additional belief contributes less to the total 
at tit L i d  e measur emen t «
O
4. Subjective norms (SN) are based on a set of normative 
beliefs, and measured by the summed products of normative 
beliefs (b) and motivation to comply with the referent (m). 
The salient referents are elicited as described earlier 
(page 2.11), the questionnaire format being similar to those 
described.
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p.84) focus attention on effects 
of external variables. Figure 1 (p.1.19) illustrates how
these variables can influence intentions and behaviour 
indirect1 y by their effects on behavioural beliefs, outcome 
evaluation, normative beliefs, motivation to comply, or 
relative weight of the attitudinal and normative components.
2.16
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Precedents for applying the Ajzen and Fishbein model to 
the investigation of health behaviour.
The Ajzen and Fishbein Model has been used to investigate a 
wide variety of activities, e.g. voting (Fishbein et al 
1976), church attendance (Brinberg 1979), water conservation 
(Kantola et al 1982), political participation (Acock et al 
1980), sentence recommendations for hypothetical defendants 
(Katz 1982) and consumer behaviour (Fishbein and Ajzen 
1980).
Numerous researchers have also successfully applied the
model, or parts of the model, to the health behaviour field,
for ex ample:
Family planning (Fishbein et al 1980a 
pp.130-147);
Child bearing intentions (Loken and Fishbein 
1980, pp.202-223);
Using birth control pills (Herold and Goodwin
1980);
Male oral contraceptive use (Jaccard 1981);
Changing contraceptive usage intentions (McCarty
1981);
Weight loss (Sejwacz et al 1980 pp.101-112);
Weight reduction (Saltzer 1981);
Smoking attitudes and behaviour (Marsh and 
Matheson 1983);
Changing the behaviour of alcoholics (Fishbein et 
al 1980b pp.217-242);
Adolescent alcohol use (Schlegel, Crawford,
Sanborn 1977);
Drug use (Cook et al 1980);
Drug use and intentions (Lacy 1980);
Smoking marijuana (Ajzen, Timko, White 1982);
Drug use (Bentler and Speckhart 1979);
Marijuana Intentions (Bearden and Woodside 1978);
! . .  1
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Oral hygiene (Beck and Lund 1981);
Tuberculosis detection drive (Wurtele, Roberts,
Leeper 1982);
Exercise (Bentler and Speckhart 1981);
(Soise o f  these investigatioris are reviewed later,}
Thus the model has been used to investigate a variety of 
different types of health behaviour in adults. Schlegel, 
Crawford and Sanborn (1977 op cit) claim ... support for 
the application of the Ajzen and Fishbein model to a new 
field of behaviour, alcohol drinking by adolescentsu ' There 
is thus an established precedent for this present study.
2.18
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USING THE AJZEN AND FISHBEIN MODEL TO INVESTIGATE 
FACTORS AFFECTING ADOLESCENT HEALTH BEHAVIOUR
First attempt
In a first attempt to test the applicability of the Ajzen 
and Fishbein model to the health behaviour of adolescents, 
Likert-type instruments were developed. They were designed 
operate at Level 2 (my label) shown in the model on pages 
1.19 and 2.14, measuring 'attitudes towards the behaviour' 
and 'subjective norms'. Intentions would be measured in 
terms of action, target, context and time, as stipulated by 
Ajzen and Fishbein. Regression analysis would then be used 
in establishing the relative importance of Attitudes and 
Subjective Norms in determining Intentions in relation to 
these health behaviours.
The customary procedures were followed (see Appendix 01), 
and a questionnaire for piloting was constructed which 
contained approximately 70 items, referring to beliefs about 
and social pressures concerning smoking cigarettes, drinking 
alcohol, keeping fit, eating a healthy diet. The survey was 
completed by approximately 250 secondary school pupils aged 
11-18 years. The scores were entered onto a computer file 
and Factor Analysed. The results showed:
a) 1ow inter-item corre1 ations;
b ) 1arge numbers of i11-determined factors;
c) 'embryo' factors emerging giving sea1 es with 1ow 
McKennell's alphas (<0.55);
d) these 'embryo' factors were mainly concerned with 
smoking, alcohol, keeping fit and diet as 
separate entities;
e) only two 'embryo' factors defining general 
hea 11h b eh av i our emerg ed «
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Thi s indicated that:
1) teenagers do not view health behaviour as a 
unified concepts
2> highly emotional and sometimes covert attitude 
statements are not effective in measuring 
Persona1 Attitudes and Subjective Norms in this 
context -
A 'full account of this attempt is included as Appendix 01,
O
O
This present study
Thus an attempt to investigate adolescents' health behaviour 
by traditional Likert scales showed that they do not view 
health behaviour as a unified concept. It was therefore 
decided to develop separate questionnaires for: smoking;
alcohol; keeping fit; diet. The use of Likert type scaling, 
with its characteristic of high emotionality, seemed not to 
be suitable for this purpose. The literature was therefore 
searched to see what alternative approach had been used by 
Ajzen and Fishbein themselves and subsequent researchers 
using and adapting their model. Using the symbols defined 
previously in Chapter Two, the model may be represented:
Level Î
b a. e j.
b j ffij
i"'
measured by 
expectancy 
value model 
techniques.
Level 2
Ai
B
SN
measured by 
semantic differential 
techniques or 
Likert scaling.
Heasurement of Attitudes and Subjective Norms
Referring to the model on pages 1.19 and 2.14, a review of 
the literature suggests that there is generally a high
corre1 ation between :
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1 « behavioural beli efs and their evaluati on 
(^bi ei), measured by expectancy value 
të&hniques (level :i. ) and attitudes towards 
behaviour (As) measured by semantic 
differential techniques or Likert scaling 
(level 2)..
2.. normative beliefs and motivation to comply 
(^ b j  mj) measured by expectancy value 
techniques (level 1) and subjective norms (SN) 
measured by a semantic differential technique or 
l„ i k er t sc aling (level 2).
For example, high correlations are reported between these
above measures by Loken and Fishbein (1980) in an
investigation into the effects of occupational variables on
child-bearing intentions. They measured the components of
the model in the following orders
1. a measure of attitudes toward having a child 
within the next 3 years (As);
2. eight salient beliefs about the consequences of 
having a child within the next 3 years (bi) 
followed by each corresponding evaluation (e&), 
giving ^ b i  ei ;
3. a measure of the subjective norms;
4. five normative beliefs (bj), together with five 
motivations to comply (mj), giving
5. a measure of intention to have a child within the 
next three years (BI )
They report that the measure of attitude (As) and its
proposed determinants ( ^Lbiei), using elicited beliefs
L-l
only, was highly significant (r=0.85, p<0.01). Similarly, 
the correlation between the social normative measure (SN) 
and its determinants (pb„.,m.j) was highly significant,
J"'
(r=0.80, p<0.01).'
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) cite further examples of high 
correlations between these measures (levels 1 and 2 of the 
model) in studies concerning: understanding womens'
occupational orientations (p.123); family planning
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behaviours (p.141) and voting in American elections (p.181). 
Numerous other researchers report similar highly significant 
correlations.
The question arises as to how best to measure attitudes and 
subjective norms in this present study. The possibilities 
are:
a. expectancy-value attitude and subjective norm 
measures, i.e. et and ^bjmj
( l e v e l  1 o n l y ) ;  j - l
b . semantic differential measures for As and SN 
(level 2 only);
c . both of the above measures;
d. various mixtures of a. and b . above.
A review of the literature indicates that all the above 
11 i ons h ave been tried.
Researchers interested in the diagnosis of attitudes and 
subjective norms have tended to use only the 
expectancy-value technique (a. above) to measure behaviour 
beliefs and their evaluations, together with normative
(2) beliefs and their motivation to comply, for example: Jaccard
(1981) measuring attitudes towards male contraceptive pills; 
March and Matheson (1983) investigating smoking attitudes 
and behaviour and Lacy (1981) studying drug use.
Researchers interested in testing the the model, together 
with other models and suggesting modifications, tend to use 
the semantic differential technique only (b. above), for 
example: Bentler and Speckart (1979), developing models to
explain the use of certain drugs; Bentler and Speckart
(1981), developing models using students attitudes and 
behaviour towards studying, exercise and dating and
3.4
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Schlegel, Crawford and Sanborn (1977) in application of the 
Fishbein model to adolescents' alcohol use.
Th e semantic differential tec h n i que measures 'overa 11 
influences', which are probably the most appropriate 
measures for testing, comparing and modifying models.
Researchers mainly interested in testing the Ajzen and 
Fishbein model and its validity have tended to use both 
types of measures (c. and d . above). Other researchers 
interested in diagnosis and explanation of attitudes and 
subjective norms have also used both types of measures. 
Some report that the attitude-intention relationship is 
stronger when expectancy-value attitude measures are used as 
predictors than when semantic differential measures are 
employed. This was reported by Bagozzi (1981) measuring 
blood donation behaviour and Brinberg (1979) predicting 
church attendance.
The aim of the present study is to identify factors which 
influence health behaviour, that is, the aim is d i agnos i s ^
\/u
thus indicating that expectancy-value measures b;,. ey,
and ^7 bj mj ought to be be employed. Further, Ajzen and
j"'
Fishbein (1980) state that external variables affect 
behaviour only indirectly and can be mediated through 
behavioural beliefs, normative beliefs and their relative 
'weightings' (model page 1.19). Other workers have confirmed 
that exposure to persuasive communications designed to 
manipulate beliefs will in fact influence intentions (and 
possibly subsequent behaviour) in compliance with the 
communications, for instance Beck and Lund (1981) claim
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c h a n g e s i n ' o i- a 1 h ygie n e i n t e n t i o n s ' a f t e r s u b j e c ts had b e e n 
exposed to persuasive messages. This present study is 
concerned with the influence of Health Education programmes 
on adolescents' health behaviour. External variables such 
as new i nf ormat i on , might be expected to change be 1 i ef s 
Hence, the measurement of behavioural beliefs and normative 
be1i efs is .central to this study and expectancy-value 
measures will be used to measure them.
The measurement of Intentions
Central to the Ajzen and Fishbein model is the assumption 
t hi a t b e h a v i oural inte n t ions ac c u r atel y p i-edict beh a v i ou r „ 
Sa11zer (1931) states that under controlled 1 aboratory 
conditions, high correlations (approaching 1.0) between 
intentions and behaviour have been reported and cites 
Fishbein and Ajzen's (1975) and Hornik's (1970) findings. 
F ur t h er sh e c i t es ex amp 1 es of " h i g h c or relati on s b et ween 
intentions and behaviour" in studies of voting, alcoholics 
tr eatment, pre-marita1 i nt er c ourse, t he use of birth contro1 
pills. Saltzer (1981) herself, found that behavioural 
i n t e n t i o n s f o r weight loss are u seful pre d i c t o i'" s o f w e i g hi t 
loss behavi our f or participants i n a c 1 ini ca 1 wei g!it 
reduction programme. Wurtele, Roberts and Leeper (1981) 
measured subjects' intentions to return to a clinic, 48 
hours af ter recei vi ng tubei"cul i n vacci n e f  or a recommended 
skin test reading. The behavioural intention was found to 
be an "important predictor" of subsequent behaviour. It 
could however be argued that this was a special case: the
subjects were already committed, having initially attended 
the clinic vo1 untari1 y . They a1 so cite examp1 es of high 
correlations between intentions and behaviour in
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i f î î m u nisati o n b e h a v i o u r , co n t race p t i v e c li o i c e s , w ei g h t 1 o s s 
and smoking behaviour, suggesting that 'behavioural 
intentions would be an important variable for predicting 
other h ea11h re1 ated behavi ours'.
Therefore it i s proposed to measure behavioural intentions 
in the main survey of this study. The age range in the 
population to be studied is from 11 to IS years and 
extensive interviews with representative groups have 
indicated that behaviour with respect to drinking alcohol, 
smoking cigarettes, keeping fit and eating a healthy diet 
will vary with age, also, Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, p.318) 
s t a t e t h a t v a r ying si t u a t i o n s rn a y i n f 1 u e n c: e i n t e n t i o n s. 
Therefore, more than one intention statement is required in 
each survey. For example, 'Intention statements' concerning 
alcohol:
D C3 y ou t h i n k y o u w i 11 dri n k alco h o 1 i c d r i n k s a t 
home with your family in the next two weeks?
Do you think you will drink alcoholic drinks in 
the homes of friends or relatives in the next two 
weeks?
Do you think you will dri nk alcoho1ic drinks wi th 
your friends in pubs or clubs in the next two 
weeks?
(Note that the model's requirement for the 
specification of action, target, context and time 
elements is satisfied in these statements.)
There are precedents for using more than one Intention
statement: other workers in the field have used several
Intention statements for each behaviour in question, for
example: Bentler and Speckhart (1979) investigating drug
use; Bearden and Woodside (1978) investigating marijuana
u5e and Schlege]. , Crawford and Sanborn (1977) investigating
adolescent alcohol use.
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A jz en and Fishbei n (1980, pp.31-33, i O5-106) state that 
dieting and exercise involve of actions rather than
si n g i e a c: t i o n s , w h i ch t h e y t e r m b e h a r i a ur al c a t e g a r i e s . 
Thus a set of single intention statements must be selected 
wh i c h t og et h er ar e r e 1 e van t to the c: at eg or y i n quest i on. 
F Q r e x a m p 1 e , f o 11 o w i n g t h e i î" f o r m u 1 a t :L o n , i n t e n t i o n s t o w a d 
tak i ng exerci se couId be measured by th e foilowi ng set of 
statements:
Are you planning to do physical exercise alone 
like j o g g i n g , a e i'“ o b i c s , s w i m m i n g , b i c y d e  riding , 
walking, etc.. in the next two weeks?
Are you pi anni ng to take part in spovt wi th other 
people outside school such as squash, badminton, 
football, tennis, hockey, etc . in the next two 
weeks?
Are you planning to avoid long periods of 
inactivity like watching a lot of TV or just 
sitting around, in the next two weeks?
In these ways behavioural Intentions concerning keeping fit
w i 11 b e m e a s u r e d .
The influence of past behaviour
Several workers have shown that past behaviour can influence 
future behaviour, either directly or indirectly. Bentler 
and Speckhart (1979) found past behaviour as well as 
attitudes and subjective norms 'account for a significant 
degree of variability in behaviour'. Lacy (1981) showed 
that past behavi oi.ir affects behavi oui-a 1 i ntenti ons direc11 y . 
Thus, various modifications to the Ajzen and Fishbein model 
biaVe been proposed in the lighit of such findings. Tlie 
present study is concerned with the behaviour of 
adolescents, whose behaviour patterns are sti11 deve1oping , 
it can thus legitimately be assumed that they will not have 
developed set patterns of past behaviour, which may
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influence their intentions. The influence of past behaviour 
wjjy therefore not be included in the modeJ and self-reports 
of past behaviour will not be collected.
Summary
Thus a modified version of the Ajzen and Fishbein model was 
used and the following was measured for: drinking alcohol;
smoking cigarettes; keeping fit and diet, using separate 
questionnaires for each.
>  bj ei__
o :
bj mj—  "
J"'
Where:
foi is the belief that performing a particular 
behaviour leads to consequences or outcomes i;
E'i is the person's evaluation of outcome i ;
n1 is the number of salient beliefs the person 
holds about performing that particular behaviour;
foj is the normative belief, i.e. the person's 
belief that a reference group or individual j 
thinks that he should or should not perform a 
partieu1ar behaviour ;
mj is the motivation to comply with the 
referent j ;
ns is the number of relevant referents;
I is the Intention to perform that particular 
behaviour.
The elicitation of Intentions, Salient Beliefs and 
Significant Referents is described in Chapter 4.
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ELICITING INTENTIONS, SALIENT BELIEFS AND 
SIGNIFICANT REFERENTS
Eliciting Intentions
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p.42> claim that a person's 
Intentions, expressed in terms of action tar get f, context 
and t iine , c 1 ose 1 y coi-r espond wi th subsequent beliavi our .
The elicitation of Intentions to: 
d r i n k a 1 c oh o 1 i c d î- i n k s ; 
s m o I: e c i g a r e t tes;
be physica11 y vigorously active or just 'sit 
around';
eat particular types of food;
was done in di scussions wi th smai 1 groups of p i..ipi 1 s of 
'mixed ability' aged between 11 and 18 years, in several 
schioo 1 s ( i . e « representati ve of the popu. 1 ation i n tlie 
study). They were asked in what situations (conteaf) and 
when (time) they were likely to drink (acfjon) alcoholic 
drinks (target), smoke cigarettes, take regular exercise 
and eat p ar t i cu 1 ar t.yp es of f ood .
Dr inking alcoholic drinks
These discussions revealed that pupils were likely to drink
a 1 c o h o lie d r i n L: s i n t hi e f o 11 o w i n q c o n t e % t s :
at h o m e w i t h t hi ei r f a rn i 1
at t h e hi o m e s o f f r i e n (d s a n d 1- e 1 a t i v e s ,
or c e 1 e b r a i: i o n s a n d a t 'ordinary times
i n clubs and pubs.
A number o f q u i t e y o u n g g i r 1 s (aged 13 to
in urban schools, claimed that they regularly drank 
alcoholic drinks in public bars. Quite a lot of boys and 
girls also of this age said that they regularly drank
4.1
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alcoholic drinks in clubs with their parents and
grandparents.
M o s t p u p i 1 s s a i d t h a i: t h e y w o u 1 d b e 1 i k e 1 y t o d v~ i n I ;
alcoholic drinks at least once a month (tame).
Smoking cigarettes
The discussions indicated that pupils were likely to smoke
c i g a i~ e 11 e s i n t h e f o 11 o w i n g c o n t e % t s s
when they were alone;
when they wei"e witli fr-lends;
(both of these in a large number of situations, e.g. at
home, at school, in the street, in the park)
at parties and discos.
Large numbers of pupils spoke of the peer group pressure to
smoke at parties and discos. Pupils in the urban schools
spoke of freely accessible cigarette vending machines, at
commercially run discos catering specially for 13 to 15 year
olds.
A number of pupils said they would smoke at discos and that
t h i s w o u 1 d h a p p e n a t 1 e a s t o n c e a m o n t h ( t i m e ) .
Keeping Fit
Fc^ keeping fit, the bebayjouraJ categories suggested by
A j z e n a n d F i s hi b e i n ( 1980 ) ( s ee p . 3 « 8 ) w e i" e u s e d . P u pi Is
were asked what sorts of exercises they were likely to take 
and in what company. They were also asked about times of
p !"i y 5 i c a 3. i n a c t i v i t y . F r o m t h e i r repi i e s , a lis t o f c en m m o n 
a c t i V i t i e s a n d 'inacti v i t i es ' and t h e c  o  n  t  e .Y t  i n w h i c h  
these occurred was drawn up for use in the keeping fit
quest i on n aire
oo
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Many pupils said that they regularly took part in sporting 
activities and / or physical exercise at least once a week
( 12 7f! e ) u
Diet
T !"i e w a y i n w h i c h I n t e n t i o n s w e i- e est a b 1 i s h e d w i t h r e g a r d t o 
d !'■ i n k i ng alco h o 1 , smo k i n g ci g a ret t es, a n d k e e p i n g fit w a s 
thus grounded in what pupils had to say about their own 
experience. Intentions with regard to diet were derived 
differently. For context the interviews indicated that 
they were likely to eat in all the obvious places, e.g.: 
at home; 
at school ;
at the homes of friends;
at t h e h omes of e 1 at i ves ; 
i n t h e s t r e e t ;
in cafes, restaurants, and 'fast food' bars; 
etc. »
Of overwhelming significance to health behaviour however was 
wbat pupils were likely regularly to eat in relation to 
what is currently considered to be good dietary practice. 
Rather than ask them to list what they habitually ate, 
therefore, it was decided to present in the Intention 
questionnaire, a list of 11 foods derived from the 
recommendations in the NACNE Report (1983). Pupils were 
asked about thei r i ntent i ons wi th respect to these i n tlie 
i m m e d i a ±. e f u t u r e ( t i ^ e > .
To permutate these items with a lengthy context list was 
considered unnecessary, since the issue was one of
oo
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'whether' rather than 'where'.
Eliciting salient beliefs and significant referents
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) suggest that to elicit the beliefs
underlying a person's attitude towards behaviour ^ the
following type of question could be asked:
What do you believe are the advantages and 
disadvantages of -----  ?
What else do you associate with -----  ?
To elicit significant referents, they suggest that
respondents could be asked to list referents in response to
a question such as:
If you consider ----- , there might be individuals
or groups who would think you should or should 
not perform this behaviour. List the individuals 
or groups that come to mind.
The wording and language of these questions were considered 
to be too difficult for secondary school pupils to
understand. Modified questions concerning the following
behaviours were prepared:
(i) drinking alcoholic drinks.
(ii) smoking cigarettes.
(iii) keeping fit.
(iv) eating a healthy diet.
The questions concerned with each topic were written on 
separate overhead transparencies. Teaching groups of
secondary school pupils of mixed ability, aged 11-18 years, 
were asked to answer (in writing) one, or at the most two
sets of questions. Each set of questions was answered by
approximately 150 pupils (50 aged 11-13 years; 50 aged 13-15 
years; 50 aged 15-18 years.)
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Salient beliefs and significant referents with respect to 
drinking alcoholic drinks.
Pupils were asked to respond to the following:
1„ Make a list of what you think are the most
p 1 e a s a n t / a g r e e a ble/ ni c: e t: h i n g s abo u t d r i n I-.: i n g 
a I c o h o I i c d r i n I-:; s
2., Make a list of what you think are the most
unp1easant/ di sagreeab1e things and problems 
c o n n e t e d w i t h d r i n k i n g a i c o h o I i c d r i n k: s.
3., Make a list of any other comments you wish to
make about dri nki ng aIcohoIic drinks.
4. Would anybody mind or care if you drank
a I c o h o 1 i c d r i n k s 7‘
a) Name those who might tell you that drinking 
alcoholic dri nl<s i s bad f or you„
b) Name those who don't mind if you drink a 
little.
c) Name those who might encourage you to drink a;
1 ot
These questions were selected after careful piloting. For 
example in questions 1, 2 and 3, if they were not asked to 
make a list, some pupils wrote an extended paragraph from 
w h i c: h i t w as diffic u 11 to elicit sali e n t b e 1 i e f s . T h e 
original wording of question 4 was "who influences your 
d r i n k i n g o f alcoholic dri n k s?" f o 3.1 o w e d b y p a r t s a) , b) , c ) . 
Many second year pupils thought 'influence' meant 
' e n c o u r a g e , he n ce th e p h r ase ' m i n d or c a r e ' w as su b st i t. u t e d 
for 'influence'.
In all, 161 pupils responded. Their answers were analysed as 
suggested by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, pp.68-70) as follows. 
The responses which occured most frequently to questions 1,2 
and 3, form the 'modal salient beliefs' and to question 4 
the 'significant referents'.
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Salient Beliefs
One effect or belief may be expressed in several ways e.g.:
' d r i n k i n g a 1 c o 'n a 1 m a k e s y o u h a p p y '
' dr~ i n !=: i ng al coho 1 chieer s yoi..i up '
'dri n k i n g alcoh o 1 m a k e s y o u 1 o o k o n t li e b rig h t
si de '
S i m i 1 a r s t a t e fn e n t s s u c h a s i: li e s e , w e r e g r o u}:) e d t o g e t h e r . 
Sometimes it was difficult to decide if two statements 
referred to the same or different outcomes, 
eg . ' drink ing alcohol mak:es me -f eel good. '
' d r i n k i n g ale o h o 1 l"i sips m e t o r e 1 a x . '
A usefu1 'ru1e of thumb' is to see if individua1 respondents
list both consequences: if so, the two should be treated
separately. Individuals tended to list both of the 
statements in the example above, showing that 'makes me feel 
good' does not group with 'helps me to relax'. In fact 
'makes me feel good' generally grouped with 'makes me feel 
happy'.
In addition to making a statement concerning being 'out of 
(2) c o n t !- o 1 ' a f ter d rinking alco h o 1 , m a n y i n d i v i d u a 1 p u p i 1 s a 1 s o
made a statement referring to 'drinking and driving'. Thus, 
pupils saw these as two separate beliefs. One might
speculate that 'drinking and driving' endangers other
people's lives as well as t h e  life of the drinker, whereas 
'being out of control' could cause harm or inconvenience 
mainly to the drinker, and not necessarily to other people.
The beliefs about 'drinking alcoholic drinks', of pupils of
miXed ab1i1i t y i n Years 1 to 7 of a comprehensi ve schoo1 , 
are shown in Tables 1 and 2 which follow.
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These tables depict the grouping of beliefs about the 
'Advantages' and 'Disadvantages' respectively of drinking 
alcoholic drinks. Column 1 in each table lists the belief 
group titles. Examples of the statements which cluster to 
f orm eacli group ar e gi ven i n co 1 umn 2. Tlie tota 1 numbei" 
of 51a•{:ements made for eacI) group or c 1 uster is given in thie 
penultimate column and its percentage of all statements made 
is given in the last column. Columns 3 to 8 present the 
percentages for each belief group of all statements made by 
pupils in Years 1 to Years 6 and 7 respectively. By 
(2) inspection of these'columns, the rank order of the salient
beliefs of each age level can be determined.
O
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STATEMENTS ABOUT DRINKING ALCOHOLIC DRINKS.
TABLE 1 : ADVANTAGES. Percentages of total relevant statements Bads.
Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5 Yr 6-7 Statements
Examples of statements Age; 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-18 No. I of
Group made about the ADVANTAGES yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. total
Identity of drinking alcoholic drinks n=20 n=28 n=31 n=24 n=24 n=34 N=849
Taste 1 like the taste.
It has a pleasant taste.
It has a nice taste. 17.5 15 9.2 4.9 10.4 8.1 S3 9.8
Tastes good.
It has a nice sseet taste.
Sociability Helps you get on with new people.
Helps you socialise.
Helps with meeting people. 1.8 1 3 10.6 12.2 14.5 72 8.5
Makes me more sociable.
Helps you join a group / crowd.
Good Makes you happy,
mood, Puts me in a good mood,
feeling Makes you merry,
happy Makes you feel good.
Helps me cheer up.
Makes you carefree. 3.5 9 8.2 9.8 10.4 7.2 72 8.4
Makes you feel better.
You haven’t a care.
Makes me feel nice.
Makes ms cheerful.
Relaxation Relaxes you.
Calms my nerves.
Removes pressure / worries. 1.8 4 6.7 8.1 5.2 
Soothes my nerves.
Relieves tension.
5.9 49 5.8
o Socialconfidence Gives you confidence.Helps you pluck up courage.
Helps you with shyness.
Helps you lose inhibitions. 0 1 0 1.6 3.9
Increases your boldness.
Gives you courage.
You feel less inhibited.
B J  27 3.2
-
Maturity Makes you feel grown-up.
Makes you look 'big'. 8.8 6 2.5 1.6 1.3
I like to join in with grown-ups.
Makes me feel older.
0 20 2.4
Refreshment It has a refreshing effect. 1.8 1 5.6 0.8 0 
It is refreshing.
0.5 15 1.8
Smal 1 
amount
A small amount of alcohol 0 0 1.5 0 2 
is good for you.
1 ^  10 1.2
Total number of statements concerning the ADVANTAGES of drinking alcohol=347
(to be carried forward to TABLE 2)
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TABLE 2 ! DISADVANTAGES. Percentages of total relevant statements made.
Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5 Y r 6 - 7 Statements
Examples of statements Age: 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-18 No. I of
Group made about the DISADVANTAGES yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. total
Identity of drinking alcoholic drinks n=20 n=28 n=31 n=24 n=24 n=34 N=849
Out of Do / say things you don’t mean.
control Makes you drunk.
You act irresponsibly.
Have accidents and fall about. 22.8 19.0 13.8 13.8 6.5 5.9 99 11.7
People act stupid after drinking.
People can take advantage of you.
You take risks.
Damage to It’s bad for your health,
health It lakes you unhealthy.
Damages liver / heart / brain. 8. 
Makes you fat.
8 1^ 0 8J 6^ .8 7.6
Addictive Alcohol is addictive.
It's hard to kick the habit. 
You can become an alcoholic.
7^ 1L3 7J .4 7.7
69 8.1
68 . 8.0
Drinking
and
driving
You can kill people if you drive 
when you have been drinking.
You shouldn’t drink and drive. 7.0 
They should stop people driving 
when they’ve been drinking.
10.2 7.3 6.5 6.3 62 7 ^
Makes you Alcohol makes me feel sick / ill
sick / ill Sick if you have too much. 10.5 8.0
Makes me ill.
8.1 5.9 52 6 J
O
Cost Drinks are expensive.
Money can go on drinking. 
Causes money problems.
Ruins people financially. 
Drinking is a waste of money.
Gives you 
hangover
L8 ^0 ^0 ^0 ^4 L7
You can get terrible hangovers 
the next day.
Gives me a hangover if I drink 1.8 
a lot.
8.0 5.Î
40
0./
Violence Alcohol causes violence / 
fights / rowdiness.
People get into trouble. 1.8 7.0 2.6 2.4 5.8 5.0 36 4.2
Starts riots. Causes vandalism.
Breaks
relation­
ships
Drinking can break up
friendships / marriages / 1.8 
families.
0.0 2.0 0.8 1 ^  L 4 11 I J
Smell People who drink smell horrid.
It makes your breath smell. 1.8 1.0 2.0 0.0 0.7 0.9 9 1 ^
Total number of statements concerning the DISADVANTAGES of drinking alcohol 502
Total number of statements concerning the ADVANTAGES of drinking alcohol 347
(carried forward from TABLE 1)
Total number of statements concerning the drinking of alcohol (adv. plus disadv.) 849
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Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) argue that a person can hold a 
large number of beliefs about a given construct, but can 
attend only to a relatively smal1 number at any given 
moment. This 'small number' they call the salient beliefs 
and claim they are the immediate determinants of behaviour. 
The responses occurring most frequently to questions about 
'advantages' and 'disadvantages' of a certain behaviour form 
the salient beliefs about that behaviour. It will be seen 
from the tables that salient beliefs vary with age. Thus 
the first five salient beliefs of the Year 1 pupils are:
(2) 1. Out of control »
2. Nice taste.
3. Makes you sick and ill.
4. Damages your health. > equal
)
5. Makes you feel grown-up. ) rank
The first five salient beliefs of Year 6 & 7 pupils are:
1» Sociable.
2. Nice taste. ) equal
)
3. Gives you confidence. ) rank
O 4. Add!ctive.
5. Damages your health.
The average order of frequency of responses from pupils 
(Year 1 to Years 6 and 7) is shown in the last column of 
Tables Al and A2. The beliefs occurring most frequently form 
t h e " m o d a I salient belie -f s ' o f a s e c o n d a r y s c li o o i 
population. The first 14 of these beliefs will encompass 
the 5 to 9 salient beliefs of pupils in Year 1 to Years 6 & 
7 i n c 1 Li s i v e 1 y , a n d t h u s f o r m t h e ' i n c 1 u s i v e m o d a 1 s a 1 i e n t 
be 1 ief s ' a f tlie tota 1 population„
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Dr inking alcoholic drinks: the modal salient beliefs
Expressed in terms of 'group identity' and in order of 
frequency:
1. Out of c on t r o 1 .
2. Taste.
3. Sociable.
4 n GoDd mood / f ee 1 i n g h ap p y .
5„ Damage to hea1th.
6. Addictive.
7. Drinking and dri vi ng .
(2^ G) " L'iakes you s i c k / i 11 „
9. Relaxing.
10. Cost. ) equal
)
11. Gives you hangovers. > rank
12. Violence.
13u Confidence.
14. Feeling grown-up.
These 14 salient beliefs, expressed in the language normally 
used by pupils, foi'-m the Belief statements of the A1 colio 1 
Questionnaire, each one being evaluated as appropriate.O
Significant Referents
The sources of influence cited in response to question 4 
(page 4.5) were counted. Those which were cited most 
frequently indicated the significant referents. Table 3
wh 1 c:h fo 11 ows lists tlie referents cited by 161 plipi 1 s in a 
secondary school. The format of this table is similar to 
Tables 1 and 2.
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ALCOHOLIC DRINKS: SIGNIFICANT REFERENTS.
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TABLE 3
Referent
Year i 
ll-12yrs
n=20
Per
Year 2 
12-13yrs 
n=2B
centages of total 
Year 3 Year 4 
13-14yrs 14-15y 
n=31 n=24
referents mentioned.
Year 5 Year 6-7 
rs 15-16yrs 16-18yrs 
n=24 n=34
Statements
No. I of total 
N=441
Parents 34 50 41 36 38 33 166 38*
Friends and 'mates' 3 9 23 26 29 31 99 22*
Grandparents 22 16 12 6 6 13 54 12
Doctors 0 3 ? 19 10 10 38 9
Aunts and Uncles 10 13 10 3 6 5 31 7
Siblings 21 3 2 3 0 2 21 5
Teachers 2 0 2 3 8 2 13 3
Police 0 3 2 0 0 4 7 2
T.V. and other 
advertising 8 0 1 0 3 0 8 2
Neighbours 0 3 1 3 0 0 4 1
Total number of statements 441
 ^Significant Referents
T h e s i g n i f i c a n t r e f e r e n t s t o be (:ited in the questionnaire
are marked wi th a n a s t e r i sk* : they are Parents and
'Friends and mates'.
Salient beliefs and significant referents with respect to 
smoking cigarettes
The procedure described for the elicitation of salient 
beli e f s a n d significa n t r e f e r e n t s w  i t h r e s p e c t t o d i" i n k i n g 
alcohol were followed for smoking.
Aiter carefu1 pi 1oting of different procedures, pup11s were 
a s !•:; e d t o r e s p o n d t o  t h e folio w i n g :
1. Make a list of what you think are the nice/
a g r e e a b 1 e / p 1 e a s a n t t h i n g s a b o u  t s m o .4 i r/ g
ci g a r e t t e s .
2. Make a list of what you think are the
u n p 1 e a s a n t / d i s a g r e  e a b 1 e t h ings a n d p r- o  b 1 e m s
connected with amo&ing cigarettes.
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3.. Make a list of any other comments you would like 
t o m a !•: e a b o u t c i g a i- e 11 e s m o k :l. n g
 ^ 4. Would anybody mind or care if you smoked?
a) Name those who might try and stop you from 
smoking.
b ) N a fi e t li o s e w ti o fn i g li t w a n t y o u t a s rn a !•: e .
F o r s m o k: i n g 15 3 p u p i 1 s r e s p o n d e d . T h e i i- a n s w e r s w e r  e
ana 1 ysed as f or a 1 coho 1.. Howevei- , i t was more di f f i cu 11 t:o
apply Ajzen and Fishbein's 'ru1e of thumb' to some of th1s
set of responses. For example, consider the following,
(2) which are all about the smell associated with smoking:
The smell of cigarette smoke is 
horrible/unp1easant.
Cigarette smoke makes your breath smell bad.
C i g a r e 11 e s m o k e m a k: e s y o u r c 1 o t h e s s m e 11 
horri ble.
Cigarette smoke makes your hair smell nasty.
Cigarette smoke makes rooms / houses smell bad. 
Sometimes these statements occured singly, sometimes in twos 
or threes i n the same sentence and someti mes i n di f f ei-ent 
sentences. For this reason it was decided to put all 
'unpleasant smell' statements together and use a statement 
representing 'majority feeling' in the questionnaire, such 
as :
'Cigarette smoke smells unpleasant / horrible'.
Simi1 arly, common sense decisions wei~e made about other
g r oups of statements.
Tables 4 and 5 wliicli fo 11 ow, set out tlie gr ouping of
statements and their frequency of occurrence. The format of
the tables follows that of Tables 1 and 2.
O
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STATEMENTS ABOUT SMOKING CIGARETTES.
TABLE 4 : ADVANTAGES.
Examples of statements 
Group made about the ADVANTAGES
Identity of smoking cigarettes
Percentages of total relevant statements made.
Y r l  Y r 2  Y r 3  Y r 4  Y r 5  Y r 6 ^
Age: 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-18 Mo. 7. of
total 
N=661
yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs.
n=20 n=23 n=23 n=24 n=24 n=34
Relaxing Smoking relaxes people.
Smoking calms / soothes nerves. 
Reduces tension and stress. 
Calms you down.
12.B 5.4 14.3 6.6 9.4 15.1 54 8.2
Looking
'big'
Makes you look 'big'.
Makes you look grown-up.
Makes people respect you 
because you look older.
Gives you status with friends. 
Makes you feel grown-up.
8.6 8.1 5.1 5.7 2.7 1.2 29 4.4
Sociable Smoking is sociable. 
Helps you break barriers 
in company.
Helps you make friends. 
Gives you a good chance 
to start a conversation.
0.0 0.0 0.0 5.7 8.1 5.8 23 3 ^
Occupies
hands
Smoking gives you something 
to do with your hands. 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.9 0.0 0.6 3 0.5
Confidence Makes you feel confident. 
Gives you confidence. 0.0 0.0 1.1 0.0 0.7 0.0 2 0.3
Controls
weight
Smoking helps you to keep
your weight down. 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 2 0.3
Total number of statements concerning the ADVANTAGES of ssoking=113
(to be carried forward to TABLE 5)
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TABLE 5 : DISADVANTAGES.
O
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Group
Percentages cf total relevant statements made.
Yr 1 Yr 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5 Yr 6-7 Statements
Examples of statements Age: 11-12 12-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-18 No. I  of
made about the DISADVANTAGES vrs. yrs, yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. total
Identity of smoking cigarettes n=20 n=23 n=23 n=24 n=24 n=34 N=661
Damages
health
Damages health.
Causes cancer / lung cancer / 
bronchitis / emphysema / 
coughs / heart disease.
44.7 33.0 27.5 3 L 0 24.2 23.1 188 23.4
Smell Cigarette smoke smells bad / 
unpleasant / nasty / horrible. 8.5 
It makes hair / clothes / rooms / 
houses / you / things smell bad.
23.2 28.6 27.4 18.1 22.4 147 22.2
Cost Smoking is expensive. 
Cigarettes cost a lot.
Buying cigarettes is a waste 
of money.
6.4 5.4 5.5 4.7 8.7 10.9 49 7.4
Teeth Smoking stains your teeth. 4.3 9.0 4.4 2.8 4.3 3.2 32 4.8
Hands and
Fingers
Smoking stains your hands. 
Makes your fingers yellow. 4.3 6.3 5.5 2.8 2.7 5.1 31 4.7
Addiction Smoking is habit forming. 
It's hard to give up once 
you start smoking.
6.7 5.4 4.4 4.7 4.7 10.3 41 6.2
Effect on 
others
Damages other people's health. 
Others shouldn't be inflicted. 
Annoys other people.
It's selfish because it affects 
other people.
Smoke in a room is unpleasant foi 
non-smokers.
4.3 0.9 1.1 1.9 8.7 1 & ^ 36 5.4
Stunts
growth
Smoking can stunt your growth. 
It can stop you from growing. 0.0 0.9 2.2 1.9 1.3 0.0 7 1.1
Taste Smoking leaves a nasty taste 
in your mouth. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.9 2.0 1.9 7 1.0
Eyes Cigarette smoke stings your eyes 
Smoke makes your eyes sore. 0.0 0.9 0.0 0.0 3.4 0.0 6 0.9
Fire hazard Smoking can cause fires. 
Smoking is a fire hazard. 0.0 0.9 0.0 1.9 0.7 0.0 4 0.6
Total number of statements concerning the DISADVANTAGES of smoking cigarettes 
Total number of statements concerning the ADVANTAGES of smoking cigarettes
(carried forward frog TABLE 4)
Total number of statements concerning the smoking of cigarettes
(advantages plus disadvantages).
548
113
661
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Smoking cigarettes s the modal salient beliefs
The moüai salient beliefs about smoking, expressed in terms 
t of 'group identity' and in order of frequency are:
1. Damages health.
2. Smell.
3„ Relaxing.
4. Cost.
5. Addiction.
6. Looking 'big'.
7. Effect on others.
(2) 8. Teeth.
9. Stains hands and fingers.
10. Sociable.
Th es e 1V sa 1 i en t b e 1 i e f s , ex p r e s sed 1 n t h e 1 an g u a g e mo s t 
•f• 1--equen11 y used by pup i 1 s , f oi"fn the Be 1 i ef st at ernent s used 
in the Smoking Questionnaire, each one being evaluated as 
appropriate.
Significant referents
1 a b J. e 6 1 i s 15 th e refers n t s c i t e d b y 15 3 s e c o n d a r y s c h o o 1
pupils. It follows the format of Table 3.
oo
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SMOKING: SIGNIFICANT REFERENTS.
TABLE 6
Referent
Percentages of 
Year 1 Year 2
ll-12yrs 12-13yrs 
n=20 n=28
total referents mentioned. 
Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 
13-14yrs 14-15yrs 15-16yrs 
n=23 n=24 n=24
Year 6-7 Statement 
16-iByrs No. % 
n=34
of total 
N=344
Parents 46 64 43 38 31 40 140 41*
Friends and 'mates' 23 23 38 28 31 29 109 32*
Doctors 0 3 2 13 3 6 13 14
Older people 5 2 4 11 e 2 16 5
Siblings 11 0 4 0 1 5 13 4
Aunts and Uncles and 
other relatives 0 0 2 2 12 7 17 4
Teachers 2 0 2 2 11 7 16 4
Grandparents 11 6 2 0 4 1 12 3
Smokers 0 0 4 2 0 2 5 1
Government 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Neighbours 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0
Dentist 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0
Total number of statements!. 344
Ï Significant Referents
The si gni f i cant referents f  or smok ing a marked wi th an
a s t e r i s k. T h e y a r e P a i- e n t s a n d ' Fr iends aind mates '.
Salient beliefs 
Keeping Fit.
and significant referents with respect to
Before dealing with this topi c , i t was th cough t necessctry to
discuss with pupils what was mean t b y Keeping Fit.
Following thi discussion, an agreed définit ion of Keeping
F i t w  a s i ncluded o n t h e o v e  r h e a d 1 1" a n s p a r e n c y 3. i. s t i n g 
instructions to which pupils were asked to respond as 
foilows:
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Keeping Fit - e.g. doing exercises alone such 
as jogging, aerobics etc. or playing sport with 
other people like football, hockey etc.
:l - M a !■:; e a lis t o f t h e t h i n g s w !i i c li y o u •!■• i n d n i c e / 
agreeable/ pleasant/ advantageous about keeping 
T fit.
9
2. Make a list of the things which you find
unpleasant/ disagreeable/ nasty about keeping
f :i, t .
3a. Name those who are keen for you to keep fit.
3b., Name those who tell you it is not important to
keep fit or try to discourage you.
For Keeping Fit 148 pupils responded. The answers were again 
(2) analysed as for alcohol. The following Tables 7 and 8
present the analysis of responses to questions 1 and 2 and 
Table 9 to questions 3a and 3b above. In this instance, 
information from a mixed group consisting of first and 
second year pupils only was obtainable. Since their precise 
ages were not known, the data from this group is presented
together as Yrs 1 & 2. This is no problem as the final
analyses of all the data were carried out in terms of 
categorisation by lower school (yrs 1 & 2), middle school 
(yrs 3 & 4) and upper school (yrs 5, 6 & 7).O
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STATEMENTS ABOUT KEEPING FIT.
TABLE 7 : ADVANTAGES. Percentages of total relevant statements made.
Yrs 1 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5 Yr 6-7 Statements
Examples of statements Age: 11-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-18 No. % of
Group made about the ADVANTAGES yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. total
Identity of keeping fit. n=55 n=33 n=ll n=14 n=35 N=849
Self image Exercise keeps you in shape / 
trim / slim.
Makes you look better.
Gives you a nice figure / shape. 9.7 
Builds muscle.
Improves your appearance.
14.0 I L O 14.3 9.4 63 1 L 8
Intrinsic
pleasure
Exercise is enjoyable / 
good fun.
1 enjoy taking exercise. 14.9 14.2 10.6 5.6 3.1 52 9.7
How you
feel
After exercising 1 feel
good / better. 12.0 8.8 2.1 6.7 7.9 44 8.2
Sociability Sport is sociable.
I enjoy playing with others.
You meet new friends
at Sports Centres. 6.5
Helps you make friends.
Its fun to exercise / play 
games with friends / others.
1.8 2.1 6.7 15 38 7.1
Long tero 
health
Exercise keeps you fit / healthy. 
Exercise helps you get healthy. 5.8 3.5 10.6 7.8 6.3 j3 6.2
Strength Exercise makes you strong. 1.3 0.0 8.5 4.4 3.9 14 2.6
Relieves
boredom
Exercise fills your time 
pleasantly / relieves boredom. 3.9 
Gives you something to do.
0.0 0.0 5.6 0.0 11 2.1
Achievement I like the sense of achievement / 
satisfaction after exercise. 1.9 0.9 0.0 1.1 2.4 8 1.5
Team spirit 1 like the team spirit /
feeling in sport. 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 7 1.3
Competition 1 enjoy competition in sport / 
games. 3.2 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 6 1.1
Sleep You sleep better if you
exercise regularly. 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 0.0 3 0.6
Appetite Exercise gives you a good 
appetite. 0.0 0 ^ ^ 0.0 2.2 0.0 3 0.6
Total number of statements concerning the ADVANTAGES of keeping fit 311
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TABLE 8 :1 DISADVANTAGES. Percentages of total relevant statements made.
h ^ l & 2 Yr 3 Yr 4 Yr 5 Yr 6-7 Statements
Examples of statements Age:11-13 13-14 14-15 15-16 16-18 No. % of
Group made about the DISADVANTAGES yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. yrs. total
Identity of keeping fit. n=55 n=33 n=ll n=14 n=35 N=849
Pain After exercising your muscles ! 
legs ache / hurt.
Makes you feel stiff.
You get aches and pains next day.
9.4 10.5 10.6 1.1 8.7 42 7.8
Tiring Exercise is tiring / 
exhausting / wears you out. 7.1 7.9 6.4 6.6 6.3 36 6.7
Harmful You can get bad injuries / 
hurt yourself in sport.
Some exercises are dangerous / 
cause strained muscles.
6.5 5.3 4.3 7.7 8.7 35 6.5
Foul
weather
It's unpleasant / nasty to go out 
to games in cold / wet /rain. 5.4 5.0 0.0 2.2 0.0 22 4.1
Time-
consuming
Exercising takes a lot of time / 
is time-consuming /is a waste of time. 
It's difficult to find the time 
to exercise.
2.3 6.0 0.0 4.8 3.1 20 3.7
Hard work Exercising is hard work /
. takes a lot of effort.
You need to work hard to get anywhere.
0.7 5.3 0.0 6.7 4.1 19 3.5
Seel 1 / 
sweat
You get smelly and sweaty. 
Sweat smells horrible. 0.0 6.0 4. j 3.3 1.6 14 2.6
Cost It's expensive to go to Sports Centres / 
join clubs / pay for courts / equipment. 1.3 0.9 4.3 0.0 4.7 11 2.1
Keep it up Once you start exercising you have to 
keep it up / do it on a regular basis. 
If you don't keep it up you get fat.
0.0 0.9 4.3 2.2 1.6 7 1.3
Long term You have to keep on exercising 
for a long time to feel the 
effect / better / improvement.
0.0 0.0 2.1 1.1 2.3 5 0.9
Rough
aggressive
behaviour
I don't like the rough behaviour. 
You get beaten up in some games. 
Some sports / games are aggressive.
1.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 4 0.7
Obsessive People get obsessive about 
sport / exercise / games. 0.0 0.0 6.4 0.0 0.0 3 0.6
Lampooning They make fun of you / tease 
if you are no good at sport. 0.0 0.0 2.1 2.2 0.0 3 0.6
Total number of
Total number of
Total number of
(carried forward from TABLE 7)
itaoes)
225
311
536
oo
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Keeping Fits the modal salient beliefs
The modal salient beliefs about Keeping Fit expressed in
t eI" ms of ' gi-oup i d en t i t y ' and i n or d er of f r equen c  y ai- e :
!.. Self image,
2 „ I n 11" i n i c p 1 e a s u r e
3.7 How you feel ,
4. Pains.
5.. S o c i a b i 1 i t y
6. Tiring.
7. Harmful
8. Long term health.
These 8 salient beliefs, expressed in the language most 
f i- e q u entl y u sed b y p» upils, f orm t li e Beliefs st a t e m  e n t s o f 
the Keeping Fit Questionnaire, each one being evaluated as 
appropriate.
Significant referents
Table 9 1ists the referents cited by 148 secondary schoo1
p up i Is.. 11 a g ai n fol 1 ows the format of Tab 1 e 3 .
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KEEPING FIT: SIGNIFICANT REFERENTS.
TABLE 9 Percentages of total referents mentioned.
Referent
Years 1-2 
ll-13yrs 
n=55
Year 3 
13-14yrs 
n=33
Year 4 
i4-15yrs 
n=ll
Year 5 
15-16yrs 
n=14
Year 6-7 
16-lByrs 
n=35
Statements 
No. % of total 
N=209
K Parents 53 44 33 50 45 100 48*
Friends and 'mates' 5 14 20 22 40 37 18*
-----------  — - -  --P.E. teachers, coaches
and instructors 15 17 7 17 7 27 13
Teachers 8 10 7 7 7 18 9
Doctors 3 10 20 0 0 11 6
o Grandparents 11 0 0 0 0 8 4
Siblings 5 5 13 0 0 9 4
Total number of statements 209
* Significant Referents
The significant referents for Keeping Fit are Parents and 
'Friends and mates'.
O
From Table 9 it can be seen that P.E. Teachers exert some 
influence on Keeping Fit. Pupils who had responded to the 
original questions were asked, at a later date, to clarify 
this influence. They indicated that it was mainly in the 
context of compulsory Gym and Games in school and made such 
comments as:
'They make you do it even if you are not well.'
'You have to go out in all weathers.'
'It's hard to get out of games at school.'
Statements such as these imply iiistitutional compulsions 
rather than social pressures to behave in particular ways 
when subjects are in situations where they are free to do 
so. They do not therefore comply with the spirit of Ajzen 
and Fishbein's 'significant referents', and P.E. teachers
4.22
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were not therefore included as significant referents in the 
quest ionnaire.
Salient beliefs and significant referents 
with respect to diet.
The following information and requests were presented to
pupi1s :
Eating a healthy diet
The experts say that each day we should eat:
1. Some protein (meat/ fish/ eggs/ cheese/ beans 
etc.)
2. Some fresh fruit and fresh green vegetables or
3. Some carbohydrate like bread and potatoes but not 
too much sugar.
4. Some fibre as found in wholemeal brown bread, 
rice, pasta or cereals (bran).
5. Not too much salt.
6. Not too much animal fat (butter, cream, bacon, 
sausages, burgers, chips, fried food).
i) Now take each of the above words underlined and 
say what you think about eating that food.
eg. I like eating _____  because...
I hate eating _____  beeause..„
I think I should eat ______ because...
I shouldn't eat _____  because... etc.
USE YOUR OWN WORDS.
i i) Name those who:
(a) worry about what you eat and try to make
you eat a liea 11hy diet/ food;
(b) get you to eat food that is not good for 
you.
Chapter 4
The 'experts' referred to are those responsible for the 
NACNE Report (1983).
The analysis of the responses was found to be problematic, 
since Ajzen and Fishbein's (1980) 'advantages' and 
'disadvantages' of eating particular food were not expressed 
clearly. The tables for Diet are therefore presented in a
d i f f erent form„ Statements starting :
I like eating ....
I usually eat ...
(2) I should eat ...
etc.
were regarded as being advantages of eating a particular
food. Statements starting:
I hate eating ...
I do not like eating ...
Î thi nk _____  tastes horrible.
I don't eat much _____  because ...
were regarded as being disadvantages of eating a particular
type of food. Statements such as:
(2) 'I hate greens but I eat them because they are
good for me.'
were added to both the advantageous statements and 
disadvantageous statements concerning eating that particular 
food, since the pupils were experiencing a dilemma.
I n d i f f e r e n t s tate m e n ts sue In a s s
'It's OK if there's nothing else'
'I suppose it's alright if you are hungry' 
w er e n ot c ou n t ed .
For Diet, 166 pupils responded. Their answers were analysed
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a 5 d e s c r i b e d a s a bove. T ht e de t a i 1 ed a n a 1 y si s is p r e s e n t ed in 
the Table 10 in terms of:
i) advantages;
ii) disadvantages
o f e a ting c e i" t a i n t y p e s o f f o o d s „
O
O
EXAMPLES OF STATEMENTS ABOUT EATING PARTICULAR TYPES OF FOOD.
TABLE 10; ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES. Percentages of total statements
Examples of statements made about eating particular types of food.
i i )  advantageous; 
ill) disadvantageous;
to do with different types of food.
Vrs 1 fi 2 Yrs 3 & 4 Yrs 5 to 7
n=46 n=60 n=60
Ü) (U) Ü) (n) Ü) (n)
Protein Advantages;
1 like eating protein because it is tasty / filling / 
helps you grow / good for you.
I enjoy eating protein.
Disadvantages;
I think fish is horrible.
I don't like eggs / cheese.
Health food beans are boring.
80
16 20
Fresh Advantages;
fruit I like the taste of fruit.
It helps to keep you healthy.
It is tasty / refreshing.
I like the variety.
Disadvantages;
I don't like to eat / hardly ever eat fruit because I 
don't like the taste.
90 96
10
Greens Advantages;
and Greens / salads are tasty / have a good flavour,
salads They are good for you.
Salads are good for dieting.
They keep you healthy.
Disadvantages;
Greens and salads are not nice / taste nasty / don't 
fill you up.
Greens don't look nice. 68 71
Sugar Advantages;
1 love the taste of sweet food.
1 have a "sweet tooth*.
Sugar is tasty / gives you energy / is nice.
Sugar makes food taste better.
Disadvantages;
Too much sugar is bed for you / fattening / damages your 
teeth.
70
37
100
90
64
37
10
36
63
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TABLE 10: ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES, 
(continued)
Percentages of total statements
Examples of statements made about eating particular types of food. 
Fibre
(i) advantageous;
(ii) disadvantageous; 
to do with different types of food.
Yrs 1 & 2 Yrs 3 & 4 Yrs 5 to 7
n=46 n=60 n=60
ii) (ii) (i) (ii) (i) (ii)
Advantages;
YOU should eat fibre because it's good for you. 
Fibre is roughage and helps your digestion.
Fibre is nice / chewy.
Brown bread is nutty / nice.
Fibre is wholesome and good for you.
Disadvantages:
Brown bread doesn't taste nice.
Brown bread / bran is hard to eat because it's dry. 
Bran is boring /uninteresting / tastes foul.
Salt Advantages:
Salt makes food / chips / potatoes taste better. 
Sait is spicy / tasty / fiavoursome.
Disadvantages;
Salt tastes revolting / ruins a meal / is horrible. 
I don't like salt because I don't like the taste.
Milk Advantages:
I love milk because it has a good taste.
Milk is refreshing /good for you.
Disadvantages;
I think milk is bad for you if you have too much. 
Milk makes you fat.
I don't like the taste of milk.
75 72
34
75 66
AS 72
28
47
50
Animal Advantages;
fats I love the taste of butter / cream / fried foods / 
chips.
Fats are filling.
Fried food is "fast" (to prepare) and good to eat. 
Butter / sausages / burgers / chips are tasty. 63 70 44
Disadvantages;
. 1 don't like the taste of greasy food.
I hate fat meat like pork.
Fatty food is fattening / gives you spots / 
gives you heart trouble / is bad for you. 37 30 56
49
Analysis comments 
Protein
Fresh fruit
Genera11 y h i gh pr op or11 on of favourab1e 
belieFs about eating proteins. A few do 
not like fish.
Gener a 11 y li i g h p r op or t i on of f avour ab 1 e 
beliefs about eating fresh fruit. A few 
said tbley did not eat enough (poss 1 b 1 y 
due to availability?).
lapter
Salad / G r e e n s A h i g h p r  o p o i~ t i o n o f u n f a v o u i- a b 1 e
b e 1 i e f s a b o u t e a t i n g g r e e n s / s a 1 a d s f i- o m 
younger pupils. As they get older, the 
proportion of favourable statements 
a b o u t e a t i n g g r e e n s / s a i a d i n c: r e a s e s.
S u g a r A h i g h p v o p o i" t i o n o f f a v o u r a b I e b e 1 i e f s
f i- o rn y o u n g e i" p u pils, w i t h î- e s p e c t t o 
ea t :i. n g s i.i g a v .. 01 d e r p u p i 1 s belief s 
a b o u t e a t i n g s u g a r a r e m o i" e 
unfavourable.
F i b !'• e A 11 i g bi p r o p o i-~ t i o n o f u n f a v o u r a b 1 e
beliefs about eating fibre from younger 
pupils. Older pupils (5th, 6th, 7th 
years) hav e m or e favourabi e be1i efs 
about eating fibre„
Salt The proportion of favourable beliefs
increases with age, with respect to 
eating salt.
An i ma1 fat A high proport i on of favourable beliefs
about eating fatty food from younger 
Pupi1s. 0ther pupils (5th, L6th, U6th) 
haVe 1 ess favourab 1 e be 1 i efs aboi..ii: 
fatty food.
Thus it can be seen that beliefs are changing with age and 
!" a t bl e !" iTi o I'" e t h a n A j z e n a n d F i shbei n ' s n i n e 'salient belie f s ' 
will need to be incorporated into the final questionnaire, 
to giVe a wide range of options.
O Further analysis of the statements was required to extract
aaIient be1iefs, since in the analysis depicted in Tab1e 
10, statements which were not salient beliefs were included, 
e.g.:
I 1 i ke/ di s 1 :i. ke/ 1 ove/ hat e/ can ' t st and cer t ai n 
types of food.
or
FoC3d X is ni ce/ horrible etc.
These are evaluations of the food, without reasons. These 
solely evaluatory statements were discounted, and an 
analysis of salient beliefs then carried out. Statements 
'in favour' of eating a particular type of food were 
categorised as 'advantages' and statements 'against' eating
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certain types of food as 'disadvantages'. Please see Tables 
11 to 18 which follow.
TABLE 11; STATEMENTS ABOUT EATING PROTEIN.
Examples of statements about the advantages and Statements (n=174)
disadvantages of eating protein, made by 166 pupils. no. 7. of total
-
Advantages & 
disadvantages
Taste
1 like the flavour / taste of protein.
It has a nice taste.
Protein is tasty.
1 hate the taste of fish / eggs / cheese.
1 eat a lot of protein because 1 like the taste. 78 45%
o
Advantages Good for you
Protein is good for you / keeps you fit / 
keeps you healthy / is nourishing. 34 20%
Advantages Filling
Protein fills you up.
1 like protein because it's filling.
I eat protein because it fills you up and you don't 
feel hungry afterwards. 24 14%
Advantages Growth & repair
1 sat a lot of protein because 1 need it to grow. 
It is essential for growth and repair.
Protein is necessary for growth and body building. 24 14%
Advantages Versatile
1 like the variety in protein, you can 
cook it in all sorts of ways.
It's a versatile sort of food. 4 27,
o
Advantages Energy
1 eat protein to give me energy.
Protein gives you energy. 4 27.
Advantages Essential
Protein is essential to life / 
one of the essential foods. 4 27,
Advantages Cheap
Some proteins are cheap foods. 2 17.
Total number of statements. 174
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TABLE 12: STATEMENTS ABOUT EATING FRESH FRUIT.
Examples of statements about the advantages and 
disadvantages of eating fresh fruit, made by 166 pupils.
Statements (n=177)
no. I of total
Advantages & 
disadvantages
Taste
Fruit has a lovely taste.
I like its sweet taste, 
it has a refreshing taste. 
It tastes sour / horrible. 92 52%
Advantages Good for you
Fruit is good for me / keeps me healthy.
It keeps you healthy because it contains vitamins 
You must eat fruit to keep healthy. 44 25%
Advantages Low in calories
1 eat a lot fruit because it is low in calories. 
It's a good diet food.
Fruit is not fattening. 24 14%
Advantages Teeth
Apples are good for your teeth. 4 2%
Advantages Juicy
1 like juicy fruit because it refreshes me. 4 2%
Advantages Energy
Fruit gives you energy. 2 1%
Advantages Variety
1 like the variety in fruits. 2 1%
Advantages Fibre
Fruit gives you fibre. 1 0 ^ %
Total number of statements. 177
O
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TABLE 13: STATEMENTS ABOUT EATING GREEN VEGETABLES AND SALADS.
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Examples of statements about the advantages and 
disadvantages of eating green vegetables and salads, 
made by 166 pupils.
Statements
no.
(n=133)
7. of total
Advantages & 
disadvantages
Taste
Greens / salads add flavour to a meal. 
They are tasty.
1 like the taste.
They taste nasty / horrible.
1 hate the taste. 60 4 %
Advantages Good for you
Greens / salads are good for us / 
keep us fit and healthy.
They are good for your health.
They are good for you because they give you vitamins 
roughage.
/
39 29%
Advantages Low in calories
Greens and salads are good "diet" foods.
They are good for slimaers / contain few calories. 
They fill you up when you are on a diet. 20 15%
Advantages Easy to prepare
Salads are easy to prepare.
You don't have to cook when you have salads. 4 3%
Disadvantages Appearance
1 don't like the look of greens. 
Greens look horrible. 4 3%
Advantages Fibre
Greens and salads give you fibre. J 21
Disadvantages Nauseous
Greens / salads make me feel sick / ill. 3 21
Total number of statements. 133
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Chapter 4
Examples of statements about the advantages and disadvantages 
of eating sugar and sweet foods, made by 166 pupils.
Statements (n=131)
no. I of total
O
Advantages & Taste
disadvantages I love the taste of sweet foods.
Sweets / sugar taste good.
Sugar improves the flavour of things.
Sugar / sweet things taste nice.
1 don't like the taste of very sweet foods. 
Sugar hides the flavour of foods. 51 38%
Disadvantages Teeth
Sugar rots your teeth.
Sweets are bad for your teeth. 34 26%
Disadvantages High in calories
Sugar ! sweets are bad for sliammers. 
Sugar / sweets / sweet food is fattening. 
Sugar makes you fat. 30 23%
Disadvantages Damages your health
Too much sugar is bad for your health / 
can cause heart attacks. 6 5%
Advantages Energy
Sugar and sweet foods give you energy. 6 5%
Disadvantages Nauseous
Sweet things make me feel sick. 2 2%
Disadvantages Acne
Sweet foods give me spots. 2 21
Total number of statements. 131
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TABLE 15: STATEMENTS ABOUT EATING FIBRE - BRAN, WHOLEMEAL BROWN BREAD, PASTA AND RICE. 
Examples of statements about the advantages and disadvantages Statements (n=134)
of eating fibre - bran, wholemeal brown bread, pasta, and rice, 
made by 166 pupils.
no. I of total
Advantages & Taste
disadvantages Brown bread / bran etc. has a horrible / nasty taste. 
Wholemeal bread etc. has a good taste / 
nice nutty flavour.
Wholemeal cereals are tasty. 45 34%
Advantages Good for you / good for your digestion
Fibre is good for you / good for your health. 
Fibre helps the digestive system.
Fibre is essential for the digestive system.
1 only eat it because it's good for me.
I know it's good for me, but 1 hate it 
and don't eat it often.
45 347.
Disadvantages Hard to swallow
Fibre is dry and hard to swallow.
Brown bread is too dry and it is difficult to eat. 
It's horrible and dry and sticks in your throat. 32 24%
Disadvantages Boring
Brown bread / fibre etc. is boring to eat. 5 4%
Disadvantages Too heavy
Brown bread / fibre etc. are too heavy to eat. 3 2%
Advantages Non fattening
Fibre is non fattening / good for slimmers. 2 1%
Advantages Vitamins
Wholemeal foods contain vitamins. 2 1%
Total number of statements. 134
TABLE 16: STATEMENTS ABOUT EATING SALT
Chapti
Examples of statements about the advantages and disadvantages 
of eating salt, made by 166 pupils.
Statements (n=108)
no. I of total
O
O
Advantages & Taste
disadvantages Salt spoils the taste of food.
Salt gives food flavour.
Salt is fiavoursome / makes food taste nice. 
Food doesn't taste without it.
1 don't like the taste of salt.
Salt ruins the taste ! tastes horrible / 
improves the flavour of food. 83
Advantages & Good / bad for you
disadvantages Salt is essential for your health.
Salt is good for you.
Salt is bad for your health / bad for you. 
Salt can give you 'blood pressure' (high). 
Too such salt gives you heart trouble / 
makes you retain water.
Salt makes you thirsty / dehydrated. 25 23%
Total number of statements. 108
TABLE 17: STATEMENTS ABOUT EATING FATTY FOODS
Examples cf statements about the advantages and disadvantages 
of eating fatty foods, made by 166 pupils.
Statements
no.
(n=109)
% of total
Advantages & Taste
disadvantages 1 love the taste of chips / burgers / sausages / 
fried foods.
Fried foods have a good flavour / are tasty.
1 hate the taste of greasy fatty foods.
Fatty foods taste disgusting.
1 love the taste of butter. 67 61%
Disadvantages Fattening
Fatty foods are fattening / bad for slimmers / 
bad for dieters.
Fats are high in calories. 20 18%
Disadvantages Effect on heart
Too much fat can give you heart attacks. 
Cholesterol blocks your arteries.
Fat is bad for your heart. 19 17%
Disadvantages Feel
Fatty foods are slimy. 3 3%
Total number of statements. 109
4 . 3 3
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TABLE 18: STATEMENTS ABOUT DRINKING MILK
Examples of statements about the advantages and disadvantages Statements (n=S9)
cf drinking milk, made by 166 pupils. no. 7. of total
Advantages & Taste
disadvantages I love milk, i t  has a good taste.
Milk has a nice creamy taste ! a refreshing tests. 
I hate the taste of milk. 42 47%
Advantages & Good for you / bad for you
disadvantages Milk is good for your health / keeps you f i t .
You should drink milk because i t 's  good for you. 
You should only have skimmed milk, 
the fat is bad for you.
Too much milk can cause heart attacks. 38 43%
o
Disadvantages Fattening
Milk is fattening / makes you fat.
Milk is bad for dieters / slimmers / 'diets'. 6 77.
Advantages Energy
Milk gives you energy. 3 3%
Total number of statements. 89
Diet: the modal salient beliefs
On i n s p e c t i o n  o f  T a b le s  11 t o  1 8 , w i t h  t h e  e x c e p t io n  o f  
T a b le  16 ( S a l t ) ,  w h e re  t h e r e  w e re  o n l y  tw o  g r o u p s  o f  
s t a t e m e n t s ,  t h e r e  a p p e a re d  i n  e v e r y  c a s e  t o  b e  a 
l e v e l  a t  w h ic h  t h e  p e r c e n ta g e  o f  s t a t e m e n ts  m ade a b o u t  
a p a r t i c u l a r  a d v a n ta g e  o r  d is a d v a n ta g e  ( l a s t  c o lu m n )  f e l l  
aw ay s h a r p l y .  T h is  w as d e s ig n a te d  t h e  p o i n t  o f  c u t  o f f  f o r  
i n c l u s i o n  o f  s t a t e m e n ts  i n  t h e  q u e s t i o n n a i r e .  T h e s e  ' c u t  
o f f ' p o i n t s  a r e  a s  f o l 1o w s :
S ta te m e n ts  a b o u t  e a t i n g :  ' C u t - o f f '  p o i n t
P r o t e i n  14%
F r  e s h f  I- " u i  t 14 %
Gr e e n  v e g e t a b le s  & s a 1 a d s  15%
S u g a r a nd  s w e e t  f o o d s  23%
B ra n  & w h o le m e a l f o o d s  24%
F a t t y  f o o d s  43%
4 « 3 4
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Significant referents
i ab 1 e 19 1i sts the referents citeS'd by 166 secondary pupils.
DIET: SIGNIFICANT REFERENTS.
TABLE 19
Referont
Percentages of total referents 
Years 1-2 Year 3-4 Years 5-7 
ll-13yrs 13-15yrs 15-18yrs 
n=46 n=60 n=60
mentioned. 
Statements 
No. % of total 
N=166,
Parents 75 57 55 52 61*
Grandparents 10 23 5 10 12
Friends and 'mates 0 11 9 9 11
Doctors 5 5 5 4 5
Teachers 0 2 14 4 5
Dentists 0 2 0 1 1
Advertisers 0 0 14 3 3
Total number of statements 166
•¥,i- S i g n i f i c: ^a n t R e F e r e n t s
The signif■ i cant refer ents for Diet are Parents,
pupils mentioning mothers more often t h a n F a t li e i- s.
Referents perceived by pupils to be e n c o u r a g i n g t h e m t o
e a t a li e a 11. h y d i e t in c 1 u de: pa i" e n t s ; approximately half the
grandparent s; teacher s; doctors; denti sts.
Referents perceived by pupils to be encouraging them to eat 
things which are 'bad' for them include: the school (you
can't buy a good balanced meal when you are at the end of 
the dinner queue); advertisers; friends (they encourage you 
to eat sweets / snacks and chips down at the 'chippy'); 
approximately half of the grandparents were cited as 
encouraging youngsters to eat food that is 'bad' for them, 
often against their parents wishes (my gran / grandad always 
gives me sweets / fizzy drinks / chips etc.).
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DEVELOPING THE QUESTIONNAIRES 
Constructing the draft questionnaires
A first draft questionnaire on A lc o h o l  (ALCl)  was 
constructed and tried out. Insights gained were th e n  a p p l i e d  
to t h e  c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  t h e  f i r s t  d r a f t s  of t h e  Smoking  
( S M I ) ,  Keep ing  F i t  (K F l )  and D i e t  (DI) questionnaires (see 
Appendix  02). Detailed reference i s  made i n  this chapter to 
t h e  development o f  the Alcohol questionnaire only, since i t  
typifies the approach used for t h e  Smoking, Keeping Fit, and 
some aspects of the Diet questionnaires. O th e r  aspects of 
(2) the development of t h e  Diet questionnaire will be dealt with
additionally, since i t  has a slightly different format.
Each questionnaire consists of three parts:
1 Questions abo ut  Intentions.
(Alcohol Draft Questionnaire - ALCl No.l to 3 )
2. Salient Beliefs and their outcome evaluations.
(ALCl No. 4 to 17)
3. Normative Beliefs and t h e  respondent's motivation 
to comply with particular significant referents.
(ALCl No. 18 to 25)
O Scaling of the questionnaire responses
Ajzen and F i s h b e i n  (1975, p.309 and 1980, p.42 and pp.66 to 
71 )  suggest t h a t  a l l  scales should be scored from -3 to +3, 
a scale range of seven points. S c a l e  ranges of 7 points were 
felt to be too finely calibrated for measuring and 
. - evaluating the salient beliefs of secondary school pupils,
which ap p eared  generally t o  be less finely discriminated. 
Thus, i t  was decided to use a f i v e  point scale, i.e. from 
-2 to +2. Similarly the responses used i n  this study 
are a simplified form o f  those proposed by Ajzen and 
Fishbein (1980 Appendix A p.261).
1. 1
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Intentions items
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p 42) state, 'To predict a
b e bl a v i  o r a l  c r i  t e  i~ i o n f  i- o rn i n t  e n t i o n ,  i t  i  s e s s e n t  i  a 1 t  o 
e n s u r e  t h a t  t h e  measure o f  i n t e n t i o n  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  t h e
ffieasure o f  beb iav io i - . L i  ke bebiavi oi~s, i n t e n t i  ons can be
v i  ewed as cons i  si: i ng of  a ct:i  on , t  a r~g e t , c o n t  ex t , and t: :i. rne 
e le m e n t s .  I n t e n t i o n  and b e h a v i o r  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  t h e  e x t e n t  
t h a t  t h e i r  e le m e n t s  a r e  i d e n t i c a l ' .  The I n t e n t i o n  s t a t e m e n t s  
used i n  t h e  q u e s t i o n n a i r e s t h e r e f o ve c o n t a i n a t  1 e a s t  th i”ee  
of  t h e s e  e l e m e n t s .
Alcohol (Smoking, Keeping Fit)
Tli e e 1 i c i t at i on o f I n t en t  i on s w i t h r e sp ec t t o A1 c o!"i o 1 i s 
described in Chapter 4, pages 4.1 and 4.2. An example of a
typical Intention statement is as follows. The scoring is 
placed in brackets beneath the responses in these examples:
i t d i d n o t a p p e a r i n t h e a c t u a 1 q u e s t i o n n a i r e s , o f c o u r s e .
1) Do you think you will drink alcoholic drinks at home
w i t h y a u r fami 1 y i n t li e n e x t m o n t h ?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
( “2 -1 0 +1 +2)
(ALCl)
Diet
The elicitation of the Intentions of the target population 
w i t h I'- e s pect to diet are desc r i b e d i n C i"i a p t e r 4 p a g e s 4 3 
and 4.4. A Diet questionnaire was prepared (draft scale: 
Diet DI). The intention items were phrased as follows:
In the next two days I think I will eat:
1) Some protein (e.g. meat, fish, cheese, eggs, beans);
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes 
( “ 2 "1 0 +1 +2)
2) SDme fresli -f-ruit;
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes 
( -2 -1 0 +1 +2)
3) Some salad or fresh green vegetables;
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes 
( -2  -1 0 +1 +2) 
etc.. (Dl)
7 h e f o o d s i n c 1 u d e d w e i'“ e b o t h t hi e ' d e s i r a b 1 e ' a n d
' u n d e 5 i y ~ a b 1 e ' e 1 e m e n t s o f t li e d i e t m e n t :i. o n e d i n t h e N A C N E
IR e p o I'-1 ( ;l 983 > « M i. 1 k a n d cri s p s w e r e i n elude d b e c a u b e t hi e
reporters in 'World in Action' (ITV programme on diet, Feb.
84) suggested that young people consume large quantities of 
crisps and milk, both of which have a high fat content and 
in consequence are undesirable. Two days was thought to be 
(2) a reasonable time-span, having regard for the regular intake
of food types mentioned in the NACNE Report (1983).
Salient beliefs and their outcome evaluations 
Alcohol CSmoking, Keeping Fit): Salient Beliefs 
It was found that the salient beliefs of pupils varied with 
age. In order to accommodate the beliefs of the age groups 
to be included in the study, 14 'belief items', with respect 
to Alcohol, were required rather than Ajzen and Fishbein's 
(1980) 5 - 9 beliefs (Chapter 4 pages 4.10 and 4.11).O
Scaling 'strength of belief'
Two different approaches to scaling the strength of belief 
are suggested by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p.67). 
Considering the belief, 'Taking the birth control pill 
causes me to gain weight', i.e. a Salient Belief 
concerning the use of the birth control pill, they suggest 
that the strength of belief might be measured:
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(a) on a 0 to +3 scale as follows:
'How certain are you that birth control pills
c a u s e y o u t o g a i n w e 1 g h t ? "
not at all certain 0
s 1 i g h 11 y c e r t a i n •+• :l.
C|ui te cei'"tai n + 2
e t. r e m el y cert ai n 4- 3
o r a 11 e r n a t i v e 1 y :
(ta) on a -1-3 to -3 scale:
'Using the birth control pill causes me to gain weight'
Li k:e 1 y nei ther /nor- Un 1 i ke 1 y
extremely quite slightly slightly quite extremely
.Ji* 2 -!" 1 (_) — 1 — 2 — 3
It was decided to use type (b) scale, following the 
e X ample o f A j z e n a n d F1 s li b e i n ( 1980 A p p e n d i x A o p c i t.), but 
using a five point scale rather than a seven.
Scaling outcome evaluations
The evaluation of the belief might be measured:
Causes me to gain weight
G o o d n e i t h e r~ / n o r B a d
extremely quite slightly slightly quite extremely
+3 +2 +1 ' 0 -1 ' -2 -3
(2) (Ajzen and Fishbei n 1980, p . 66)
As stated above, Ajzen and Fishbein suggest that the
eVa 1 uation scale shou 1 d be bi -po 1 ar , good to bad. Mai-sli and
Matheson (1983), however, evaluating beliefs about smoking
s t a t e ; ' Th e e v a 1 u a t i on p art w a s me a sur ed b y a s !•:; i n g s m o l< er s
if they 'wanted' or 'feared' each outcome, since one cannot
ask sensible people how much they want lung cancer and
expect them to take one seriously'. Applying this notion to
the present study, consider the evaluation of 'being sick
and ill' (a disadvantage of drinking alcohol). This
statement cannot sensibly be evaluated on a good - bad
scale, as suggested by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980), e.g.:
=: zi
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'Being sick and ill is a: 
very good good not sure bad very bad
thing.'
M o i " e r e a s o n a b 1 e w a y s e v a i u a t i n g t l i i s o u t c o f n e rn i g ! i t b e :
'How much do you fear being sick and ill?'
or
'How serious a matter is it to you to be sick and ill?'
not at all not not quite extremely
serious se!’"i ous sure sei-i ous serious
Therefore evaluatory statements in the questionnaires were 
made to comply with common sense, e.g.:
4 ) Alcoholic d rin k s c a 1 m y our n e r v e s a n d h e 1 p y o u to i~ e 1 a x .
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
(-2 -1 0 +1 +2)
How important is it to be calm and relaxed? 
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important 
(-2 4  0 +1 +2)
5) Peop 1 e shou 1 d not di" i nk: and dri ve»
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
1-2 -1 0 +1 +2)
How dangerous do you think it is to drink and drive? 
not at all dangerous - not very dangerous - not sure - quite dangerous - extremely dangerous 
(+2 +1 0 -1 -2)
(ALCl)
Diets Salient Beliefs and their evaluation
T h e s a 1 i e n t b e 1 ;l. e -f s o f t h e t a r g e t p o p u 1 a t i o n w i t i- e s p e c t t o
diet are discussed in Chapter 4 page 4.34. It will be seen
that a salient belief concerning taste occurs for each
type of food in the analysis (Tables 11 to 18). It was
decided that the beliefs about taste should be put together 
in a group in the questionnaire (see Diet Questionnaire Dl, 
No. 11 to 20), e.g.:
W h a t d o y o u t !i i n !•;: o f t h e t a s t e o f t h e f o 11 o w i n g f o o d s ?
11) Green vegetables;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice 
(-2 -1 0 +1 +2)
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12) Foods like chips, sausages, beef burgers, pies etc.;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice 
( “2 "1 0 +1 +2)
13) Salad;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice 
(-2 -1 0 +1 +2)
etc.. (Dl)
This method was chosen in preference to;
'Green vegetable taste horrible'
strongly disagree ______________________________  strongly agree
because opinion, with respect to the taste of green
vegetables, was divided and it was thought that pupils 
d )  should have opportunity to express favourable views about
greens rather than merely 'strongly disagreeing' with the 
statements 'Green vegetables taste horrible'.
One outcome evaluation was then included at the end of the
group of 'beliefs' about tastes (item no. 21)
21) How important is it to you to eat food that you 
like the taste of?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - very much 
(-2 -I 0 +1 +2)
(Dl)
O Items No. 22-34 represent the remainder of the salient 
beliefs and their outcome evaluations. Beliefs about 
proteins were put together (items no. 22 - 23) and so on 
with fresh fruit, greens and salads, etc.
Normative beliefs and motivation to comply 
Alcohol (Smoking, Keeping Fit!
For Alcohol, the significant referents were found to be 
'parents' and 'friends and mates'. The phrase 'friends and 
other young people' was used in the questionnaires to avoid 
the potential (sexual) ambiguity of the word mates'. 
Normative beliefs were investigated by taking each
5 . 6
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'intention' statement in turn and asking if parents would 
approve of each particular behaviour. This procedure was 
repeated for friends (ALCl No. 18 to 20 and 22 to 24), 
e. g :
18) Would your parents think it's alright for you to drink
a 1 c o i-i D1 i c d I" i n k: s a t h o m e w i t hi t li e f a /n i 1 y i n 1: h e n e x t 
month'?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes 
1-2 -1 0 +1 +2)
(ALCl)
Motivation to comply was investigated by items No. 21 and 
25, e.g.:
21) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what 
your parents think you should do'? 
d )  hardly at all - a little - not sure - quite a lot - very much
( - 2 -1 0 +1 +2)
(ALCl)
Diet
Taking each of the diet Intention statements in turn, and
O
a s I-:; ing i f pare n t s w o u 1 d a p p r o ve or dis a p p r o v e of the
b e ! i a V i c r w o l i  1 d y i e 1 d  :
"My parents think that I
eat protein foods in the next two days". 
and so on for each type of food.
This approach was tried with a small group of 3rd year 
pupils who were highly critical: they said that "... all the 
questions seemed the same" and "... it was a waste of time." 
Furthermore they said they were not sure of the views of 
their parents with respect to each type of food.
Th u s , n oI- iTi at i v e b e 1 i ef s an d mot i v a t i on t o c oinp 1 y wer e 
investigated by items No. 35 and 36 in the Draft Scale: Diet 
Dl:
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35) Do your parents try to persuade you to eat certain 
kinds of food?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes 
(-2 -1 0 +1 +2)
36) How much do you want to do what your parents want you
to do?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
( -2  -1 0 +1 +2)
(Dl)
A title page giving instructions about completing the 
questionnaires and practice examples was prepared for use
when piloting all the questionnaires. A copy of this page 
appears as Appendix (03)
O
Piloting the draft questionnaires and developing a final 
version of each one
After the first draft questionnaires for Alcohol (ALCl), 
Smoking (SMI), Keeping Fit (KFl) and Diet (Dl) had been 
constructed as described, each was piloted and revised 
through several subsequent drafts. The final versions of 
the four questionnaires and the title page are included as 
Appendi x 05 and 06.
(Z) For other types of attitude measures, e.g. Likert,
Thurstone, Guttman, there is an established routine for 
scale development, including scoring of responses. There is 
a great deal of vagueness and confusion evident, both in the 
writings of Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) and Ajzen and Fishbein 
(1977 and 1980) and subsequent users of their model, about 
how to express items and responses and how to score them. 
The major purpose of the piloting was to refine the 
questionnaires by taking account of what the pupils had to 
say about them in terms of : instructions; format; language 
and length. Different ways of scoring the questionnaires 
were also tried out at the same time, since, as noted above,
5.8
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there is no consensus in the literature as to how this 
should be done. A summary of the way in which the final 
scales were scored is given on page 7.6.
Detail s o f the f u r t h e r r efineme n t o f t h e q u e s t i o n n a :i. i" es and
t hi e 1111 e p a g e a r e g i v e n i n A p p e n d i x 0 4-. T hi e d e v e 1 p m e n t o f
t i"i e A1 c o hi D1 q u e s t i o n n a i i'" e o n 1 y is de s c r i b e d , s i n c e t h i s
typifies the approach used in the Smoking, Keeping Fit, and
many aspects of the Diet questionnaires. Again, other 
aspects of thie Di et quest i onnai i'"es are dea 11 w 11h
(2) additionally. Development is described under three
headings:
(i) Format;
(ii) Language;
(iii) Responses and scoring.
Collating the questionnaires and submitting them to a 
trial run 
Collation of the questionnaires
At thie end of the pi 1 ot i ng wi th small groups of pixp 11 s , i t 
was possible to put together questionnaires for each of the 
four topi cs whi ch had :
(i > a c1ear and interesting format;
<ii) unambiguous ian g uage;
(iii) satisfactory responses and scoring.
I d e a 11 y i n t h is stud y i t w o u 1 d hi a v e b e e n p i- e f e i-~ a b 1 e f o r e a c hi
pupil to complete all four questionnaires in order to:
( i ) ob t a i n t hi e m a x i m u m d a t a -f r o m t h e m i n i m i.i m n u m b e i~ 
of pupils;
(ii) investigate inter-topic correlation in order to 
test the cone 1 usi ons of earli er~ work ( see
A p p e n d i x 0 1 ) , w h i c h h a d i n d i c a t e d t h a t 
ado1escents do not have an i ntegrated concept of 
health behaviour, but rather have beliefs and 
eX per i ence soci a 1 pressur es conc:erni ng part i cu 1 ar 
aspects of health behaviour.
' 5.9
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!-' 11 o 11 n g h a d s h c w n h o w e v e r  , t l i a t t h e t i /n e i" e q u i i- e d b y r?i o s t 
pupils to complete all four questionnaires would be 40 to 45 
m i n u L e . Xu o i" d e i" t o rn a i n t a i n t bt e a n o ii y m i t y c o n s- i d e !" e d 
necessary for frank and honest answers, pupils would have 
to answer all four questionnaires at one sitting. Younger 
11 ci 1 s s a I.) 1 e p u p i 1 s c o l i  1 d n o t b e e x p e cted t o co n c e n t !" a t e 
fully for so long and might well treat the later 
qLiesti onnai res superf i ci a 11 y as a consequence
Nevertheless, it was thought that provision ought to be made
for testing the inter topic relationships in this survey 
(although some correlation might be expected, of course, due
t o LI ; t.' c o m m o n f o r m a t o f t h e q u e s t i o n n a i r e s ) . “!" i i e m o s t
economical means of allowing for this was to collate the 
L; 1.1 es L1 uri iai j- es i j i peti rs. ! hlis, e*ach pupi 1 woui d be tested
on 11 itz-i r In Lent ions, Beliefs and the Social F'ress'ures they
e f J e ! i e f I c e .i i i relabi o n t o t m o a s p e c t s o f li e a 11 h b e h a v i o u r .
H e i f L. e , s- y te t e m a t i c a 11 y p a i !'" e d and p i" e s e n t e d q li estio n n a i î" e s 
were completed by each age group in each school.
The systematic pairing and presenting of questionnaires
! i ’fe cwe 1 Ve possi u 1 e combi nat i oris of t wo quest i onnati r es 
selected from the four is:
A1cohol wi th Smoking (AS)
A1cohol wi th Keeping Fit (AK)
A1cohol wi th Diet (AD)
Smoking wi th A1cohol (SA)
Smoki ng w i t h Keeping Fit (SK)
Smoking with Di et (SD)
Keeping Fit with Alcohol (KA)
Keeping Fit w i t h Smoking (KS)
Keeping Fit with Di et (KD)
Diet with Alcohol (DA)
Diet wi th Smoking (DS)
Diet with Keeping Fit (DK)
u
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The questionnaires were stapled together in these pairs, the 
f ir !=.t. mentioned being on top. To each pair was then
ct 11 ac hi e d a c o v e i" p a g e c o n t a i n i r; g t h e t i 11 e a n d i n s t r u c t i ons „ 
i- o r e a s y :i. d e n t i f :i. c a t. i o n , q u e s t i o n n a iv' e s w e i" e p r- i i i t e d o n 
oo1our ed paper, as io11ows:
Alcohol questionnaire pink paper;
S m o !•:; i n g u e s tion n a i r e - blue p a p e i - ;
K'.eBp 1 ng h 11 questi onnai re — green paper" %
Diet questionnaire — yellow paper.
The title page was printed on white paper.
ihe questionnaires were bundled in sets of twelve, as above 
and distributed foi-~ administi■“ation to thie survey schools.
The trial run
Before printing sufficient questionnaires for the full 
survey it was decided to do a 'trial run' in one 
comprehensive school with three groups of pupils, one from 
each of the Lower, Middle and Upper schools. Each group
cons1sted of approximate1 y 25 pupils. Each pupi1 comp1eted 
two questionnaires, thus yielding approximately 150 (75x2), 
i.e. approximately 37 (150/4) of each type. The author
personally supervised the administration of this trial run. 
The questionnaires were completed in the formal setting of a 
Bci ence depai"tmen t , by pup i 1 s who k:new hier . Thiey wei"e f r orn 
middle and upper ability bands: no pupils from lower ability 
bands wei"e incl uded.
O
The purposes of the trial run were:
( 1 ) to i dent i -f• y any f i na 1 prob 1 ems wi th f or mat,
1 a n g u a g e , s c o i~ i n g a n d t i m ing e m ergi n g w h e n p u p i 1 s 
wei'"e worki ng i n a f orma 1 setting of a 1 ai'-qe 
group, lacking the intimate and personal 
supervision of the piloting;
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(ii> to confirm that the data collected were
compatible with the proposed analysis procedures.
IderttifyiTig problems in presentation
r 1 i e 1 c4 r J g u a g e ct no t i in i n g w e i'" e s a 1i i s f a c L o i'" y 0 n s c o i i“f g ;i. t
Wc;ts fc-iuiid that a number of pupils had failed to respond to
o ! "I e o r m o r e i t e m s t  ! ‘i u s i:. h e f o 11 o w i n g c h a n g e i n t h e f o r rn a t
was made. A note was added to the end of each
questionnaire, e.g. for the Alcohol questionnaire:
WOW PLE4SC CHECK TW4T TOW W^KE PUT 4 CJPCCE POWWO 39 WOPDS 
OW THIS PJWK 0ÜESTJ0WW4JPE,
(2) o c. o 1- i 11 g 11 s e 1 f presented n o p robl e m : in t h e -f i n a 1 d i" a f t
provision was made on each questionnaire for computer 
coding ot the scale (Alcohol, Smoking etc.), the scoring of 
t-he iLoms and on the title page, for computer coding of 
i:-Lib ject iden11 f i ei~s. I he f inal vei-~si ons of the
questionnaires are included in Appendix 05.
Trying out analysis procedures
The second purpose of this triàl run was to confirm that thi
tj tcA were compat i b 1 e w11h the proposed ana 1 ysi s procedures 
r;iîid tu work out a routine of combinations and recoding of 
the data to comply with the requirements of the Ajzen and 
F1 s I ibtz' 111 hoo e 1 . r h i s r o u tine is det a i 1 e d i n t )i e d e s c r  i p t i o n 
of the na 1 ysi s o f  the main survey whieh f  o 11 ows (Chapte!■■ 
8). The author entered the data from the Alcohol 
questionnaires into a computer file 'by hand”. Regression 
•^1 n a J. y s i s wa s t l i en u s ed t o i n vest i g a t e t h e r e 1 a t i ve
O
importance uf Beliefs and Social Pressures (i.e. the 
independent variables) in determining the Intentions (i.e. 
the dependent variable).
1 o
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Table 20: Results of the regression analysis (n = 34)
Intentions to 
drink alcohol
B e liefs abo u t d r i n i n g al c o h ol r = 0.. 7 8
S o c i a 1 P r e s s li r  e s c o n c e r n i n g
d r  i n k i n g a 1 c o h ol r = 0 5  5
Mu 11 i pie R - 0 8 2
Multiple Rz= 0.67
i.e. 67% of the variance in Intentions is explained by 
variance in Beliefs and Social Pressures. This was 
considered to be a very satisfactory result, being similar 
in magnitude to the results reported by other workers (see 
pages 2.14 and 2.15). It indicated that the questionnaires 
were suitable for use with the adolescents for whom they had 
been developed and that the Ajzen and Fishbein model 
appeared to be internally valid when applied in this 
context. It was decided therefore to go ahead with the 
pI"inting of suf ficient qliestionnaii-es f oi" the mai n su!-vey .
O
oo
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RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, p.107) state 'The concepts of 
reliabilit y an d va lidi t y c on c er n t hi e d eg r ee t o wh i c h t !i e 
measuring instrument is free of measurement error.'
Thie cl ass.i c;a 1 test theory mode 1 (Nu.11a 11 1979 , p . 63)
postul at es
0 = T + E
Where: 0 ~ Observed score on a test
T = True score on a test 
E = Error score
Fishbein and Ajzen suggest that the error component can be
■f ur t h eI'- d i v i d ed i n t o t wo p ar t s :
E'v - variable or random error, and...
E c - c o n 51 a n t e r r o r .
Thus 0 == T Ev + Ec
PejjabiJjfy refers to the degree to which a measure is free 
from variable error (Ev). Thus, assuming the true score (T> 
remains constant (e.g. the subject's attitude has not 
changed), a perfectly reliable instrument will give the same
sc or e on d i f f er en t oc c a s 1 on s » Vai'" i ab 1 e f ac t oi- s s uch as t: li e
person's mood, the weather, the testing situation, the test
a d fi i n i s t r a t o r , rn a y h a v e e f f e c t o n r e s p o nses ( g i v i n g E v ) 
thier• eby educi ng the rel i ab 1 i ty of thie i nstrurnent.
NLi11a 11 C1979 , p . 48) def ines va 1 idi ty as ' the extent to 
which the instrument measures what it purports to measure'. 
F i s hi b e i n a n d A j z e n ( 1975, jz. 10 8 ) s t a t e t h a t ' v a 1 i di t y r e f e r s 
to the degree to which an instrument measures the true 
score, in the present context, the degree to which it 
measures a given belief, attitude or intention rather than
A .. 1
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some other variable'. The presence of constant error (Ec) 
will reduce the validity of measures, since the observed 
score will be contaminated by some irrelevant factor(s). A 
potential source of constant error (Ec) is 'response bias': 
5 o ffi e 5 u b. j e c t s m a y t e n d t o gi v e üe o c i a 11 y d e s i i- a b 1 e i- e s p o n s e se 
rather than responses reflecting their own personal beliefs, 
others may avoid using the extreme categories of the scale 
even though they might feel extreme. Response sets, i.e. 
the tendency to answer in a certain way regardless of the 
content of the question, (Bynner et al. 1979, p.114), may 
(2) a1 so COntri bute ta constant error.
Reliability of Ajzen and Fishbein scales
F i s !'i bel n a n d A. j z en (1975) c onte n d t h a t e x p e c t a n c y - v a 1 u e 
measures, where the subject assigns an evaluation, are 
consistent with standard attitude scale measures in which 
the investigator has assigned a value for the evaluation of 
each statement. They claim that standard attitude scales are 
generally highly reliable, giving high test - retest 
c o I-1- e I a t i o n s. T li e y c i t. e a n u m b e r o f specific i" elia b i 1 i t y 
studies and conclude that 'the question of reliability does 
not pose a major problem for measurement of beliefs, 
attitudes and intentions when appropriate instruments are 
employed'.
O
In the present study, the reliablity was measured by the 
t a s t - r e t e s t m e t h o d , t h a t i. s , t hi e q u e s t i o n n a. i e s w e r e 
presented to the same group of respondents on two separate 
occasions, ensuring that the test situations were as 
similar as possible on each occasion, e.g. the use of the 
same room and test administrator, on the same dav of the
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week, at the same time of day. These similarities were 
intended to reduce the variable or random error (Ev) of the 
scores. The reliability was then estimated by the 
correlation between the two sets of scores. One 
d i s a d V a n t a g e o f this m e t h o d i s t h a t t h e f i i" s t t e s t i n g m a y 
have had an effect on the second one, for example, some 
respondents may have remembered their answers to the first 
questionnaire and others may not. However, it is probably 
t !•■( e m o s t p r a c t i c a 1 w a y o -f i n v e s t i g a t i n g t li e i " e 1 i a b i 1 i t y 
of the somewhat heterogeneous instruments used for the
(2) present study: split-half methods (Nuttall 1979) are
suitable only for homogeneous (cmidimensional) tests.
The empirical test - retest reliability study
Representative samples of pupils completed questionnaires on 
two occasions, seven to ten days apart. Correlations between
thiei I'- i nd i vi dua 1 esponses on eacli occasi on wer e computed „
11 w a s p 1 a n n e d t o i n c 1 u d e a s a rn p 1 e o f a p p r o x i m a t e 1 y 9 0 
pupi1s in the study , consi sting of:O
30 lower school pupils (aged 11 - 13 years)
30 middle school pupils (aged 13 - 15 years)
3 0 Li p p er sc hi a o 1 p u pi Is (age d 15 - 18 y e a i- s )
Each pupil completed a pair of questionnaires, thus
approX i mate 1. y 180 quest i onnai res wei-e cornp 1 eted on eacli 
o c c a s i o fi, 45 ( 180/4 ) o f eac h t y p e : A1 c o hi o .1. ; S rn o k ing ; K e e p i n g 
Fit and Diet.
T h e p I'- o c e d u r e s u s e d 1 n t h e r e J. i a b i 1 i t y t e s t i n g f o 11 o w e d a s 
f a r a s p o s s i b 1 e t hi o s e u s e d i n t h e m a i n s u r v e y :
a) The questionnaires were stapled together in pairs, as
in the main survey: to each pair was attached a cover
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p a g e c o ii t a i n ;L n g t. h e t i 11 e a n rJ i n s t r u c t i o n s . T h e t w e 1 v e 
possible combinations of pairs were used as in the main 
5 U r V e y ( s e e p a g e s 5 . 3 0 ) .
b) Each pupil completed a pair of questionnaires on the 
•First occasion. Seven to ten days later, the same 
pupils completed further copies of the same pair of 
q u e s tion n a i r e s. B e f ore c o m p 1 e t i n g t hi e m t hi e f o 11 o w i n g 
statement was read out:
'In any test of opinions there are rio right or 
wrong answers - only what you yourself think. In 
order to find out whether you have genuinely put 
down what you think, it would be most helpful if
(2) you would fill in the questionnaires again. Do
not try to remember how you answered last time: 
think about each question afresh and put down 
what you think.'
c ) Anonymi ty was mai n-I:ai ned as F ar as possi b 1 e A s  t he 
nature of the questionnaires was personal, honesty of 
response was IikeI y to correspond with perceived 
anonymity, so each pupil was allotted a code number by 
the class teacher, the questionnaires were similarly 
coded on the back. The class teacher distributed the 
coded questionnaires to the appropriate pupils. This 
procedure was repeated 7 - 10 days later, ensuring that 
pupils received questionnaires concerning the same 
topi cs on the second occasion. 1"lie autbior i"ecei ved 
matched coded pairs of completed questionnaires, the 
c 1 ass teacher keep i ng tlie coded 1 i st s of pup i. 1 s ' names , 
t h u 5 a n o n y fn i 1: y w a s m a i n t a i n e d .
O
In the event eighty—three pupils each completed a pair of 
questionnaires on the first occasion, but only 70 of these
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pupils completed further copies of the same pair of 
questionnaires on the second occasion. The sample was 
depleted because: a number of 5th year pupils 'left school' 
without official permission one week before they were
1 e g a 11 y e n t i 11 e d t o cl o so; s o m e o -f t h e 3 r d y e a r p u p i 1 s w e r e 
absent on the second occasion because they had been taken on 
a history trip. It was not possible to administer the test 
1: o t l"f 0 t hi o 5 e p u p i 1 s d u i'" ing t h e n e x t t w o w e e k s b e c a u s e t h e y 
w e r e o c c u p i e d w i t hi e x a m i n a t i o n r e v i s i o n a n d e x a m i n a t i o n s ; 
some pupils were absent from school due to other reasons, 
e.q. illness.
At least 30 copies of each questionnaire (Alcohol, Smoking,
!< e e pi i n g F i t , D i e t ) h a d b e e n c o m p 1 e t e d o n two occ a s i o n s . T h i s 
was considered to be sufficient, so no further cases were 
tested.
O
Questionnaires from the reliability study were scored, as in 
the main survey (see page 7.6). The following variables were 
then computed for each reliability test following the same 
procedures as those used in the main survey (see pages 8.2 
to 8.5).
Code Computed Variable
AI Alcohol Intentions
Sum AB A1cohol Beliefs
ASP A1cohol Soci a I !■•■ I" e s s u r e s
SI Smoking Intentions
Sum SB Smoking Beliefs
SSP Smoking Social Pressures
KI Keeping Fit Intentions
Sum KB Keeping Fit Beliefs
KSP Keeping Fit Social Pressures
DPI Diet: Pr otein Intentions
Sum DPB Di et :i Protei n Bel i ef s
DPSF Diet: Pr otein Social Pressur
oC h a p t e r  6
Fibre Intentions
Fibre Beliefs
Fibre Social Pressures
Salt Intentions
Salt Beliefs
Salt Social Pressures
Greens,fruit,sal ad Intentions
Greens,fruit,salad Beliefs
Greens,fruit ,sal ad Social Pressures
sWeets/sugar Intentions 
sWeets/sugar Beliefs 
sWeets/sugar Social Pressures
fAt Intentions
fAt Beliefs
fAt Social Pressures
SPSS 'Frequencies General' and 'Statistics All' were
specified for the computed variables of each reliability 
study. The range of frequencies, means and standard 
deviations of these computed variables were compared with
those of the computed variables from the main survey. They 
were found to correspond quite closely (see Appendix 07), 
indicating that the pupils in the reliability study were
from the same population as those in the main survey.
DFI Di et s
Sum DFB Di et :
DFSP Diet:
DSI Di et s
Sum DSB Di et :
DSSP Di et s
DGI Di et :
Sum DGB Di et s
DGSP Di et s
DWI Di et :
Sum DWB Di et :
DWSP Di et :
DAI Di et 5
Sum DAB Di et :
DASP Di et g
O SPSS 'Pearson Correlation' was then specified for each 
computed variable from the first reliability test with the 
corresponding computed variable from the re-test.
huh
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Table 21: Correlation of Computed Variables from the first 
occasion with those from the second occasion (n=30 app,. )
O
O
Computed
Variable rtt
AI 0.92
Sum AB 0.77
ASP
SI 0.96
Sum SB 0.88
SSP V « 9 6
KI 0.94
Sum KB 0.85
KSP
DPI 0.57
Sum DPB 0.56
DPSP 0.55
DFI 0.85
Sum DFB 0.88
DFSP 0.69
DSI 0.85
Sum DSB 0.81
DSSP 1.).. 61
DGI 0.85
Sum DGB 0.89
DGSP u . 66
DWI 0.86
Sum DWB 0.. 57
DWSP U . o6
DAI 0.83
Sum DAB 0.65
DASP 0.63
p<0.01 in all cases
The assumption in regression analysis is that the dependent 
V a r i a b le (I n t entions in t h is st u d y ) i s t o t a i i y r eliabl e 
These correlations indicate that, with the exception of 
Diet: Protein, the Intention scores are acceptably reliable. 
This tendency for the Intention scores to be reliable was 
further supported by what pupils had to say in interviews, 
in the external validity study, concerning the relationship 
between t h ei r Intentions and Behaviour, see Appendi x i 0 «
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On the whole, the reliabilities of the Belief and Social 
Pressures measures were lower than those of the 
corresponding Intentions. This could be because the
Intention scales are relatively circumscribed, for example,
pupils will krioi-'} if they intend to smoke cigarettes. On the 
other hand, Beliefs and perceptions of Social pressure about
a s.pi ec t s o f l i e a 11 hi b ehi a v i our ar e 1 e s s c 1 ea r -c u t a n d p u p i 1 s 
are consequently less likely to be firm about them.
(2) Validity of the scales
Attempts to assess the validity of a measuring instrumer 
can take several forms.
Face validity and content validity
The items in the questionnaires were deliberately expressed 
in an overt form, using the pupils' own words as far as
possible. Common sense confirms that they are about
intentions to behave in particular ways with respect to the 
four topics, evaluated beliefs concerning the topics and 
motivations to comply with the wishes of significant
referents. Face validity was thus ensured.
The e 1 i ci tati on of i ntenti ons , sa 1 i ent be 1 i ef s and 
significant referents, in the ways described by Ajzen and 
F“ i s hi b e i n , t h a t  i s , b y e x ) i a u s t i v e 1 y s a m p 1 i n g t h e d o m a i n a n d 
empirically selecting items (see Chapter 4), ensured the
c<•.>Ti t e T i  t  va 1 i di ty of \hese sea 1 es.
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Convergent and discriminant validity
If a new instrument is a valid measure of a particular 
construct then it should correlate highly with other 
established measures of the same construct, that is, it 
5 h D ul d s hi o w c c.) r.‘ i -e r  g e t  v a 1 i d i t y ( N u 11 a 13. ;i 979 , p „ 5 7 ) . B o t h 
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975, pp.109-112) and Nuttall argue 
th at an i nstrument shoul d al so show d i  s c r  i  ?:■ i  n an i: val i d i ty, 
that is, measurements on the instrument should correlate
with theoretically unrelated constructs.
(2) a  u i t  i  t  r a i t  - ?v? u 1 1  i  m e t  !i o d  m a t  r  i  x
CaiTipb e 11 aind Fi s k e (1959 ) f ui~ t h er r ef i ne c on ver  g en t and 
discriminant validity measurements, suggesting a procedure 
k n o w n a s t h e m u 11. i t rai t - rn u 11 i fn e t hi o d rn atri x „ T h i s i n v o 1 v e s 
the measurement of at least two traits (or attitudes) by at
3. east twa methods. T|-ie matr i x consi sts of i ntei-- 
correlations of the different traits assessed by the same 
methods, as well as of the same traits measured by the same 
methods (i.e. reliabilities).
O
The convergent validity of the 'Alcohol' questionnaire could 
have been investigated by the correlation of scores from it 
with scores from the questionnaire concerning Adolescent 
Alcohol Use prepared by Schlegel, Crawford and Sanborn 
(1977). They reported on its use with boys only, however. 
Furthermore it is questionable whether this instrument could 
be regarded as 'an established measure'. The author was 
unable to discover any other questionnaires, designed 
for use with adolescents, based on the Ajzen and 
Fishbein model. Thus, it was not possible to test convergent 
validity or discriminant validity of the the scores from the
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Alcohol, Smoking, Keeping Fit or Diet questionnaires by 
comparing them with scores from questionnaires of a 
similar format.
It would have been possible, however, to compare scores from 
t ! "I e a 11 i t u d e ( e v a 1 u a t e d b e 1 i e F ) c o m p o n e n t s o F t. h e n e w 
instruments with scores from attitude scales of a different 
t y p e , m e a s u i- i n g t h e s a m e t r a i t o r d i f f e r e n t 11- a its. F' o i-
example, the attitude of boys towards smoking, as
measured by this present instrument, could have been 
(2) compared with their attitude towards smoking, as measured by
Bynne r 's (1969) Lik ert sca1e . Th u s a rneasure of c o n v er g en t  
validity could have been obtained, but again for boys only, 
and for one component only of the Smoking questionnaire. 
#j3crjmjnant validity could similarly have been investigated 
by comparing attitude scores derived from these present 
instruments with scores from say, Attitudes to Learning a 
Foreign Language (Roger, D., Bull, P. and Fletcher, R.
1981).
O
In the absence of suitable convergent measures, discriminant 
validity measures are not very helpful, because they can 
only indicate what the new instrument is not measuring, for­
ex amp le attitudes to learning a foreign language. In no way 
will they indicate that the new instrument is measuring what 
it purports to measure. Because of the lack of suitable 
established instruments with which to compare all the 
'v a I" i o u s c o m p o n e n t s o f t h e q u e s t i o n n a ires, c o n ••/ e rgen t a n d 
discriminant validity were not investigated prior to the 
main survey.
6.10
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A type of convergent and discriminant validity was evident, 
however, post hoc in the results of the main survey. A 
matrix of scale intei— correlations was prepared (Table 59). 
Inspection of this shows that correlations within each topic 
are generally higher than correlations between the different 
topics (Diet being considered as a single topic).
Cr 2 ter ion—related validity
Criterion-related validity is assessed by calculating the 
correlation between the scores on a test and scores on some 
(2 criterion measure (Nuttall 1979). Within each topic, the
crjferjon-reJated validity of the evaluated belief scales, 
and the motivations to comply with significant referents 
scales were assessed by calculating their correlations with 
the scores on the criterion measure of InfenfjonsA This was 
also a measure of the in tern a 2 validity of the model as used 
in this study (see Chapter 9 and pages 10.1 to 10.4).
O
The criterion-related validity of the intention scales was
a s s e s s e d b y i n v e s t i g a t i n g t h e c o r r e 1 a t i o n s b e t w e e n
intentions and behaviour. This is also a measure of the
external validity of the Ajzen and Fishbein model. (see 
pages 3.6 and 3.7).
For this purpose, the question arises as to how best to
monitor health behavi our. This could be achieved by the use
of self report diaries. Other methods might be attempted, 
fo^ example, direct observation of subjects' health 
behaviour by the author. Alternatively, subjects' friends or 
close relatives could be asked to observe their behaviour 
and to keep an accurate daily diary of it. Apart from
6. 11
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practical considerations, there are obvious problems with 
both of these approaches. Subjects may not behave normally 
when they know they are being observed, their behaviour may 
become more positive or more negative with respect to 
certain activities. On the other hand, it may be considered 
unethi ca 1 to ob e r v e  indi viduals over <buch matters f or 1 ong 
peI"i ods of ti(ne wi thout theii- pi-~i or knowledge and wi 11 i ng 
consent.
For these reasons, in this present study, it was decided to 
(2 use self-report diaries for monitoring behaviour. The
relationship between intentions and behaviour were
i n Vest i g at ed by as k i ng sub j ec t s , w!i o had pr evi ous 1 y
completed an Intention questionnaire, to keep a Behaviour
diary, then correlating the scores from each source.
The empirical investigation of the external validity of the 
Ajzen and Fishbein model as applied in this present study
Preparation of instruments
A 'Survey of Health Behaviour Intentions' was prepared. The 
cover page explained the substance of the survey, made 
provision for identifying coding (pupils' name or code,
school, age, sex) and a practice question. The survey itself 
consisted of a compilation of the 'Intention' scales from 
the questionnaires on drinking alcohol, smoking, keeping fit 
and diet (see Appendix 08).
Self-report di aries of health behaviour were prepared for
thie i Dur topi cs. Foi" ease of r ecogni t i on they wei"e pr i nt ed 
orI co 1 oLired paper i n accordance w 11li thie mai n sur-vey ( see 
Appendix 09). The approach will be exemplified by that for
drinking alcohol.
O
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D i a r y o f H e a i t h B e h a i o u r s d r .i n k i ri g AI c o h o I
Pupils were asked to indicate on a calendar for four weeks,
t i 111 e s w hi e n t h e y dr a n k a 1 c o h o 1 i n t li e s :l t u a t i o n s s |:) eci i e d o n 
the 'Intention' Scales:
A t hi o m e w 11 h t h e f a m i 1 y ;
At the homes of friends or relatives;
W i t hi f r i e n d s i n p u b s o i" c 1 u b s .
Thi ey wei'" e as k ed t o k eep t hi e d i ar y f oi'" f our wee k s b ec asu se 
this was the time specified on the 'Intention' scales. (The 
(2 month and date spaces were filled in by the pupils, thus
a 11 o w ing f o r f 1 e x ibili t y o f t i m i n g ) . P u pi Is w e r e a s k. e d to 
put a cross when they did not drink alcohol, on a particular 
d a y 1 n a p a i-~ t i c; u 1 a i" s i t u a t i on „ a s a c h eck o n t h e 
completeness of the record. They were not asked to indicate 
the amount or type of alcohol they drank, since this was not 
investigated in the 'Intention' scales.
Diaries of Health Behaviour: Smokin# cigarettes. Keeping 
fit and Diet
(2 The format of these Diaries is similar to the 'Drinking
A3. cDlio 1 ' Di ar y , ex cep t i n t.hie f o 11 owi ng t-espect s 
i) the Keeping Fit diary spans one week; 
i i ) t hi e Di e t d i .a r y s p a n s f o u r d a y s ;
both in accordance with the 'Intention' scales.
The survey of Health Intent ions and Behaviour
It is generally recognised that 30 cases is the minimum 
number acceptable in such studies: it was therefore decided 
to aim for a sample of 36 cases. If some pupils did not 
complete the diaries for the whole period, for any reason 
(e.g. prolonged absence), then at least a minimal sample
6.13
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would be ensured. It was decided to recruit:
12 volunteers from the Lower School (11 - 13 years);
12 volunteers from the Middle School (13 - 15 years);
12 volunteers from the Upper School (15 - 13 years).
T h e s t u d y w a s c a r r i e d o u t i n a s c li o o 1 k: n o w n t o t hi e a u t h o r . 
One form tutor from each of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 
6th years offered their assistance. Because this part of 
the study was conducted in June, 5th year pupils were not 
aVai 1 ab 1 e so the 61hi f orm tutor i-ecrui ted 12 voi u.nteei~s , 
whilst the other four tutors recruited 6 volunteers each 
(i.e. a total of 36 pupils in 5 groups.) There was selection 
amongst the volunteers, by the tutors, to ensure that a 
broad spectrum of social class and academic ability was 
represented.
For each group separately, the author first administered the 
'Survey of Hea1th Behaviour Intentions' and then introduced 
the four diaries and explained their use.
(2) T h e c o m p I e t i o n c. >f t h e I n t e n t i o n q u e s t i o n n a i r e s
The title page was read aloud to the group, giving time for 
t hi e c o fi p 1 e t ion o -f p e r s o nal d e t ails. T o rn a i rn i s e t h e 
liklihood of honest responses and thus reduce the 
i n c o I" p o r a t i o n o f c o n s t a n t e i" r o v , t h e i- e w s p r o v i s i o n -i" o i~ 
pupils to remain anonymous by using a code name or number if 
thiey wi shed „ Pupi 1 s thien comp 1 eted the ' Intent i on ' sca 1 es 
under supervision.
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The four diaries, stapled togethei
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i n the order: drink i n q
A1 c o hi o 1 ; S rn o k: ing c; i g a r e 11 e s ; i< e e p i n g F i. t ; D i e t w e i- e t hi e n 
given out and pupils were asked to put their name or code on 
Bach one, ensuring that if they had used a code they copied 
exactly from the cover page of the Intentioni t
q u e stio n n a 11" es , whic h w a s t h e n c o 11 e c t e d. T h e u s e o f t h e 
diaries was explained and pupils were asked to fill in the 
month and date spaces.
The twelve upper school volunteers (reliable 6th form
s t u <rJ e n t s k n o w n to t h e a u t h o r > a g r e e d t o k e e p t h e i r cJ i a r i e s 
themselves, fill them in each day and return them at the end 
of the four weeks.
O
The author retained the remaining diaries and presented them 
to each group on the day after they had completed their 
'Intention Survey': they then completed the first day of the 
Diary with guidance from the author. The four form tutors 
responsible for the younger pupils, agreed to keep the 
di ai-ies, di stri bute tliem each moi-ning dui-i ng tuto ri a 1 tiijie 
and supervise their completion. The author visited the 
groups as often as possible to check that all was well. Thus 
every effort was made to reduce random error, since pupils 
completed the diaries daily, avoiding the need to remember 
t hi e i ! " b e h a v i o u r o v e r a 1 o n g e r p e i " i o d.
One or two problems arose with the younger pupils during the 
first week of this study. A number of them had not completed
t hi e i r D i e t D i. a i- y (4 da y s > b y F r i d a y m o r n i n g : i t w a s t h o i.i g h t
that they would not remember what they had eaten on Friday,
6.15
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Saturday and Sunday by the following Monday morning 
(although they would most likely remember when they drank 
alcohol, smoked cigarettes or engaged in physical exercise). 
Pupils were therefore asked to take their diaries home over 
t h i 5 F i r s t w e e k e n d a n d c o m p 1 e t e t h e m < j a i 1 y . T h, e a u t hi o r 
arranged to see them on the following Monday morning to 
c li e c k t hi a t t !i e a i'" i" a n g e m e n t h a d b e e n s a t i s f a c t o i" y . I n t hi e 
event, all pupils returned their completed diaries, as 
requested, on the following Monday morning. Another problem 
arose at the end of the first week: two third year girls 
announced that they would not be in school the following 
week, because they were going on holiday. However, they 
offered to take their diaries with them and agreed to 
c omp 1 ete t hem dai 1 y .
At the end of the four weeks, all the diaries were 
collected. ■
Scoring the Intention questionnaires
The Alcohol questionnaire will again be used as an 
example of the scoring procedure. Each Intention item was 
scored 0-3, as in the main survey: the total Intention score 
thus ranged from 0 to 9, as follows:
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INTENTIONS: DRINKING ALCOHOL
During the next month, I think I will drink alcoholic
d 1-" i n k s :
1) at home with my family,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
(0 1 2  3
2) at the homes of friends or relatives,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
( 0 1 2  3
3) wi t !"1 my f ri ends in pubs or clubs.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
(0 1 2 3
score range 0 to 3)
score range 0 to 3)
score range 0 to 3)
O
The total score range was thus 0 to 9
O
The» questionnaires measuring Intentions to smoke , take part
i n physical exercise and eat certain kinds of food were
S C O
Cod
red in a similar w
e Topic
ay, to summarise:
Quest!onnair e To'tal Score
Intenti ons Items Range
AI A1cohol 1+2+3 0 t o 9
SI Smoking 1+2+3 0 to 9
KI Keeping fit 1+2+3 0 to 9
DPI Diet, protein 1 0 to 3
DPI Diet, fibre
DSI Diet, salt 0 to 3 .
DGI Diet, greens 4+6+8 0 to 9
DWI Diet, sweets 5+11 0 to 6
DAI Diet, fats 7+9+10 0 to 9
Scoring the diaries
1 h e B e h a v i o u r d i a r i e s a r e e x e rn p 1 i F i e d b y t h a t f o !-■ d r i n k. i n □ 
A1cohol.
unapcer 6
DIARY OF HEALTH BEHAVIOUR: DRINKING ALCOHOL
Your name or code:
PI ease put a tick i n the appropr i ate date co 1 l imn wlieii you 
drank alcohol in the following places: put a cross if you 
did not.
O
WEEKl WEEK2
Month
Date
1. At home with the 
fami1 y .
2. At the homes of
friends or relatives
3 Wi th fi"i ends in 
pubs or clubs.
O
WEEK3 WEEK4
Month
Date
;l. At home with the 
family.
2. At the homes of
friends or relatives.
3. W i t hi f r i e n d s i n 
pubs or clubs.
E a c h d a y t li a t pupil s i-e c o rded d r i n i n g A1 co h c  1 i n a n y C3 f t h e 
three situations specified, they were credited with one 
point. The range of total Behaviour scores was thus 0 to 84. 
The scores for Behaviour variables for Smoking, Keeping Fit 
and Diet were calculated in an exactly similar way to that
o {■ t h e AI c o h o 1 B e h a v i o u r d i a r y , i n s u ni m ar y ;
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Code Topic
Behaviours
Questionnaire 
ï t ems
Total Score 
Range
AB Alcohol
SB Smoking
!<B Keeping fit
D F' B D i e t , p r o t e i n
DF'B Diet, fibre
DSB Diet., salt
D G B D i e t g  i - e e n s
D W B D i e t s w e e t îs
D A B D i e t , fa t s
1+2+3
1+2+3
1
1
4+6+8
5+11
7+9+10
0 t o 84
0 t o 84
0 t o 21
0 to 4
0 to 4
0 to 4
0 to 12
0 to 8
0 to 12
O Relationships between pupils' Intentions and self-reported Behaviour.
Productrnoment cor~re 1 ati ons were cornputed between the scores 
f 1" o m t hi e I n t e n t i o n q u e stio n n a ires a n d f i“ o m t h e d i a i-~ i e s . T h i s 
was fo11owed by interviews with selected pupils to further 
i n V e s t i g a t e t li e , i" e 1 at i o n s h i p s b e t w e e n Int e n t i o n s a n d 
Behaviour with respect to these aspects of health behaviour. 
T hi e p 1'" o d u c t - m o m e nt corr e 1 a t i o ri s b e t w e e n be hi a v i o u i~ a 1
intentions and self-reported behaviour were as follows:
O
Table 22: Correlation of Intentions with Behaviour
R e 1 a t i o n s h i p r n :
AI wi th AB Ü u 6 b
SI wi th SB 0.87
KI wi th KB 0.59
DPI w i t hi DPB no variance in DPI (all scores = 3
DPI wi th DFB 0.76
DSI wi th DSB 0 M 86
DGI with DGB 0.62
DWI w i t h DWB 0 u 6 ES
DAI wi t hi DAB 0.79
Pupil Interviews
F' u p i 1 s w e r e i n t e i" v i e w e d i n or de i~ t o f u r t h e r i n v e s t i gat e
thie i-e 1 ationsb,ips between Intentions and Behavi oui-“ wi thi
respect to these aspects of health behaviour. Several
;i n f 1 Lien c i ng -f- ac t. oi'- s ernei" g ed :
6.19
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O
O
(i) wide differences in the frequency and quantity
of particular behaviours considered by pupils to 
be "a little", or "a 1ot";
<ii> random occurances in the lives of the pupils 
during the diary period cutting across their
intentions;
(iii) a fleeting sense of "permanence" amongst 
adolescents concerning what is habitual for
them I
(iv) what is provided by parents, relatives and 
friends;
(v) misunderstandings and errors in completing the 
instruments.
These explanations are discussed and illustrated with 
examples in Appendix 10.
In the light of these influencing factors, the correlations 
reported above between Intentions and Behaviour seem vt^-y 
satisfactory, indicating that these Intention scales possess 
a good measure of criterion-related validity.
Further evidence (see pages 10.11 to 10.17) of the criterion 
validity of the Intention scales was provided by data from 
the Balding Health Behaviour Questionnaire, in respect of 
Alcohol (Balding 1985a) and subsequently for Keeping Fit and 
Diet (Balding 1985b and 1985c).
6 . 2 0
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PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION OF THE MAIN SURVEY 
Survey sample size
The number of pupils included in the main survey was 
determined by:
1. the number of aspects of health behaviour 
included in the study and the way in which the 
questionnai res were col 1ated;
2. the hypotheses to be tested.
3. the method of analysis to be used;
1. Aspects and collation
Four aspects of health behaviours drinking Alcohol; Smoking 
cigarettes; Keeping Fit and Diet were included in this 
study. The questionnaires were collated systematically in 
pairs, as described in pages 5.10 and 5.11.
2. Hypotheses
The hypotheses (see page 1.17) to be tested were:
1. that a statistically significant amount of the 
variance in intentions of adolescents, concerning 
aspects of health behaviour, is explained by a 
weighted combination of the variance in their 
beliefs and the social pressures they experience 
concerning such behaviour;
2. that overall, both beliefs and social pressures 
will have a statistically significant influence 
on intentions;
3. that for girls and boys taken separately, both 
beliefs and social pressures will have a 
statistically significant influence on
intentions;
4. that for for the different age groups taken 
separately, both beliefs and social pressures 
will have a statistically significant influence 
on intentions;
5. that there are no statistically significant 
differences between the mean beliefs, social 
pressures and intentions which are attributable 
to age or gender.
7. 1
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3. Method of analysis used
Multiple regression was the main method of analysis to 
be used for testing hypotheses 1 to 4 above. The statistical 
significance of a correlation is a function of the number of 
cases included, the larger the number of cases, the lower 
the correlation necessary for statistical significance. 
This suggests that the overall sample to be tested should be 
as large as possible. On the other hand, practical limits 
of resources impose severe constraints and it was finally 
decided to aim for a sample of about sixty pupils in each 
sampling category, by age and by sex (see below).
These consi derations determined that ap p r ox i mate1 y 720
pupils would be included in the survey. Each pupil would
answer a particular collated pair of questionnaires out of
the four (Alcohol, Smoking, Keeping Fit, Diet). Thus
approximately 1440 (720x2) individual questionnaires would
be completed, 360 on each aspect. Analysis of each aspect,
by each of three age groups and by sex would involve
sub-dividing the 360 cases into six categories:
Girls - Lower School (1st. and 2nd. Years)
Boys - Lower School (1st. and 2nd. Years)
Girls - Middle School (3rd. and 4th. Years)
Boys - Middle School (3rd. and 4th. Years)
Girls - Upper School (5th., 6th« and 7th. Years)
Boys - Upper School (5th., 6th. and 7th. Years)
Each category would thus contain 60 cases (60 x 6 - 360).
500 copies of each questionnaire were printed, the 140 (500 
minus 360) in excess being required for distribution 
margins, for reliability and validity studies and to allow 
for wastage due to spoilt papers.
7.2
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The sample
The survey was carried out in eight Berkshire Secondary 
Schools:
Five Mixed Comprehensive Schools;
One Boys' Comprehensive School;
One Girls' Comprehensive School;
One Secondary Modern School.
They were selected so that in aggregate they represented
proportionately the whole spectrum of social class
background for the region. Thus, as described by their
teachers:
two schools had a predominantly middle class 
intake;
two schools had a mixed social class intake;
three schools (in city areas) had a substantial 
immigrant intake;
one school from a 'new town' had a mixed social 
class intake.
The aim was to collect data from approximately 90 pupils in
each school as follows:
30 pupils from the Lower School 
30 pupils from the Middle School 
30 pupils from the Upper School
Thus, 90 pupils x 8 schools would provide 720 cases, as
pianned.
As far as possible the testing was carried out when pupils 
were in 'mixed ability groups' such as their Tutor Groups 
or classes such as Social Education, Careers, Lower School 
Religious Education etc.. Since for convenience intact 
groups were tested and class size varied greatly, some 
schools provided slightly more than 90 pupils and others 
slightly less but approximate numbers were deemed to be 
adequate. In the event, a total of 740 pupils completed the 
questionnaires.
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Administration
The author administered as many of the questionnaires as 
possible. Pupils were asked to sit apart and not to talk to 
each other. The questionnaires were distributed from packs 
of 12, each containing the combinations described on 
pages 5.10 and 5.11, in order to ensure equal distribution 
of each type of questionnaire. The title page was read out 
aloud, allowing time for pupils' responses to the practice 
examples and for questions. Pupils were then asked to 
(3 examine their two questionnaires, their attention being
drawn to the statement at the end of each one, asking them 
to make sure that they had put a circle round a given number 
of words in each questionnaire, as a check on completeness 
of response. When the first pupils appeared to be 
finishing, the following instructions were displayed, using 
an overhead projector when available.
* /It the end of each questioi'inaire you are told how 
many circles you should halves count your circles 
and wake sure that you hare not missed any 
questions.
O Then^ on the back of your questionnaire either s
1. II a k e a list of ‘Health ' t o p i c s wh i c h y o u w ou Id 
1ike to 1earn about in schoo1. Give your 
reasons.
0/?
2.V Design a 'Good Health Behaviour' poster.
These later two activities were intended to ensure that 
pupi1s who had finished first were occupied whi1e other 
pupils were completing their questionnaires, some 
combinations of which contained a larger number of items 
than others (see Appendix 05).
7 . 4
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On several occasions the class teachers administered the 
questionnaires. The following written instructions were 
given to them.
To start
Pupils should sit apart and not talk. Please 
read through the title page aloud with pupils.
AI I o n  time for responses ^ explain the practice 
quest ions and ansNer any queries.
To finish
Some pupiJs wiJJ finish quic&iy, others wiii ta&e 
more time, Piease display the enclosed
transparency or write up the instructions from it 
on the board. ('See instructions above
TTius in principle, the administrative conditions for all 
pupils were as similar as possible although it must be 
noted that some of the settings were less formal than would 
have been desired ideally. Also, pupils in classes of 'mixed
ability took part in this main survey and a proportion of 
them may have found difficu1ty in reading and understanding 
the questionnaires. If such poor readers had been omitted, 
the sample would have been biassed, but it is accepted that 
some of them may have merely circled words at random thus 
increasing the amount of 'variable or random error' (see 
pages 6.1 and 6.2) included in the data.
all the questionnaires were completed (but not 
necessarily the extra work), they were collected. The title 
pages were coded and a record was kept of how many 
questionnaires from each age group and sex were collected 
from each school «
Scoring
Scoring of the questionnaires had previously been piloted 
(see Appendix 04). As a result of this piloting the 
fol1owing scori ng was useds
7 . 5
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Intentions 0 to 3
Strength of Beliefs -2 to +2
Evaluation of Beliefs 0 to 3
(Negative evaluations were converted to 0 to -3 
at a later stage)
Social Pressure 0 to 3
Motivation to comply 0 to 3
Provision was made at the beginning of each questionnaire to
code for the particular scale. They were coded as follows:
Alcohol 1
Smoking 2
Keeping fit 3
Di et 4
Transparencies for scoring were prepared: a score of '9'
was used for missing data. A group of reliable 6th Form 'A' 
Level students were employed to help to score the 
questionnaires. A few questionnaires were not used because 
they had been incorrectly completed. This included 3 intact 
pairs and 11 singles from pairs (a few pupils had omitted 
pages). Spot checks on representative samples of 
helpers' scoring were made: their scoring was found to be 
C D  ext r emely accur at e.
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THE ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Computing the variables
The relationships amongst Beliefs, Social Pressures, 
Intentions and Behaviour may be represented by the Ajzen
a n d F i h b e i n M o d e 1 m o d i f i e (d di scu5sed i n Chaptei" 3,
a n d s u m m a r is e d o n p a g e 3 9 ,  a s f o 11 o w s :
O
Behavioural Beliefs Sum of Beliefs
Outcome Evaluation!
Relative importanci
of Beliefs and Sum
Social Pressures (Sus I)
Behaviour
Normative Beliefs
Motivation to comply
Sum of Social Pressures 
(Sum SP)
T h a
o
It
i nvE 
detE 
f or
wh ei
questionnaires in the present survey measured: 
Intentions (I).
Beliefs and Outcome Evaluations from which sum of
Beli ef s ( S m  B ) was ca 1 c:u 1 ated -
Normative Beliefs and Motivations to comply, from 
which sum of Social Pressures (Sum SP) was
was intended to use multiple regression analysis
fstigate the relationship between Intentions and thi
'rmi nants-, Bel i ef s (Sum B) and Soci a 1 Pressures (Sum SI 
each of the topics, thus:
Sum E<
\
\Wi
  Sum I
/ W%|
/
Sum SP
e Wi and w^ are the relative weightings.
to 
5i r
1
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Thus for each scale the following composite variables Sum I,
S u rn B a n d S u m S F' w e r e c o m p u t e d , w h e r e :
Sum I “ Sum of intention items on a particular scale;
Sum B - Sum of (Behavioural Beliefs x
t hi e i. r 0 u t c o m e E v a 1 u a t i o n s ) ;
Sum SP- (Sum of Normative Beliefs Cw.r.t parents] >;
I i o t i V a t: i o n t o c o m p 1 y )
( Î3 u fi D f l\! D r m a 11 v e Beli e f s [ w r . t f  r i en d s ] x 
M o t i V a t i o n t o c o m p I y ) „
These Va 1 ues were cornputed for each sca 1 e in the foliowing 
w a y u F i r s 1.1 y e a c h i te m o n e a c h q u esti o n n a i r e w a s a 11 o c: a t e d a 
Variab 1 e 'code ' , e.g. A for A1 cohol (see questionnaires, 
Appendix 05)
The Alcohol Scale
The Alcohol scale will again be used as an example of the
p 1"ocedure f oi- comput i ng the var i ab 1 es „
(il iTttentioTts
Items 1 to 3 (Intentions) were allocated All, AI2, AI3 
(Alcohol Intentions 1 to 3).
I n t e n t i o n s t o d r i n k Also h o 1 ( S u rn A I) =
Sum of individua1 Intenti on items to drink AleohoI ~
All + AI2 + AI3.
(ii) Beliefs
Items 4 to 17 were Beliefs and their Evaluation.
Item 4 was therefore allocated two codes ASBl and AEBl 
(Alcohol Strength of Beliefs 1,
Alcohol Evaluation of Beliefs 1)
and so on as far as item 17 (allocated ASB14 and AEB14).
Sum of Beliefs about drinking Alcohol (Sum AB) - 
Sum of the products of each strength of belief item
concerning drinking Alcohol and its respective evaluation,
i.e. (ASBl X AEBl) + (ASB2 x  AEB2) + ./. 
and so on to (ASB14 x AEB14)„
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(iii) Social Pressures
Items 18 to 20 were perceptions of Social Pressures,
ASF'l to ASF'3 (Alcohol Social Pressures 1 to 3) .
Item 21 was the strength of Motivation to comply 
(evaluation) with these three 'Social Pressures',
ASPEl (Alcohol Social Pressure Evaluation).
Similarly Items 22 to 24 were allocated ASF'4 to ASP6 
and item 25, ASPE2.
Sum of Social Pressures to drink Alcohol (Sum ASP) - 
(Sum of Social Pressures from parents concerning drinking 
A1 coho 1 X Mo bi vat:i. on to comp 1 y wi th parents) -i- 
(Sum of Social Pressures from friends concerning drinking 
Alcohol X Motivation to comply with friends). =
[(ASPl + ASP2 + ASP3) X  ASPEl] +
[(ASP4 + ASP4 + ASP6) x ASPE2].
These computed variables were used in the multiple
(2) regression analyses.
The Smoking and Keeping Fit scales
For Smoking and Keeping Fit, i terns in the respective 
qI.Aestionnaires were gi ven codes S and !< and in a simi lar 
way, Sum SI, Sum SB, Sum SSP and Sum KI, Sum KB, and Sum KSP 
wer e computed and these c:omposi te var i ab 1 es used i n the 
multiple regression analyses.
O The Diet scale
A s ex p 1 a i n ed i n Ch ap t er 6 , s i n c e i t r ef e!~ed t o d i -f f er en t 
kinds of food, the Diet scale had to be treated s1i gh11 y 
differently from the others. Thus the following 'composite 
V a r i a b 1 e s ' a n d ' v a i-~ i a b les' w e i-“ e c o m p u t e d .
(i) Intentions
1" h e :i. n t e n t i o n b o e a t p r o i: e i n i s c o d e d 
DPI (Diet Protein Intent i on)
DP I "• Dll: s ingle i t em sc a 1 e
The intention to eat fibre is coded
DF I (Diet Fibre Inbention)
OFI - D 12: sing1e item scale
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The Intention to eat additional salt is coded
DS1 (Diet Salt Intenti on)
DSI - D13 Ï si ng3. e i tem sea 1 e
The Intention to eat greens, salads and fruit is coded 
sum DGI (Diet Green Intentions)
Suffi DGI D14 DI6 DIS
T i'"i e i n t e n t i o n t o e a t s w e e t s , s. w e e t  f o o d a n d s l i  g a r  i s c o d e d
s u m D WI ( D i e t S W e e t s I n t e n t i o n s )
Sum DWI - DI5 Dill
(The second letter of sWeets (w) was used, since 'S ' was
u s e d t o r e p r e s. e n t a d d itio n a 1 s a 11 . )
The intentions to eat Fats is coded 
sum DAI (Diet FAts Intentions) 
sum DAI = DI7 + DI9 + DIIO
(As with sweets, the second letter of fAts was used
because 'F ' had already been used to represent fibre..)
(ii) Beliefs
Sum of Beliefs about eating proteins is coded 
Sum DPB (Sum Diet Protein Beliefs)
Sum DPB = (DSB8 x DEBl) + (DSB18 x DEB5) + (DSB19 x DEB6)
Sum of Be 1 i ef s about eat i ng f i br e i s coded
Sum DFB (Sum Diet Fibre Beliefs)
Sum DFB = (DSB4 X DEBl) + (DSB20 + DEB7) + (DSB21 X DEB8)
Sum of Beliefs about eating additional salt is coded 
Sum DSB (Sum Diet Salt Beliefs).
Sum DSB = (DSB6 x DEBl) + (DSB24 + DEBll)
Sum of Beliefs about eating greens, salads and fruit is coded 
Sum DGB (Sum Diet Greens Beliefs)
Sum DGB = [(DSBl + DSB3 + DSB7) x DEBl] +
[(DSBll + DSB12) X DEB2] + [(DSB15 + DSB17) x DEB4]
Sum of Beliefs about eating sweets and sugar is coded
SLim DWB ( Sum D i e t  Swee t s Be 1 i e f s )
Sum DWB = (DSB5 x DEBl) + (DSB13 x DEB3) + (DSB22 x DEB9)
Sum of Beliefs about eating fats is coded 
Sum DAB (Sum Diet Fats Be1iefs)
Sum DAB = [(DSB2 + DSB9 + DSBIO) x DEBl] +
(DSB14 X  DEB3) + (DSB16 x DEB4) + (DSB23 x DEBIO)
(iii) Social Pressures
Social Pressures concerning eating protein is coded 
DPSP (Diet Protein Social Pressures)
DPSP = (DSPl X  DSPEl)
Social Pressures concerning eating fibre is coded 
DFSP (Diet Fib r e Socia1 Pressures)
DFSP = (DSP2 X  DSPEl)
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Social Pressures concerning eating additional salt is coded
D S b I"' ( D i e t S a 11 S o c i a 1 P r e s s u r e s )
DSSP = (DSP3 X DSPEl)
Social Pressures concerning eating greens, salads and fruit 
is coded
b u rn D G b !-' ( b u ri Diet, Gr e e n s S o c i a 1 P r' e s s u r e s >
Sum DGSP = (DSP4 + DSP6 + DSP8) x DSPEl
Social Pressures concerning eating sweets and sugar is coded
Sum DWbP (Sum Diet Sweets Social Pressures)
Sum DWSP = (DSP5 + DSPll) x DSPEl
Social Pressures concerning eating fats is coded
S u m D A S P ( S u m D i e t F a t s S o c i a 1 Press u r" e s )
Sum DASP = (DSP7 + DSP9 + DSPIO) x DSPEl.
These computed 'Diet' variables were used in the multiple
(2) regression analyses.
A First Analysis of the Data
A n S P S S p !- o g r am, ' F r e q u e n cies - G e n e ral': 'S t a t i sties - A11 '
was specified for all the variables, raw and computed. The 
range of frequencies for each raw variable was checked and 
found to be within the expected limits, confirming that the 
data had been entered correctly. The output for each
computed variable was then checked. Errors were detected and 
I"ect i -f i ed and the ana 1 ysi s i-epeat ed unt i 1 t!ie i-esul t s 
confirmed that tlie computed variables were specified
correctly.
O
Regression Analysis
Multiple regression analysis was used to test Hypothesis 1,
c o n c e n i n g t !i e s t a t i s t i c a 1 s i g n i f i c a n c: e o f t I'l e a m o i.i n t o f t ! i e 
variance in Intentions (the dependant variable) which is 
e X p 1 a i n e d b y a w e i g li t e d c o m b i n a 11 o n o f t h e v a r i a n c e s i n 
Beliefs and Social Pressures (the independent variables). 
It was then used to test Hypothesis 2 , which is concerned 
with the relative importance (i.e. weightings Wi and Wz) of
oo
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the independent variables in determining Intentions, and 
Hypotheses 3 and 4 concerning the relative importance of the 
independent variables by age and by gender. Thus, for each 
analysis, the statistical significance of the difference
b e t w e e n t h e c o r r e :l. a t i o n o f B e 1 i e f s w i t h I n t e n t i o n s a n d t h a t: 
of Social Pressures with Intentions was evaluated using 
Fisher's z transformation (Lewis 1969, page 180).
p-wi se regress ion analysi s was speci fied , the
ed the t wo indepen dent var iab1es or 'pred ic t
e st '! the best predi ctor bei ng entered fi 1"
ses wer e ec if i ed for th e foilow ing sea s s
Dr i nk i ng A1 collol ;
Smok i ng
Keep ing Fi i:
he sub—sc a. 1es :
Di et — t. ing protei n |i
Di et ... eati ng fibre;
Di et eat ing salt;
Diet ... eati ng green veget ab les sa1 ad and fru t|i
Diet — eat ing sweet foods )
Diet — eat ing fatty foods n
Analysis of variance
Hypothesis 5 is concerned with the differences in the 
Beliefs, perceived Social Pressures and Intentions 
attributable to age and gender. To test the statistical 
si gn i i  i c:ance of d i. f f er ences between the means of the var i ous 
sub-samples (i.e by age and by gender) an SPSS procedure 
ONEWAY was used (Norusis 1982 page 75). Scheffe's test was 
specified when testing the significance between more than 
two means: the default on this procedure is set at a
significance level of 0.05.
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Investigation of inter— scale, including inter-topic, 
relationships
It will be recalled that provision was made for 
investigating the relationships between the topics (see 
pages 5.10 and 5.11) in order to test the conclusions of the 
Bar 1 i e r  wor !•: r-eported i n Appendi x 01 „ F□ r thi s plirpose, 
SPSS Factor Analysis was specified for all computed 
variables, i.e. each scale. Type PA2, rotated to an oblique 
solution was specified, as in the factor analyses reported 
in Appendix 0 1 .
The results of all analyses are set out in Chaoter 9.
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RESULTS OF THE MAIN SURVEY 
Presentation of the results
The results of the analyses of the main survey are presented 
for each topic in turn. The topics are: Alcohol, Smoking, 
Keeping Fit, and Diet: Protein; Fibre; Salt; Green
vegetables and Fruit; Sweet Foods; Fatty Foods.
For each topic the results are set out in the following 
sequence:
(22 (i) the regression of Beliefs and Social Pressures on
Intentions, i.e. testing hypotheses 1, 2 and 3 
(see page 7.1);
(ii) the analysis of variance of a) Intentions
b ) Beliefs
c) Social Pressures 
i.e. testing hypotheses 4 and 5.
Results are reported , a 1 ong wi th tlieir statistica 1
significance, in the following order:
(i) for all cases;
(ii) by gender;
(iii) by year group;
(iv) by gender and by year group.
Preliminary comments are made at the end of each topic: the 
detai led discussion of resuIts appears in Chaptei- 10.
Finally, the investigation of inter-scale and inter-topic
re1 ationships are presented as foilows:
( i ) m a t r i >; o f i n t e i- c o r r e 1 a t i o n s ;
( i i ) f a c; t. o r a n a 1 y s i s :
(iii) factor intercorrelations.
(iv) preliminary comments on inter-scale and 
inter-topic relationships.
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Numbers of cases and missing data
In the following tables it will be noticed that the number 
of cases (sometimes referred to as 'n') differs from one 
analysis to another within each topic. This is the result of 
a decision not to substitute average values for incomplete 
responses, but to treat them as missing data. The whole 
scale for the pupil in question was thus omitted from the 
analysis if even one item was incomplete. For the multiple 
regression analyses, the scales for Intentions, Beliefs and 
Social Pressures had all to be complete for the data from 
any pupil to be inc1uded.
Statistical significance
Wherever the term 'significant' is used in the preliminary
c: o m m e n t s f olio w i n g t h e t a bles, stati s t i c a 1 s i g n i f i c a nee i s 
implied.
Chapter 9
Alcohol scale
Table 23: Regression analysis - Alcohol scale
sum A I (dependent variable) with sum AB and sum ASP
O
(a) All cases and 
by gender
Mo» of cases 
AI with AB r=
AI with ASF=' r =
AB with ASP r= 
Multiple R= 
Multiple 
F
Significance of F
Beta AB 
F
Significance of F 
Beta ASP
F
Significance of F
'All cases
334 
0.53 
0.47 
0.41 
0« 60 
0.36 
92.05
p<0.01
0.41
71.54
p<0.01 
0.30 
38.61
p<0.01
All Girls!All boys !
168 166
0. 50 0 . 55
0.51 0.42
0.39 0.43
0.61 0.59
0.37 0.35
48.48 43.09
p<0.01 p<0„01
0.35 0.46
27.68 42.51
p<0.01 p<0.01
0.38 0. 22
31.80 10.22
p<0.01 p<0.01
<b> By year group A11 Cases
O
1 Lower Middle Î Upper
No. of cases 102 104 : 128
AI with AB r= 0. 52 0.43 ; 0.48
AI with ASP r= 0.45 0.20 1 U t 4-->
AB with ASP r= 0.50 0.10 ; 0.42
Multiple R= 0.57 U. 46 ; 0 „ 55
Multiple R== 0.32 0.21 ; 0.30
F 23.46 13.44 ; 26.46
Significance of F p<0.01 p < 0 » 01 : p<o.oi
Beta AB 0.40 0.41 ! 0.36
F 17.54 21.73 ; 19.31
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 : p<o.oi
Beta ASP 0.25 0.16 1 0.28
F 6.91 3.27 1 11.67
Significance of F ns ns I ns
<c> By gender and Girls 1 Boys
year group Lower ! Middle1 Upper i Lower Middle Upper
No » of cases 51 49 ; 68 ; 51 55 60
AI with AB r~ 0.38 0.38 I 0.47 : 0.58 0.47 0.50
AI with ASP r= O » C'4 0.06 ! 0.54 : 0.44 0.29 0.31
AB with ASP r= 0.27 0. 33 ! 0.46 : 0.58 0.15 0.34
Multiple R= 0. 45 0.38 1 0.59 : 0.59 0.52 0.52
Multiple R== 0. 20 0.14 ! 0.35 1 0.35 0.27 0.27
F 6 . 16 3.88 ; 17.57 112.68 9.41 10.49
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.05! p<0.01 !p<0. 01 p<0.01 p<0.01
Beta AB 0.31 0.37 ; 0.28 1 0.49 0.43 OII 4 4
F 5.47 7.55 1 6.14 111.47 12.95 13.68
Significance of F p<0.05 p<o.oi; p< 0 « 051p< 0 »01 p<0.01 p<0.01
Beta ASP 0.25 0.05 ; 0.41 ; 0.15 0.22 0.16
F 3.62 0.14 ; 13.34 : 1.08 3. 43 1.72
Significance of F ns ns ! p<0.011 ns ns ns
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T a b l e  2 4 :  M e a n s ,  S t a n d a r d  D e v i a t i o n s ,  A n a l y s i s  o f  V a r i a n c e :
A l c o h o l  I n t e n t i o n s
(sum AI range 0 to 4-9)
(a) All cases
1 All cases 
I n=360
I SD I
5.69
2.43
(b> By gender
O
O
1 Girls ! Boys i
1 n=174 ! n=186 !
! M 1 3.45 1 3.91 1
1 GDI 2.37 ; 2.46 !
F-3.18 df 1,358 p<0.08
(c) By year groups
! All cases !
I Lower 1 Middle 1 Upper 1
; n=115 : n~113 ! n~-132 !
1 M 1 2.35 1 3.71 1 4.80 :
1 SD 1 1.88 : 2.24 ; 2.50 ;
F = 32.86 df 2,357 p<0.01
Cd) By gender and by year groups
1
1 —. .....
Girls ; Boys 1
I Lower 1
.-w . ;
Middle 1 Upper 1 Lower 1 Middle ! Upper !
! n=54 ! n=50 ! n=70 I n=61 1 n=63 1 n=62 1
: M 1 1.85 1
----1
3.86 ; 4.40 : 2.93 I 3.67 1 5.11 :
; SD 1 1.81 ; 1.96 ! 2.42 : 1.82 : 2.45 1 2.55 :
F=23.40
*“* ***. .. . ***------ - 1
df 2,171 p<0.01 F=14.35 df 2,183 p<0.01
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower school : 
Middle school: 
Upper school :i
F=10.24 df 1,113 p<0.01 
F= 0.21 df 1,111 p<0.65 
F= 2.71 df 1,130 p<0.10
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T a b l e  2 5 :  M e a n s ,  S t a n d a r d  D e v i a t i o n s ,  A n a l y s i s  o f  V a r i a n c e :
A l c o h o l  B e l i e f s
(sum AB range -84 to +84)
(a) All cases
I All cases
1 n-340
M
SD
-15.78
16.57
O
(b> By gender
I Girls 
I n=171
M ; -18.90 
GDI 16.62
Boys
n -• 169
; -12.63 
: 15.96
F=12.57 df 1,338 ^ 0.01
O
Cc> By year groups
I All cases
; Lower 
I n=104
Middle 
n = 106
Upper
n=130
M I -22.29: -15.40 : -10.88 
SD I 16.84: 15.69 : 15.38
F=14.84 df 2,337 p<0.01
(d) By gender and by year groups
I Girls :
I ..... -
: Lower
! n-52
: Middle 
1 n=50
: Upper :
: n-69 I
i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - —
: Lower
: n=52
*__ __ _ _
Middle : Upper : 
n=56 : n=61 :
I M 
: SD
:-26.40 
: 15.92
:-15.84 
: 14.87
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  * *"*• ***** J
I-15.45 ; 
; 16.71 :
I-- --- - -
:-i8.i7 
: 16.88
-15.00 : -5.72 : 
16.51 : 11.88 :
F=8.29 df 2,168
.***-----  1
p<0.01
1 . — ...
F=10.54 d f 2 , 166 p O .. u 1
Boys
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
L o w e r  s c h o o l :  F = 6 . 5 4  d f  1,102 p < 0 . 0 1
M i d d l e  s c h o o l :  F = 0 . 0 7 5  d f  1 , 1 0 4  p < 0 . 7 8
U p p e r  s c h o o l :  F = 1 4 . 2 9  d f  1 , 1 2 8  p < 0 . 0 1 .
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T a b l e  2 6 :  M e a n s ,  S t a n d a r d  D e v i a t i o n s ,  A n a l y s i s  o f  V a r i a n c e :
A l c o h o l  S o c i a l  P r e s s u r e s
Social Pressures (sum ASP: range 0 to +54)
(a) All cases
i All cases !
I n=355 I
M I 13.64 
SD I 9.00
(b) By gender
Gi r 1 s 
n = 172
M
SD
13.16
9.00
Boys
n=is;
14.11
9.01
F=0.99 df 1,353 p<0.32
O
(c) By year groups
! All cases
! Lower 
: n=115
! Middle
! n “• 110
: Upper 1 
! n=130 1
I M 
; SD
! 9.47 
; 6.97
; 12.97 
; 8.40
...  1
1 17.92 1 
: 9.26 1
F = 32.09 df 2,352 p< 0.01
(d) By gender
1________
and by year groups 
Girls ; Boys !
1 Lower 
1 n=54
I Middle 
1 n=49
...  1
! Upper ! 
i n=69 i
Lower
n=61
Middle
n~“6 1
Upper 1 
n=61 1
1 M 
1 SD
1 7.33 
1 5.41
; 14.43 
1 8.13
....- --1
1 16.81 1 
: 9.62 1
11.36
7.65
11.80
8.48
19.16 ; 
8.74 ;
F=21.72 df 2,169 p<0.01 F=16.99 df 2,180 p<0.01
(e) Year groups taken separately by gender
L o w e r  s c h o o l :  F = 1 0 . 3 6  d f  1 , 1 1 3  p < 0 . 0 1
Mi d d  1 e  s c h oo 1 : F- 2 . 7 1  d f 1,108 p <0.. 10
U p p e r  s c h o o l :  F =  2 . 1 2  d f  1 , 1 2 8  p < 0 . 1 5
9 . 6
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Preliminary comments on the Alcohol scale 
Regression analysis
Tables 23(a),(b),(c) show t h a t  a statistically significant 
amount o f  t h e  variance i n  t h e  Intentions of adolescents t o  
drink a I c o h o l  i s  explained by a w e i gh te d  combination of t h e  
variance i n  their Beliefs and t h e  Social Pressures (social 
approval i n  this case) they experience. A l l  the F ratios 
f o r  m u l t i p l e  regression a r e  significant beyond t h e  1% level, 
except t h a t  f o r  the middle school girls (Table 23(c)), which 
i s  significant at between t h e  1% and 5% level. Thus t h e  
Ajzen and Fishbein model i s  internally valid when applied t o  
t h e  A lc o h o l  scale.
Overall, t h e  beta weights associated with the two 
independent variables. Beliefs and Social Pressures, show 
that both contribute significantly t o  the prediction of 
Intentions t o  drink alcohol. The influence of Beliefs i s  
slightly g r e a t e r  than that of Social Pressures, except in 
t h e  case of Upper School girls, for whom the latter have t h e  
greater influence.
Intentions
Table 24(a) indicates t h a t  the mean I n t e n t i o n  of young 
people t o  drink alcohol i s  only slight. It increases 
with age i n  both girls and boys and t h e  difference between 
t h e  means i s  significant 24(c),(d)).
Table 2 4 ( b )  shows t h a t  the difference between t h e  mean 
Intentions t o  d r i n k  alcohol of boys and girls overall i s  n o t  
significant. However the mean Intentions o f  the lower school 
boys are stronger than those o f  t h e  lower school girls 
(Table 2 4 ( d )  and the difference between their means i s  
significant (Table 24(e)).
Beliefs
Table 25(a) shows that mean Beliefs about drinking alcohol 
are generally negative. T a b l e  25(c) shows t h a t  overall, mean 
Beliefs become l e s s  negative w i t h  increasing age. This i s  so 
i n  t h e  case of both boys and girls (Table 25(d)) and t h e  
differences between their means i s  significant.
Table 25(b) shows t h a t  overall, girls' mean Beliefs about 
drinking alcohol a r e  more negative than those of boys and 
the difference between their means is significant. However, 
Table 25(d) indicates that t h i s  i s  n o t  so i n  t h e  middle 
school where t h e  difference between t h e  means i s  not 
significant (Table 25(e).
Social pressures
T a b le  2 6 ( a )  shows t h a t  the mean Social Approval reported by 
young people f o r  d r i n k i n g  a l c o h o l  i s  n o t  v e r y  strong. The  
mean S o c i a l  Approval reported increases with age Table 
26(c). This i s  so f o r  bo th  boys and girls ( T a b l e  26(d)) and 
the differences between their means i s  significant.
The mean Social Approval reported generally by boys and 
girls (Table 26(b)) i s  similar: the difference between their 
means i s  no t  signif i cant . The exception t o  t h i s  i s  i n  t h e 
lower school, where the mean Social Approval reported by the 
boys i s  greater than that reported by t h e  g i r l s  and the 
difference between their means i s  significant (Table 26(e)).
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Smoking scale
Table 27: Regression analysis - Smoking scale
sum SI(dependent variable) with sum SB and sum SSP
(a) All cases and 
by gender
No,, o f  cases 
SI with SB r=
SI with SSP r=
SB with SSP r=
M u l t i p l e  R”  
M u l t i p l e  R==
F
Significance of F 
Beta SB
F
Significance of F 
Beta SSP
F
S i gn i f i cance of F
! Al 1 cases
342
0.43
0.61
0.39
0.65
0.42
121.97
p < 0 « 01
0.23
25.83
p < 0 „ 01
0.52
135.34
p<0.01
A l l  Girls!All boys I
176 166
0.50 0.37
0.70 0.51
0.39 0.38
0.74 0.54
0.55 0.29
105.87 33.73
p<0.01 p<0.01
0.27 0.20
22.84 7.86
p < 0 « U 1 p<0.01
0 « 60 V„ 43
115.66 36.56
p<0.01 p < 0 „ 01
(b> By year group A11 Cases
O
Lower Middle Upper
No. of cases 110 105 127
SI with SB r= 0.38 0. 36 0.58
SI with SSP r= U . 68 0.48 u « 61
SB with SSP r= O „ 4 4 0.31 0.47
Multiple R" 0.69 0.53 0.70
Multiple R^= 0.47 0.28 0.49
F 47.43 19.87 59.09
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
Beta SB 0.10 0.24 0.38
F 1.70 7.11 26.93
Significance of F ns p < 0. 01 p<0.01
Beta SSP 0» 63 0.41 0.44
F 65.33 21.38 36. 49
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
(c) By gender and Girls Boys
year group Lower Middle Upper Lower Mi ddle Upper
No. of cases 53 55 68 57 50 59
SI with SB r= 0.40 0.40 0.65 0.39 0. 30 0.49
SI with SSP r= 0.68 0.54 0.74 0.72 0.40 0.44
SB with SSP r= 0.44 0.25 0. 50 0.44 0.37 0.42
Multiple R= 0.69 0.60 0.81 0.73 0.43 0.55
Multiple R-‘-~ 0.47 0.36 0 „ 66 0.53 0.19 0.30
F 22.23 14.79 62.92 30.53 5.43 12.21
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p < 0. 0 1 p<0.01
Beta SB 0. 13 0.28 0.37 0.09 0.18 0.37
F 1.32 5.94 20.07 0.70 1 » 62 8.88
Significance of F ns p<0.05 p<0.01 ns ns p<0.01
Beta SSP 0.62 0.47 0.56 0.69 0.33 0.28
F 29.06 16.77 44.29 43. 44 5.59 5.45
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0„01 p<0.05 p<0.05
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Table 28: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Smoking Intentions
(sum SI range 0 to +9)
O
O
(a) All cases
! All cases
I n-356
1 M I 1.42 !
j SD 1 2.64 1
(b) By gender
! Girls 1 Boys 1
n"180 ! n=176 I
1 M 1 1.83 : 1.01 ;
; SDi 2.96 ! 2.19 1
P=8.85 df 1, 354 p<0.01
(c) By year groups
1 .
All cases 1
Î
Î Lower ! Middle I Upper i
Î n=l16 Î n = 110 ! n=“130 1
1 M 1 0.72 1 1.26 : 2.18 1
; SD 1 1.60 1 2.49 1 3.25 I
F = 10.32 df 2,353 p<0.01
(d) By gender and by year group
1 _
Girls 1
Î
1 Lower 1 Middle 1 Upper 1
! n=56 1 n=56 ! n=68 1
: M 1 0.86 1 1.70 ; 2.74 1
; SD 1 1.76 ; 2.90 : 3.50 1
Boys
F=6.68 df 2,177 p<0.01
Ce) Year groups taken separately by gender
Lower school: F=0.84 df 1,114 p<0.36
Mi dd1e schoo1 : F-3„53 df 1,108 p<0 « 06
Upper school: F=4.20 df 1,128 p<0.04
1 Lower ! M iddle i Upper !
! n=60 1 n-54 ! n=62 !
1 0.58 1 0.82 : 1.58 ;
; 1.44 1 1.89 ! 2.85 !
F=3.54 df 2,173 p<0.03
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Table 29: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Smoking Beliefs
(sum SB range -84 to +84)
(a) All cases
I All cases 
: n=342
M I -18.27 
SD : 10.24
(b) By gender
Gi r 1 s 
n=176
M 1 — 18„06 
SD! 9.78
Boys I 
n=166 I
-18.49
10.73
F=0.15 df 1,340 p<0.70
O
(c) By year groups
I All cases
! Lower I Middle ! Upper 
I n=110 ; n=105 I n=127
M
SD
-17.601 -18.85
10.841 9.
18.36
10.32
F = 0.41 df 2,339 p<0.67
(d) By gender and by year groups
! Girls I
Lower
n=53
Middle 
n=55
Upper
n=68
M : -17.89 1 -18.04 
SD ; 8.951 9.35 10.831
 1
F=0.02 df 2,173 p<0.98
Boys 1
Lower ! Middle 1 Upper 1
n=57 ! n=50 ! n=59 !
-17.33 1-19.74 1-18.54 ;
12.42 1 9.74 ! 9.80 :
F=0.67 df 2,163 p<0.51
(e) Year groups taken separately by gender
Lower School: F=0.07 df 1,108 p<0.79
Middle School: F=0.84 df 1,103 p<0.36
Upper School: F=0.03 df 1,125 p<0.85
Q  . 1 (" i
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Table 30: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Smoking Social Pressures
S o c i a 1 P r e s s u r e e ( s u m S S 1~‘ r a n g e 0 t o -i- 5 4 )
(a) All cases
! All cases 
I n=353
; SD I
5.59
7.20
(b> By gender
' Girls 
I n=178
M
SD
5.68
7.33
Boys 
n = 175
5.50
7.08
F=0.05 df 1,351 p<0.8:
(c) By year groups
O
1
1___ ..
All cases !
Î--- — 
1 Lower
! n~114
Middle ! 
n=109 !
1
Upper 1 
n=130 !
1 M ; 3.56 
: SD 1 5.77
4.62 :
5.62 ;
— ..—  I
8.18 1 
8.63 :
F = 15.08 df 2,350 p<0. 01
(d) By gender
I
1______
and by year groups 
Girls ; 1 Boys :
! Lower 
! n=54
Middle 1 
n=56 !
! 1
Upper 1 1 
n=68 ! !
Lower
n=60
Middrb
n~53
Upper 1 
n=62 !
1 M : 2.89 
: SD I 5.16
4.86 1 
5.84 ;
.... .. Ï Ï
8.57 1 1 
8.81 ; 1 
------ 1 ;
4.17
6.26
; 4.38 
5.42
7.76 : 
8.48 1
F=10.60 df 2,175 p<0.01 ul2 df 2,172 p<0.01
(e> Year groups taken separately by gender
Lower School: F=1.40 df 1,112 p<0.24
M i d d 1. e S c h o o 1 : 1“ - 0. 2 0 d f 1 , 10 7 p < 0 „ 6 6
Upper School: F=0.29 df 1,128 p<0.59
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Preliminary comments on Smoking scale 
Regression analysis
Tables 27(a),(b),(c) show that a statistically significant 
amount of the variance in the Intentions of adolescents, 
concerning smoking cigarettes, is explained by a weighted 
combination of the variance in their Beliefs and the Social 
Pressures (social approval in this case) they experience.
The F ratios for multiple regression are all statistically 
significant beyond the 17. level. Multiple R= for Middle 
School cases tends to be lower than for the corresponding 
Lower and Upper school cases. Multiple R== for boys' cases is 
lower than for girls' cases (0.29 as opposed to 0.55). This 
indicates that the model is a better fit for girls than 
boys.
Overall, the beta weights associated with the two 
independent variables. Beliefs and Social Pressures, show 
that both contribute significantly to the prediction of 
Intentions to smoke. With the exception of Upper School 
(2) boys, Social Approval has a much stronger influence on
smoking Intentions than Beliefs about smoking.
Intentions
Table 28(a) indicates that the mean Intention of young 
people to smoke is slight. It increases with age in both 
girls and boys and the differences between the means are 
significant (Tables 28 (c),(d)).
In general, girls express a stronger mean Intention to smoke 
than boys (Table 28 (b) and the difference between their 
means is significant. However, Tables 28 (d),(e) show that 
there is a significant difference between the mean 
Intentions of girls and boys in the Upper School with 
respect to smoking but not between the mean Intentions of 
girls and boys in the Middle and Lower Schools.
O
Beliefs
Table 29(a) shows that overall, mean Beliefs about smoking 
are negative.
There is no significant difference between the mean Beliefs 
of boys and girls about smoking (Table 29(b)), nor any 
significant change with increasing age (Table 29(c)),
SocjaJ pressures
Table 30(a) shows that the mean Social Approval reported by 
young people for smoking is slight. It increases with age 
in both girls and boys and the differences between the means 
are significant (Tables 30(c),(d).
There is no significant difference between the mean Social 
Approval (from parents and friends) reported by girls and 
boys with respect to smoking cigarettes (Table 30 (b),(e))«
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Keeping Fit
Table 31: Regression analysis: Keeping Fit scale
sum KI(dependent variable) with sum KB and sum KSP
(a) All cases and
by gender ! Al 1 cases Ail Girls Al 1 boys
No., of cases 360 180 180
KI with KB r= 0.51 0.56 0.48
KI with KSP r= 0. 36 0.43 0.31
KB with KSP r= 0.37 0.39 0.36
Multiple R= 0.55 0. 61 0.50
Multiple R== 0.30 0.37 0.25
F 75.64 51.72 29.30
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
Beta KB 0.44 0.47 0.42
F 84.88 52.90 36.59
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
Beta KSP 0.20 0.24 0.15
F 17.16 14.12 4.84
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.05
(b) By year group A11 Cases
No. of cases 
KI with KB r=
KI with KSP r=
KB with KSP r= 
Multiple R= 
Multiple R^=
F
Significance of F
Beta KB 
F
Significance of F 
Beta KSP
F
Significance of F
î Lower Middle Upper 1
; 114 111 135 ;
: 0.54 0. 46 0.54 !
! 0.40 0.41 0.28 :
; 0.48 0.39 0.29 !
; 0.57 0.52 0.56 :
1 0.32 0.27 0.31 ;
: 26.25 20.12 29.60 ;
; p<o.oi p<0.01 pCO.Ol !
: 0.45 0.35 0.50 :
: 25.91 15.66 44.72 ;
î p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 1
; 0.19 0.27 0.13 1
: 4.41 9.26 3 „ 01 !
: p<o.05 p<0.01 n s i
(c) By gender and 
year group Lower
Girls
Middle Upper Lower
Boys
Middle Upper !
No. of cases 52 51 77 62 6o 58 ;
KI with KB r= 0.62 0 « 63 0.46 0.48 0. 30 U H 64 :
KI with KSP r= 0.41 0.53 0.35 0.40 0. 33 0.20 ;
KB with KSP r= 0.43 0.51 0.32 0.52 0.31 0.25 ;
Multiple R= 0.64 O M 68 0.51 0.51 0.39 0.64 :
Multiple R== 0.42 0.46 0.26 0.26 0.15 0.41 ;
F 17.37 20.21 12.79 10.43 5.13 19.34 ;
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0„01 p < 0 . 01 1
Beta KB 0. 55 0.48 0.39 0.38 0.26 0.63 i
F 20.42 15.26 13. 66 8.39 4.10 35.11 :
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.05 p<o.oi;
Beta KSP 0.18 0.29 0.22 0.20 0.22 0.04 ;
F 2.26 5.54 4.37 2.30 3. 03 0.14 ;
Significance of F ns p<0.05 p<0.05 ns ns ns !
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Table 32: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Keeping Fit Intentions
(sum KI range 0 to +9)
(a) All cases
I Ai 1 cases 
I n=372
M
SD
5.45
1.92
O
O
(b) By gender
! Girls Boys
! n=185 1 n= 187 !
1 M : 5.21 
: SD! 1.95
! 5 
! 1
.68 I 
.87 ;
F=5 .86 df 1,370 p<0.02
(c) By year groups 
' All cases 1
1 Lower !
1 n •" 119 !
Middle 
n=l 17
I
I Upper 1 
! n=136 !
! M 
; SD
1 5.57 1 
! 1.92 1
5 u l 6 
2.08
--  — ... j
1 5.50 1 
: 1.78 1
F = U.88 df 2 ,369 p< 0.42
(d) By gender
!
j ....
and by
Gi r 1 s
year groups
Boys 1
! Lower 1
! n-54 1
Middle 
n=53
. . . -- ; 1
! Upper 1 ! 
: n=78 : 1
Lower
n=65
Middle 
n=64
Upper 1 
n=58 !
1 M 
; SD
; 5.43 : 
; 1.96 ;
4.66
2.14
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  I  J
; 5.42 1 I 
; 1.75 ; !
5.69
1.90
5.75
1.90
fi.ibO ! 
1.83 j
F=2.97 df 2,182
---- --- 1 1
p<0.06 1 ! F=0.09 df 2,184 p<0.91
(e) Year groups taken separately by gender
Lower School :
Midd1e School: 
Upper School :i
F=0.56 df 1,117 p 
F=8.50 df 1,115 p 
F=0.34 df 1,134 p
(0.46
(0.01
9.14
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Table 33: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Keeping Fit Beliefs
(sum KB range -48 to +48)
(a) All cases
1 All cases 
I n=363
M I 10.43 
SD ; 8.83
(b) By gender
; Girls 
! n=182
M : 10.59
SD! 8.54
Boys
n=181
10.27
9.13
F=0.13 df 1,361 p<0.72
O
(c> By year groups
' All cases
i
Lower 
n = 115
; Middle
! n 113
1 Upper I 
! n=135 ;
; M 1 
: SD :
10.25
8.62
: 9.21 
1 8.22
1 11.60 ; 
! 9.39 ;
F = 2. 30 df 2,360 p<0.10
(d) By
!
1
gender and by
Girls
year groups
Î 1 Boys !
Lower
n=53
! Middle 
! n=52
1 Upper 1 
; n=77 :
i —  • - . . . . . . . . . .
1 Lower 
1 n=62
! Middle 
! n=61
; Upper ; 
1 n=58 ;
! M ! 
; SD 1
K). i:r 
8.11
1 8.83 
! 8.49
1 12.08 I 
; 8.70 ;
I • "• --
110.32 
: 9.10
1 9.54 
; 8.03
110.97 : 
110.27 1
1 - =2.38 df 2,179
- - - -  - - - - - I
p<0.10
1 - - - - - - - -  —  •
F=0.36 df 2,178 p<0.70
(e) Year groups taken separately by gender
Lower School: F=0.01 df 1,113 p<0.93
Middle School: F=0.21 df 1,111 p<0.65
Upper School: F=0.46 df 1,133 p<0.50
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Table 34: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Keeping Fit Social Pressures
Soci a 1 PI"essu)-es ( sum KSP: range 0 to 54)
(a) All cases
! All cases 
I n=368
; M I 15.51
: SD : 8.63
(b) By gender
•! Girls 
I n=183
M I 
SD:
15.45
8.31
Boys
n=185
15.57
8.95
F=0.18 df 1,366 p<0.89
O
(c) By year groups
! All cases
s - 
! Lower ! Middle
---------- 1
: Upper !
1 n = 118 ! n = 114 1 n=136 1
: M 1 17.69 : 14.01 1 14.89 :
: SD ! 10.04 : 7.49 1 7.85 ;
F = 5. 99 df 2,365 p< 0.01
(d) By gender and by year groups
Ï
I ...
Girls !
. ..._. «... 1
Boys
Î
! Lower ! Middle ! Upper 1 Lower ! Middle 1 Upper ;
1 n=53 ! n=52 ! n=78 1 n=65 ! n=62 ! n=58 I
I M 1 17.70 ; 13.50
--- ■" • 1
1 15.23 : 17.68 : 14.44 114.43 :
: SD : 10.22 ! 6. 48 : 7.68 1 9.97 1 8.28 1 8.12 1
F=3.49 df 2,180
-----  Î
p < 0,03
.... —
F=2.82 df 2,182 p V . U6
(e) Year groups taken separately by gender
L o w e r S c h o o 1 ; F=0 « 0 0 d f 1 , 116 p •< 0.. 9 9
Middle School: F=0.44 df 1,112 p<0.51
Upper School: F=0.34 df 1,134 p<0.56
oo
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Preliminary comments on the Keeping Fit scale 
Regression Analyses
Tables 31(a),(b),(c) show that a statistically significant 
amount of the variance in the Intentions of adolescents, 
concerning keeping fit, is explained by a weighted
combination of the variance in their Beliefs and the Social
Pressures (social expectations in this case) they 
experience. All the F ratios for multiple regression are 
significant beyond the 1% level. Thus the Ajzen auid Fishbein 
model is internally valid when applied to the Keeping Fit 
scale.
Overall, the beta weights associated with the two 
independent variables. Beliefs and Social Pressures, show 
that both contribute significantly to the prediction of 
Intentions to keep fit. In all cases, the influence of 
Beliefs on Intentions to keep fit is much greater than that 
of Socia1 Pressures.
Intentions
Table 31(a) shows that overall, mean Intentions of young 
people to keep fit are fairly strong.
The mean Intention of boys to Keep Fit is stronger than
that of girls overall (Table 32(b)) and the difference 
between the means is significant. However, Table 32(e) shows 
that this is so in the Middle School only.
There is no significant change with age in the mean 
Intention to keep fit (Table 32(c),(d)).
Beliefs
Table 33(a) shows that overall, mean Beliefs about Keeping 
Fit are positive.
Mean Beliefs about keeping fit are similar for girls and 
boys and there is little change with age. The differences 
between the means are not significant 
(Tables 33(b),(c),(d ),(e ))-
Social pressures
Table 34(a) shows that the mean social pressure reported by 
young people to keep fit is not very strong.
There is no significant difference between the mean social 
pressures reported by girls and boys, concerning keeping fit 
(Table 34(b),(d)).
The mean Social Pressures to keep fit reported by pupils in 
the Middle and Upper Schools are less than those reported by 
pupils in the Lower School (Table 34(c)) and the difference 
between the means is significant. Table 34(d) shows that 
this is true for girls but not for boys.
9.17
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Diet sub-scale: Protein
Table 35: Regression analysis: Diet - Protein sub-scale
sum DPI(dependent variable) with sum DPB and sum DPSP
(a) All cases and 
by gender I All cases
O
No,, of cases 
DPI with DPB r= 
DPI with DPSP r: 
DPB with DPSP r= 
Multiple R= 
Multiple R==
F
Significance of 
Beta DPB
F
Significance of 
Beta DPSP
F
Significance of
0. 30 
0.21 
0.37 
0.32 
0.10 
19.57
p<0.01
0.25
21.33
p<0.01
0.12
4.97
p<0.05
All Girls A11 boysÎ
192 161 :
0.42 0.15 !
0.23 0.19 :
0.29 0.46 :
0 . 44 0.20 :
0.19 0.04 ;
22.35 3.45 !
p<0.01 p<0.05 :
0.39 0.07 1
32.07 0.73 ;
p<0.01 ns 1
0.12 0.16 !
3.10 3.30 !
ns ns ;
(b) By year group A11 Cases
O
Lower Middle Upper
No. of cases 111 112 130
DPI with DPB r= 0 « 26 0.28 0.24
DPI with DPSP r= 0.23 0.27 0.20
DPB with DPSP r= 0.42 0.32 0.42
Multiple R== 0.29 0.34 0 . 26
Multiple R^= 0.08 0.11 0.07
F 4.89 6.84 4 u 86
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.05
Beta DPB 0.19 0.22 0.19
F 3. 65 5.08 4.11
Significance of F ns p<0.05 p<0.05
Beta DPSP 0.15 0.20 0.12
F 2.12 4.19 1.49
Significance of F ns p<0.05 ns
(c) By gender and Girls Boy!
year group Lower Mi ddle Upper Lower Mi ddle Upper 1
No. of cases 63 54 75 48 58 55 ;
DPI with DPB r= 0.39 0.44 0.33 0.07 0.14 0.12 :
DPI with DPSP r= 0.32 0.21 0.18 0.12 0 « 33 0.25 ;
DPB with DPSP r= 0.39 0.22 0 « 30 0.46 0.41 0.57 ;
Multiple R= 0.43 0.45 0„ 35 0.13 0.33 0.25 :
Multiple R"“= 0.19 0.21 0.12 0.07 0.11 0» 06 !
F 6.91 6.57 4.87 0.36 6.94 1.75 ;
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.05 p>0.05 p<0.01 p>0.05l
Beta DPB 0.32 0.41 0.31 0.02 none -0.03 1
F 6,, 26 10.34 7.04 0.01 none 0.04 ;
Significance of F p<0.05 p<0.01 p<0.01 ns ns ns !
Beta DPSP 0.20 0.12 0.09 0.11 0.33 0.27 :
F 2.45 0.88 0.61 0.47 6.94 2.70 1
Significance of F ns ns n s ns p<0.05 ns 1
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Table 36: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet - Protein Intentions
(sum DPI ranqe 0 to +3)
(a) All cases
I All cases
I )"l = j: 6 6
! SD ; C). 6 6
o
(b) By gender
I Girls 
I n=196
M I 
SD: O . AT
Boys
n=170
I V . 66 
df 1,364 p<0.69
(c) By year groups
1 All cases
I I., o w e r I M iddl e 
I n=117 ; n=117 I n=132
Upper
I M ; 2.34 
; SD ; 0.70
2.48
.. 70
2.75
0.53
O
F = 13.09 df 2,363 p<0.01
(d) By gender and by year groups 
; Girls
! Lower I Middle I Upper
r i
SD
n=6b n=56
2.48
0.74
2.73
0.50
F=5.36 df 2,193 p<0.01
Boys
L.ower 1 Mi d d I e 1 U;3per
n=52 ' n =' 6 1 ; n ==57
2 . 29 2 48 1 2.. 77
0 . 67 I 0. 67 1 0 .,5/
8. 02 df: 2 . 167 p<0., 01
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=0.55 df 1,115 p<0.46
Middle SChool: F=0.003 df 1,116 p<0.96
Upper School: F=0.17 df 1,131 p<0.68
9.19
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Table 37: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet — Protein Beliefs
(sum DPB range -18 to +18)
(a) All cases
! All cases 
I n=362
M
SD
7.51
4.34
O
O
(b) By gender
! Girls Boys
■ n=194 1 n=168 1
1 M ; 
! SDI
7.27
4.42
1 7.78 I 
1 4.24 1
F=1.25 df 1,360 p<U.. 26-
(c) By year groups
! All cases !
Î -
I Lower ! 
1 n=115 !
Middle ! Upper 1 
n=115 ! n=132 I
I M 1 6 
I SD 1 4
.45 1 
.36 I
7.51 I 8.42 :
4.52 I 3.98 I
6.48 df 2,359 p<0.01
(d) By
Î
1 „
gender and by
Girls
year groups
! I Boys 1
Lower Middle
---- ---   ^ ^
I Upper 1 I Lower Middle Upper I
! n=64 n=55 I n=75 I 1
_ _ __ __1 1
n=51 n=60 n=57 :
! M : 6.05 6.91
---  J J
I 8.57 I I 6. 96 8.07 8.21 1
1 SD I 4.37 4.95 I 3.74 I 1 4.38 4.04 4.30 I
F=6.21 df 2,191 p<0.01 F=1.39 df 2,165 p<0.25
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=1.25 df 1,113 p<0.27
Middle School: F=1.90 df 1,114 p<0.17
Upper School: F=0.27 df 1,130 p<0.61
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Table 38: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet: Protein Social Pressures
S o c i a 1 P' r e s s u i" e s ( ss u m D P S P : i-“ a ii a e 0 t o 4- 9 )
(a) All cases
i~t 11 iz a iT> 0 s
SD
4 „ 44
o
o
(b) By gender
! Girls 
I n=194
£L
SDI 2. 34 I 2
df 1,356 p<
year groups
A11 c a
Lower ! Middle
n ~ 114 1 n=114
4.73 1 4.05
2 „ 39 I O •£ KT 1 .tL  u .1
77 df .».« y  •.«» w
Boys
n~-164
4.49
4.52
2.12
(d> By gender and by year groups
I Girls
! Lower I Middle I Upper 
! n=64 I n=55 I n=75
I M I 4.83 
I SD I 2.18
3.80
2_n4
4.71
2.09
Boys
F=4.17 df 2,191 p<0.02 
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower 1 Middle Upper 1
n=50 ! n=59 n=55 !
4.60 1 4.29 4 n 2b !
2.66 1 2.24 2.14 I
F=0.34 df 2,161 p<0.71
.62
9.21
oo
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Preliminary comments on the Diet: Protein sub-scale 
Regression analyses
Tables 35(a),(b),(c) show that the values of in these 
analyses are small. Even so, a statistically significant 
amount of the variance in the Intentions of adolescents 
concerning eating protein is explained by a weighted 
combination of the variance in their Beliefs and the Social 
Pressures (parental pressures in this case) they experience. 
The F ratios for multiple regression for more than half of 
these analyses are significant beyond the 17. level. For 'all 
cases in the Upper School', 'all boys' and 'Upper School 
girls' they are significant between the 1% and 5% level. 
Analysis of data from 'Lower School boys' and 'Upper School 
boys' gives F ratios for multiple regression that are not 
significant at the 5% level. In general the Ajzen and 
Fishbein model is internally valid in respect of Diet - 
protein.
Overall, the beta weights associated with the two 
independent variables. Beliefs and Social Pressures, show 
that both contribute significantly to the prediction of 
Intentions to eat foods rich in protein. Overall and for 
Girls taken separately, the influence of Beliefs is greater 
than that of Social Pressures, but for Boys taken separately 
neither has a significant influence.
Intent ions
Table 36(a) shows that overall, the expressed Intentions to 
eat protein are strong. The difference between the mean 
Intentions to eat protein of boys and girls is not 
significant (Tables 36(b),(d),(e)).
The Intention to eat Protein increases only slightly with 
age in both boys and girls, although the difference between 
the means is significant (Tables 36(c),(d),(e)).
Beliefs
Table 37(a) shows that overall, mean Beliefs about eating 
protein are positive. The difference between the mean 
Beliefs of boys and girls is not significant (Table 
37(b),(d),(e)).
Mean Beliefs about eating protein become more positive with 
increasing age and the difference between the means is 
significant (Table 37(c). Table 37(d), however, reveals that 
the latter is true for girls only. ^
Social pressures
Table 38(a) shows that overall the mean Parental Pressures 
with respect to eating protein, reported by young people, is 
fairly firm. The difference between the mean Parental 
Pressures reported by boys and girls is not significant 
(Table 38(b),(d),(e)).
Table 38(c) shows that the mean Parental Pressure reported 
by the different age groups is similar and the differences 
amongst the means are not significant. Table 38(d),(e), 
however, reveals that the differences amongst the means for 
the gir1s are signi ficant.
Social Pressures from parents only were measured for Diet»
9.22
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Diet sub-scale: Fibre
Table 39: Regression analysis: Diet - Fibre sub-scale
sum DPI(dependent variable) with sum DPB and sum DPSP
(a) All cases and 
by gender
No..
DFI
DPI with 
DPB with 
Multiple 
Multiple 
F
Significance 
Beta DFB
F
Signif icance 
Beta DFSP
F
Signi ficance
of cases 
with sum DFB i 
DFSP r= 
DFSP r= 
R=
R^=
of F
of F
of F
All cases All Girls A11 boy
352 194 158
0.51 0.54 0 „ 50
0.49 0.51 0 . 4 6
0.45 0.43 0.46
0.59 0 »  6 2 0.56
0.35 0.39 0.32
92.56 56.68 3 6  u 0 6
p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
0. 37 0.39 0 .  3 6
58.84 38.45 23.13
p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
0.32 0.34 0.30
44.13 29.82 16.02
p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
<b> By year group A11 Cases
O
! Lower Mi ddle Upper !
No. of cases 111 111 130 ;
DFI with DFB r= 0.58 0.61 0.38 ;
DFI with DFSP r= 0.53 0.47 0.48 I
DFB with DFSP r= 0.40 0.42 0.54 ;
Multiple R= 0 . 66 U . 66 0.50 :
Multiple R=%= O n 44 0.43 0.25 I
F 42.20 41.45 21.37 1
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 I
Beta DFB 0.44 0.50 0.17 1
F 31.05 39.98 3.63 1
Significance of F p < 0. 01 p<0.01 ns !
Beta DFSP 0. 35 0.27 0.39 :
F 20.14 11.09 17.90 ;
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 !
(c> By gender and Gi r 1 s Boys
year group Lower I Middle! Upper ! Lower Middle Upper
No., of cases 64 55 ! 75 1 47 56 55
DFI with DFB r= O « 66 0.59 : 0. 41 : 0.50 0. 64 0.35
DFI with DFSP r= 0. 61 0.36 ; 0. 53 1 0.45 0.55 0.41
DFB with DFSP r= 0.47 0.20 1 0. 53 1 0.31 0.41 0.56
Multiple R= 0.74 0.64 ; 0. 55 : 0.59 0.69 0.44
Multiple R== 0.54 0.41 ; 0. 31 ; 0.35 0.47 0.19
F 36.38 18.09 ; 15.96 ;il.68 23.87 6.18
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01! p< 0.01 !p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
Beta DFB 0.47 0.54 ; 0. 18 ! 0.40 0.49 0.17
F 23.18 24.77 : 2.37 ; 9.7 17.45 1.32
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01l ns !p<0.01 p<0.01 ns
Beta DFSP 0.38 0.25 1 0. 44 ; 0.32 0.29 0.32
F 15.37 5.47 ; 14.33 ; 6.23 6.00 4.42
Significance of F p < 0 « 01 p<0.05l P< 0.01!p<0.05 p<0.05 p<0.05
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Table 40: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet - Fibre Intentions
(sum DFI ranqe 0 to +3)
(a) All cases
! All cases 
I n=366
M
SD
1.64
1.08
O
(b) By gender
M I 
SDI
Gi r 1 s 
n = 196
Boys
n=170
1.65
1.121.05 I 
F=0.07 df 1,364 p<0.79
O
(c) By year groups
! All cases
! Lower I Middle ! Upper
I n=117
M I 1.60 
SD I 1.03
n=117 I n=132
1.62
1.15
1.69
1.06
F = 0.25 df 2,363 p<0.78
(d) By gender and by year groups
I Girls
I Lower I Middle I Upper 
I n=65 I n=56 I n=75
SD
1.65
1.01
1.54
1.09
1.67
1.06
Boys
F=0.27 df 2,193 p<0.76
Lower 1 Middle 1 Upper 1
n=52 I n=61 1 n=57 I
1.54 1 1.69 1 1 » / 2 !
1. u6 I 1.20 I 1.08 :
„ 40 df 2,167 p<0.67
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School : 
Middle School : 
Upper School:
F=0.32 d<
F = 0 . 5 1  d-f 
F=0.08 d<
1.115 p<0.58
1.115 p<0.48 
1,130 p<0.78
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Table 41: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet - Fibre Beliefs
(sum DFB ranqe -18 to +18)
(a) All cases
All cases 
n=359
! SD ;
/"J - y
P i . .  '."’ 4
(b) By gender
O
M I 
SD:
Girls
n=195
2.02
5.14
Boys 
n = 164
3 n 66 
5.24
F=8.95 df 1,357 p<0.01
(c) By year groups
O
I All cases
I Lower 1 Middle I Upper
! n =  1 1 Ô  1 n  =  1 1 4  ! n =  .14= 2
I M ; 2.24 
: SD I 5.06 40
= 2.35 df 2,356 p<0.10
(d) By gender and by year groups
M
SD
Girls
Lower I Middle ! Upper 
n=64 I n=56 I n=75
1
5.14
1.11
4_9A
3., 12 
5.13
F=2.97 df 2,192 p<0.05
Boys :
Lower I Middle I Upper ! 
n=49 I n=58 '1 I I —
3.18 I 3.62 
4.84 ; 5.10 ; 5.74
F=0.41 df 2,161 p<0.67
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School 
Middle School 
Upper School :
F=3.08 df 1,111 p<0.08 
F=7.10 df 1,112 p<0.01 
F=1.08 df 1,130 p<0.30
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Table 42: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet — Fibre Social Pressures
S o rial F' i" e s- s u i- es (s u m D F S P : ran g e 0 t o -i - 9 )
(a) All cases
All cases 
n=358
M
SD 2.38
(b) By gender
Girls
n=194
Boys
n=164
M ; 
SD:
3.24
2.19
3.42
2.58
F=0.50 df 1,356 p<0.48
O
<c) By year groups
: All cases
1
Lower : 
n=114 !
Middle
n = 114
: Upper ! 
! n=130 !
1 M 1 3.70 : 2.97 1 3.28 ;
; SD ; 2.53 : 2.22 j 2.33 :
F = 2. 72 df 2 ,355 p< 0.07
(d) By gender and by year group
! Girls !
1
1 Lower ! Middle
.....  1
! Upper !
! n=64 1 n=55 : n=75 ;
: M : 3.66 : 2.62
•” .. . . . . . . . . . . .  ■  I
1 3.33 1
: SD ; 2.33 : 1.75 ; 2.29 1
Boys
F=3.52 df 2,191 p<0.03
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=0.05 df 1,112 p<0.83
Middle School: F=2.77 df 1,112 p<0.. 10 
U p p e I" S c h o o 1 : F=0.. 0 8 d f 1 , 12 8 p < 0 » 7 8
Lower ! Middle 1 Upper ;
n=50 : n=59 1 n=55 1
3.76 : 3.31 : 3.22 ;
2.80 : 2.55 1 2.42 ;
F=0.66 df 2,161 p<0.52
oo
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Preliminary comments on Diet: Fibre Sub-scale 
Regression analyses
Tables 39(a),(b),(c) show that a statistically significant 
amount of the variance in the Intentions of adolescents, 
concerning eating fibre, is exp1 ained by a wei ghted 
combination of the variance in their Beliefs and the Social 
Pressures (parental pressure in this case) they experience. 
The F ratios for multiple regression are all statistically 
significant beyond the 17. level. The multiple R= for Upper 
School analyses is noticeably less than those from the 
Middle and Lower Schools. Thus the Ajzen and Fishbein model 
appears internally valid when applied to the Diet - fibre 
sub-seale.
Overall, the beta weights associated with the two 
independent variables, Beliefs and Social Pressures, show 
that both contribute significantly to the prediction of 
Intentions to eat foods rich in fibre. With the exception of 
pupils in the Upper School, the influence of Beliefs is 
greater than that of Social Pressures. In the Upper School, 
Social Pressures have the stronger influence.
Intentions
Table 40(a) indicates that overall, the mean Intentions of 
young people to eat fibre is not strong. Tables 
40(b),(d),(e) shows that the difference between mean 
Intentions to eat fibre of boys and girls is not significant 
at any age level.
The mean Intentions of the different age groups to eat fibre 
are similar and there is no significant difference amongst 
these means (Tables 40(c),(d)).
Beliefs
Table 41(a) shows that overall, mean Beliefs about eating 
fibre are only slightly positive. Table 41(b) shows that 
the mean Beliefs of boys about eating fibre are more 
positive than those of girls, and the difference between the 
means is significant. However, Tables 41(d),(e) show that 
this latter is only so for the Middle School.
The mean Beliefs of the different age groups to eat fibre 
are similar and there is no significant difference amongst 
these means (Table 41(c)).
Social pressures
Table 42(a) shows that the mean Parental Pressure to eat 
fibre reported by young people is not very strong. The 
difference between the mean Social Pressures reported by 
girls and boys is not significant(Table 42(b),(d),(e)).
The mean Parental Pressures to eat fibre, reported by the 
different age groups, is similar and there is no significant 
difference amongst the means (Table 42(c)). However, Table 
42(d) reveals that in the case of girls the differences 
amongst the means are significant.
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O
Diet sub-scale: Salt
Table 43: Regression analysis: Diet - Salt sub-scale
jum DSI(dependent variable) with sum DSB and sum DSSP
(a) All cases and 
by gender
M d .. o f  cases 
DSI with DSB r== 
DSI with DSSP r= 
DSB with DSSP r=
Multiple R= 
Multiple R^=
F
Significance of F 
Beta DSB
F
Significance of F 
Beta DSSP
F
Significance of F
I All cases
350
0.45
f) ^ 7.;^
0.22 
0.52 
0.27 
63.16
p<0.01
0.39
70.12
p<0.01
0.26
29.79
p<0.01
36
21
All Girls
193 
0.48 
0,
0.
0 „ 00 
0.30 
4U. 66
p<0.01
0.42
45.29
p<0.01 
0.28 
20.02 
p<0.01
A11 boy!
157 
0 . 4 0  
0.33 
0.24 
0.46 
0.22 
21.17
p<0.01
O M C' 4 
20.92
p<0.01
0.25
11.71
p < 0 .  0 1
(b> By year group A11 Cases
O
Lower Mi ddle ! Upper !
No. of cases 110 110 : 130 !
DSI with DSB r= 0.41 0.47 : 0.45 :
DSI with DSSP r= 0.38 0.29 ! 0.39 1
DSB with DSSP r= 0.19 0.23 : 0.25 ;
Multiple R= 0.51 0.51 : 0.53 1
Multiple R=== 0.26 0.26 1 0.28 ;
F 19.17 18.69 : 24.82 :
Si gnificance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 : p<o.oi :
Beta DSB 0 „ 35 0. 43 : 0.37 ;
F 17.26 25.28 ; 23.19 ;
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 ! p<0.01 !
Beta DSSP 0.31 0.19 ; 0.29 :
F 13.84 5.00 ; 14.05 ;
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.05 : p<o.oi ;
<c) By gender and Girls ! Boys
year group Lower 1 Middle! Upper ! Lower'Middle Upper '
No. of cases 63 55 ! 75 ; 47 : 55 55 !
DSI with DSB r= 0 „ 38 U a 4 «™> ! 0.58 : 0.44 1 0.48 0.18 1
DSI with DSSP r= 0.38 0.30 : 0.42 ! 0.39 : 0.24 0.35 :
DSB with DSSP r= 0.27 0.17 : 0.19 : 0.13 : 0.25 0.35 :
Multiple R= 0.48 0.49 ; 0.66 ! 0.55 ; 0.49 0.36 :
Multiple R== 0 „ 23 0.24 : 0.44 : 0.31 1 0.24 0.13 ;
F 9.09 8.32 ! 28.17 : 9.70 1 8.30 3.78 :
Si gnificance of F p<0.01 p<0.011 p<o.oi:p<o.oiip<o.oi p<0.05!
Beta DSB 0. 30 0.39 ; 0.52 ! 0.40 ; 0.45 0.06 :
F 6.59 10„36 ! 33.44 ; 9.85 112.80 0.20 ;
Significance of F p<0.05 p<0.011 p<o.oi:p<o.oi:p<o.oi ns !
Beta DSSP 0.. 31 0.23 : 0.32 : 0.34 1 0.12 0.33 ;
F 6.77 3.56 : 12.96 ; 7.14 : 0.98 5.71 ;
Significance of F p<0.05 ns 1 p<0.01 !p<0» 0 5 1 n s p<0.05!
;8
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Table 44: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet - Salt Intentions
(sum DSI range 1 to +3)
(a) All cases
I All cases
! n=365
M
SD
1.25
1.07
(b> By gender
Gi r 1 s 
n=195
M ! 
SDI
1.04
1.00
Boys 
n = 17 0
1.48
1.09
F=16.21 df 1,363 p<0.01
O
(c) By year groups
I All cases
i “ 
!
Lower 1 
n=117 I
Middle 
n = l 16
------------------------ —  J
1 Upper 1 
I n=132 I
1 M 1 
I SD 1
1.15 1 
1.03 1
1.28
1.12
-...- — ,
I 1.31 I 
I 1.05 I -
F 0. 81 df 2 ,362 p< 0.45
(d) By
1
1 _
gender and by
Girls
year groups
1 ! Boys i
1
Lower ! 
n=64 1
Middle 
n=56
1 Upper I 1 
1 n=75 I I
Lower
n=53
Middle 
n=60
Upper : 
n=57 I
1 M 1 
I SD I
1.05 1 
0.84 1
1. 00 
1.13
“ —  1 1 
1 1.07 1 1 
1 1.03 I 1 
----------1 1
1.26
1.21
1.53
1.07
1.63 I 
0.99 1
F=0.07 df 2,192 p<0.93 F=1.66 df 2,167 p<0.19
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=1.30 df 1,115 p<0.26
M i cj (j 1 e Sc hi ool : F=6 „ 86 d f 1 , 114 p < 0. 0 1
Upper School: F=10.03 df 1,130 p<0.01
Q  '•.•5 0
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Table 45: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet - Salt Beliefs
(a) All cases
I All cases 
; n=357
! M  I 
; S D  ;
-1.92
4.00
Gi r 1 s 
n-'-l 95
M I -2.39 
SD: 4.00
(sum DSB range -12 to +12)
(b) By gender
Boys 
n = 162
1.35
3.93
F=6.13 df 1,355 p<0.01
O
(c) By year groups
; All cases
I ......
I Lower 
1 n=115
! Middle I 
I n=112 1
Upper I 
n=130 :
! M 
1 SD
1-2.30 
: 4.18
: -2.07 1 
: 4.02 ;
—  . . 1 
-1.44 ; 
3.79 1
F- = 1.56 df 2,354 p<0. 21
(d) By gender
!
i _____  ___
and by year groups 
Girls I Boys 1
1
{ Lower 
1 n=65
1 Middle 1 
: n=55 1
1
Upper ; 
n=75 :
Lower
n=50
1 Middle 
: n=57
: Upper 1 
! n=55 1
1 M 
: SD
1-2.54 
: 3.94
: -2.69 : 
; 4.35 :
-------  ---- 1
-2.04 : 
3.81 1
-2.00
4.50
1-1.48 
: 3.61
1-0.62 ! 
; 3.62 :
F=0.49 df 2,192 p
1
<0.62 F=1.68 df 2,159 p<0.19
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=0.47 df 1,113 p<0.50
M i d d 1 e S c: h o o 1 : F == 2. 61 d f 1,110 p < 0 . 11
Upper Schoo1 : F=4.60 df 1,128 p<0.O3
Q -::r,
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T a b l e  4 6 :  M e a n s ,  S t a n d a r d  D e v i a t i o n s ,  A n a l y s i s  o f  V a r i a n c e :
D i e t  -  S a l t  S o c i a l  P r e s s u r e s
Social Pressures (sum DSSP: range 0 to +9)
O
o
(a) All cases
! All cases 1
! n=356 1
1 M : 1.44 1
1 SD : 1.57 !
(b) By gender
1 Girls Î Boys :
1 n=194 : n=162 :
1 M : 1.39 : 1.51 :
1 SD: 1.43 : 1.72 :
F=0.47 df 1,354 p<0.49
(c) By year groups
!
1 .............
All cases 1
! Lower :
- ---- ---- -- J
Middle : Upper !
: n=ii3 : n=113 ! n=130 :
1 M : 1.47 :
. —  ; 
1.36 : 1.49 :
: SD : 1.76 : 1.60 : 1.36 ;
F = 0.23 df 2 ,353 p<0.80
(d) By gender and by year groups
!
Ï............
Girls : ; Boys :
1
1 Lower :
-- -- --1 i
Middle : Upper : ! Lower ! Middle ! Upper 1
: n=64 1 n=55 : n=75 1 : n=49 : n=58 : n=55 1
: M : 1.61 :
. —  --------  , ,
1.05 : 1.45 : : 1.29 : 1.66 1 1.55 :
: SD : 1.58 : 1.25 : 1.39 : : 1.97 : 1.84 : 1.33 :
1 1
F=2.38 df 2,191 p<0.10 F=0.63 df 2,159 p<0.53
(e) Year groups taken separately. by gender
Lower School : F=0.94 df 1,111 p<0.33
M i d d 1 e S c li o o 1 : F=4.07 df 1,111 p<0.05
Upper School: F=0.15 df 1,128 p< 0.70
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Preliminary comments Diet: Salt sub-scale 
Regression analysis
Tables 43(a),(b),(c) show that a statistically significant 
amount of the variance in the Intentions of adolescents, 
concerning eating salt, is explained by a weighted 
combination of the variance in their Beliefs and the Social 
Pressures (parental pressure in this case) they experience.
 ^ All the F ratios for multiple regression are statistically
significant beyond the 1% level, with the exception of that
for Upper School boys, which is significant between the 17.
 ^ and the 57» level. Thus the Ajzen and Fishbein model appears
internally valid when applied to the Diet - salt sub-scale.
Overall, the beta weights associated with the two 
independent variables, Beliefs and Social Pressures, show 
that both contribute significantly to the prediction of 
Intentions to add extra salt to their food. The influence of 
Beliefs is greater than that of Social Pressures, except in 
the case of Upper School boys, for whom the latter have the 
(2) greater influence.
Intentions
Table 44(a) shows that overall, the mean Intentions of young 
people to eat extra salt are not very strong. Table 44(b)
shows that the mean Intentions of boys to eat extra salt is
greater than that for girls and the difference between the 
means is significant. Tables 44(d),(e) however, indicate 
that the latter is true in the Middle and Upper Schools 
on 1 y .
The mean Intentions of the different age groups to eat salt 
are similar and there is no significant difference amongst 
these means (Table 44(c)).
Beliefs
Table 45(a) shows that overall, mean Beliefs about eating 
extra salt are generally negative. Table 45(b) shows that 
girls' mean Beliefs are more negative than those of boys and 
(_) the difference between the means is significant. Tables
45(d),(e) however, indicate that the latter is true in the 
Upper School on1 y »
The mean Beliefs of the different age groups to eat salt are 
similar and there is no significant difference amongst these 
means (Table 45(c)).
*
Social pressures
Table 46(a) shows that the mean Parental Pressures to eat 
* salt, reported by young people, is not at all strong. The
difference between the mean Social Pressures reported by 
girls and boys is not significant (Table 46(b)), although 
this is not true for the girls and boys in the Middle School 
where the differen ce between the means is significant 
(Tables 46(d),(e)).
The mean Parental Pressures to eat salt reported by the 
different age groups, is similar and there is no significant 
difference amongst the means (Table 48(c)).
C5
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O
Diet sub-scale: Greens and Fruit
Table 47: Regression analysis: Diet - green vegetables, 
salads and fruit sub-scale
sum DGI(dependent v a r i a b l e )  with sum DGB and sum DGSP
(a) All cases and
by gender A l l  cases All Girls A l l  boys
No. o f  cases 351 193 158
DGI with DGB r= 0 . 5 2 0.41 0.59
DGI with DGSP r= 0.37 0.35 0.38
DGB with DGSP r= 0 .  35 0.31 0.39
Multiple R= 0.56 0.47 0.61
Multiple R= 0.31 0.22 0.38
F 7 6 .  34 26.74 46.76
Significance of F p %0.01 p < 0 .01 p<0.01
Beta DGB 0.44 0 .  33 0.52
F 85.39 24.51 57. 55
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
Beta DGSP 0.21 0.24 0.18
F 19.56 12.62 6 . 6 4
Significance of F p < 0 .  01 p<0.01 p<0.05
(b) By year group A11 Cases
O
Lower Middle 1 Upper 1
No. of cases 113 110 ; i:2E3 !
DGI with DGB r= 0. 53 0.53 ; 0.48 :
DGI with DGSP r= 0.35 0.39 I 0. 39 1
DGB with DGSP r= 0.41 : 0.38 1
Multiple R" 0.55 0.58 : 0.53 ;
Multiple R= 0. 30 0. 33 ; 0.28 1
F 23.71 26.47 : 24.47 ;
Signifieance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 ; p<o .01 :
Beta DGB O. 46 0.44 : 0.39 :
F 28.08 28.11 : 22.63 :
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 ; p<o.oi ;
Beta DGSP O « 16 0.25 ; 0.24 ;
F 3.33 8.70 : 8.73 ;
Significance of F ns p<0.01 ; p<o.oi 1
(c) By gender and Girls Boys
year group Lower ! Middle! Upper Lower Middle Upper
No. of cases 64 55 ! 74 49 55 54
DGI with DGB r= 0.42 0.43 1 0.39 0.58 0 . 61 0.56
DGI with DGSP r= 0.34 0.23 : U n 4" -J) O . C'4 0.56 0.31
DGB with DGSP r= 0.45 0. 23 ; 0.34 0.37 0.50 0.37
Multiple R= 0.45 0.45 : 0.50 0.60 0» 68 0.57
Multiple R= 0.20 0.20 1 0. 25 O « 36 V. 46 0.32
F 7.77 6.43 ; 11.99 12.74 22.28 12.20
Significance of F p<0„01 p<o.oi; p < 0 » 01 p<0.01 p < 0 « 01 p<0.01
Beta DGB 0 » 33 0 » 39 i 0.27 0.53 0.44 0.52
F 6.56 9.48 ; 6.27 17.41 14.15 17.28
Significance of F p<0.05 p<o.oi: p<0.05 p<0.01 pCO.Ol p<0.01
Beta DGSP 0.20 0.14 ; 0.34 0.14 O. C' 4 0.11
F 2.38 1.61 1 9.56 1.25 8.41 0.86
Significance of F ns ns 1 p<0.01 ns p<0.01 ns
9.33
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T a b l e  4 8 :  M e a n s ,  S t a n d a r d  D e v i a t i o n s ,  A n a l y s i s  o f  V a r i a n c e :
D i e t  -  G r e e n  v e g e t a b l e s ,  s a l a d s  a n d  f r u i t  I n t e n t i o n s .
(sum DGI ranqe 1 to +9)
(a) All cases
A 1.!. c a iiii- S' s
M
SD
6.13
1.89
(b) By gender
; Girls 
I n  =  1 9  6
GDI
6.40
1.76
Boys 
n = 169
5.82
1.99
F=8.43 df 1,363 o<0.01
(c) By year groups
! A l l  cases
! Lower I Middle I Upper 
I n=117 I n=116 I n=132
M : 6.03 
SD I 1.90
5.98
1.99
O . O vj
1.78
o
F .a'? df 2,362 p<0.
(d) By gender and by year groups
I S i r 1 s
I Lower 
; n=65
o . y- .c 
1.67
M  iddl 
n=56
6.13
1.92
; Upper
I n=75
I 6.57 
I 1.72
=1.05 df 2,193 p<0.35
Lower
n=52
5.54
2.08
Boys
! Middle 
I n=60
! 5. £55 
I 2.06
F=0.91 df 166
Upper
: 6.05 
!
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower school
Middle School
Upper School :
—  Ù) II 41 d f :i.,115 p<0.01
55 df 1 , 114 p<0.46
80 df 1 , p<0.10
9.34
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Table 49: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet - Green vegetables, salads and fruit Beliefs.
(sum DGB ranqe -42 to +42)
(a) All cases
1 All cases
: SD I
16.90
9.34
O
(b) By gender
I Girls
1 n = 19 6
5D
,9.09
8.95
Boys
n=166
14.31
9.16
==25.02 df 1,360 p<0.01
O
(c) By year groups
! All cases
I Lower ' Middle I Upper 
I n=117 I n=114 I n=131
I M 115.00 : 16.81 : 18.67
I SD ! 9.31 ; 9.10 ; 9.31
i r  Z i,= 4.88 df 2,359 p<0.01
(d) By gender and by year groups
Girls
Lower I Middle ! Upper
n=65 n=5ù n=/o
1 : 17.34 I 18.64
>D : 8.53 ; 9.17
20.93
Q _
Lower
n=52
Boys
Middle 
n=58
12.08 I 15.03 
9.49 ; 8.75
Upper
n=56
15.64
9.03
F=2.96 df 2,193 p<0.06 F=2;36 df 2,163 p<0.10
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School : F=9.94 df 1,1 15 p< 0.01
M i  d d l e School : F=4.62 df 1,1 12 P< 0.0:5
Upper School : F=11.17 df 1,1 p< 0.01
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Table 50: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet — Green vegetables, salads and fruit Social Pressures.
S o c i a 1 P r e s s u i- e s ( s u m D G S P : r a n g e 0 t o - s- 2 7 )
(a) A11 cases
A11 cases 
n=357
O
O
1 M ! 
1 SD ;
12.06 ; 
6.22 1
(b) By
!
1
gender
Girls ; Boys I 
11=193 1 n=164 ;
: M 1 
! SDI
12.38 1 11.68 1 
5.97 : 6.51 :
F=l.ll df 1,355 p<0.29
(c) By year groups
All cases 1
!
.... .......... ...!
Lower 1 Middle ! Upper i
n = 114 1 n = 114 ! n = 12 9 1
I M 1 
: SD ;
.... . —  . . j
13.32 ; 10.84 : 12.02 : 
6.66 1 5.83 : 5.98 :
F = 4. 64 df 2,354 p<0.01
(d> By
1
1
gender and by year groups 
Girls ; Boys 1
1
.. .... ..... .....  Î
Lower ! Middle 1 Upper 1 
n=64 1 n=55 1 n=74 !
Lower
1 1 = 5 0
! Middle ! Upper 1 
: n=59 : n=55 1
1 M ! 
; SD 1
......... .. ..........(
13.86 : 10.24 ; 12.96 1 
5.87 ; 5.67 : 5.88 1
12.64
7.55
1 11.41 ; 11.11 1 
1 5.97 : 6.05 ;
F
....  .......;
=5.91 df 2,190 p<0.01 F=0.81 df 2,161 p<0.45
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=0.94 df 1,112 p<0.33
Middle School: F=1.15 df 1,112 p<0.29
Upper School: F=2.22 df 1,127 p<0.14
oo
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Preliminary comments Diet: Greens and Fruit sub-scale 
Regression analysis
Tables 47(a),(b),(c) show that a statistically significant 
amount of the variance in the Intentions of adolescents, 
concerning eating green vegetables, salad and fruit, is 
exp1 ained by a weighted combination of the variance in 
their Beliefs and the Social Pressures (parental pressure in 
this case) they experience. The F ratios for multiple 
regression are all statistically significant beyond the 1% 
level. Thus the Ajzen and Fishbein model is internally valid 
when applied to the Diet - green vegetables, salads and 
fruit sub—sea1e «
Overall, the beta weights associated with the two 
independent variables. Beliefs and Social Pressures, show 
that both contribute significantly to the prediction of 
Intentions to eat green vegetables, salads and fruit. The 
influence of Beliefs is greater than that of Social 
Pressures, except in the case of Upper School girls, for 
whom the latter have a slightly greater influence.
Intentions
Table 48(a) shows that overall mean Intentions to eat green 
vegetables, salads and fruit are strong. The mean 
Intentions of girls is stronger for that of boys and the 
difference between the means is significant (Table 48(b)). 
Tables 48(d),(e) however, show that the difference between 
the means is significant for girls and boys in the Lower 
School only.
The mean Intentions of the different age groups to eat green 
vegetables, salads and fruit are similar and there is no 
significant difference amongst these means (Table 48(c)).
Beliefs
Table 49(a) shows that overall, mean Beliefs about eating 
green vegetables, salads and fruit are positive. Tables 
49(b),(d),(e) indicates that girls' mean Beliefs are more 
positive than those of boys and the differences between the 
means are significant at all age levels.
Mean Beliefs become more positive with increasing age and 
the differences amongst the means is significant (Tab1e 
49(c)).
Social pressures
Table 50(a) shows that, overall the mean Parental Pressures 
with respect to eating green vegetables, salad and fruit, 
reported by young people, are quite strong. The difference 
between the mean Parental Pressures reported by boys and 
girls is not significant (Tables 50(b),(d),(e)).
The mean Parental Pressure reported by the different age 
groups varies, that of the Middle School being less than the 
Lower and Upper Schools: the difference amongst the means is 
significant (Table 50(c)). Table 50(d) shows this to be so
i n t h e c a se of gi r 1 s on 1 y .
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Diet sub-scale: Sweet Foods
Table 51: Regression analysis: Diet - sweet foods sub-scale
sum DWI(dependent variable) with sum DWB and sum DWSP
(a) All cases and
O
O
by gender A11 cases All Girls A11 boys
No. of cases 347 192 155
DWI with DWB r= 0.34 0.28 0. 35
DWI with DWSP r= 0.35 0.27 0.38
DWB with DWSP r= 0.28 0.26 0. 25
Multiple R= 0.43 0.35 0.46
Multiple R"-= 0.18 0.12 0.21
F 38.99 13.31 20.04
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p < 0, 01
Beta DWB 0.26 0.23 0.27
F 27.03 10.65 12.96
Significance of F p < 0 « 01 p<0.01 p<0.01
Beta DWSP 0.27 0.21 0.31
F 29.21 9.13 17.09
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0„01
(b> By year group All Cases 1s
Lower Middle Upper
No. of cases 110 108 129
DWI with DWB r= 0.41 0.28 0.35
DWI with DWSP r= 0 . 36 0.41 0.34
DWB with DWSP r= 0.27 0.29 0 . 31
Multiple R= 0.49 0.4 C' 0.43
Multiple R== 0.24 0.19 0.18
F 17.06 12.60 13.90
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
Beta DWB O . C' 4 0.18 0.27
F 14.95 3.80 9.93
Significance of F p<0.01 ns p<0.01
Beta DWSP 0.28 0.35 0.26
F 10.09 14.84 9.23
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01
(c) By gender and 
year group Lower
Girl s
Middle! Upper Lower
Boys
Middle
1
Upper Î
NoM of cases 6.j< 54 75 47 54 54 ;
DWI with DWB r= 0.39 0. 16 0. 29 0.43 0. 32 0.35 :
DWI with DWSP r= 0.26 0. 38 0.26 0.47 0.37 0.39 :
DWB with DWSP r- 0. 33 0.19 0.21 0.19 0.30 0 « 36 1
Multiple R= 0.41 0.39 0.35 0.59 0.43 0.44 I
Multiple R== 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.34 0.19 0.20 :
F 6.16 4.62 5. 23 11.53 5.82 6 >• 34 !
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.05 p < 0 . 01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.011
Beta DWB 0.34 0.09 0.25 0.35 0.23 0.24 :
F 7.47 0 .44 4.82 8.03 3.01 3. 10 i
Significance of F p<0.01 ns p<0.05 p<0.01 ns ns !
Beta DWSP 0.15 0.37 0.21 0.41 0.30 0.30 :
F 1.40 7.79 . 4 10.74 5.19 5.05 :
Significance of F ns p<0.01 ns p<0.01 p<0.05 p<o.o5:
9.38
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Table 52: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet — Sweet foods Intentions
(sum DWI ranqe 0 to +6)
(a) All cases
! All cases
I 11=36)4
SD
3.27
1.75
(b) By gender
Girls
n = 195
M
SD
2.29
1.75
Boys
n=169
3.67
1 .. 6)6
F=17.17 df 1,362 p<0.01
(c) By year groups
! All cases
!
1
Lower
n = 116
1 Middle
! n=116
— — ---- i
! Upper ! 
: n=132 1
! M ! 
; SD 1
3.11
1.75
1 3.53 
; 1.75
; 3.20 : 
: 1.74 ;
F = 1.89 df 2,361 p< 0.15
(d> By
1
gender and by
Girls
year groups
1 1 Boys ;
&
! Lower
11=64
1 Middle 
I n=56
... . **“ . Î 1
Î Upper ! ! 
; n=75 1 :
Lower
n=52
! Middle ! Upper ! 
! n=60 i n=57 1
1 M ! 
: SD 1
2.89
1.78
; 3.04 
: 1.76
-- ------- 1 1
1 2.87 : ; 
: 1.74 ; ;
3.38
1.69
; 3.98 : 3.60 ; 
I 1.62 ; 1.66 !
F=0.16 df 2,192 p<0.85 F=1.90 df 2,166 p<0.15
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=2.30 df 1,114 p<0.13
M i d d 1 e Sc hi oo 1 s F=9. 13 df 1,114 p < 0 „ 01
Upper School: F=5.93 df 1,130 p<0.02
r K —1 n ! ' (=: K" QLnapter
Table 53: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet — Sweet foods Beliefs
(sum DWB ranqe -18 to +18)
(a) All cases
I All cases 
I n=361
_.87
4- » 06
<b> By gender
O M
m;
Gi r 1 s 
n = 195
-3.54
Boys
n = 166
-2.07 
A . 93
=^12.15 df 1,359 p<0.01
(c) By year groups
O
I All cases
I Lower I Middle I Upper 
; n=114 ! n=115 : n=132
D !
-2.82
A .. 3  A
-3.47 ; -2.38 
3.77 ; 3.98
F = 2.24 df 2,358 p<0.11
(d> By gender and by year groups
SD
Girls
Lower I Middle 1 Upper 
n-~64 i n=56 I n=75
-3.53 I -4.23 
4.01 : 3.62
3.04
F=1.62 df 2,192 p<0.20
Boys
Lower I Middle I Upper
n=50
-1.92
4.70
: n=59
! -7 '" .
1 1 = 5 7
79
F=1.28 df 2,163 p<0.28
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=3.90 df 1,112 p<0.05 
Middle School: F=4.62 df 1,113 p<0.03 
F=4.94 dfUpper School : 1,130 p<0.03
9.40
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Table 54: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet - Sweet foods Social Pressures
Social Pressures (sum DWSP: range 0 to +18)
(a) All cases
I All cases 
I n=355
M I 2.92
SD I 3.30
(b) By gender
Girls I Boys
n=194 I n=161
M I 2.30 I 3.66 
SDI 2.51 I 3.93
F=15.59 df 1,353 p<0.01
(c) By year groups
1 All cases . I
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I
I Lower I Middle I Upper I
! n=115 I n=lll I n=129 I
 :— ,
I M I 3.68 I 2.52 I 2.57 I
I SD : 4.12 I 3.14 I 2.39 I
F = 4.65 df 2,352 p<0.01
(d) By gender and by year groups
I Girls I I
I n=65 I n=54 I n=75 I I
 , ,
I M I 2.95 I 1.61 I 2.23 I I
I SD I 3.13 I 1.76 I 2.23 I I
F=4.43 df 2,191 p<0.01
Boys 1
Lower ! Middle 1 Upper 1
n=50 I n=57 1 n=54 !
4.62 1 3.39 I 3.06 I
5.01 1 3.85 I 2.54 1
F=2.31 df 2,158 p<0.10
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=4.78 df 1,113 p<0.03
Middle School: F=9.56 df 1,109 p<0.01
Upper School: F=3.85 df 1,127 p<0.05
oo
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Preliminary comments on Diet; Sweet foods sub-scale 
Regression analyses
Tables 51(a),(b),(c) show that a statistically significant 
amount of the variance in the Intentions of adolescents, 
concerning eating sweet foods, is explained by a weighted 
combination of the variance in their Beliefs and the Social 
Pressures (parental pressure in this case) they experience. 
The F" ratios for multiple regression are all statistically 
significant beyond the 1% level, with the exception of that 
for Middle School girls, which is significant between the 1% 
and the 5% levels. Thus the Ajzen and Fishbein model appears 
internally valid when applied to the Diet - Sweet foods 
sub-seale.
Overall, the beta weights associated with the two 
independent variables. Beliefs and Social Pressures, show 
that both contribute significantly to the prediction of 
Intentions to eat sweet foods. The influences of Beliefs and 
Social Pressures on Intentions are generally very similar.
Intentions
Table 52(a) shows that overall, the mean Intentions to eat 
sugar and sweet foods is fairly strong. Table 52(b) shows 
that the mean Intentions of boys to eat sweet foods is 
stronger than that of girls and the difference between the 
means is significant. Further analysis shows the latter to 
be the case in the Middle and Upper Schools only (Tables 
52(d),(e)).
The mean Intentions to eat sweet foods are similar for the 
different age groups and there is no significant difference 
amongst the means (Table 52(c)).
Beliefs
Table 53(a) shows that overall, mean Beliefs about eating 
sugar and sweet foods are negative. The mean Beliefs of 
girls is more negative than that of boys and the difference 
between the means is significant (Table 53(b)). Tables 
53(d),(e), however, indicate that the latter is true for 
girls and boys in the Middle and Upper School only.
The mean Beliefs about eating sweet foods are similar for 
the different age groups and there is no significant 
diff er en c e amon gst the mean s (Table 53 ( c ) ) .
Social pressures
Table 54(a) shows that the mean Parental Approval with 
respect to eating sweet foods, reported by young people, is 
slight. Table 54(b) shows that the mean Parental Approval 
reported by boys is greater than that reported by girls and 
the difference between the means is significant. Tables 
54(d),(e) however indicate that the latter is true for boys 
and girls in the Middle and Upper Schools only.
The mean Parental Approval reported by Lower School pupils 
is stronger than that reported by pupils in the Middle and 
Upper Schools and the differences amongst the means is 
significant (Table 54(c)). Table 54(d) however indicates 
that the latter is true in the case of girls only.
.42
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Diet sub-scale: Fatty Foods
Table 55: Regression analysis: Diet - Fats sub-scale
sum DAI(dependent variable) with sum DAB and DASP
(a) All cases and
O
O
by gender All cases All Girls A11 boys
No. of cases 346 191 155
DAI with DAB r= 0.45 0.45 0. 36
DAI with DASP r= 0.26 0.25 0.22
DAB with DASP r= 0.22 0.20 0. 18
Multiple R= 0.48 0.48 0.40
Multiple R-‘-= 0.23 0.23 0. 16
F 50.66 28.10 14. 06
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 . p<0.01
Beta DAB 0.41 0.42 0.33
F 70.10 40.60 19.34
Significance of F p < 0. 01 p<0.01 p<0.01
Beta DASP 0.17 0.17 0.16
F 12.22 6 » 73 4.55
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.05 p<0.05
(b> By year group Al 1 Cases ,
Lower Middle Upper 1
No. of cases 111 108 127 ;
DAI with DAB r= 0.53 0.47 0.38 ;
DAI with DASP r= 0.31 0.29 0.19 !
DAB with DASP r= 0.23 0.35 0.10 1
Multiple R= 0.56 0.49 0.41 ;
Multiple R^= 0.32 0.24 0.17 !
F 24.97 16.27 12.38 :
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<o.oi ;
Beta DAB 0.48 0.42 0 « 36 1
F 34.35 20.95 19» 316 Î
Significance of F p O u Ü 1 p<0.01 p<o.oi :
Beta DASP 0.21 0.14 0.16 !
F 6.31 2. 53 3.57 :
Signi ficance of F p<0.05 ns ns !
(c> By gender and Girls
year group Lower Middle Upper Lower Mi ddle! Upper
No. of cases 63 53 75 48 55 52
DAI with DAB r= 0.52 0.40 0.47 0. 52 0.43 0.18
DAI with DASP r= 0.25 0. 30 0.21 0.36 0.19 0.12
DAB with DASP r= 0.35 0.33 -0. 02 0. 53 0.30 0.21
Multiple R= 0.52 0» 44 0.52 0.62 0.43 0.20
Multiple R^= 0.27 0.19 0.27 0.38 0.18 0.04
F 11.09 5.88 13. 46 13.94 5.88 1.00
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p<0.01 p < 0 » 01 p>0.05
Beta DAB 0.49 0. 33 0.48 0.51 0.41 0 . 16
F 17.26 6.10 22.39 18.60 9.57 1 n 25
Significance of F p<0.01 p<0.05 p<0.01 p<0.01 p < 0. 01 ns
Beta 0.07 0.19 0.22 0.33 0. 06 0.09
F 0.38 2.06 4.91 7.91 0.22 0.37
Significance of F n s ns p<0.05 p<0„01 ns ns
Boy;
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Table 56: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet - Fats Intentions
(sum DAI ranqe 0 to +9)
(a) All cases
I All cases 
: n=366
SD
6.02
1.92
O
(b) By gender
! G i r 1 5 
: n=196
M ! 
SDI
Boys
n=170
6 u 49 
1.851.89 I 
F=21.01 df 1,364 p<0.01
O
(c) By year groups
! All cases
! Lower I Middle I Upper 
: n=118 : n=117 I n=131
! 6.02 O » .Z-3
1.87SD I 1.94 
F = 1.50 df 2,363 p<0.
5.81
1.93
(d) By gender and by year groups
: Girls
Lower
n=65
Middle 
n=56
Upper
n=75
I r.=: “7  / I
>D
D. /'
Q ■
r - :
\.J  II jL
1.89 1.88
F=0.28 df 2,193 p<0.76
Bovs
Lower 1 Middle ! Upper ;
n=53 ! n=61 1 n=56 ;
6.38 I 6.89 1 6.18 1
1.94 1 1.62 1 1.96 ;
=2.31 df 2,167 p< 0.10
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower Sch oo1 : F= 3.22 df 1 , 116 p<:;o
Middle School: F=17.83 df 1,115 p-=0
Upper School : F= 3.66 df 1,129 p<::0
9.44
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Table 57: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet - Fats Beliefs
(sum DAB range to +36)
(a) All cases
I All cases 
I n=355
M
SD
6.. 8U 
6.94
(b> By gender
O
Gi r 1 s 
n=192
Boys
n=163
O
! M ; 5.10 
; SDI 6.49
1 8.81 
1 6.94 1
F=27.07 df 1,353 p<0. 01
(c) By year groups
! All cases I
1 . . . . . ........ . _ . .. 1
1 Lower !
1 n=114 Î
Middle !
n = 111 1
:
Upper 1 
n=130 1
1 M 1 6.46 1 
1 SD 1 7.56 I
6.37 1 
7.14 1
—  ---1
7.48 1 
6.15 1
F = 0.97 df 2 ,352 p<0„3 8
(d) By gender
!
I__ _ ____
and by year groups 
Girls 1 1 Boys ,
1 Lower ! 
1 n=63 !
Middle ! 
n=54 !
Upper ! ! 
n=75 1 1
Lower
n=51
Middle
n=57
Upper 1 
n=55 1
1 M 1 4. 10 ! 
1 SD 1 6.65 1
4.30 1 
6.89 1
--- - - ; j
6.52 1 1 
5.85 1 1
9.37
7.66
8.33
6.89
8.78 1 
6 . 36 :
F=3.03 df 2,189 p<0.05 F=0 .  30 d f 2 , 1 60 p  0 .  7 4
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=15.49 df 1,112 p<0.01
Middle School: F= 9.94 df 1,109 p<0.01
Upper School: F= 4.41 df 1,128 p<0.04
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Table 58: Means, Standard Deviations, Analysis of Variance:
Diet — Fats Social Pressures
S o c  i a  1 P r  e s s u r  e g  ( s u m  D A S P  : r  a n  g  e  0  t  o  +  2 7  )
(a) All cases
1 A l l  c a s e s  I
I n = 3 5 9  I
M
SD
7.30
4.64
O
O
Cb> By gender
; Girls 
I n=195
Boys 
n=164 I
M  I 
SDI
6. 6V 
3 .. 86
8.13
5.31
F=9.92 df 1,357 p<0.01
(c) By year groups
! A l l  cases
I Lower I Middle I Upper
I n=: 1 1 5  I n  =  1 1 4  I n  =  1 3 0
M I 8.2^ I 6.78 I 6.88 
SD I 5.39 I 4.56 I 3.80
F = 3.92 df 2,356 p<0.02
(d) By gender and by year groups
I Girls
! Lower I Middle ! Upper
I n = 6 5  I n = 5 5  I n=75
M I 7.43 
SD I 4.21
5.62
3.30
I 6  u 6 u  
I 3.81
F=3.36 df 2,192 p<0.04
(e) Year groups taken separately, by gender
Lower School: F=3.87 df 1,113 p<0.06
M i d d le Sc hi ool : F=7.28 d f 1 ,112 p ( 0. 01
Upper School: F=0.94 df 1,128 p<0.33
1 Boys 1
1 Lower Mi ddle Upper 1
1 n=50 n= 59 n=55 1
I 9.40 7. 86 7.25 1
1 6.49 5. 29 3.80 1
F=2.29 df 2,161 p<0.10
9_4A
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Preliminary comments on Diet: Fatty foods sub-scale 
Regression analyses
Tables 55(a),(b),(c) show that a statistically significant 
amount of the variance in the Intentions of adolescents, 
concerning eating fatty foods, is explained by a weighted 
combination of the variance in their Beliefs and the Social 
Pressures (parental pressure in this case) they experience. 
The F ratios for multiple regression are all statistically 
significant beyond the 1% level, with the exception of that 
for Upper School boys, which is not significant at the 5% 
level. In general the Ajzen and Fishbein model is internally 
valid when applied to the Diet - Fats sub-scale.
Overall, the beta weights associated with the two 
independent variables. Beliefs and Social Pressures, show 
that both contribute significantly to the prediction of 
Intentions to eat fatty foods. The influence of Beliefs is 
stronger than that of Social Pressures, except in the case 
of Upper School boys, for whom neither has significant 
influence.
Intentions
Tables 56(a) shows that the mean Intentions of young people 
to eat fatty foods is quite strong. Table 56(b) shows that 
boys' mean Intentions are stronger than those of girls and 
the diff erence bet ween t he means is signifieant. Tables 
56(d),(e) however indicate that the latter is true for the 
boys and girls in the Middle School only.
The mean Intentions to eat fatty foods are similar for the 
different age groups and there is no significant difference 
amongst the means (Table56(c),(d)).
Beliefs
Table 57(a) shows that mean Beliefs about eating fatty foods 
are positive. Boys' Beliefs are more positive than those of 
girls at all age levels aind the differences between the 
means are significant (Tables 57(b),(d),(e)).
The mean Beliefs about eating fatty foods are similar for 
all age groups and there is no significant difference 
amongst the means (Tables 57(c),(d)).
Social pressures
Table 58(a) shows that the mean Parental Approval with 
respect to eating fatty foods, reported by young people, 
is quite strong. The mean Parental Approval reported by boys 
is stronger than that reported by girls (Table 58(b)). Table 
58(d),(e) however indicates that the latter is true only in 
the case of the Middle School.
The mean Parental Approval for eating fatty foods is 
stronger in the Lower School than in the Middle and Upper 
Schools and the difference amongst the means is significant 
(Table 58(c)).
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Table 59: Matrix of Scale Intercorrelations (N= 340 to 368)
A A A S S S K K K DP DP DP DF DF DF DS DS DS DG DG DG DW DW DW DA DA DA
I B SP I B SP I B SP I B SP I B SP I B SP I B SP I B SP I B SP
AI 53 47 40 32 47 07 -01 -03 22 18 -17 10 06 -13 10 00 -24 05 -02 -18 09 35 12 20 27 07
AB 53 41 35 44 43 -15 -13 -12 08 -07 -04 -11 -15 -08 09 19 -18 -15 -15 -07 04 45 15 20 35 03
ASP 47 41 10 13 43 10 18 13 18 25 24 -16 14 08 -05 -01 -15 -18 19 19 09 33 21 15 32 19
SI 40 35 10 43 61 -13 -09 -18 -02 -18 -12 01 -14 -09 07 01 -02 -16 -02 -14 01 -01 -04 -05 -08 -11
SB 32 44 13 43 39 -14 -22 -12 -24 -29 -22 01 -03 -11 -04 -13 03 -20 -24 -23 11 36 06 05 07 -02
SSP 47 43 43 61 38 -08 -08 15 00 -12 -07 02 -10 -11 07 -01 09 -06 00 -07 00 05 05 00 -02 -04
KI 05 -15 10 -13 -14 -08 51 36 23 25 15 30 32 36 -11 -07 -14 24 27 26 -17 -34 -06 -09 -05 06
Ç y  KB -01 -13 18 -09 -22 -03 51 37 05 34 18 24 30 27 -09 00 -02 29 41 31 -26 -25 -13 -17 -03 -02
KSP -03 -12 13 -18 -12 15 36 37 02 22 35 21 21 40 -11 -11 -08 20 33 52 -03 -21 09 00 04 25
DPI 22 08 18 -02 -24 00 23 05 02 34 21 28 22 23 09 00 00 28 28 15 03 04 02 09 07 06
DPB 18 -07 25 -18 -29 -12 25 34 22 34 37 24 39 31 08 -06 05 29 48 29 06 -04 06 07 21 24
DPSP-17 -04 24 -12 -22 -07 15 18 35 21 37 16 25 72 05 -09 35 21 29 85 00 -07 34 -03 04 61
DFI 11 -12 -16 00 01 02 30 24 21 28 24 16 51 49 01 -08 13 37 23 24 -11 -09 00 -14 -04 08
DFB 06 -15 14 -14 -03 -10 32 30 21 22 39 25 51 45 04 -07 08 18 27 24 -12 -09 -02 -09 07 08
DFSP-13 -08 08 -09 -11 -11 36 27 40 23 31 72 49 45 03 -14 30 27 27 74 -05 -07 22 -06 -03 44
DSl 10 09 -05 07 -04 07 -11 -09 -11 09 08 05 01 04 03 47 34 -05 -13 02 17 14 07 14 13 06
DSBB 00 19 -01 01 -13 00 -07 00 -11 00 -06 -09 -08 -07 -14 47 21 -14 -16 -12 11 15 06 09 15 03
DSSP-24 -18 -15 -02 03 09 -14 -02 -08 00 05 35 13 08 30 34 21 07 06 27 10 04 42 06 04 39
DGI 05 -15 -19 -16 -20 -06 24 29 20 28 29 21 37 18 27 05 -14 07 51 36 -14 -16 00 -13 -11 05
DGB -02 -15 19 -02 -24 00 27 41 33 28 48 29 23 27 27 -13 -16 -06 51 35 -09 -28 -10 -16 -04 05
DGSP-18 -07 19 -14 -22 -07 26 31 52 15 29 85 23 24 74 02 -12 27 36 35 -08 -13 28 -06 -02 58
DWI 09 04 09 01 11 00 -17 -26 -03 03 06 01 -11 -12 -05 17 11 10 -14 -09 -08 34 36 55 32 18
DWBB 35 45 33 -01 36 05 -34 -25 -21 04 -04 -07 -09 -09 -07 14 15 04 -16 -28 -13 34 26 26 43 11
DWSP 12 15 21 -04 06 05 -06 -13 09 01 06 34 00 -02 22 06 06 42 -01 -10 28 36 26 29 22 74
DAI 20 20 15 -05 05 00 -09 -17 00 09 07 -03 -14 -09 -06 14 09 06 -13 -16 -06 55 26 29 45 26
DAB 27 35 32 -08 07 -02 -05 03 04 07 21 04 -04 07 -03 13 15 04 -11 -04 -02 32 43 22 45 23
DASP 07 03 19 -11 -02 -04 -06 -02 25 06 24 61 07 08 44 06 -03 39 05 05 58 18 11 74 26 23
Correlations of more than 0.11 are statistically significant beyond the 57. level and 0.14, the 17. level.
9.48
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Table 60: Summary table of factor analysis of computed 
variables: eight factor solution
(SumAI to SumDASP)
Factor % Variance Factor definition
:!. 19.2 S o c: i a 1 P r e s s u r e c o n c e y n i n g D i e t a n d 
Keeping fit
2 14.0 Sweet and Fatty foods
3 10.1 Dr i nking A1coho1 and Smoking
4 7. 3 Indulgencies
Ü 6.2 Salt
6 5. 0 Fi bre
7 4.5 Hea11hy di et and fitness
8 4. 1 Fitness
Total 70.4
O
o
Table 61: Factor 1 - Social pressure concerning diet and 
fitness (19.2% of the variance)
Item
Diet: Protein Socia1 Pressure 
Diet: Greens etc. Social Pressure
D i e I: : F a 11 y f o o d s S o c i a 1 P i'- e se- s u i"- e 
D i e t : F' i b i~ e S o c i a 1 P r e s s u i" e 
D i e t. s Swe e t f o o d s S ocia 1 F' res s u r e 
Diet: Salt Social Pressure 
eepi ng fit Soci a 1 Pressui-e
Loading 
0.89 
0 . 86 
0.76 
0.71 
0. 55 
0.49 
0.34
Table 62: Factor 2 - Sweet and Fatty foods
(14% of the variance)
Item Loading
Diet: F‘ a t Int e n t i o n s 0.70
Diet: Sweet Intenti ons O. 66
Diet: Sweet Social Pressures 0.58
Diet: Fat Beliefs 0.53
Diet: F a t S o cial P e s s u i-“ e s 0.48
Di et : S w e e t B e I i e f s 0.44
Table 63: Factor 3 - Drinking Alcohol and Smoking
Cigarettes ( 10. 1 % o-f the variance)
Item Loading
Smoking S o c 1 a 3. P !•" e s s i.i i" e 0.90
Smoking Intenti ons 0.71
A1coho1 Intenti ons 0.55
Smoking Beliefs 0.53
Alcohol Beliefs 0.49
A1cohol Social Pressure 0.31
ZLQ
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Table 64: Factor 4 — Indulgencies
(7.3% of th e variance)
Chapter 9
11 em Loading
A1 c o h o 3. Soci a 1 P i -e s s u i" e 0.69"
Alcohol Beliefs 0.69
P i e t : S w e e t B el i e f s 0.62
A1 c o h o 1 I n t e n t i o n s V . 60
D i e t : F a t. B e 1 i e f s 0.51
Smoki ng Beliets 0.31
Table 65: Factor 5 - Salt
(6.2% of the variance)
Item Loading
Diet: Salt Beliefs 0.7l"
Diet: Salt Intentions U . 6B
DietD Salt Socia1 Pressure 0.44
Table 66: Factor 6 - Fibre
( 5 % o T t h e V a r i a n c e )
Item Loading
Diet: Fi bre Intentions o.so"
Di et 2 Fibre Be1ief s 0.52
D i e t : Fibre Soci a 1 P r e s s u i-~ e 0.51
Table 67: Factor 7 — Diet and fitness
(4.5% of the variance)
Item Loading
Diet: Greens Beliefs 0.67"
Diet: Protein Beliefs 0.67
D i e t : P r o t e i n I n t e n t i o n s 0.56
D i et 1 Gr een s I n t en t i on s 0.53
D i e t s F i !:) r e I ii t e n t i o n s 0.38
Diet: Fibre Beliefs 0.37
Di et: Protein Social Pi"essure 0.36
K e e p i n g f :i. t B e 1 i e f s 0.36
Di et: Greens Socia1 Pressure 0.35
D i e 1 1 !” i b r e S o c i a 1 P i" e s s u r e 0.33
eeping fit Intentions 0.32
>■
o
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Table 68: Factor 8 — Fitness
(4.1% of the variance)
Item Loading
K e e p i n g -F i t B elle f s 0 « 71
!< e e p i n g f i i: I n t e n t i o n s 0. 6 4
K e e ping f i t S o c i a 1 F' i" e s sure 0 . 61
Di et i: Greens Bel i ef 0. 48
D i e 12 G r e e n s S oci a 1 F' r e s s u r e 0 4  4
Di et 2 Sweet Bel i ef s -0.. 39
D i e 1 2 F i  b r  e S o c i a 1 F‘ v' e s s li r  e 0. 3 9
D i et 2 F'r otein Belief s 0.39
D i e 12 F' i b i" e Beli e f s 0 . 38
Table 69: Factor inter- correlations
Factor
z: tz: n: sn: St: cn: z: tz: nz: nt: 
1 2
zs zn zs n:s zs zs
3
sz z:: zr. zs zs zs :z zs zs sz sz :z: z::
4 5
:z:zsszzsszsz
6
zn zs zs zs zs zs zs sz nz zs
7 8
Factor 1 15 -05 —06 03 -15 17 20
Factor 2 15 03 29 18 02 -07 — 19
Factor 3 -05 03 23 -03 -04 -11 •■•• 12
Factor 4 —06 29 23 04 00 03 ••"01
Factor 5 03 18 04 -02 -03 -17
Factor 6 -15 02 -04 00 -02 -22 1U
Factor 7 17 -07 -11 03 -03 -22 39
Factor 8 20 -19
St:===: St: :: sz rz: zs :z zs sz r.z zs
-12 -01
sz zs z: :z zs rz zs zn sz zs sz zn zc
-17 -10
zs zs sz nz zr, zn zr zs zs zs sz sz
39
9.51
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Preliminary comments on scale intercorrelations
Correlations between Intentions and their respective Beliefs 
and Social Pressures are all significant beyond the 1%
1evel„
Correlations between Intentions for each topic and their 
respective Beliefs and Social Pressures are generally higher 
than those with any other variable (Diet being considered as
a single topic).
For the scales in general, however, notable correlations 
occur between:
(i) Alcohol and Smoking;
(ii) Keeping Fit and Diet;
(iii) Amongst the Diet Sub-scales.
The factors emerging from factor analysis of these data 
appear to be concerned either with:
(i) perceptions of physical fitness (diet and 
exercise);
or
(ii) perceptions of potential health hazards 
(alcohol, smoking, and eating certain types 
of food)«
9.. Pi'7
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The results for each topic will now be discussed in the 
sequence in which the hypotheses are set out on page 1.17.
Hypothesis 1
This hypothesis states:
that a statistically significant amount of the 
variance in intentions of adolescents, concerning 
aspects of health behaviour, is explained by a 
weighted combination of the variance in their 
beliefs and the social pressures they experience 
concerning such behaviour.
For 'all cases'. Hypothesis 1 is accepted (Tables 23(a),
27(a), 31(a), 35(a), 39(a), 43(a), 47(a), 51(a), 55(a)). The
amount of the variance in Intentions explained ranges from
42% on the Smoking scale, to 10% on the sub-scale Diets
Protein.. These values are similar in magnitude to those
frequently reported in social and educational research using
correlation techniques with adolescents. For example, in the
area of language, the Assesment of Performance Unit (APU
1983) reported correlations between attitude scales and
reading performance scores as follows:
Attitude Scale correlation P
Pleasure in independent, extended reading 0. 33 0.001
Peluctance towards extended reading -0.45 0.001
Reading for self-improvernent -0.15 0. 001
Preference for factual reading -0.06 0.05
Attitudes towards reading aloud 0.01 0.87
Attitudes towards school activities 
associated with readi ng -0.10 0.02
(reproduced from APU (198:>) p. 14:
10.1
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Thus in this instance, the quoted amount of variance in the 
dependent variable explained by one predictor varies from 
20% to a non significant 0.01%,.
In the area of the maths and science, correlations between 
'0' level examination grades and a combination of two 
predictors: Scholastic Aptitude (CPIOO) and Factor 1 from
the Science Attitude Questionnaire Alternative Form (CP104), 
range from R=0.. 62 for ' 0 ' level Maths to R=0.48 for ' 0 ' 
level Chemistry. Thus, 42% to 23% of the variance in these 
'0' level results is explained by a combination of the two 
predictors (Nuttall 1971).
However, the amount of the variance in adolescents' 
Intentions explained by a combination of the variance in 
measures of Beliefs and Social Pressures is lower than that 
reported by researchers using the model with adults (see 
page 2.14). It is also lower than that in the trial run (see 
page 5.13).
There are several factors which might explain the lower 
values of in the main survey: the suitability of the
Ajzen and Fishbein Model for use with adolescents; the 
incorporation of random error in the data (see pages 6.1 and
6.2); the intrinsic reliability of the scales, i.e. the 
presence of constant error in the questionnaires (see pages 
6.1 and 6.2); and the use of very short scales in the Diet 
questi on n aires.
10.2
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The suitability of the model for use with adolescents
Only one example could be found in the literature of the use 
of the Ajzen and Fishbein model in investigations involving 
adolescents (page 2.18). For the most part, the model has 
been used with adults and furthermore with adults of a 
particular type, that is articulate and intelligent and with 
well developed life-styles. Ajzen and Fishbein suggest that 
their model is inclusive, subsuming demographic variables, 
attitudes towards targets, and personality traits (see page 
1.19). This may well be so for the adults with whom the 
model has generally been used. For adolescents, however, the 
model may not be so all-embracing. Demographic factors such 
as socio-economic status, occupation, religion by which 
adolescents might be characterised, are those of their 
parents. Their attitudes and personality traits are still 
in a state of flux: they are receiving many messages from
external sources and have not yet fully internalised them. 
This 1 ack of maturity would threaten the inclusiveness of 
the model when used with adolescents.
A factor which Ajzen and Fishbein have not included in their
model is that of opportunity. The external validity study
(pages 6.12 to 6.20) indicated that there was a satisfactory
correlation between Intentions and Behaviour, particularly
when the 'random uncertainties' revealed by the pupil
interviews were taken into account. It is clear from these
interviews thait pupils are not free to behave as they wish:
"...there was supposed to be a party but it never- 
happened. "
"...there was no family celebration during this 
time."
"...it depends on what goes on at home."
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"...I didn't go to any discos or parties because
I sp 1 it up with my boy-friend. "
(Appendix 10)
So despite their firmness, the Intention scores may not be a 
true reflection of how adolescents would like to behave, but 
will include perceptions of opportuji ities to behave in a 
part i cu 1 ar way, e« g . pupi 1 s wi 11 say that they in tend ta eat 
what they know will be provided by parents, at school meals,
in the school tuck shop, etc.; they will say they intend to
drink alcoholic drinks at home if they know that parents are 
likely to offer them; they will say they intend to take part 
in sporting activities when they know that parents will 
provide the necessary money for club membership and 
equipment. (This 'opportunity' element may equate with the 
element of 'past behaviour' which some workers have 
incorporated into the model, see page 3.8). Intentions, 
incorporating perceptions of opportunity, are unlikely to 
correlate strongly with personal Beliefs and personal 
perceptions of Social Pressure. This could be another reason
why the model is apparently not such a good fit for
adolescents as compared with adults, who might have rather 
more control over their lives.
Random error
It will be recalled that the trial run was carried out under 
carefu11 y sup er v i sed con ditions (see page 5.11).
Precautions were taken in the administration of the main 
survey which were intended to ensure that questionnaires 
were completed in formal and controlled settings, but as 
noted (page 7.5), there were shortcomings. In principle, the 
administrative conditions for all pupils were as similar
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as possible. But in practice settings were sometimes less 
formal than the science laboratories used in the trial run, 
e.g. libraries and lecture theatres where children were 
forced to sit close together. Also pupils were taken from 
classes, such as Social Education, in which they would 
norma11 y have expected to enjoy an informal and re1 axed 
atmosphere. This may have resulted in a less serious 
attitude towards the questionnaires than would have been 
desirable. Furthermore pupils of mixed ability took part: 
it is possible that the less able pupils were not able to 
read and understand the questionnaires adequately and thus 
did not answer them meaningfully. Although they were 
advised to ask for help if they did not understand, in the 
event very few did ask. The sample would have been biassed 
if the poor readers had been omitted, but it is accepted 
that some of them may have merely circled words at random 
thus increasing the amount of 'variable or random error' 
included in the data.
The i n t r i n s i c  reliability of the scales
The presence of 'constant error' will reduce the intrinsic 
reliability of a measure, since the observed score will be 
contaminated with irrelevant factors (see pages 6.1 and
6.2). Possible sources of constant error in these present 
questionnaires are: response bias and response sets.
Response bias may have occurred because pupils did not wish 
to admit to smoking or having any positive beliefs about it, 
since smoking is seen as socially undesirable in school, 
whereas on the other hand they may have boastfully 
exaggerated about the amount of alcohol they drink because 
drinking is seen to be glamorous.
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Short scales
The values for R^ - are on the whole lower in respect of the 
Diet sub-scales than in the Alcohol, Smoking, and Keeping 
Fit scales. This is probably because, in attempting to keep 
the questionnaires to a size acceptable to the pupils, the 
Diet sub-scales were short and in some cases were made up of 
single items only (see pages 8.3 and 8.4). This would 
tend to further reduce the reliability of these Diet scales 
(see page 2.8).
Hypothesis 2
This hypothesis states:
that overall, both beliefs and social pressures 
will have a statistically significant influence 
on intentions;
This hypothesis is accepted for all the topics. In the 
analysis of 'all cases', in respect of each scale, the beta 
weights associated with the two independent variables. 
Beliefs and Social Pressures, indicate that both have a 
statistically significant influence on adolescents' 
Intentions (Tables 23a, 27a, 31a, 35a, 39a, 43a, 47a, 51a).
Alcohol
Overall, Beliefs have at stronger influence than Social 
Pressures on Intentions to drink alcohol. This reflects the 
findings reported in 'Young peop1e in the 8 0 's , a survey' 
(page 1.2).
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Smoking
Overall, Social Approval has a stronger influence on 
Intentions to smoke than Beliefs about smoking (Table 
27(a)). Nelson et al (1985) reported a weak relationship 
between a young person's beliefs about the health hazards of 
smoking and his or her smoking status (see page 1.4). They 
found that, although the belief that smoking is enjoyable is 
the strongest predictor of 'smoker status', this is closely 
followed by teenagers' expectations of whether parents and 
friends would mind if they smoked. Furthermore, Dobbs and 
Marsh (1983, p.4) point out that most studies of children's 
smoking prevalence reveal a strong association between 
parents' smoking behaviour and that of their children. This 
i n dicates that parent a1 example and tacit approval i s 
associated with smoking in young people. The results of 
this study are thus similar to those of other researchers in 
this field.
Keeping Fit
Overall, Beliefs have a stronger influence than Social 
Expectations on Intentions to keep fit (Table 31 a). It 
seems reasonable that there would be little social pressure 
on young people to take physical exercise, as compared with 
that in respect of the other topics.
Diet
With the exception of sweet foods, overall, Beliefs have a 
stronger influence than Parental Pressures on Intentions to 
eat the foods included in this study (see Tables 35a, 39a, 
43a, 47a, 55a). In the case of sweet foods (Table 51a), the 
influence of the independent variables is similar. It is
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possible that Parental Pressures in the case of Diet are
implicit and covert, that is, parents provide the food which 
they think their children should eat without openly 
pressurising them to do so. It will foe recalled that the
percentage of variance in Intentions explained by Beliefs
a n d S o c i a 1 P r e s s u r e s i s  e 1 atively 1 o w , i n d i c a t i n g t h a t
other factors may be affecting Intentions. One such factor 
may be the opportunity to eat certain types of foods 
(see the discussion above, under 'suitability of the 
model'>»
Hypotheses 3 and 4
Hypotheses 3 and 4 states
that for girls and boys taken separately, both 
beliefs and social pressures will have a 
statistically significant influence on 
intentions;
that for for the different age groups taken 
separately, both beliefs and social pressures 
will have a statistically significant influence 
on intentions;
These hypotheses were rejected in a number of instances, 
discussed in detail below. There were many more cases of 
beta weights associated with Social Pressures being non 
significant than those associated with Beliefs.
Alcohol
The beta weights associated with Beliefs about drinking 
alcohol are all significant. Those associated with Social 
Pressures are not significant for the year groups taken 
separately nor for the year groups subdivided by gender, 
apart from Upper School girls (Tables 23 a,b,c). It is
interesting to note that, in the case of Upper School girls,
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S o c i a l  Pressures have a stronger influence than Beliefs on 
Intentions t o  d r in k . .  This i s  a reversal of the general trend 
i n  t h e  d a t a  n o ted  above under hypothesis 2 and one might 
specu1 ate that it is due to the inf1uence of the (genera11 y ) 
o l d e r  boy-friends of  these 15 t o  18 year o l d  girls.
Smoking
The beta weights associated with Social Pressures about 
smoking are a l l  significant. A number o f  those associated 
with Beliefs are not: t h e  Lower School taken separately, 
Lower School girls and Lower and Middle School boys. Except 
f o r  t h e  case o f  Upper School boys. Social Pressures have a 
greater influence th a n  Beliefs on Intentions t o  smoke 
(Tables 27 a,b,c). This tendency f o r  Social Pressures t o  
predominate i s  against the general trend i n  the data o f  t h i s  
present study and t h a t  reported by other workers using t h e  
Ajzen and Fishbein model.
Keeping Fit
The b e t a  weights associated with Beliefs about keeping f i t  
are a l l  significant. Those associated with Social Pressures 
are not  significant in t h e  Upper School taken separately. 
Lower School girls and Lower, Middle and Upper School boys  
( T a b l e s  3:1. a , b , c ) «  In  a l l  cases Beliefs have a stronger 
i n f l u e n ce th a n  Soc i a 1 P ressures on I n t en t i o n s  t o  keep f i t . 
C o n s i d e r in g  the popular image o f  boys being keen on sport, 
i t  i s  surprising that t h e  b e t a  weights associated with boys 
are generally weaker than t h o s e  associated with girls.
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Diets Protein
F o r b D y s , a11 the beta weights are non-significant with the 
exception of those associated with Social Pressures in the 
Middle School. For girls, only those associated with Beliefs 
are significants those associated with Social Pressures are 
not. (Tables 35 a,b,c). Thus for girls, only Beliefs
influence Intentions to eat foods rich in proteins for boys, 
neither of the independent variables has a significant 
influence. This difference could be because more girls than 
boys are taught Home Economics and thus learn about 
nutrition, increasing their knowledge about the importance 
of protein in the diet.
Diets Fibre
The beta weights associated with Social Pressures to eat 
fibrous foods are all significant„ With the exception of 
both boys and girls in the Upper School, those associated 
with Beliefs are also significant (Tables 39 a,b,c). Apart 
from boys and girls in the Upper School, Beliefs have the 
stronger influence than Social Pressures on Intentions to 
eat foods rich in fibre.
Diets Salt
With the exception of Upper School boys, all the beta 
weights associated with Beliefs about adding extra salt are 
significant. Those associated with Social Pressures are also 
significant apart from girls and boys in the Middle School 
(Tables 43 a,b,c). Except for boys in the Upper School, 
Beliefs have the stronger influence on Intentions to add 
extra salt to their food.
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Diet: Green vegetables, salad and fruit
The beta weights associated with Beliefs about eating green 
vegetables, salads and fruit are all significant. Those 
associated wi th Socia1 Pressures are a1so si gnificant apart 
from Lower School boys and girls, Middle School girls and 
Upper School boys (Tables 47 a,b,c). The influence of
Beliefs about eating these foods is greater than Social 
Pressures except in the case of Upper School girls, with 
whom this trend is reversed.
Diets Sweet Foods
The beta weights associated with Beliefs about eating sweet 
foods are all significant, apart from those of girls and 
boys in the Middle School and boys in the Upper School. 
Those associated with Social Pressures are significant with 
the exception of Lower and Upper School girls (Tables 51 
a,b,c). In the case of boys. Social Pressures have a greater 
influence than Beliefs on Intentions to eat sweet foods, but 
in the case of girls this trend is reversed except in the 
Middle School. In the case of the girls, the influence of 
Beliefs may be stronger because of the beginnings of weight 
consciousness in adolescence.
Diets Fatty Foods
The beta weights associated with Beliefs about eating fatty 
foods are all significant apart from that for the Upper 
School boys. Those associated with Social Pressures tend not 
to be significant for the older pupils (Tables 55 a,b,c). 
Beliefs thus have a stronger influence than Social Pressures 
on Intentions to eat fatty foods.
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Hypothesis 5
Hypothesis 5 states:
that there are no statistically significant 
differences between the mean beliefs, social 
pressures and intentions which are attributable 
to age or gender.
Each topi c wi 11 be consi dered separate.1 y wi th respect to 
this hypothesis (see tables headed Means, Standard 
Deviations, Analysis of Variance). It is recognised that 
the data on pupils' Intentions refers to the liklihood of 
the particular intended behaviour and not the quantity e.g. 
Nhether they intend to drink alcoholic drinks in the 
various settings, not how irtuch on any particular occasion. 
Overall, of course, there is likely link between frequency 
of drinking and the total quantity consumed.
Alcohol (Tables 24, 25, 26)
Mean Beliefs about drinking alcohol are negative. This 
endorses the findings of the investigation into adolescent 
drinking reported in Young People in the 80's (DES 1983), 
see page 1.1. Mean Beliefs become less negative as pupils 
get older: this tendency is accompanied by an increase in
mean Social Approval of drinking and an increase in mean 
Intentions to drink. This agrees with Balding (1985a) 
(pages 1.2 to 1.3) and DES (1983 op cit) who report that the 
frequency and quantity of alcohol consumed by young people 
increases with age.
In the Lower School, boys report less negative mean Beliefs 
about drinking alcohol than girls, stronger mean Social 
Approval and stronger mean Intentions to drink and the 
differences between the means are signi f i cant„ Balding
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(1985a) reports that at the age of eleven, over half the 
boys, but only one third of the girls had drunk alcohol in 
the previous week. He also reports on an increase in 
alcohol consumption outside the home as pupils get older. 
This may account for the sharp rise in girls' mean 
Intentions to drink from Lower School to Middle School. 
Middle School girls (i.e. aged 13 to 15 years) tend to 
associate with older boys and accompany them to discos, 
parties and bars, hence their alcohol consumption increases. 
There is no significant difference between the reported 
mean Intentions of boys and girls in the Upper School to 
drink. This bears out Balding's findings that as they get 
older, the drinking behaviour of boys and girls becomes 
si mi 1 ar.
Smoking (Tables 28, 29, 30)
Mean Beliefs about smoking are negative and there are no 
significant differences amongst the means of groups of 
differing ages. Mean Social Approval (from parents and 
friends) with respect to smoking cigarettes is reported to 
increase with age in both boys and girls and the differences 
amongst the means are significant. This tendency is 
accompanied by an increase in mean Intentions to smoke. 
Dobbs and Marsh (1982) and Nelson et al (1985), also 
reported a sharp escalation in smoking from the age of 
eleven to sixteen years (pages 1.3 and 1.4). In the Upper 
School, girls reported a stronger mean Intention to smoke 
than boys and the difference between the means is 
significant. This reflects the trend amongst adults: 
Tirbutt (1983), reporting on the ASH conference in November 
of that year, which was part of a campaign to make women
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more aware of the dangers of smoking, states: ' .  women are
the targets because they are responding less quickly to 
medical and social pressure to give up » » . She points out 
that this is borne out by Department of Health figures: 38% 
of men and 33% of women smoked in 1982. In 1972, the 
figures were 52% of men and 41% of women. Data from this 
survey is generally in agreement with this trend in female 
behaviour.
Keeping Fit (Tables 32, 33, 34)
Mean Beliefs about keeping fit are positive and there is no
significant difference by gender or by age amongst the
means. Pupils report only moderate mean social pressure to 
keep fit. This decreases with age and the difference amongst 
the means is significant. Overall, mean Intentions do not 
vary with age, but in the Middle School boys express a 
stronger mean Intention to keep fit than girls and the 
difference between the means is significant. The author 
interviewed a number of these boys to investigate the
reasons for this. It was found that boys of this age tend 
to use their bicycles more than girls, particularly in the 
evenings after dark. Also a substantial number of 13 to 15 
year old boys participate in organised sporting activities 
out of school, e.g. local junior league football. Such 
activities often i nvolve the fami 1 y in coaching and 
transporting players to fixtures away from home. These 
findings agree with as yet unpublished findings from the 
Balding Questionnaires (see page 1.9): these were obtained
by personal contact (Balding 1985c). A sample of
approximately 8,000 pupils (equal numbers of boys and 
girls) from the 3rd. and 4th. Years of secondary schools
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throughout the UK, were asked to report on their sporting 
activity out of school. Boys claim to participate in 
more sporting activity outside school than girls, in fact 
almost half as much again. A strong male bias to sporting 
activity is also reported in Young People in the 8 0 's (DES 
1983). Also reported in Young People in the 8 0 's and by 
Inglis et al (1984) is a fall-off in physical activity of 
young people after they leave school (see pages 1.5 and 
1.6). As this present survey was carried out on young 
people still at school, the fall-off was not evident, even 
though some of them were over the age of sixteen.
Diets Protein (Tables 36, 37, 38)
For 'all girls', mean Beliefs about eating protein become 
more positive with age and the differences amongst the means 
are significant. This could be because girls are more 
knowledgeable about the importance of protein in the diet 
(see page 10.9). Pupils report moderate mean Parental 
Pressure to eat protein but this does not vary significantly 
with age or gender. Mean Intentions to eat protein increase 
with age and the differences amongst the means are- 
significant, which is hardly surprising, since between the 
ages of 11 and 18 years pupils grow very rapidly. This 
increase is also found in unpublished data from the Balding 
Questionnaires: analysis of data collected from 13,000
pupils aged from 11 to 18 years, indicates that protein 
consumption increases substantial 1 y with age.
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Diet: Fibre (Tab 1 es 4 0 4 1 ,  42)
Overall, there are no significant differences by age or 
gender amongst the mean Intenti ons Be 1 :i. efs and Parenta 1 
Pressures with respect to eating fibre. Mean Intentions to 
eat fibre are not at all strong: this again agrees with
unpublished findings from the Balding Questionnaires (above) 
which indicate that over 50% of adolescents had eaten
either no fibre on the previous day or only one serving. It 
should be noted that the NACNE Report (1983) states that the 
diet of most people in the UK contains too little fibre (see 
page 1.8).
Diet: Salt (Tables 4 4 ,  45, 46)
Pupils report a low mean Parental Pressure to eat extra
salt. Mean Beliefs about eating salt are negative, and 
there are no significant differences amongst the means by 
age or gender, with the exception of the Upper School, where 
girls' mean Beliefs are more negative than those of boys 
and the difference between the means is significant. This is 
reflected to some extent in mean Intentions: in the Middle 
and Upper Schools boys report a stronger mean Intention to 
eat extra salt than girls and the differences between the 
mean s are signifieant. Per haps this is because girls are 
often concerned about their weight and realise that extra 
saIt in the diet can 1ead to an accumu1 ation of body f1uids, 
hence to an increase in their weight. However, it must be
noted that young people say they intend to add some extra
salt to their food at the table, when it is quite likely 
that a more than adequate amount is already incorporated 
(NACNE 1983, see page 1.8).
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Diets Green vegetables, salad and fruit (Tables 48, 49, 50)
The mean reported value for Parental Pressure to eat these
foods i 5 quit e strong. There i s no si gnificant difference in 
the mean reported Parental Pressure by age or by gender. 
Mean Beliefs are positive and tend to become more so with 
increasing age and the differences amongst the means are 
significant. Girls' mean Beliefs are more positive than 
those of boys' at all age levels and the differences amongst 
these means are significant. This is reflected in the 
Lower School in differences in girls' and boys' mean 
Intentions, those of girls being stronger than those of 
boys, the differences between the means being significant. 
Overall, mean Intentions are quite strong and are similar 
for the different age groups.
Diets Sweet Foods (Tables 52, 53, 54)
Overall, the mean Intention to eat sweet foods is fairly 
strong. Mean Beliefs about such foods are negative and are 
similar for the different age groups. In the Middle and 
Upper School, girls' mean Beliefs are more negative than 
those of boys, the difference between the means being 
significant. It may be that girls in the Middle and Upper 
schools are becoming weight conscious and have more negative 
f e e 1 i n g s a b o u t t he sug a r c o n t ent of t h e i r" f o o d i n 
consequence. In the Lower and Middle School, boys report 
stronger mean parental approval for eating sweet foods than 
girls, the difference between the means being significant. 
Thi5 i5 ref1ected in differenti al mean Intentionss i n the 
Middle and Upper School, boys' mean Intentions are stronger 
than those of girls, the difference between the means being 
significant. Those of boys and girls in the Lower School are
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similar. This agrees with findings from the analysis of 
data from the 13,000 pupils cited above (Balding 1985c op 
cit), which indicate that there is little difference in the 
consumption of sugar by boys and girls in years 1 and 2. In 
years 3 to 7, girls report a lower intake of sugar than
boys.
Diets Fatty Foods (Tables 56, 57, 58)
Overall, mean Beliefs about eating fatty foods are
positive, those of boys being more so than those of girls,
the difference between the means being significant. The mean 
Parental Approval for eating fatty foods reported by boys is 
stronger than that reported by girls and the difference
between the means is again significant. This is reflected 
in Intentions, where there is a significant difference 
between the mean Intentions of boys and girls to eat fatty 
foods, the boys being stronger, perhaps thus differentially 
1aying down the foundations for cardio-vascular disease, 
which is more prevalent in men than women. This tendency is 
worrying. It is in line with unpublished findings from the 
Balding Questionnaires which indicates that, at all age 
levels, boys eat more fatty foods than girls and
that the fat intake of both boys and girls is high. For 
example, analysis of data from the 4th. Year indicates that 
approximately 307. of boys ate as much as eight or more fatty 
items on the previous day, this compares with approximately 
207. of the girls. The NACNE Report (1983) recognises that
the National diet contains too much animal fat and
recommends that its consumption should be reduced.
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Correlation amongst the scales and topics
Table 59 shows that correlations are generally higher 
between Intentions for each topic and their respective 
E<e 1 i ef s and Soc:i a 1 Pressures, than with any other- vari ab 1 e 
(considering Diet as a single topic). The single exception 
to this is Keeping Fit, in respect of which the correlation 
of Intentions with Diets Fibre Social Pressure is equal to 
that with Keeping Fit Social Pressures. When the Diet sub­
scales are considered, however, a number of inter-subscale 
correlations with each Intention are as strong as, or 
stronger than the within-scale correlations.
Moving away from the sole consideration of Intentions, 
notable correlations occur between:
(i) the Alcohol and Smoking scales generally, 
i.e drug related - negative;
(ii) the Keeping fit and Diet scales generally, 
i.e. health - positive;
(ii) the Diet sub-scales.
The results of a factor analysis of these inter correlations 
illustrates this. Just over 70% of the variance in the data 
was taken up by eight factors with an Eigen value of more 
than 1. These factors and their definition are discussed in 
Appendix 11.
The factors which emerge bear some resemblance to those 
'embryo' factors reported in the pilot survey described in 
Appendix 01 (pages A01.9 to A01.14), i.e. views about:
(i) fitness (diet and exercise)
(ii) possible health hazards (drinking alcohol, 
smoking and eating certain types of food).
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It may be that in adolescence, pupils are beginning to view 
health behaviour in terms of 'things that are good for you' 
and 'things that are bad for you'. This is borne out to
some extent by the results of a McQuitty Elementary Linkage 
Analysis (see Appendix 01, page A01.4) carried out on the? 
Factor intercorrelations (Table 69). Two clusters of 
factors emerged, as follows:
Cluster Is Perceptions of fitness Cdiet and exercise)
V
Factor 1
V
Factor 6
Cluster 2s Perceptions of potential health hazards 
(alcoholf smoking and eating certain types of food)
Factor 2 <==
V
Factor 5
==> Factor 4
V
Factor
It must be noted, however, that the correlations between the 
factors are extremely low, thus there is only mimimal 
evidence of an adolescent 'health concept' emerging.
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CONCLUSIONS
It will be recalled from Chapter 1 (page 1.16) that the 
author set out to produce valid and reliable instruments for 
the purpose of investigating Beliefs, Social Pressures and 
health Intentions (hence health Behaviour) with regard to 
drinking alcohol, smoking cigarettes, keeping fit and diet. 
The reliability of the instruments produced proved to be 
very satisfactory. Their face and content validity was 
assured by the process of scale development. A type of 
(2) convergent and discriminant validity was demonstrated and
they were shown to have good criterion-related validities, 
demonstrat i ng the i nterna1 and external va 1 i dity of the 
Ajzen and Fishbein model in this context. With regard to 
external validity, the correlations between intentions and 
reported behaviour were particular1 y satisfactory , showing 
that health intentions as measured in this study closely 
correspond with health behaviour in the 'real world' (see 
Chapter 6).
O
In this concluding Chapter, the results of the study will be 
summarised. Their implications for the Health Education 
curriculum, hence the appropriateness of the approach of
recen11 y published programmes, will then be considered. 
Finally, implications for the future development of Health 
Education prograrnmes wi 11 be discussed in terms of the 
promotion of a hea11hy 1ifestyle, as this is curren11 y 
conceived.
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Summary of results
A 51ati stical1 y signifieant amount of the vari ance i n 
adolescents' intentions with regard to the four topics is 
explained by a weighted combination of the variance in their 
beliefs and reported social pressures. It should be noted, 
however, that because of the correlations between the 
independent variables, the addition of the second one to the 
analyses generally led to only a modest increase in the 
amount of variance explained in intentions. The external 
validity study indicates that intentions correspond closely 
(2) with behaviour. Although the values of R= are similar in
magnitude to those frequently reported in social and 
educational research in connection with adolescents, using 
correlation techniques (pages 10.1 and 10.. 2), they are lower 
t.han those reported by researchers using the Ajzen and 
Fishbein mode1 with aduIts. The suitability of this mode1 , 
which purports to be a11-embracing, is therefore questionned 
when applied to immature subjects (pages 10.3 and 10.4): it 
is clear from interviews with youngsters (Appendix 10) that 
they are not free to behave as they might wish but are 
governed by what is provided for them and the opportunities 
which arise. This 'opportunity' element is not allowed for 
in the model.
This study indicates that, in general, the intentions of 
adolescents to drink alcohol increase with age. At the same 
time their beliefs become less negative and they experience 
more social pressure to drink.
Adolescents' intentions to smoke cigarettes also increase 
with age and while the nature of their beliefs, which are
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negative, does not change with age, they experience greater
socia1 approva1 of smoking as they get older.
I n  general t h e  intentions of y o u n g  people to keep f i t  are 
quite strong and there is no significant change with age. 
Their beliefs a b o u t  i t  are positive, b u t  t h e y  do n o t  
experience v e r y  much s o c i a l  pressure t o  take part i n  regular 
exercise.
Overall, the intentions of adolescents to eat protein are 
(2) strong, this is accompanied by strongly positive beliefs
about protein foods and some parental pressure to eat them. 
Intentions to eat dietary fibre are not very strong. 
Beliefs about eating fibre are somewhat indifferent and 
young people do not experience very much parental pressure 
to eat it. They do not intend to eat a lot of extra salt. 
T|-ieir beliefs about exti-a salt are negative and furthiermore 
they do not experience parental pressure to eat it. Their 
intentions to eat green vegetables and fruit are strong, at 
the same time their beliefs about thern are positive and they 
experience considerable parental pressure to eat them. Young 
people are quite likely to eat sweet foods, but their 
beliefs about them are negative and furthermore they do not 
experience parental pressure to eat them. They have strong 
intentions to eat fatty foods. Their beliefs about them are 
positive and they experience some parental pressure to eat 
them.
O
The factor analysis of the scale and topic inter-
correlations provides an indication o f  the extent and ways 
i n  which adolescents are integrating their feelings about
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these four topics into some sort of concept of a 'health 
1 i f e s t y le'. T h e r e i s s o m e evide n c e o f a cluste r" i ng of
perceptions of fitness, concerning diet and exercise and
,
perceptions of potential health hazards, concerning drinking 
alcohol, smoking and eating certain types of food (see page 
10.19). However, the components of these clusters are only 
minimally linked and at best may be viewed as embryonic 
health concepts only. There is little evidence that 
adolescents generally have any notion of what a healthy 
lifestyle might be in relation to these topics or of any 
(2) overall concept of risk or benefit involving them.
Implications for the Health Education curriculum
Current Health Education programmes in schools are based on 
the premise that beliefs and social pressures are the main 
determinants of adolescent health behaviour and that 
strategies designed to modify these beliefs and perceptions 
of social pressure will therefore bring about changes in 
health behaviour (see pages 1.13 to 1.16). The results of 
the regression analyses strongly support this premise, hence 
the use of these teaching strategies in school and the use 
of the instruments prepared for this study in their 
eval uati on
O
11 is appropriate therefore now to consider the clirricu 1 ar 
implications arising from the results of the analyses of the 
survey data set out in Chapter 9 and discussed in Chapter 
10, in the light of what is currently considered to be a 
healthy life style. Brief reference will also be made to the 
information about beliefs and referents included in the 
tab 1 es in Cliapter 4.
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This will now be done for each topic in turn.
Alcohol
Beliefs about drinking alcohol become significantly less 
negative as pupils get older. Th er" e are indications in 
Tables 1 and 2 (pages 4.8 and 4.9) that lower school pupils 
are concerned about the adverse affect of alcohol on 
physical and social control: they worry about making
tactless remarks, behaving irresponsibly, having accidents 
and being vulnerable when under its influence. They also 
worry that drinking alcohol will make them sick and ill. On 
the other hand, they seem to like the sweet taste and remark 
that drinking makes them feel and look more mature: they may, 
start drinking alcohol for these reasons. As youngsters 
become more experienced drinkers, they appear to become less 
worried about being out of control and feeling ill as a 
consequence of drinking and stress rather the perceived 
advantages, such as feeling relaxed, happy and confident and 
getting on better with people in convivial circumstances. 
They also appear to become more concerned about the cost.
Thus there are indications that the younger adolescents fear 
the effects of alcohol, possibly because of ^lat they have
been told by adults or observed of adult behaviour. When 
they have had some personal experience of drinking, these 
fears seem to diminish or are countered by the perceived 
benefits.
The implications of this pattern of developing beliefs for 
the curriculum in Health Education are that young
1 1
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adolescents should be given an honest and balanced account 
of the effects of drinking alcohol. If they are presented 
with exaggerated 'shock horror' information, they will in 
due course discover it to be false and may in consequence be 
inclined to disregard the very real hazards. Teaching should 
rather be concerned with the concept of drinking within 
'sensible limits' and the physical and social consequences 
of exceeding them«
This concept of 'sensible limits' is proposed publicly for
G) adults by the Health Education Council in recently published
posters and booklets. The following quotations taken from
NEC material illustrate this concept:
'Drink two or three pints of beer, two or three 
times a week - or the equivalent wine or spirits 
- and you could go on enjoying a drink for the 
rest of your life. Drink five or more pints of 
beer a day - or their equivalent - and you could 
be heading for trouble. You could be starting to 
ruin your health.' (NEC Poster AL9P, undated)
'But there's good news» By sticking to sensible 
limits, you'll avoid damaging your health, waking 
with a headache, being involved in accidents, 
harming relationships and hurting your pocket.
O And another piece of good news. There is some 
evidence that drinking within sensible limits 
(..w) may even provide some protection against 
heart attacks and high blood pressure.' (NEC AL7, 
undated)
A111"i o u gh p a r e n t s a n d friends e m erged as t h e si g n i f i c a n t 
referents (see Table 3 page 4.12), lower school pupils are 
a1 so inf1uenced by their immediate and extended family, 
grandparents, aunts, unci es and siblings, indicati ng a need 
for hea 11h promotion in the community in genera 1 » Thie 
influence of peers increases with age, reinforcing the need 
for programmes in school designed to help young people 
r e sist peer g i'“ o u p p i'" essu r e s t o confor m t o e x c essi v e
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drinking.
Thus alcohol education should be included for all year 
groups in schools since th:l s study indicates t!")at inteiitions 
to drink: and social approval of drinking both increase with 
age while beliefs about alcohol become less negative. The 
Alcohol Education Syllabus (TACADE/HEC 1984) attempts to 
•fu 1 f i 1 thi s need.
Smoking
Mean beliefs about smoking are negative and do not change 
significantly with age. Within this apparent constancy, 
however, information in Chapter 4 (Tables 4 and 5 pages 4.14 
and 4.15) suggests that there may be several contrary 
t r e nds. W h i 1 e t h e desirabilit y o f s m o I-;: i n g as a me a n s o f 
looking and feeling 'grown u p ' is mentioned less frequently 
as the pupils get older, the reassuring implications of this 
are countered by a decrease in the frequency with which a 
fear of damage to health is mentioned. At the same time the 
benefits of smoking as a means of establishing and cementing 
social relationships are remarked upon with increasing 
frequency. However, as adolescents get older, more of them 
appear to worry about the social impact of the smell of 
tobacco srnoke .
Un1ike A1coho1, no safe 1imits are suggested by hea11h 
educators for Smoking. The message is very clear: smoking 
can severely damage the health of the smoker and the people 
around him or her. The contents of the curriculum must 
therefore be designed to press home this message by any 
effective means. Ways have to be found to negate the image
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of maturity associated with smoking and to stress the 
Lin--sociabi 1 ity of the sme 11 of cigarette srnoke on the I)air, 
c 1 ot!"ies and breatl"i. 11 is intei’~esting to nate that niuch
anti srnok:ing advertising aimed at young peop 1 e ernphasises 
these immediate unpleasant social aspects, for example 
Kiss a non-smoker and taste the difference' (HEC poster, 
undated)«
The mean perceived social approval for smoking increases 
with age but there is no systematic change in the identity 
(2) of significant referents (see Table 6 page 4.17). It must be
noted, however, that with the exception of upper school 
boys, the beta weights (see Tables 27 a,b,c) indicate that 
social approval has a more powerful influence on intentions 
to smoke than beliefs about smoking. In the work of 
Fishbein , it is relatively uncommon to find social inf1uence 
having such a strong and consistent effect on intentions. 
For all the other topics included in this present study, 
beliefs overall have the stronger influence. Thus the 
results of this study strongly reinforce the need, already 
acknowledged by health educators, to help young people to 
resist social influences to smoke.
To 5ummarise, Hea 11h Education programmes about srnoking are 
undoubted1 y needed in schools „ Materials which reitterate 
the dangers of smoking may well serve to make adolescents' 
beliefs even more negative, and hence influence them more 
strongly not to smoke. But there is a much greater need to 
help pupils resist social influences to smoke and to speak 
out against the smoking habits of other people. The 
f i n d i ngs o f thi s stud y t h u s s u ppor t t h e s t i'~ a t e gies of
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r e c e n 11 y publis h e d H eal t h E d u c a t i o n p r o g r a m m e s , w hic !i
concentrate on helping young people to resist social
pressures to smoke whilst at the same time continuing to 
present the facts about the disadvantages and physiological 
dangers of smoking. Most published Health Education courses 
in Smoking Education are directed at the youn ger children i n
secondary schools. The evidence in this study, however,
suggests that the campaign should continue throughout the 
school, as intentions to smoke gradually increase with age.
Q  Keeping fit
Mean Beliefs about keeping fit are positive and do not vary 
significant1 y with age. There is very little emphasis on the 
need for physical exercise in most published Health
Education courses« However, Physica1 Education is a 
compulsory part of the curriculum in schools and all pupils 
will be involved in it until the age of 16 years.
Considering the information in Chapter 4 (Tables 7 and 8
pages 4.19 and 4.20), whereas some lower school pupils
remarked that they enjoyed the competition in sport, this 
was not endorsed by older pupils. Some of the younger pupils 
also raised specific objection to having to go out to games 
a n d cross co u n t r y r u ns in f o u 1 w e a t h e r : olde i“ p u p i 1 s
mentioned this much less frequently. When asked about this, 
the older pupils explained that they had 'ways and means' of 
avoiding going out in bad weather.
This study indicates that intentions to keep fit are quite 
strong whilst young people are still in school. But there 
1 s e V i d e n c e i n o t h e r s t udies (see page 1.5) t li a t t li e i r 
involvement in physical activity decreases after they leave
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school and there is some evidence that their fitness also 
deteriorates. Their lack of enthusiasm for two of the 
characteristic features of school Physical Education,
c o n t r i v e d c o n'l p e t i t i o n a n d u n nece s s a r y d isco m f o r t.fn a y w e 11 
con11"ibute to thi s„ Teachei"s of Physica 1 Education shou 1 d 
take note of this and of their relative unpopularity with 
some pupils, who state '...they make you do it even if you 
are not well ... it's hard to get out of games at school, 
(page 4.22).
This all calls for a positive input into Health Education 
programmes, backed up in Physical Education classes,
emphasising the need for regular en joyable exercise
throughout life and the importance of keeping the body fit.
Perhaps the following NEC recommendations contained in the
booklet 'Beating Heart Disease' (HEC, undated) for adults
are appropriate also in school.
'Once you have found the form of exercise which 
you enjoy, try to do it
(2) Often enough - 2 or 3  times a week for 20 - 3 0
minutes at a time
Hard enough -•• to make you fairly breathless, but 
not gasping for breath
Long enough - it must become part of your life.
For good.'
This type of exercise schedule is recommended in other
pub1ications, e.g . Fitness and Exercise (F1ora Project F55A , 
undated) and Stress Pack (Crusader Insurance 1984).
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Diet
11 wi 11 be reca.11 ed that this tepic was sub-divided int.o six 
components: foods rich in protein, dietary fibre, added
salt, gre e n vegeta b 1 es s a lads a n d f r" u i t s  w e e t f o o d s a n d 
added sugar, foods with a high fat content. These categories 
of food were included because they reflected the concerns 
expressed in the NACNE Report (1983).
The indications in the information set out in Chapter 4 
(Table 10 and the comments which f o11ow), concerning 
O  differentiation and changes with age in beliefs about these
categories of food, were generally not supported by the 
survey data. Tables 12 to 18 (pages 4.28 to 4.34), however, 
suggest that, pupils are more concerned about the taste of 
food than any other single factor. They have vague ideas 
about which foods are fattening and which are good for 
slimmers, which are 'good for you' and which are 'bad for 
you'. But only 19% of the comments about fats and 6% of 
those about sugar mention their connection with heart 
disease. This indicates that there is a need for a Health 
promotion input in schools concerning the 1ink between 
diets high in fat and sugar and coronary heart disease.
Table 19 (page 4.35) indicates that parents overwhelmingly 
are the significant referents in respect of adolescents' 
diet. Grandparents, however, also influence the eating 
habits of lower and middle school pupils to some extent.
A0cording to the youngsters, this influence is often of a 
detrimental nature, grandparents giving large quantities of 
sweets and fizzy drinks. This emphasises the need for 
community-based Health Education programmes.
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In th e 1i gh t of wh at is curren11 y considered to be a 
' h e a 11 h y d i e t ' , t hi i s study rev e a 1 s t h a t y o u n g p e o pie' s 
i n t e n t ions, b e 1 i e f s a n d i" e p o i" t e d social p r e s s u res c o n c e rni n g 
protein and green vegetables and fruit are in line with good 
practice, as are their beliefs and perceived social 
pressures with respect to sweet foods. However, it would 
appear that they need to be encouraged to eat more fibre and 
less fatty foods and sweet foods. On the whole, these 
findings with respect to diet agree with those of the NACNE 
(2) Report (1983) and this indicates that diet inf or mation
should be included in the school curriculum. At present, 
this information is usually included in the syllabuses for 
Home Economics and Human Biology. It is the custom in 
comprehensive schools for pupils in the third year to choose 
their curricu1um options for the rest of their compu1sory 
schooling. Those who do not opt for Home Economics or Human 
Biology will thus not be taught about diet after the age of 
13 years. This suggests that 4th and 5th year Social 
Education programmes (which are compulsory for all pupils in 
most schools) should include some units on diet. They should 
also include information about 'hidden' salt, sugar and fats 
in manufactured foods. There is a need for new published 
re5our ces to help teachers tack le t h i s topic in an 
interesting fashion.
The 'hidden curriculum' in school is also of great 
significance. All of the survey schools relied to some 
extent on income from tuck-shops selling sweets, chocolates, 
sweet biscuits, fizzy drinks, and crisps. They had all 
adopted a 'cafeteria' style of school meals where chips,
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Mars Bars and fizzy drinks were much in evidence, with only 
a token few 'salads' consisting usua11 y of a slice of tomato 
and a tired lettuce leaf. In these schools there is little
e n c o u r a g e m e n t o i" e v e n a p p o r t u n i t y t o p u t i n i: o p r a c t i c: e t h e 
di etary pri nci p 1 es taught i n Hea 11h Education. Warse, sorf;e 
of 11-( e c ooI': i ng wi tnessed i n t he Home Ec onomi c s dep art men t s 
in these schools featured foods high in 'hard' fats, sugar 
and whi te f1 our.
Promoting a healthy lifestyle
(2) Accepting that there is genuine cause for concern over the
'health lifestyle' being developed by some adolescents, it 
is proposed now briefly to consider the extent to which 
pI"ogrammes of Health Education , whi ch are solely 
school-based, can be effective when the 'opportunity' 
e 1 ement is evidently so important. To bring about any
fundamental change in a lifestyle may require a change of
social context. For adolescents to change their social 
context, which centres mainly on the family and local 
community is virtually impossible. What is taught in Health 
Education classes in school is likely to be less effective 
if it is in conflict with the adolescent's home and 
neighbourhood values and attitudes. Pupils will be offered 
k:now 1 edge about hea 11hy 1 ifestyles and also 1)ow to i-esist 
Ej D c i a 1 pre s s u r e s t o be I") a ve i n w ays d e t r- i m e n t a 1 t o t h e i r
health, but how fai- will they receive and va 1 ue these
messages and be able to act upon them?
11 fol1ows that, to maximi se effectiveness, Health Education 
programmes should be aimed at adolescents and their families 
or at adolescents and the community in general. There are
11.13
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indications that this is beginning to happen. For example, 
the Family Smoking Project (HEC 1984b) produces a leaflet 
for parents, which is intended to be distributed before the 
work on smoking begins in school. This leaflet urges
parents to support the work in school and to talk to their
children about the dangers of smoking. It also emphasises
t h e i m p o i" tan t i n fluence o f pare n t s on t h e i r" c h i 1 d r e n ' s
smoki ng behaviour,
Another project which also takes Health Education outside
(2) the classroom is the 'Slough Health Habit' (East Berkshire
Health Authority, 1984). Launched in the Summer of 1984, 
its overall objective is to reduce morbidity and mortality 
from arterial disease and it is targeted at the population 
of SIough, i.e. t h e who1e commun ity. Its ai ms are to:
;}. ) decrease overall fat consumption;
2) increase fibre content in the diet;
3) promote cessation of smoking;
4) increase awareness of hypertension and its 
control :
O 5) promote regular exercise and the maintenance of 
an idea1 weight;
6) promote awareness of the effects of stress;
Thie 51rategies emp 1 oyed are:
a) a substantial multi-media mass promotion 
programme;
b ) a community self-help programme within particular 
target groups e.g. schools and colleges, industry 
and local authorities, health workers and other
community groups.
The promotion is to be sustained at an intense level for two 
y e a i" s i n i t i a 11 y . T h e p i” o g i’" a m m e w ill be e v a 1 u a t ed b y 
questionnaire and by objective methods (e.g. the measurement 
of blood pr'essure). A record of arteria 1 disease in SIough
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will then be compared with similar records in Reading (the 
control town), in order to see if there has been any 
r elative improvement in the SIough population »
11 5 e e rn s t o m e t h a t t h e w a y f o i- w a r d i s t o c o m b i n e t h e n e w , 
imaginative and eviden11 y appropri ate school Health 
Education programmes with family and community schemes. I 
have talked to several classes of adolescents in schools in 
the Slough area. Most of them are aware of this promotion 
in their town and at least part of the message is getting
(2) through to many of them. For example, second year pupils in
a secondary modern school which I visit are adamant about 
the dangers of eating too much animal fat, though some 
without being able to expiain why „ They are a1so 
enthusiastic about the various competitions being organised, 
particular1 y the ones involving sporting activities. They 
mention that their fathers especially are showing an active 
int er est in the fami1 y diet and are taki ng up jogging„
O In this way the values of the community may change, so that 
they agree with the messages being put over in Health 
Education courses in schools, which should then in 
consequence, be more effective.
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APPLYING TRADITIONAL LIKERT ATTITUDE SCALING 
TO THE AJZEN AND FISHBEIN MODEL
Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p.42) claim that a person's 
Intentions (expressed in terms of action, target, context 
and time) closely correspond with subsequent Behaviour. 
Intentions are seen as an outcome of: a) Attitudes towards
the Behaviour; and b) perceptions of Social Pressures to 
behave in particular ways.
Attitudes_
^Intentions--------- —  ^ Behaviour
7\
/
/
/
/
Social Pressures'^
Accepting the underlying principles of the Ajzen and 
Fishbein Model, it was decided to attempt to use traditional 
Likert-type attitude scaling methods to measure both 
Attitudes and Social Pressures towards particular 'health' 
behaviours. Intentions would be measured in terms of action, 
target, context and time, as stipulated by Ajzen and 
Fishbein. Regression analysis would then be used in 
establishing the relative importance of Attitudes and Social 
Pressures in determining Intentions in relation to these 
hea1th behaviours.
AOl.l
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The steps in the construction of a Likert attitude scale can 
be represented by the following figure.
CONCEPT CLARIFICATION
Construct validation Theory construction
Background notions 
client-discipline
Insigtit into 
relevant areas
Interpretation 
of content ..
Inference from 
correlates
Conceptual
network
Conceptual
plane
Observational
or empirical
1 PSYCHOMETRIC
Non-directive 
Unstructured eliciting . 
interviews techniques
Factor, 
cluster 
Content Item and alpha 
analysis pool analysis
Scale Further
correlates correlates
Stage t= 
Qualitative pilot 
CONTENT
Stage 2 =
Scale development pilot 
STRUCTURE
Stage 3 = 
Main survey 
CbNTEXT
(Reproduced from McKennell 1974 p.10)
Stage 1: Collection of items for the pilot survey
In several comprehensive schools non directive techniques 
were used to elicit from adolescents:
a) Beliefs about what behaviours affect health;
b ) Social Pressures they experience with regard to 
behaviour which may affect health.
O Approximately 800 statements were collected concerning: 
drugs (alcohol, tobacco, solvents, cannabis etc.); diet; 
physical fitness; hygiene; sexual behaviour. It was decided 
to limit the investigation to: smoking tobacco; drinking
alcohol; diet; and physical fitness; that is aspects of 
'preventative medicine', avoiding sensitive issues such as 
illegal drugs and sexual behaviour. Approximately 500 
different statements concerning these topics were assembled.
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Stage 2: Item selection
Oppenheim (1966, p.116) suggests that item pool selection 
may be regarded as a sampling process. The total attitude 
cluster to be measured will contain many sub-areas and the 
actual statements collected will represent but a fraction of 
the hypothetical totality of statements that might have been 
collected. He suggests that some statements from each sub­
group should be included in the pilot scale because at this 
stage it is not known which sub-areas will have the most 
powerful correlation with the remainder of the attitude 
(2) cluster and which will be peripheral.
The 500+ statements collected were roughly categorised as 
foilows:
.1.) Smoking - Beliefs
2) Smoking - Social pressures
3) Drinking Alcohol - Beliefs
4) Drinking Alcohol - Social pressures
5) Diet - Beliefs
6) Diet - Social Pressures
7) Physical Fitness - Beliefs
8) Physical Fitness - Social Pressures
O
Each of these categories could be divided into several sub­
sets. For example, statements about with smoking beliefs:-
a) permanent damage to health e.g. cancer, smokers 
cough, effect on pregnant women etc.;
b) short-term discomfort e.g. watery eyes;
c > ca1ming nerves / helping concentration / 
relieving depression and tension;
d) smoking addiction / habit forming / hard to give 
up etc.;
e) cost / waste of money;
f) the effects of smoking on sport, activity, 
fitness;
g) beliefs concerning personal freedom of choice;
h) causing yellow teeth, fingers etc.;
i> of a mi seel1aneous kind.
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Statements were selected from each subset using the criteria 
and suggestions of Edwards (1957), Oppenheim (1966), Moser 
and Kalton (1971), Summers (1971) and McKennell (1974). 
Sequencing and scaling were carried out according to the 
principles set out by Kalton, Collins and Brook (1977). Thus 
an item pool was established for use in a pilot survey, the 
purpose of which was to produce a refined scale. Fifty-one 
items were selected for the common pool', to be answered by 
all pupils: a further seventeen items were selected for the 
(2) 'extended scale' to be answered only by pupils aged 14 to 18
years. A copy of the first draft of the questionnaire 
appears as Attachment 1 to this Appendix.
Piloting the first draft
The pilot survey was completed by approximately one hundred 
pupils aged 11 to 18 years under strict administrative 
conditions. They were afterwards interviewed in small 
groups. The direction of scoring of the questionnaires was 
established, low scores indicating behaviour detrimental to 
health and vice versa. Item means and standard deviations 
and inter-item correlations were computed. A McQuitty's 
(1957) Elementary Linkage Analysis (ELA) was performed on 
the resulting matrix of intercorrelations.
O
This first attempt at piloting was useful in three ways:
1) The interviews revealed what pupils thought of 
the survey in terms of instructions, language, 
length and format of responses. It also revealed 
ambiguities.
2) The means, standard deviations and inter-item 
correlations revealed items which were 
unsatisfactory because of :
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a) limited item variance, e.g. those with high or 
low means together with very small standard 
deviations; or
b) consistently low correlations with other items.
3) The inter-item correlations and the ELA
suggested that future analyses should be in terms 
of the Ajzen and Fishbein models the items 
relating to 'beliefs' about health behaviour 
should be analysed separately from those relating 
to 'soci al pressures'.
Piloting the second draft
For the second draft of the questionnaire, items were 
modified according to what pupils had said in the
(2) interviews, and items found to be statistically
unsatisfactory were removed. It was also decided that
further items could be added, since pupils had not found
completion of the first draft an arduous task. The 'pool 
content' was increased to fifty-five items and the 'extended 
scale' remained as seventeen, making seventy-two items (four 
pages) altogether. Examination of the first draft of the 
survey revealed that in several places there were sequences 
of items which were 'keyed' in the same directions The items 
were re-shuffled therefore to avoid 'response sets'.O
A new version of the questionnaire was prepared
incorporating the above amendments and appears as Attachment
2 to this Appendix.
The new version was tried out with:
80-100 pupils aged 12-13 years;
SO-100 pupils aged 14-15 years;
80-100 pupils aged 16-18 years.
The samples were taken from several different secondary
schools.
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Three hundred copies of the second pilot survey were 
printed, one hundred of which included only common pool' 
items (Mo.1 to No.55) to foe completed by pupils aged 11 - 13 
years and two hundred of which included 'common pool' and 
'extended scale' items (No.56 to No.72) to be completed only 
by pupils aged 14 - 18 years. A piloting sample of 250
pupils of mixed ability' from several Berkshire 
Comprehensive Schools completed these questionnaires.
First analysis of data
(2) Means and standard deviations were specified. Inter-item
correlations were then computed and factor analysed on the 
'Belief' items (Belief) and 'Social Pressure' items (Social 
Pressure) separately, in accordance with the Ajzen and 
Fishbein model. On examination, several items seemed to 
reflect both 'Beliefs' and 'Social Pressures' and were 
therefore included in the analyses of both scales, in order 
to determine where they best fitted. Factor analysis 
procedure PA2 was specified, with rotations both to 
orthogonal and oblique solutions, PA2 automatically 
replaces the main diagonal elements of the correlation 
matrix with commonality estimates, thus adjusting the data 
to allow for unreliability. The program was specified for 
the following groups of items and ages.
O
(il Belief items
1. All belief items - 
respondents aged 14 to 18 yrs.
2. Common pool items -
all respondents aged 11 to ISyrs.
AO 1 « 6
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(ii) Social Pressure items
1, Ail social pressure items - 
respondents aged 14 to 18 yrs.
2. Common pool items --
all respondents aged 11 to 18 yrs.
Means and standard deviations
These are tabulated as Attachment 3 to this Appendix.
(i) All items - Respondents aged 14 to 18 years.
Means
With the exception of two, all the item means fell between 2 
and 4. The items with a mean outside of this limit were 
Physical exercise is good fun' (No.55), mean = 4.1; "Most 
young people buy sweets and snacks' (No.39), mean ~ 1.9.
Standard deviations
With the exception of one item, the standard deviations lay 
between 0.9 and 1.6. The item with a S.D. outside this limit 
was No.39, S.D.=0.6 (see Table 1, Attachment 3.)
(iil Common Pool items (No,l to No,55) 
Respondents aged 11 to 18 years. 
Means
The item means fell between 2 and 4, with the exception of 
the two items mentioned above (No.55 and No.39) and a third 
item, 'My parents would hit the roof if I Smoked at home' 
(No.40), mean = 4.1.
Standard deviations
The standard deviations of these items fell between 0.9 and
1.5 with the exception of two items No.39, as above, S.D.= 
0.7 and No.50, "Young people like to try new sweets and
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snacks advertised on T.V.", S.D.= 0.8 (see Table 2 ,
Attachment 3)»
Conclusions
Items No.39, No.55 and No.50 were new' items, not present
in the first pilot survey. Their means and standard 
deviations indicate that they are not suitable for inclusion 
in the final scales. The mean of item No.40, was 4.00 in the 
first pilot surveys it would appear to foe unsuitable for 
inclusion in the final instrument.
Factor analysis
Child (1970) suggests that items with loadings on a factor 
of greater than plus or minus 0-5 define the factor, and 
items with loadings of between 0.3 and 0.5 (plus or minus) 
add detail to this definition. Thus items with factor 
loadings of greater than plus or minus 0.3 were noted and 
'factor definitions' were attempted- The pattern of loadings 
which resulted from the oblique rotations were, on the 
whole, more coherent than those which resulted from the 
orthogonal rotations, more items having a logical 
association with the main 'theme' of the factor and fewer 
not reflecting the theme' at all. It might be expected 
that rotations in which a rigid orthogonality was imposed 
would result in the inclusion in a factor of items whose 
correlation is the? result of spurious error variance. For 
this reason, factors resulting from PA2 followed by an 
oblique rotation will be considered in more detail, 
although the correlation between the factors could be 
clearly seen in the 'overlap' in definition between the 
factors emerging from each analysis.
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Analysis Is Factor Analysis of all Belief Jtemss 
Respondents aged 14 to 18 years, n = 157
Twelve factors emerged, five of which had an Eigen value of 
1 or >1, taking up 70.77. of the variance in the data.
TABLE AO1.3: Summary of Factor Analysis 1
Factor % variance Factor definition
1 29.0 Views about smoking
2 14. C' Views about diet and keeping fit
3 10.2 Physical effects of alcohol and smoking
4 9.7 Views about drinking alcohol
5 7.5 Keeping slim
(%) Analysis 2s Factor Analysis of Common Pool Belief Items -
All Respondents aged 11 to 18 years, n = 240
Ten factors emerged, four of which had an Eigen value of 1 
or >1, taking up 727. of the variance in the data.
TABLE AOl-4: Summary of Factor Analysis 2
Factor 7. variance Factor definition
1 37.5 Views about people who smoke and drink
2 15.8 Views about what you should eat
3 9.7 Benefits and fun connected with drinking
4 9.0 Mixed items - drinking and smoking
Analysis 3s Factor Analysis of all Social Pressure Items - 
Respondents 14 to 18 years, n = 156
Fifteen factors emerged, eight of which had eigen values of
1 or >1, taking up 77-37, of the variance in the data.
TABLE A01.5: Summary of Factor Analysis 3
Factor % variance Factor definition
Peer group pressure - drinking and smoking 
Vi^ws on drinking alcohol 
Mixed items
Physical appearance - Keeping fit 
Peer group pressure - drinking 
Views on drinking alcohol 
Youth culture - eating 
Mixed (i.e. non—definable)
1 22.7
2 17.1
3 8.4
4 7.3
5 6.6
6 5.4
7 5.0
8 4.8
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Analysis 4s Factor i^naiysis of Common Pool Social Pressure 
Items - A l l  Respondents aged li to 18 years, n = 245
O
Ten factors emerged two of which had Eigen values of 1 or >1 
taking up 53.9% of the variance in the data.
TABLE A01.6: Summary of factor Analysis 4
Factor % variance Factor definition
1 32.9 Peer group pressure - drinking
2 21 Views about drinking
Inter-item correlations were low. In all the analyses, the 
commonalities of the items were low, indicating a lot of 
unique variance (i.e. variance specific to the item and 
error variance. Bynner, Romney and Thomas 1979). The 
embryo' scales emerging reflected smoking, drinking 
alcohol, diet and keeping fit, with no 'overarching' Beliefs 
or perceptions of Social Pressures with respect to behaviour 
1ikely to affect health emerging»
Considering Beliefs items, the factors which emerge from the 
analysis of all Belief items, completed by respondents aged
14 to 18 years, seemed more 'clear-cut' than those coming
Ç )  from the common pool items completed by all respondents aged
11 to 18 years. These latter factors each included a number
of items which did not. correspond conceptually to the main
'theme' of the factor. This was true for the Social 
Pressure analysis also, but to a lesser extent. If 
attitudes towards Health Behaviour change as pupils move 
through adolescence, the inclusion of data from pre- and 
post-pubertal pupils, might be expected to result in a 
general diminution of inter-item correlations and the 
weakening of the factor structure observed.
It was thought that a larger item pool might give rise to
AOl.lO
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more clear cut scales. For this reason further analyses were 
attempted.
Further re-classification of Belief and Social Pressure 
items.
At the stage when items were being classified as being 
concerned with Beliefs about Health Behaviour or with Social 
Pressures to do with Health Behaviour, there had been some 
doubt as to which category some should be assigned. These 
items were therefore included in both analyses. On the 
whole they were found to have fairly high correlations with 
items in both the Belief sets and the Social Pressure sets. 
This suggested that there might be some direct association 
between the original Belief set and other items in the 
original Social Pressure sets.
?
Belief items<- - - - - - - - -  ->Social Pressure items
mediated
association
I mediated 
I association
Items common to both the Belief 
and Social Pressure sets.
On further inspection, it became evident that some the
original Social Pressure items would be better classified as
covert Belief items with Social Connotations'. The
following items (originally classified as Social Pressure
items) fell into this categorys —  —  —  —
4. Smoking helps you to join in with a group of young 
people.
16. Most young people like eating junk food.
23, Men who drink are manly.
48. Boys who smoke feel tough.
69. Keeping fit makes you look good.
70. Smoking gives you confidence in a group.
62. Drinking turns people nasty.
also items: 7, 9, 10, 12, 16, 17, 29, 33, 35, 39, 44, 48,
50, 64, 65, 67, 69.
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Items reflecting social pressures more overtly were not 
i ne1uded i n this category, e.g.
40. l'jy parents would 'hit the roof' if I smoked at home.
57. You upset people if you don't accept drinks when they 
offer them.
Second analysis of data
A further analysis of original Belief items together with 
Belief items with Social Connotations was tried. There were 
45 common pool items and a total of 59 items in the 
extended scale. PA2 followed by oblique rotation was 
specified on All Belief items in the Extended scale - 
Respondents aged 14 to 18 years, and Belief items in the 
Common Pool - Respondents aged 11 to 18 years. A number of 
well defined factors emerged from both analyses.
Analysis 5s Factor Analysis of Belief items together wit/j 
Belief items fiith Social Connotations - Extended scale - 
Respondents aged 14 to 18 years, n = 149
Eighteen factors emerged, eleven of which had an Eigen value
of 1 or >1, 
TABLE AOl.7:
taking up 
Summary
86% of the variance in the data, 
of Factor Analysis 5
Factor % variance Factor definition
1 23.4 Views about smoking
2 13.5 Views about the sociable aspects of
drinking and smoking
3 8.4 Views about diet and keeping fit
4 8. 1 Views about drinking alcohol
5 6.2 Physical effects of various
'health behaviours'«
6 4.8 Views about exercise
7.4-- — 'Youth culture'
8 3.9 Views about a healthy diet
9 3.7 Views about smoking
10 3.4 Mixed (i.e. non-definable)
11 3.2 Mixed (i.e. non-definable)
AOl « 1:
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Analysis 6s Factor Analysis of Belief items together Mith 
Belief items wit/? Social Connotations - Common Pool - 
Respondents aged 11 to 18 years, n = 229
Fourteen factors emerged five of which had an Eigen value of 
1 or > 1 »
TABLE AOl.8: Summary of Factor Analysis 6
Factor % variance Factor definition
1 32.0 Views about the social aspects of
drinking and smoking
2 15.0 Views about drinking alcohol
' 3 8.4 Physical effects on the body
of drinking and smoking
4 7.6 'Youth Culture'
5 5.7 Perceptions of a healthy diet and
keeping fit
Inter“item correlations were low as noted above. The 
commonalities of the items were also low, again indicating a 
lot of unique variance within the items. This was hardly 
likely to yield the few unidimensional scales which were 
sought.
This was confirmed by applying McKennell's (1968, 1979)
Alpha analysis to the factors emerging from these last two 
analyses. The highest value obtained was Alpha = 0.55 and 
most of the other Alphas were well below this level. 
McKennell suggests that the minimum acceptable value for 
Alpha is 0.60. Low inter - correlations and the consequent 
fragmented factors had indicated that the embryo scales for 
Beliefs and Social Pressures concerning Health Behaviour 
were unsatisfactory. McKennell's Alpha analysis further 
confirmed the unsatisfactory nature of these scales.
On the whole, the factors emerging reflected the separate 
topics included in the investigation. However, two factors 
did present general underlying beliefs concerning 'health
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b e h a v i o u r e.g.:
Factor Titles Physical effects of various health behaviours^
Drinking alcohol can slow down the brain.
Keeping fit helps against heart disease.
If you eat too much animal fat it will kill you. 
Alcoholic drinks can ruin your liver.
Factor Titles Youth Culture,
Smoking helps you join in with a group.
I'd like to eat chips most days.
Eating healthy food is boring.
People drink to try and show off to their friends.
It could be argued that 8 topics were included in the pilot
(2) surveys: Beliefs about smoking, drinking alcohol, eating a
healthy diet and keeping fit, and Social Pressures 
concerning smoking, drinking alcohol, eating a healthy diet 
and keeping fit. Each of these topics represented several 
dimensions, for example, 'Beliefs about smoking' included:
- effect on health
- positive benefits (relaxing) 
addictive nature
- money / cost
- effects on fitness / sport 
-- personal freedom of choice
These 'key-areas' are very similar to the 'belief' factors
(2) emerging from Marsh and Matheson's (1983) pilot survey on
smoking attitude, viz:
-threat of illness
“life enhancement (fitness, energy)
-positive / negative aspects 
(relax / irritable, money)
Eleven factors, having an Eigen value of 1 or greater than
1, emerged from the inter-correlation of the 'Belief' items
together with 'Belief items with Social Connotations' in the
Extended Scale of the 2nd pilot survey (Analysis 5). There
may, in truth, be a large number of dimensions represented
in these data. Considering the factors with only one or two
items loading on them, these items may be representative of
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a host of other items along the same dimension, which were 
either not included or not collected.
To some extent this explanation is supported by the work of 
Banks, Bewley and Bland (1981). Their factor analysis of
'Adolescent attitudes towards smoking' (ie. Smoking alone) 
produced 6 factors. Thus there may well be several factors 
for each of the original topics included in the pilot 
survey. This would suggest that young people have not yet
reached the stage in their lives where they are able to draw
(2) general conclusions concerning the effects of a variety of
different kinds of behaviour all likely to have an effect on 
their health, i.e. they see life in multidimensional terms. 
This is counter to 'received wisdom' in psychology e.g. 
Osgood (Vernon 1969) suggests that all concepts may be
characterised along 3 dimensions only: evaluation or liking, 
potency or strength; and activity.
O
A relatively small number of items (n=72) representing 4 
notionally independent topics (smoking, drinking, eating a 
healthy diet and keeping fit) along a large number of 
dimensions will produce spurious cross—topic factors because 
of random correlations and a lack of items with which they 
would have otherwise have properly correlated. If there are 
in fact a large number of dimensions in the data,— a pilot 
survey including many more items would be necessary in order 
to identify them with certainty. An alternative explanation 
to the fragmentation of the data, may be that the items were 
expressed in such a way that the meaning was not clear to 
young people. In other words the items were too corert; a 
more direct approach may be more appropriate.
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The 'attitude statements - beliefs' of Ajzen and Fishbein
are in fact much more overt^ for example:
'Continuing to drink alcohol will lead to my receiving 
less personal attention from the hospital staff.'
I, myself I, myself
strongly strongly
disagree agree
Further, Bentler and Speckhart (1979), applying the Ajzen
and Fishbein model, used simple statements in assessing
young college students' attitudes towards social behaviour.
They used statements of the following types
What do you think about...
(beer
drinking (wine with your friends in the next 2 weeks?
(1iquor
(alone
smoking marijuana (with friends in the next 2 weeks?
(at a party
('uppers'
taking ('downers' with friends in the next 2 weeks?
(other drugs
The Likert scale was labelled -
Terrible idea Great idea
General conclusions.
Following the classical models collecting a large number of 
statements from the target population; 'concept analysing' 
them for independence; piloting and factor analysing them;
may not succeed with a large number of potentially diverse 
topics such as those included in this present study. If the 
large number of factors emerging truly represents the 
reality, then a very much larger pool of items may need to 
be pi lotted in order to persist with this classical 
approach.
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Furthermore, traditional Likert attitude scales, by their 
very nature are composed of emotional and emotive statements 
that seek an emotional response. Perhaps the statements 
inc1uded in this pi 1ot study were measuring 'emotiona1 
responses' to Beliefs and Social Pressures with respect to 
health behaviour, and not the Beliefs and Social Pressures 
themselves.
Although it is conceivable that traditional Likert attitude
scaling might be applicable to the measurement of Beliefs
(2) concerning the separate topics, it seems most unlikely to be
a satisfactory approach to the measurement of perceived 
Social Pressures concerning health behaviour. It was
therefore decided to return to the approach to the
measurement of Beliefs, Social Pressures and Intentions 
proposed by Ajzen and Fishbein and as subsequently developed 
by other researchers.
O
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ATTITUDES TO HEALTH BEHAVIOUR.
The purpose of this survey is to find out what you think 
and feel about behaviour which may affect your health. It 
i => not a test, so there are no 'right' and 'wrong' answers. 
It is made up of things which have been said by young 
people in several different schools. We would like to know
how far you agree with them.
We are noL asking you to put your name on this paper since
your opinions are your personal concern.
O Please fill in the following:
Name of School      Today's date,
Your Date of Birth......................Your Age.....
Bov or Girl?.............. .
O
Practice Questions.
Going out to work is better than 
going to school.
Strongly Strongly
aoree Aaree Uncertain Disaarss disaoree
y
-
answer we have chosen is 'strongly agree' so wie have 
put a tick in the scrongly agree' column. If we had chosen 
^^^^ngly disagree , we would have put a tick in that 
column, and so on.
Try the next one yourself: l-irunsly 
_____  __  agrae Agree Uncertain Disagree
Going to Discos is fun.
Strongly]
^£^r=9
Each of the opinions in this • survey looks like these 
practice ones. Read each opinion carefully, think about it, 
decide which one answer best fits your feelings then put a 
tick in that column. If you change your mind, please rub 
out the wrong tick, or cross it out neatly.
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1- Smoking calms your nerves,
2. I'd I ike to eat chips every 
day.
3. Exercise is boring
4. Too much alcohol rots your 
1iver.
5. Smoking helps you fit into 
the crowd.
6. Keeping fit wears you out
7. Most families often have 
'fry-ups'.
8.Teen-agers drink to show off 
to their friends.
9. Smoking makes your breath 
smell bad.
10.You daren't tell parents what 
you eat at school.
11.Drinking gets people into a 
good mood.
12.Smoking should be banned in 
all public places.
13.Once you start drinking a 
lot, you can't stop.
14.You feel left out of it if 
you're not good at sport.
Anyone should smoke if they 
want to.
16.Drinkers often get into
fights.
17.You should drink a pint of 
milk each day.
18.Smoking is a complete waste 
of money.
19,
20 ,
I 1ike eating 'junk food'
Girls who-drink a lot are 
common.
Strongly
agree Agree Uncertain Disagree
[Strongly
disagree
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21.Most mothers make you eat 
greens and salads.
Strongly
agree Agree Uncertain Disagree
Strongly
Jisaqree:
22.Smokers kill themselves with 
cigarettes in the end.
23.Alcohol helps people to relax.
24.What teachers say about what 
you should eat goes 'in one 
ear and out the other
25.1 think cigarette smoke smells 
nice.
26.It's too expensive to join 
sports clubs.
27.Men who drink are 'macho'.
23.I like the taste of most 
alcoholic drinks.
29.Friends try to get you to 
smoke cigarettes. '
30.We like to eat lots of snacks 
in our family.
31.People drink to try to join 
in with the crowd.
32.Smokers don't care about 
themselves.
33.Drinking makes people look on 
the bright side.
34.Smoking is very enjoyable.
35.Drinking helps people forget 
their shyness.
36.Eating 'healthy' food is a 
drag. - - — —
37.It's fun to drink alcoholic 
drinks.
3S.Smokers are useless at sport.
39.Young people smoke to'look 
big'.
40.Keeping fit makes you feel 
good.
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41.Smoking is a dirty habit.
Strongly
agree Agree Uncertain lisagree
Strongly
disagree
42.My friends think that drinking 
is great.
43.When you feel fit you want to 
go places and do things.
44.Drinking makes you say things 
you don't mean.
45.Other peoples' cigarette smoke 
can give you lung cancer.
46.At school lunch, I like to eat 
the same things as my friends.
47.My parents would 'hit the roof' 
if I smoked at home.
48.People should be put in prison 
for driving when they have 
been drinking.
49.1 like to try new sweets and 
snacks advertised on T.V.
50.My parents are very strict 
about not allowing me to 
drink at home.
51.People who are 'hooked' on
smoking can never give it up.
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52," You need to keep slim.
Strongly
agree Agree Uncertain Disagree
Strongly
disagree
53.You have to accept drinks when 
friends offer them.
54.People who drink a lot have no 
self control.
55.If you eat too much animal 
fat it will give you a heart 
attack.
56.Exercise makes you more 
attractive.
57.It's hard to refuse a 
cigarette at a party.
58.Drinking turns people nasty.
59.They call you 'chicken' if 
you dont drink at parties.
60.Smoking helps you concentrate.
61.Alcoholic drinks help you 'get 
off' with someone.
62.Keeping fit helps against 
heart attacks.
63.Drinking helps you pluck up 
courage at a party.
64.Smoking makes you attractive 
to the opposite sex.
65.They make fun of you if you 
don't drink.
66.Keeping fit makes you look 
good.
67.Smoking gives you confidence 
in the crowd.
68.Drinking is a waste of money.
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ATTITUDES TO HEALTH BEHAVIOUR.
The purpose of this survey is to find out what you think 
and feel about behaviour which may affect health. It is 
not a test, so there are no 'right' and 'wrong' answers. It 
is made up of things which have been said by young people 
in several different schools.
We would like to know how far you agree with them. We are 
not asking you to put your name, on this paper since your 
opinions are your personal concern.
O Please fill in the following:
Name of School  .....  .Today's date,
Your Date of Birth......................Your Age....,
Boy or Girl?............
Practice Questions.
Going out to work is better than 
going to school.
Strongly Strongly'
agree Agree Uncertain Disagree disagree
y
O The answer we have chosen is 'strongly agree' so we have put a tick in the 'strongly agree' column. If we had chosen 'strongly disagree', we would have put a tick in that 
column, and so on.
Try the next one yourself: Strongly
agree Agree Uncertain Disagree
Strongly
disagree
Going to Discos is fun.
Each of the opinions in this survey looks like these 
practice ones. Read each opinion carefully, think about it, 
decide which one answer best fits your feelings then put a 
tick in that column, using a blue or black pen. If you 
change your mind, please cross out the wrong tick neatly.
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Strongly
agree
1. Smoking calms your nerves.
I'd like to eat chips most 
davs.
Alcoholic drinks can ruin 
vour liver.
4. Smoking helps you join in 
with a group of young 
people.
Once you start drinking a lot 
you can't stop.
6, 
7
Keeping fit wears you out
Most families often eat fried 
food.
8. Smokers' breath is 
disgusting.
Teen-agers drink to show off 
to their friends.
10.Drinking gets people into a 
good mood.
11.Smoking should be banned in 
public places, like cinemas 
cafes and buses.
12.You feel left out of it if 
you're not good at sport.
13.People who drink alcohol 
often get into fights.
14.Anyone should smoke if they 
want to: it's up to them.
15.A lot of milk is bad for you.
16. Most young people like eating 
'junk' food.
17.Girls who drink a lot look 
cheap.
18.Mothers worry about what 
their children eat at 
school.
Agree Uncertain Disagree
trongiy
disagree
NOW GO BACK AND CHECK THAT YOU HAVE TICKED ALL THE QUESTIONS
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19.Alcohol helps people 
to relax.
20.Pupils take no notice of what 
teachers say about what you 
should eat.
21.Smokers kill themselves with 
cigarettes in the end.
It's too expensive to join 
sports clubs.
23.Men who drink are 'manly'
24.Most mothers make you eat 
greens and salads.
Friends try to get you to 
smoke cigarettes.
26.1 .like the taste of most 
alcoholic drinks.
27.Smokers are useless at 
sport.
28.Most families like to eat 
lots of snacks.
29.People drink to try to join 
in with their group.
30.Smoking is the worst habit 
ever.
31.Drinking makes people look on 
the bright side.
Eating 'healthy' food is 
boring.
Drinkingmakes people say 
things they don't mean.
34.It's fun to drink alcoholic 
drinks.
Young people smoke to look 
grown up.
36.People should be put in
prison for driving when they 
have been drinking a lot.
Strongly
agree Agree Uncertain Disagree
Strongly
disagree
NOW GO BACK AND CHECK THAT YOU HAVE TICKED ALL THE QUESTIONS
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My friends think that 
drinking is great.
33.Other peoples' cigarette 
smoke can give you lung 
cancer.
39.Most young people buy sweets 
and snacks.
40.My parents would 'hit the 
roof' if I smoked at home.
41. It is not important to eat 
breakfast.
42-Most parents are strict about 
not allowing you to drink 
alcohol at home.
43.People who are 'hooked' on 
smoking can never give it 
up.
44.Drinking helps people forget 
their sh'/ness.
45.Smoking is enjoyable,
4 ffa, If you are fat you will not 
be happy.
47.Smokers don't care about 
themselves.
48.Boys who smoke feel tough.
49. Drinking alcohol slows down 
vour brain.
iO.Young people like to try new 
sweets and snacks advertised 
on T.V.
SI Smoki ng i s the ver y worst 
thing for pregnant women.
;2. Brown bread is horrible.
T.V. programmes about smoking 
have 'put me off' smoking.
You don't have to eat stuff 
that is good for you.
.Physical exercise is good 
fun.
Strongl'y
=oree Agres Uncertain disagree
NOW GO BACK AND CHECK THAT YOU HAVE TICKED ALL THE QUESTIONS
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56.You need to keep slim.
Strongly
agree Agree Uncertain Disagree
Strongly
disagree
57.You upset people if you don't 
accept drinks when they 
offer them.
53.People who drink a lot have 
no self control.
59.If you eat too much animal 
fat it will kill you.
60.Exercise makes you more 
attractive.
61.It's hard to refuse a 
cigarette at a party.
62.Drinking turns people nasty.
63.They call you 'chicken' if 
you don't drink at parties.
64.Smoking helps people 
concentrate.
65.Alcoholic drinks help you 
'get off' with someone.
66.Keeping fit can help against 
heart attacks.
67.Drinking helps you pluck up 
courage at a party.
68.They make fun of you if you 
don't drink.
69.Keeping fit makes you look ~ 
good.
70.Smoking gives you confidence 
in a group of people.
71.Drinking is a waste of money.
72.Smoking can spoil a party.
NOW GO BACK AMD CHECK THAT YOU HAVE TICKED ALL THE QUESTIONS,
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TABLE 1 : MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
O
O
14+, ALL ITEMS.
Scoring
N =: 133. Type Mean S.D SA/S]
1 . Smoking calms your nerves. BS :3.1 1. 2 1/5
2. I'd like to eat chips most 
days. BPW 3.6 1. 1 1/5
3. Alcoholic drinks can ruin 
your 1i ver. BA 3.9 1. 0 5 /1
4. Smoking helps you join in 
with a group of young 
people. SS 3. 7 1.2 1/5
5. Once you start drinking a lot 
you can't stop. BA 3. 1 1. 1 5/1
6. Keeping fit wears you out. BPW 3.7 1-1 1/5
7. Most families often eat fried 
food. ...... . , SPW 2. 8 1. 1 1/5
8. Smokers' breath is 
disgusting. BS 3.8 1.3 5/1
9. Teen-agers drink to show off 
to their friends. SA 2.7 1-2 1/5
10. Drinking gets people into a 
good mood.
BA/
SA 2.9 1.2 1/5
11. Smoking should be banned in 
public places, like cinemas 
cafes and buses. BS 1.5 5/1
12. You feel left out of it if 
you're not good at sport. SPW 2.8 1. 1 5/1
13. People who drink alcohol 
often get into fights.
BA/
SA 3. 2 1. 1 5/1
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Type Mean S.D Scor i rr
14.Anyone should smoke if they 
want to: it's up to them. BS 2. 1 1. 0 1/5
15.A lot of milk is bad for you. BPW 2.2 1. 0 5/1
16.Most young people like eating 
'junk ' food. SPW 0.9 1/5
17.Girls who drink a lot look 
cheap. SA 2. 8 1. 1 5/1
18.Mothers worry about what 
their children eat at 
school. SPW 3. 5 1.1 5/1
19.Alcohol helps people 
to relax.
BA/
SA 2.7 0.9 1/5
20.Pupils take no notice of what 
teachers say about what you 
should eat. SPW 2. 5 1. 0 1/5
21.Smokers kill themselves with 
cigarettes in the end. BS 3. 3 1.2 5/1
22.It's too expensive to join 
sports clubs. BPW 3. 2 1. 1 1/5
23,Men who drink are 'manly'. SA 4.0 0-9 1/5
24.Most mothers make you eat 
greens and salads. SPW 3.2 1.2 5/ 1
25.Friends try to get you to 
smoke cigarettes. SS 3. 1 1.3 1/5
26.1 like the taste of most 
alcoholic drinks. BA 2.8 1.2 1/5
27.Smokers are useless at 
sport. BS 2.6 1.2 5/1
28.Most families like to eat 
lots of snacks. SPW 2.8 0.9 1/5
29.People drink to try to join 
in with their group. SA 2.8 1.1 1/5
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30.Smoking is the worst habit 
ever. BS 1.4 5/1
3 l.Drinking makes people look on 
the bright side.
BA/
SA 3.0 1 . 0 1/5
32.Eating 'healthy' food is 
boring. BPW 3.7 1. 1 T/5
33.Drinking makes people say 
things they don't mean. SA 3.9 0.9 5/1
34.It's fun to drink alcoholic 
drinks. BA 3. 1 1. 1 1/5
35.Young people smoke to look 
grown up. SS 2.2 1.3 1/5
;6.People should be put in
prison for driving when they 
have been drinking a lot. BA
37.My friends think that 
drinking is great. SA 3 - O
38.Other peoples' cigarette 
smoke can give you lung 
cancer,
39.Most young people buy sweets
BS/
3.7
1. 1
1. 0
0.9
:/l
1/1
and snacks. SPW 1.9 0.6 1/5
40.My parents would 'hit the 
roof' if I smoked at home. SS 3. S 1. 3 5/1
41.It is not important to eat 
breakfast. BPW 3.9 1. 1 1/5
.1
42-Most parents are strict about 
not allowing you to drink 
alcohol at home. SA 2.9 1.2 5/1
-?■
43.People who are 'hooked' on 
smoking can never give it 
up. BS 2.8 1.3 5/1
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44.Drinking helps people forget 
their shyness. SA
Accidentally left 
out of analyses.
V
45.Smoking is enjoyable. BS 3.6 1.2 5/1
46.If you are fat you will not 
be happy.
BPW/
SPW 2.3 1.2 5/T
O
47.Smokers don't care about 
themselves.
48.Boys who smoke feel tough.
BS
SS
2.5 
2. 7
1.2
1. 3
5/1
1/5
49.Drinking alcohol slows down 
your, - brai n . BA 3.9 1. 0 5/1
50.Young people like to try new 
sweets and snacks advertised 
on T.V.. SPW 2.3 0.9 1/5
51,Smoking is the very worst 
thing for pregnant women. BS 4.3 1.0 5/1
52.Brown bread is horrible. BPW 4.0 1.2 1/5
,,53. T.V. programmes about smoking 
have 'put me off' smoking. SS 3. 1 1.4 5/1
O
54.You don't have to eat stuff 
that is good for you. BPW 3.2 1.2 1/5
55.Physical exercise is good 
fun.
BPW/
SPW 4. 1 1. 0 5/1
56.You need to keep slim. BPW/
SPW 1.6 5/1
57.You upset people if you don't 
accept drinks when they 
offer them. SA 3. 2 1. 0 1/5
%
58.People who drink a lot have 
no self control. BA C* m 4 1.0 5/1
59.If you eat too much animal 
fat it will kill you. BPW 3. 0 1.0 5/1
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T y p e M e a n S . D S c o r i i
6 6 0 . E x e r c i s e  m a k e s  y o u  m o r e  
a t t r a c t i v e . S P W 3 .  2 1 . 0 5 / 1
w 6 1 . I t ' s  h a r d  t o  r e f u s e  a  
c i g a r e t t e  a t  a  p a r t y . S S 3 .  7 1 , 3 1 / 5
6 2 . D r i n k i n g  t u r n s  p e o p l e  n a s t y . S A 3 .  1 1 . 0 5 / 1
6 3 . T h e y  c a l l  y o u  ' c h i c k e n '  i f  y o u  
d o n ' t  d r i n k  a t  p a r t i e s . S A 3 . 3 1 . 2 1 / 5
O 6 4 . S m o k i n g  h e l p s  p e o p l e  
c o n c e n t r a t e . B S 3 . 6 1 . 1 1 / 5
6 5 . A l c o h o l i c  d r i n k s  h e l p  y o u  
' g e t  o f f '  w i t h  s o m e o n e . S A 2 . 9 1 . 3 1 / 5
6 6 . K e e p i n g  f i t  c a n  h e l p  a g a i n s t  
h e a r t  a t t a c k s . B P W 3 . 9 1 . 0 5 / 1
6 7 . D r i n k i n g  h e l p s  y o u  p l u c k  u p  
c o u r a g e  a t  a  p a r t y . S A 2 . 7 1 . 1 1 / 5
6 8 . T h e y  m a k e  f u n  o f  y o u  i f  y o u  
d o n 't  d r i n k . S A 6 . 4 1. 1 1 / 5
6 9 . K e e p i n g  f i t  m a k e s  y o u  l o o k  
g o o d . S P W 3 . 8 0 . 9 5 / 1
o 7 0 . S m o k i n g  g i v e s  y o u  c o n f i d e n c e  i n  a  g r o u p  o f  p e o p l e . S S 3 .  6 1. 0 1 / 5
7 l . D r i n k i  n g  i s  a  w a s t e  o f  m o n e y . B A 3 .  2 1 . 3 5 / 1
7 2 . S m o k i n g  c a n  s p o i l  a  p a r t y . B S 3 .  0 1  . o 5 / 1
. . . . .
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BS = Belief-Smoking
BA == Bel i ef-Al cohol
BPW= Belief=Personal Wei 1-being
S3 = Social Pressure-Smoking
SA = Social Pressure-Alcohol
SPW= Social Pressure Well-being,
SA/SD = Strongly Agree/Strongly Disagree
O
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PILOT 2
TABLE 2:MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS:ALL PUPILS,POOL ITEMS.
Scorinq
N = 273. Type Mean S.D SA/SD
1. Smoking calms your nerves. BS 3.2 1.2 1/5
2. I'd like to eat chips most 
days. BPW 3.4 1. 1 1/5
Alcoholic drinks can ruin 
your 1iver. BA 3.9 1.0 5/1
4. Smoking helps you join in
with a group of young 
peopi
6. Keeping fit wears you out
7
BPW
Most families often eat fried 
food. SPW
8. Smokers' breath 1 
disgusting. BS
Q
10
Teen-agers drink to show off 
to their friends.
Drinking gets people into a 
good mood.
SA
BA/
SA
11.Smoking should be banned in 
public places, like cinemas 
cafes and buses. BÎ
3.6
5. Once you start drinking a lot
you can't stop. BA
3.7
4.0
2. 4
5. 4
1. 1 
1 . 1
1.0
1.2
1/5
5/1
1/5
1/5
1/5
1/5
12.You feel left out of it if 
you're not good at sport.
13.People who drink alcohol 
often get into fights.
SPW
BA/
SA
3. 0
1 . 1
i/1
i/1
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14.Anyone should smoke if they 
want to: it's up to them. BS 1. 1 1/5
15.. A lot of milk is bad for you. BPW 2. 2 1.0 5/1
16.Most young people like eating 
'junk' food. SPW 2. 1 0.9 1/5
17.Girls who drink a lot look 
cheap. SA 3, 0 1. 1 5/1
18.Mothers worry about what 
their children eat at 
school. SPW 3, 7 1. 1 5/1
19.Alcohol helps people 
to relax.
BA/
SA 2. 9 1 . 0 1/5
20.Pupils take no notice of what 
teachers say about what you 
should eat. SPW 2.4 0. 9 1/5
21.Smokers kill themselves with 
cigarettes in the end. BS 3. 7 1. 2 5/1
22.It's too expensive to join 
sports clubs. BPW T ? 1. 1 1/5
23.Men who drink are 'manly'. SA 3. 8 1.0 1/5
24.Most mothers make you eat 
greens and salads. SPW 3.5 1.2 5/1
25.Friends try to get you to 
smoke cigarettes. ss 3. 0 1.3 1/5
26.1 like the taste of most 
alcoholic drinks. BA 3.1 1.3 1/5
27.Smokers are useless at 
sport. BS 2.9 1.2 5/1
28.Most families like to eat 
lots of snacks. SPW 2.8 1.0 1/5
29.People drink to try to join 
in with their group. SA 2.7 1. 1 1/5
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Type Mean S.D Scoring
30.Smoking is the worst habit
ever. BS 3.6 1.4 5/1
31.Drinking makes people 1ook on BA/
the bright side. SA 3.1 1.0 1/Î
32.Eating 'healthy' food is
borinq. BPW 3.8 1.2 1/!
33.Drinking makes people say
things they don't mean. SA 3.9 0.9 5/1
34-It's fun to drink alcoholic
drinks. BA 3.3 1.1 1/
35.Young people smoke to look 
grown up.
43.People who are 'hooked' on 
smoking can never give it 
up.
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36.People should be put in
prison for driving when they
have been drinking a lot. BA 3.5 1.2 5/1
37.My friends think that
drinking is great- SA 3.1 1-0 1/5
38.Other peoples' cigarette
smoke can give you lung BS/
cancer- SS 3.7 0.9 5/1
39.Most young people buy sweets
and snacks. SPW 1.8 0.7 1/5
40.My parents would 'hit the
roof' if I smoked at home. SS 4-1 1.2
41,It is not important to eat
breakfast. BPW 3.9 1-0 1/!
42.Most parents are strict about 
not allowing you to drink
alcohol at home. SA 3-0 1.3 5/1
BS 3.1 1.4 5/1
oo
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Type Mean S.D Scoring
44.Drinking helps people forget 
their shyness. SA
Acc i dent a11 y 1eft 
out of analyses.
45.Smoking is enjoyable. BS 5/1
46.If you are fat you will not 
be happy-
BPW/
SPW 2.5 1.2 5/1
47.Smokers don't care about 
themselves. BS 2. 7 1.1 5/1
48.Boys who smoke feel tough. SS 2.4 1.3 1/5
49.Drinking alcohol slows down 
your brain. BA 3.6 0.9 5/1
50.Young people like to try new 
sweets and snacks advertised 
on T.V.. SPW 2. 1 0.8 1/5
51.Smoking is the very worst 
thing for pregnant women. BS 4. 3 1.0 5/1
52.Brown bread is horrible. BPW 3.9 1.2 1/5
53.T.V. programmes about smoking
have 'put me off' smoking. SS 3-5 1. 3 5/1
54.You don't have to eat stuff 
that is good for you. BPW 3.4 1.2 1/5
55.Physical exercise is good 
f un.
BPW/
SPW 4.2 1.0 5/1
1 » tt n w
Code
BS = Bel i e-f-Smoki ng
BA = Belief-Alcohol
BPW= Belief-Personal Well-being
SS = Social Pressure-Smoking
SA = Social Pressure-Alcohol
SPW= Social Pressure-Personal Well-being
SA/SD = Strongly Agree/Strongly Disagree
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1) Do you think you will drink alcoholic drinks at home 
with your family in the next month?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
2) Do you think you will drink alcoholic drinks in the 
homes of friends or relatives in the next month?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
3) Do you think you will drink alcoholic drinks with your 
friends in pubs or clubs in the next month?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
4) Alcoholic drinks calm your nerves and help you to relax.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to be calm and relaxed?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
5) People should not drink and drive.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How dangerous do you think it is to drink and drive?
not at all dangerous - not very dangerous - not sure - quite dangerous - extremely dangerous
6) If you drink a lot, you can find it hard to stop and you 
could become an alcoholic.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How serious is it if you become an alcoholic?
not at all serious - not very serious - not sure - quite serious - extremely serious
7) Alcoholic drinks make you feel cheerful.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to you to feel cheerful?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
8) Alcoholic drinks make you feel confident.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to you to feel confident?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
9) Alcoholic drinks can seriously damage your health. 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How worried are you about damaging your health.
not at all worried - not very worried - not sure - quite worried - extremely worried
10) You can get aggressive and get into fights when you 
drink.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How serious is it if you get into fights?
not at all serious - not very serious - not sure - quite serious - extremely serious
AO:
D r a f t  S c a l e :  A l c o h o l .  A L C l .  A p p e n d i x  0:
O
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11) Alcoholic drinks taste nice.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is the taste to you?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
:) Drinking can make you feel grown up'.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to feel grown up?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
13) Alcoholic drinks cost a lot of money.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How wasteful is it to spend money on alcholic drinks? 
not at all wasteful - not very wasteful - not sure - quite wasteful - extremely wasteful
14) You get a hangover after drinking a lot.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How miserable is it to have a hangover?
not at all miserable - not very miserable - not sure - quite miserable - extremely miserable
15) Drinking makes you say and do things you don't mean, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
How worried are you about saying and doing things you 
don't mean?
not at all worried - not very worried - not sure - quite worried - extremely worried
16) Drinking helps you to be sociable with people, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to you to be sociable?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
17) Drinking a lot makes you sick and ill.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How worried are you about feeling sick and ill?
not at all worried - not very worried - not sure - quite worried - extremely worried
18) Would your parents think it's alright for you to drink 
alcoholic drinks at home with the family in the next
month?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
19) Would your parents think it's alright for you to drink 
alcoholic drinks in the homes of friends or relatives in 
the next month?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
A 0 2 . 2
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2 0 )  Would your parents think it's alright for you to drink 
alcoholic drinks with your friends in pubs or clubs in 
t h e n e x t mon t h '?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
2 1 )  Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what your 
parents think you should do?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
2 2 )  Would your friends and other young people think it's 
alright for you to drink alcoholic drinks at home with 
your family in the next month?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
23) Would yo u r f r i e n d s  and o th e r  young p e o p le  t h in k  i t ' s  
a l r i g h t  f o r  you to drink alcoholic d r in k s  in the homes 
o f f r ie n d s  o r  r e l a t i v e s  in  th e  n e x t two weeks?  
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
24) Would yo u r f r i e n d s  and other young people think i t ' s  
a l r i g h t  for you to drink alcoholic d r in k s  with them  in  
pubs o r c lu b s  in  th e  n e x t  two weeks?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
2 5 ) G e n e r a l ly  s p e a k in g , how much do you w ant t o  do w hat your 
f r i e n d s  and o th e r  young people think you s h o u ld  do? 
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
O
A02
Draft Scales Smoking. SMI. Appendix 0:
O
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1) Do you think you will smoke cigarettes 
alone during the next month?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
2) Do you think you will smoke cigarettes with friends 
during the next month?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
Do you think you will smoke cigarettes at a party or 
diSCO during the next month?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
Here are some things p^hich people say they believe 
about SÏÏIokin g cigarettes^ Hhat do you think?
4) Smoking calms your nerves and help you to relax,
not sure - perhaps - fairly sure - certain
How important is it to you to be calm and relaxed?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
5) Smoking can cause serious illnesses, like lung cancer 
cind heart attacks.
not sure - perhaps - fairly sure - certain 
How serious do you think these illnesses are?
not at all serious - not very serious - not sure - quite serious - extremely serious
6) People can get addicted to smoking cigarettes and find 
it hard to give up.
not sure - perhaps - fairly sure - certain 
How serious do you think it is to become addicted? 
not at all serious - not very serious - not sure - quite serious - extremely serious
Smoking helps you to be sociable and join in with a 
group of friends.
not sure - perhaps - fairly sure - certain 
How important is it to you to be sociable?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
8) Smoking stains your teeth and fingers, 
not sure - perhaps - fairly sure - certain
Hc3w much do you care about staining your teeth and 
f i ngers?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
9) Other people's cigarette smoke can give you lung cancer
not sure - perhaps - fairly sure - certain 
How much do you worry about the dangers of other
People s smoking?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
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10) Cigarettes cost a lot of money, 
not sure - perhaps - fairly sure - certain 
How wasteful do you think it is to spend money on 
cigarettes?
not at all wasteful- not very wasteful - not sure - quite wasteful - extremely wasteful
11) Cigarette smoke makes peoples' breath, clothes, hair 
etc., smell.
not sure - perhaps - fairly sure - certain 
How unpleasant do you think is it to smell of cigarette
smoke?
not at all unpleasant- not very unpleasant - not sure - quite unpleasant - extremely unpleasant
12) Young people smoke to look 'grown-up', 
not sure - perhaps - fairly sure - certain 
How important is it to you to feel 'grown up'?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
13) Would your parents think it's alright for you to smoke 
cigarettes when you are on your own?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
14) Would your parents think it's alright for you to smoke 
c:igarettes with friends?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
15) Would your parents think it's alright for you to smoke 
cigarettes at a party or disco?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
16) Generally speaking, how much do you want to please your 
parents?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
17) Would other young people think it's alright for you to 
5moke cigarettes when you are on your own? 
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
IS) Would other young people think it's alright for you to 
smoke cigarettes with friends?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
19) Would other young people think it's alright for you to 
smoke cigarettes at a party or disco?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
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20) Generally speaking, how much do you want to please other 
young people?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
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In the next week I think I wills
1) do physical exercises which I can do alone, like
jogging, aerobics, swimming, bicycle-riding, walking 
etc
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
2) take part in sports with other people outside school, 
such as squash, badminton, football, tennis, hockey, 
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
i) spend a lot of time watching TV or just sitting around 
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
N op-) here are some things p)hich people say they be li eve 
about ke e p i n g  fit. Nhat do you think ?
4) Exercising keeps me healthy.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to you to keep healthy ?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
5) Keeping fit gives me aches and pains in my muscles the 
next day.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How much do you worry about having aches and pains ? 
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
6) Taking exercise keeps me in good shape.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to you to keep in good shape ?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
7) I find taking exercise exhausting and tiring, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How unpleasant is it to you to be exhausted and tired ?
not at all unpleasant - not very unpleasant - not sure - quite unpleasant - extremely unpleasant
S) Keeping fit makes me feel good afterwards, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to you to feel good ?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
I find exercising enjoyable and good fun at the time.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to you to have fun in this way ?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
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10) Sporting activities are sociable and help me to meet 
people.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How pleasant do you think it is to be sociable ?
not at all pleasant - not very pleasant - not sure - quite pleasant - extremely pleasant
11) I could get injured and hurt myself doing sport.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
How much do you fear getting injured or hurting 
yourse1f?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
My parents would think that:
12) my doing physical exercises which I can do alone, like 
jogging, aerobics, swimming, bicycle-riding, walking, 
etc. is a:
terrible idea - bad idea - not sure - good idea - great idea
13) my taking part in sports with other people outside
school like, squash, badminton, football, tennis, hockey
is a:
terrible idea - bad idea - not sure - good idea - great idea
14) my spending a lot of time watching TV or just sitting
around is a:
terrible idea - bad idea - not sure - good idea - great idea
15) Generally speaking, how much do you want to please your 
parents?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
My friends would think that:
16) my doing physical exercises which I can do alone, like 
jogging, aerobics, swimming, bicycle-riding, walking, 
etc- is a:
terrible idea - bad idea - not sure - good idea - great idea
17) my taking part in sports with other people outside
school like, squash, badminton, football, tennis, hockey 
is as
terrible idea - bad idea - not sure - good idea - great idea
18) my spending a lot C3f time watching TV or just sitting
around is as
terrible idea - bad idea - not sure - good idea - great idea
19) Generally speaking, how much do you want to please your 
friends?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
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In the next two days I think I will eat:
1) Some protein (e.g. meat, fish, cheese, eggs, beans);
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
2) Some fresh fruit;
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
3) Some salad or fresh green vegetables;
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
4) Some brown wholemeal bread or cereal or bran;
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
5) Quite a lot of "sweets" or sweet snacks;
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
6) Quite a lot of sugar (e.g. in tea or coffee, on cereals,
in cakes, biscuits or puddings etc.);
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
7) Some crisps or similar snacks;
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
8) Quite a lot of fried foods like chips, sausages, beef
burgers, bacon etc.;
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
9) Extra salt put on my food at the table;
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
10) Quite a lot of milk;
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
What do you think of the taste of the following foods?
11) Green vegetables;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
12) Foods like chips, sausages, beef burgers, pies etc.;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
13) Salad;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
14) Brown wholemeal bread or cereals or bran;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
15) "Sweets" and sweet food;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
16) Salt;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
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17> F"resh fruit;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
18) Protein (e.g. meat, fish, cheese, eggs, beans);
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
19) Milk;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
2 0 ) Crisps and similar snacks.
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
21) How important is it t o  y o u  to eat food that y o u  like the 
taste of?
not at all - not very much - not sure -  quite a lo t -  very much
22) I need p r o t e i n  fo o d s  (e.g. meat, fish, c h e e s e ,  eggs, 
b e a n s )  in order to g ro w  and to repair my body.
strongly disagree -  disagree - not sure -  agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to you to grow and r e p a i r  y o u r  body? 
not at all -  not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
23) I think that p r o t e i n  fo o d s  are f i l l i n g .
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree -  strongly agree 
How much do you w a n t to eat fo o d s  that are filling? 
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
24) F r e s h  f r u i t  is go o d  for me and keeps me healthy, 
strongly disagree -  disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How im p o r t a n t  is it to y o u  to eat fo o d s  that are good 
f o r  y o u ?
not at all -  not very much - not sure - quite a lot - very much
25) F r e s h  fruit is not fattening.
strongly disagree - disagree -  not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How much do you worry a b o u t  getting fat? 
not at all -  not very much - not sure - quite a lot -  extremely
26) Greens and s a la d s  are good for me and keep me healthy 
strongly disagree -  disagree - not sure -  agree - strongly agree
How important is it to you to eat fo o d s  that a r e  go o d  
for y o u ?
not at all -  not very much - not sure -  quite a lot -  very much
27) G re e n s  and s a la d s  are good f o r  slimmers.
strongly disagree -  disagree - not sure -  agree - strongly agree 
How much do you want to slim?
not at all - not very much - not sure -  quite a lot - extremely
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28) I find b ro w n  bread and bran dry and hard to swallow, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure -  agree - strongly agree
How important is it to you that your food is easy to 
eat?
not at all - not very much - not sure -  quite a lot - very much
29) Brown b r e a d  and bran help my d i g e s t i v e  s y s te m ,  
strongly disagree -  disagree - not sure -  agree - strongly agree
How much do y o u  think you n e e d  to h e lp  y o u r  d i g e s t i v e
system?
not at all - not very much -  not sure - quite a lot - extremely
30) E a t in g  s w e e t  things an d  s u g a r  rots my t e e t h ,  
strongly disagree -  disagree - not sure -  agree - strongly agree 
How much do y o u  c a r e  a b o u t  t h e  s t a t e  o f  y o u r  t e e t h '  
not at all -  not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
31) S w e e t t h i n g s  and s u g a r  are v e r y  f a t t e n i n g  
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure -  agree - strongly agree 
How much do you w o r r y  about getting fat? 
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot -  extremely
O
) E a t in g  too much f a t t y  fo o d  l i k e  s a u s a g e s ,  chips,
hamburgers, bacon, p a s t r i e s  e t c . ,  c o u ld  c a u s e  me to h a v e  
a heart a t t a c k  when I g e t  o l d e r .
strongly disagree -  disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How much do you f e a r  a h e a r t  attack?
not at all -  not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
53) E a t i n g  f a t t y  f o o d s  can make me o v e r w e i g h t ,  
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure -  agree - strongly agree 
How much do y o u  w o r r y  a b o u t  being o v e r w e ig h t '  
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lo t -  extremely
>4) A lot of s a l t  i s  b ad  f o r  my h e a l t h .
strongly disagree -  disagree - not sure -  agree - strongly agree 
How much cio you worry about your health? 
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
Milk is good for me and k e e p s  me healthy 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How important is it to you to k e e p  h e a l t h y ?  
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
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36) Do your parents try to persuade you to eat certain 
kinds of food?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
37) How much do you want to do what your parents want you to 
do?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
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S U R V E Y  OR H E A L T H  B E H A V I O U R
The purpose of this survey is to find out what you think and 
feel about things which may affect your health. It is not a 
test, so there are no right' or wrong' answers. It is made up 
of what has been said by young people in several different 
schools. We would like to have your opinions.
Please fill in the following:
Name of School :____________   _ Date: _____
Your Age;________ years_________months. Your Form!
Practice Questions.
Do you think you will clean your teeth carefully before going to 
bed tonight?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure -(quite likel^  definitely yes
The answer we have chosen is quite likely', so we have drawn a 
circle round it. If we were absolutely sure we were going to 
(2) clean our teeth carefully tonight we would have drawn a circle
round 'definitely yes', and so on.
Now try the next ones for yourself.
Cleaning teeth prevents tooth decay
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
How important is it to you to prevent tooth decay?
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
Each of the items in this survey is similar to these practice 
ones- Read each one carefully, think about it, decide which 
one answer suits you best and put a circle round it, using a 
blue or black pen. If there are any questions of which you are 
not sure of the answers, always draw the circle round 'not sure
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REFINING THE DRAFT QUESTIONNAIRES
Piloting was undertaken with groups of pupils drawn from the 
Lower (first and second forms), Middle (third and fourth 
forms) and Upper (fifth and sixth forms) age groups in a 
Comprehensive school. Sometimes the groups were small, 
consisting of between 4 and 10 pupils, in which case, 
immediately after completing the questionnaire, pupils 
discussed their impressions in detail with the author: their 
comments were carefully noted. For the purpose of 
(2) trying out the scoring of responses, however, three classes
(approximately 30 pupils in each), one from each age group, 
cornp 1 eted the questi onnai res.
After each piloting session, the particular questionnaire 
was refined in the light of pupils' responses and 
criticizms. To avoid carrying forward initial inadequacies 
in the other questionnaires and as far as possible, to 
preserve a common format, any general suggestions 
accepted for the improvement of the questionnaire for one of 
the topics were then also applied to the questionnaires 
concerning the other three.
O
The questionnaires each went through several drafts in the 
process of development. The refinement of the Alcohol
questionnaire only is described, since this typifies the
approach used in the Smoking, Keeping Fit, and many aspects
of the Diet questionnaires. Other aspects of the Diet
questionnaires are dealt with additionally. Development is 
described under three headings:
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(i) Format;
(ii) Language;
(iii) Responses and scoring.
(i> Format
Pupils said they found the following statements (ALCl: Nos.
1 to 3, 18 to 20, 22 to 24) 'long-winded' and 'confusing'. 
One pupil said 'I had to read them over and over again to 
get the meaning. I thought you were asking the same 
questions over and over again.'
1) Do you think you will drink alcoholic drinks at home
with your family in the next month?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
2) Do you think you will drink alcoholic drinks in the 
homes of friends or relatives in the next month?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
3) Do you think you will drink alcoholic drinks with your 
friends in pubs or clubs in the next month?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
( . . . )
IS) Would your parents think it's alright for you to drink
alcoholic drinks at home with the family in the next 
month?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
19) Would your parents think it's alright for you to drink 
alcoholic drinks in the homes of friends or relatives 
in the next month?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
20) Would your parents think it's alright for you to drink 
alcoholic drinks with your friends in pubs or clubs in 
the next month?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
( .... )
22) Would your friends and other young people think it's
alright for you to drink alcoholic drinks at home with
your family in the next month?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
23) Would your friends and other young people think it's
alright for you to drink alcoholic drinks in the homes
of friends or relatives in the next two weeks?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
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24) Would your friends and other young people think it's
a 11'" i g h t f or you to dr i nk ale oh olio drin k: s wit h t h em i n 
pubs or clubs in the next two weeks?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
The questions were therefore formatted in a different way, 
using a single stem:
During the next month, do you think you will drink alcoholic
drinks:
1) at home with your family?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
2) at the homes of friends or relatives?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
(2) 3) with your friends in pubs or clubs?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
A similar approach was used with questions 18 to 20 and 22
to 25. In order to simplify the items, the time factor was
removed from questions 18 to 20 and 22 to 25:
Wou1d your frlends and other young people think it's alright 
for you to drink alcoholic drinks:
22) at home with the family?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
23) at the homes of friends or relatives?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
(2) 24) with your friends at pubs or clubs?
definitely no - probably no - not sure - probably yes - definitely yes
The modified questionnaire was then piloted and as a result, 
the following further modifications were made: for Nos. 1 to
3, IS to 20, 22 to 24 bold print and under1inihq were used 
in the 'stem' statements, to further clarify the meaning, 
e.g. :
During the next month. I think I will drink alcoholic 
drinks:
1) at home with my family?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
2) at the homes of friends or relatives?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
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3) with your friends in pubs or clubs?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
After completing the first draft questionnaire, ALCl, pupils
asked if it referred to drinking alcohol 'at ordinary times'
or 'at special occasions or parties'. A note of
clarification was inserted at the beginning of the
questionnaire in italic print:
You might drink alcoholic drinks on special occasions ^ 
at celebrations and partiesf or even at 'ordinary times'.
Think about these times then try to answer the follopjing 
questions as accurately as possible.
(2) In further piloting with Sixth Formers, this statement
was criticized. They said that they generally drank 
alcoholic drinks at 'ordinary times' and suggested that the 
word 'eren' be removed. This was done.
Pupils also suggested that there should be a 'break' in the 
questionnaire between No.3 (last Intention statement) and 
No.4 (first Belief statement and its Evaluation): they said 
that this wou1d draw attention to the different nature of 
the questions and renew the interest of the respondents. 
The following statement was therefore inserted before No.4:
O
Nos-a here are some thirtgs p-ihich people say they believe 
ibout alcoholic drinks. Mhat do you think?
At the next stage in piloting, pupils complained that the 
items toward the end of the questionnaire (Nos. 17 to 25) 
merged together and their purpose was not at all clear. It 
was pointed out that: the Belief items ended with No. 17;
Nos. 18 to 21 consisted of Normative Beliefs and Motivation 
to Comply with parents and Nos. 22 to 25 consisted of 
Normative Beliefs and Motivation to Comply with friends. 
They suggested that these sections be separated in order to
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'break the monotony' and draw attention to the different 
sections. This was done by separating the sections with a 
row of stars.
(ii) Language
The following changes were made to the language used in the 
questionnaire after the first stage of piloting:
9) Alcoholic drinks can seriously damage your health.
Several pupils did not understand this statement. It was 
changed to read:
9) Alcoholic drinks can damage your body, for example your
brain and liver.
Some pupi1s criticized the foilowing iternss
21) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what 
your parents think you should do?.
Si milarly
25) ..... what your friends and other young people think you
should do?
They said that they did not know what their parents, friends 
and other young people thought, These were therefore further 
modified to reads
21) Generally speaking, how much do you want to please your 
parents?.
Si mi 1arly
25) .... how much do you want to please your friends and
other young people?
Further piloting revealed problems with the word 'please'. 
This word was also a problem in the draft questionnaires for 
Smoking and Keeping Fit. Many pupils asked 'What do you 
mean? Please in what respect?' This item was therefore
modified to read:
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2:1 ) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what 
your parents want you to do?
Si mi 1arly
25)   what your friends and other young people want you
to do?
These statements appeared to be satisfactory: pupils said 
they did know what parents and friends overtly wanted.
In the second stage of piloting, pupils found the use of
'you' and your' ambiguous. They occurred in many of the
(2) questions and may be interpreted as singular or plural. It
was therefore decided to use the first person singular, 'I ' 
and 'my' wherever appropriate, to avoid ambiguity and to
emphasise the personal nature of the enquiry. At this 
same stage of piloting, pupils commented on the following
iterns:
5) People should not drink and drive.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How dangerous do you think it is to drink and drive? 
not at all dangerous - not very dangerous - not sure - quite dangerous - extremely dangerous
O They insisted t h a t  i t  was safe t o  drive after drinking, i f  
the legal limit was n o t  exceeded. The statement modified to 
read:
5) I believe that people should not drive after drinking a 
l o t  of a l c o h o l .
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How much do you f e a r  drunken drivers?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
(   )
11) A l c o h o l i c  d r i n k s  taste nice.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How i m p o r t a n t  i s  t h e  taste t o  you?  
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
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Pupils commented t h a t  n o t  a i i  alcoholic d r i n k s  taste nice. 
I t  was therefore modified t o  r e a d s
:U. ) I t h i n k  that most a l c o h o l i c  d r i n k s  t a s t e  n i c e .
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
H o w  important i s  t o  you to l i k e  t h e  t a s t e  of d r i n k ?  
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
13) A l c o h o l i c  drinks cost a lot of money.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
H o w  wasteful is i t  t o  spend money on a l c h o l i c  drinks? 
not at all wasteful - not very wasteful - not sure - quite wasteful - extremely wasteful
Pupils said t h a t  i t  depends on how well off y o u  are: i t ' s
cheaper t o  go to the pub for a d r i n k  than t o  go to the
cinema. This was therefore changed to read:
1 3 )  I t h i n k  t h a t  a l c o h o l i c  drinks cost a  l o t  of money, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How wasteful i s  i t  t o  spend money on a l c h o l i c  drinks? 
not at all wasteful - not very wasteful - not sure - quite wasteful - extremely wasteful
A l s o  a t  this second stage some of the younger pupils did n o t  
understand several of t h e  Evaluation of Belief statements, 
e.g. :
4) Alcoholic drinks calm y o u r  nerves and help y o u  t o  relax, 
don't know - perhaps - fairly sure - certain 
How important i s  i t  to be c a l m  and relaxed? 
not at all important - not very important - not sure - quite important - extremely important
After discussion with t h e  pupils, i t  was agreed that t h e  
Evaluation w o u l d  be clarified a s  follows:
4) Alcoholic drinks calm my nerves a n d  help me t o  relax, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
H o w  m u c h  d o  y o u  want t o  b e  calm a n d  relaxed? 
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
Similar c h a n g e s  were made t o  Nos. 7 ,  1 2  and 1 6 .
(iii) Responses and scoring 
Intention scales
Ajzen a n d  Fishbein <1975 a n d  1 9 8 0 )  suggest that Intentions 
are scored o n  bi-polar scales. This approach seems 
satisfactory when using o n e  Intention statement only:
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e . g .  ' D o  y o u  in te n d  t o  v o t e  i n  t h e  p r e s i d e n t i a l  e l e c t i o n ? '
v e r y  uni i k e l  y    v e r y  1 i k e l  y
“ 3 o r  - 2  0 +2 o r  -i-3
P i l o t i n g  showed t h a t  t h i s  was n o t  a sound app ro ach  when more
t h a n  o n e  ' I n t e n t i o n '  s ta te m e n t  i s  used:
During the next month, I think I will drink alcoholic 
drinks:
1) a t  home w i t h  yo u r  f a m i l y ?  
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely -^definitely yes
-2 -1 0 +1 V  f2
2) at t h e  homes o f  f r i end^ gr r e l a t i v e s ?  
definitely no - unlikely Xnotsure i  quite likely - definitely yes
-2 -1 V o /  H +2
(2 )  3 )  w i t h  vjouT— f t ^ e n d s  i n  pubs o r  c lu b s ?
definitely no\ unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
-2 J -1 0 +1 +2
C o n s id e r  t h e  re s p o n s e  c i r c l e d .  I n  t h i s  c o n t e x t  a n e g a t i v e
re s p o n s e  f o r  No. 3  w i l l  c a n c e l  a p o s i t i v e  re s p o n s e  i n  No. 1 ,
t h e  s c o re  f o r  ' I n t e n t i o n  t o  d r i n k  a lc o h o l  w i l l  be 0 ( i e .  - 2
+ 2 ) .  T h i s  does n o t  r e f l e c t  t h e  t r u e  s i t u a t i o n ,  w here t h e r e
i s  a n  i n t e n t i o n  t o  d r i n k  a lc o h o l  ' a t  home w i t h  t h e
f a m i l y ' .  Thus d e g re e s  o f  n e g a t i v i t y  a r e  m e a n in g le s s  i n  t h i s
c o n t e x t .  I t  was t h e r e f o r e  d e c id e d  t o  s c o re  I n t e n t i o n s  fro m  0
(2) t o  +3 . eg .
During the next month or so, I think I will drink 
alcoholic drinks:
1) a t  h o m e  w it h  my f a m i l y ,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes 
0 +1 +2 +3
2 )  a t  t h e  homes o f  f r i e n d s  o r  r e l a t i v e s ,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes 
0 +1 +2 +3
3 )  w i t h  m y  f r i e n d s  i n  pubs o r  c lu b s .
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes 
0 +1 +2 +3
S i m i l a r l y  n o r m a t i v e  b e l i e f s  w ere  s c o re d  0 t o  +3 (see
N o r m ati ve  B e l i e f s  and M o ti v a t i o n  t o  c o m p 1 y  b e lo w ) .
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Strength of Belief and Outcome Evaluation
I n  the first draft (ALCl), t h e  strength of belief and t h e
outcome evaluation w e r e  both investigated using 5  p o i n t ,
bi-polar scales, as follows:
5 )  P e o p l e  should n o t  d r i n k  and drive.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
"2 -1 0 +1 f2
How dangerous do you think i t  i s  t o  d r i n k  and d r i v e ?
not at all dangerous - not very dangerous - not sure - quite dangerous - extremely dangerous 
+2 +1 0 -1 -2
This use of t w o  b i - p o l a r  scales in any one item inevitably 
produces anomalous results: the product score ( b  x e )  of
( 2 )  t o t a l l y  opposite views i s  the same ( - 2  x - 2  =  4  and + 2  x + 2
=4). Other anomalies were also revealed, e.g.: one b o y
responded 'disagree' (-1). In a  discussion later he
explained h i s  choice. He said that his father drives his car 
after d r i n k i n g  a n d  insisted t h a t  "you have n o  choice i f  you 
g o  t o  a  p a r t y  because y o u  have t o  h a v e  a  few drinks, nobody 
drinks o r a n g e  juice a l l  n i g h t . "  Furthermore, h e  said t h a t  
his father had never been involved in a  road accident. Other 
boys in the group tended t o  agree w i t h  this point of view 
t h a t  "some people could drink and d r i v e  quite safely". When 
the first b o y  was asked, however; 'H o w  dangerous d o  you
t h i n k  i t  i s  t o  drink and drive?' h e  responded 'extremely
dangerous' ( - 2 ) ,  on the grounds t h a t  for most people i t  
was very dangerous ( b u t  n o t  for h i s  father).
T h u s  t h e  product of h i s  responses, w i t h  respect t o
d r i n k i n g  and driving w a s  ( - 1  x - 2 ) ,  + 2  (i.e. positive), 
w h i c h  i s  n o t  a  true reflection o f  his attitude towards 
drinking and driving which he considered t o  be e x t r e m e l y  
dangerous. This sort of anomaly occurred also i n  the other 
questionnaires. In the light o f  this piloting, it w a s
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decided to measure strength of beliefs o n  a  0 to +3 scale.
T h i s  w o u l d  give a  product range (b x e )  of - 6  to + 6  and 
w i l l  serve to eliminate inconsistent responses.
F o r  t h e  n e x t  draft, then, t h e  f o l l o w i n g  0  t o  + 3  scale for
strength of belief was adopted:
5) People should n o t  drink and drive.
don't know - perhaps - fairly sure - certain 
0 +1 f2 +3
H o w  dangerous d o  y o u  think i t  i s  to drink a n d  d r i v e ?
not at all dangerous - not very dangerous - not sure - quite dangerous - extremely dangerous 
+2 +1 0 -1 -2
(2) Since the statement You should n o t  drink and drive' was a
salient belief, elicited from the target population, one 
would expect the majority of the population to agree with it 
t o  some degree. If they did n o t  agree, they would be 
expected t o  choose the ' n o t  a t  a l l  certain' response, 
(score=0), t h e i r  score f o r  that particular belief and i t s  
evaluation would then b e  0. T h i s  method of scoring would 
help t o  counteract a n y  inconsistencies i n  young peoples' 
responses. F o r  example, a score o f  0  ( 0  x  - 2 )  would
correctly reflect t h e  attitudes o f  t h e  said boy, with 
respect t o  drinking a n d  driving, because h i s  responses t o  
the questionnaire had been inconsistent.
At the next stage of p i l o t i n g  however, p u p i l s  strongly 
disapproved of t h e  m o n o - p o l a r  ' s t r e n g t h  o f  belief' 
responses: t h e y  w a n t e d  t o  disagree w i t h  some of the
statements. ( S i m i l a r  comments were m a d e  b y  m a n y  o f  t h e  
p u p i l s  completing t h e  draft questionnaires with respect t o  
S m o k i n g  a n d  K e e p i n g  F i t ) .  I n  t h e  l i g h t  o f  these objections a 
5 p o i n t ,  bi-polar scale (strongly disagree to strongly 
a g r e e )  was re-introduced, and where necessary, statements
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were re-phrased.
In order to avoid the conjunction of two bi-polar scales, it
therefore became necessary to use a uni-polar scale to
measure outcome evaluations. There are precedents in the
literature for this procedure. Most recently, Marsh and
Matheson ( :l983 p. 4) i nvestigating smoking atti tubes and
behaviour have adopted this approach. They state that 'the
evaluation part was measured by ,„„ how much smokers
'wanted' or 'feared' each outcome. They scored this as
(2) fol1ows (p.175):
'How much do you want your breath to smell nice?'
'I want very much' +4
'Quite a lot' +3
'A fair amount' +2
'Just a little' +1
'I don't care about it' 0
and (pwl76):
'How much do you fear becoming short of breath?'
'Very much indeed' -4
'Quite a lot' -3
'A fair amount' -2
'Just a little' -1
'I don't care about it' 0O
A similar approach to this was adopted in the present study,
since it was entirely unreasonable to attempt to evaluate
most outcomes on a bi-polar scale (very bad -2 to very good
+2). No sane individual could possibly be expected to
evaluate any truly negative outcome, such as 'Drinking a lot
makes me sick and ill' as being in any degree good. The
following approach was therefore used:
16) Drinking helps me to be sociable with people.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
"2 -1 0 +1 +2
How much do you want to be sociable? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely 
0 +1 f2 +3
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17) Drinking a lot makes me sick and ill.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
“2 -1 0 +1 +2 
How worried are you about feeling sick and ill? 
not at all worried - not very worried - quite worried - extremely worried 
0 -1 -2 -3
The direction of the scoring was determined by what the 
target population had identified as advantages (positive 
outcomes) or disadvantages (negative outcomes) of particular 
behaviours. A 0 to + or - 3 scale was used, since it was
considered that a 0 to h- or - 4 scale, as used by Marsh and
Matheson with adults, would be too finely calibrated for use 
(2) with secondary school pupils.
Normative Beliefs and motivation to complym
Fishbein and Ajzen (1975 p.309) suggest the following 
approach to the scoring of Normative Beliefs and Motivation
to Comply:
My mother thinks
I should (+3)-------------- 0 ------------------- (-3) should not
use the birth control pill
In general
I want to (+3) ------------  0   (-3) I want not to
(22 do what my mother thinks I should do
i.e. the inevitably anomalous use of 2 bi—polar scales.
A number of workers have followed this approach, for 
example, Bearden and Woodside (1978) investigating attitude
models as predictors of marijuana intentions and reported 
b eh aV i our, states: 'eva1uation (ei) and mot i vation to comp1 y
(mj. ) statements were operationalized by a 7 point scale, 
ranging from 'bad' to 'good'. All belief, evaluation and 
motivation to comply statements were scored -3 to +3.'
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a) Normative Beliefs
Initially Normative Beliefs were scored, as suggested in the
literature, on a bi-polar scale -2 to -i-2 mi mi ci ng the
Intention scales. This scoring produced the same
anomalies as encountered with the Intention scales.
Changing to the method adopted for scoring those scales.
Normative Beliefs were finally scored as follows:
Would your parents think it's alright for you to drink 
alcoholic drinks:
18) at home with the family?
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes 
0 +1 +2 +3
19) at the homes of friends or relatives?
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes 
0 +1 +2 +3
20) with your friends in pubs or clubs?
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes 
0 +1 +2 +3
b) Motivation to Comply
Initially Motivation to Comp1 y was scored as follows:
21) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what 
your parents want you to do?
not at a l l -  not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely 
-2 -1 0 +1 +2
In piloting, this method of scoring was found to be 
unsatisfactory. If a pupil responds 'not at all', the score 
would be -2, the negative sign suggesting that he or she 
will do the opposite to what he believes his parents 
want him to do. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980 p.75) point out
that 'people are unlikely to be motivated to do the opposite 
of what their salient referents think they should do' and in 
this later publication suggest the use of a uni-polar scale, 
e.g. :
'In general, how much do you want to do what your husband 
thinks you should do?'
not at all Slightly moderately strongly
0 +1 +2 +3
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Furthermore, Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p.236), with 
remarkable lack of consistency, suggest that Motivation to 
Comply scale should be scored from -H (not at all) to +7 
(very much) i.e. a uni-polar scale.
In the present study uni-polar scales were used to score
Motivat i on to Comp1y as fol1owss
21) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what your 
parents want you to do?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely 
0 +1 +2 +3
The 0 to +3 scale complies with Ajzen and Fishbein's (1980 
p.75) suggestion and conforms with the scoring of Outcome 
Evaluations in this present study. Examination of the 
literature indicates that a number of researchers have 
adopted a similar uni-polar scale to measure motivation to 
comply with a particular salient referent, for example Loken 
and Fishbein (1980 p . 20). However, difficulties have been 
reported. Schi egel, Crawford and Sanborn (1977) state that 
'inclusion of mot i va11 on to c omp1 y ' in the model 
consistently reduced prediction of behavioural intentions, 
regardless of coding format (-3 to +3 or 1 to +7)!
Piloting of the Diet Questionnaire
Since it has a slightly different format, some aspects of 
the piloting of the Diet questionnaire are now dealt with 
separately.
Pupils complained that the Outcome Evaluations for items 
25, 27, 31 and 33 were very similar, viz:
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25) Fresh fruit is not fattening.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How much do you worry about getting fat?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
27) Greens and salads are good for slimmers.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How much do you want to slim?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
31) Sweet things and sugar are very fattening.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How much do you worry about getting fat?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
33) Eating fatty foods can make me overweight.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How much do you worry about being overweight?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot- extremely
Salient beliefs about certain foods having high or low 
calorie content were therefore grouped together, 
delineated between two rows of stars, in future drafts and 
two outcome evaluations only were included, viz:
.jf. .}{. #  #  #  K"
21) Fresh fruit is not fattening.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
22) Greens and salads are good for slimmers.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
(2) How much do you want to be slim?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
23) Sweet things and sugar are very fattening.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
24) Eating fatty foods can make me overweight.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
How much do you worry about being overweight? 
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
•K" K" #  ^  "K" fr if
Pupils complained about what they saw as the similar and 
tedious nature of items 24, 26 and 35 so in future drafts 
these items also were grouped together, using only one 
Outcome Evaluation and delineated by rows of stars:
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25) Fresh fruit is good for me and keeps me healthy.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
26) Milk is good for me and keeps me healthy.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
27) Greens and salads are good for me and keep me healthy.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
How important is it to you to keep healthy?
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important
if if if" if i5‘ if if if #
(22 Initially, for Diet, the Normative Beliefs and Motivation to
Comply were investigated by two questions , as follows:
36) Do your parents try to persuade you to eat certain
kinds of food?
definitely no - unlikely - not sure - quite likely - definitely yes
37) How much do you want to do what your parents want you
to do?
not at all - not very much - not sure - quite a lot - extremely
Subsequently it was decided to investigate Normative Beliefs 
concerning Diet in a way similar to that used in the other 
questionnaires, i.e. a Normative Belief 'stem' preceded the 
(22 Intention statement, even though the pupils had complained
that this form was tedious.
Two 'stems' were pi 1oted:
Do your parents thi7ik you s h ould eat the following things 
in the next few days?
Do your parents expect you to eat the following things in
the next few days?
Six third year pupils were involved in this pilot study.
They completed both versions of the questionnaire and in
discussion afterwards said they responded differently to 
each. They were asked what they understood by each version. 
They said 'what your parents think you sh<:>uld eat' means:
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'What your parents want, you might not do it';
'This is from your parents point of view';
'This is what your parents try to make you eat'.
They said 'what your parents expect you to eat' means:
'Parents expect you to do what you normally do';
'Its your point of view';
'What you are doing';
'They would expect you to eat it because you do eat
i t ' ;
'This would show how parents pressure got through in 
what we actually eat';
'It means what you are doing with parents agreement';
Pupils said that they would answer the latter version in the
same way as they answered the 'Intention' scale. Thus 'Do
your parents think you should eat the following things'
would give a better measure of parental social pressures on
adolescents to eat certain types of food. This version was
therefore used in the final questionnaire:
Do your parents think you should eat the following things 
in the next few days:
(2) 36) Some protein (e.g. meat, fish, cheese, eggs, beans);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
37) Some brown wholemeal bread, bran or wholemeal cereal like 
muesli;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
38) Extra salt put on your food at the table;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
39) Some salad;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
40) Quite a lot of sugar (e.g. in tea or coffee, on cereals, 
in cakes, biscuits or puddings etc.);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
41) Some fresh fruit;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
42) Quite a lot of crisps or similar snacks;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
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43) Some fresh green vegetables;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
44) Quite a lot of fried foods like chips, sausages, 
beef bur g er s , b ac on et c . ;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
45) Quite a lot of milk, on its own and in other drinks (such
as milk shakes, tea, coffee, drinking chocolate, etc.);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
46) Quite a lot of "sweets" or sweet snacks;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
47) How much do you want to do what your parents want you
to do?
not at all - not very much - quite a l o t -  extremely
The decision to measure Normative Beliefs with respect to 
each kind of food separately was made in consideration of 
how the data from the questionnaire would be analysed. 
Returning to the Ajzen and Fishbein model, in the present 
study the following was measured:
iz.; hi e 1
(Attitudes) "
-  _  '
^ b j  mj ^  ^
('Social pressures)
Where
bi is the belief that performing a particular
Qy behaviour leads to consequences or outcomes i;
Gi is the person's evaluation of outcome i;
n1 is the number of salient beliefs the person
holds about performing that particular behaviour;
b..j is the normative belief i.e. the person's belief
that a reference group or individual j thinks 
that he should or should not perform a particular 
behaviour;
mj is the motivation to comply with the referent j;
nz is the number of relevant referents;
I is the Intention to perform that particular
behaviour.
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It was intended to use regression analysis to establish the 
relative importance of Attitudes and Social pressures in 
determining Intentions towards Diet. On examination, 
however, it was evident that the items in each of these 
scales were not additive: it would make no sense to attempt
to add up Intentions or Attitudes about eleven totally
different kinds of food. Clearly these foods must be 
treated as separate entities, hence the Normative Belief for 
each kind of food must also be measured separately in order 
that the relative importance of Attitudes and Social 
(22 pressures can be established in relation to the Intention to
eat a particular food.
Other aspects of the Diet, the Smoking and Keeping Fit
questionnaires were piloted in a way similar to that
described for Alcohol. The title and instruction page (see 
Appendix 03) was used when piloting the draft 
questionnaires on the four topics. Pupils' comments
were noted and modifications were made to it as described
below. Even though no provision had been made on this page 
for the pupil's name, many asked, 'Do we have to put our 
names on it?' A sentence was therefore inserted as follows:
O
'We are not asking you to put your name on this 
questionnaire, so nobody will know how you have 
answered.'
The fol1owing item caused problems:
Your age:________ years_______months. Your forms
Some pupils were unable to calculate the 'months', others 
thought that 'years' meant 'date of birth'. Furthermore it 
was intended to analyse the data in terms of Lower School
A04.19
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(1st. and 2nd. Years), Middle School (3rd. and 4th. Years)
and Upper School (5th., 6th. and 7th. Years), since this 
reflected pupils' maturity within the school system
better than their actual chronological ages. The whole of 
the above item was therefore omitted and pupils were merely 
asked to state their Year Group.
It was proposed also to analyse the data by sex. In the
final draft therefore, pupils were asked to state if they 
were a boy or a girl.
The responses to the 'practice questions' were changed to 
conform with those of the questionnaires.
A copy of the final version of the title page is given in
Appendix 06.
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You might drink alcohol ic drinks on special oc cas ions at 
celebrations and parties,^ or at 'ordinary times'^ Think 
about these times then try to ansMer the follot^ing quest ions 
as accur ately as possible ^
For office Use.
During the next month or so, I think I will drink alcoholic 
drinks:
 9
1) at home with my family,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes  10
2) at the homes of friends or relatives,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......11
3) with my friends in pubs or clubs.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......12
No n here are some things Mhich people say they believe about 
alcoholic drinks. Mhat do you think?
4) Alcoholic drinks calm my nerves and help me to relax.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......13-14
How much do you want to be calm and relaxed? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......15
5) I believe that people should not drive after 
drinking a 1ot of aleohol.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......16-17
How much do you fear drunken drivers? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......18
6) I f  you drink a l o t ,  you c a n  f i n d  it hard t o  s to p  
an d  you c o u ld  b eco m e an a l c o h o l i c ,  
strongly disagree -  disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......19-20
How s e r i o u s  is it if you b eco m e an  a l c o h o l i c ?  
not at all serious - not very serious - quite serious - extremely serious ......2 1
7 > A1 c o h o l i c  d r i n !■:; s m a k e rn e f e e 1 c h e e r f u 1..
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree   22-23
How much do you w a n t t o  f e e l  c h e e r f u l ?  
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......2 4
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8) Alcoholic drinks make me feel confident 
and sure of myself, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......25-26
How important is it to you to feel confident? 
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ......27
9) Alcoholic drinks could seriously damage my body, 
f o r e x a m pie, rn y bra i n a n d 1 i v e r .
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ... 28-29
How worried are you about damaging your health?
not at all worried - not very worried - quite worried - extremely worried ... 30
10) You can get aggressive and get into fights 
when you drink, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree  .31-32
How serious is it if you get into fights? 
not at all serious - not very serious - quite serious - extremely serious ......33
11) I think that most alcoholic drinks taste nice.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree  34-35
How important is to you to like the taste of a drink? 
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ......36
12) Drinking makes me feel 'grown up'.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......37-38
How much do you want to feel grown up? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......39
13) I think that alcoholic drinks cost a lot of money.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......40-41
How wasteful is it to spend money on ai cholic drinks? 
not at all wasteful - not very wasteful - quite wasteful - extremely wasteful  42
14) 1 could get a hangover after drinking a lot.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......43-44
How miserable do you think it is to to have a hangover? 
not at all miserable - not very miserable - quite miserable - extremely miserable  . . . 45
15) Drinking makes me say and do things 1 don't mean.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......46-47
How worried are you about saying and doing things you 
don't mean?
not at all worried - not very worried - quite worried - extremely worried  .48
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16) Drinking helps me to be sociable with people.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......49-50
How much do you want to be sociable? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......51
17 ) D I"- i n k i n g a 1 o t m a h: e s m e s i c k a n d i 11 «
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ... 52-53
-low worried are you about feeling sick and ill? 
not at all worried - not very worried - quite worried - extremely worried
Would your parents think it's alright for you to drink 
alcoholic drinks:
(2) 18) at home with the family?
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
19) at the homes of friends or relatives? 
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
Would your friends and other young people think 
it's alright for you to drink alcoholic drinks:
22) a t h o rn e w i t h t h e f a rn i 1 y ?
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
23) at the homes of friends or relatives?
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
.54
.55
.56
20) with your friends in pubs or clubs?
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......57
1) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do 
what your parents want you to do? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely
,59
.60
24) with your friends in pubs or clubs?
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......61
25) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what 
your friends and other vouna people want you to do?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ...*62
WOW PLE4SE CHECK TW4T YOU W4KE PUT 4 CJPCEE POUND 39 WORDS 
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For Office Use.
During the next month. I think I will smoke cigarettes:
 9
1) when I am alone,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes   10
2> when I am with friends,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes   11
3) at a party or disco.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......12
O
O
Here are some things Mhich people say they believe about 
smoking cigarettes. Hhat do you think?
4) Smoking calms my nerves and helps me to relax 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
6)
7) Smoking helps me to be sociable and join in 
with a group of friends, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree
...... 13—14
Genera11v speaking how important is it to you 
to be calm and relaxed? 
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ......15
Smoki ng can cause serious i11 nesses, 
like lung cancer and heart attacks, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......16-17
How much do you fear these illnesses? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......18
You can get addicted to smoking cigarettes 
and find it hard to give up. 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree   19-20
How serious do you think it would be 
if you became addicted? 
not at all serious - not very serious - quite serious - extremely serious . . . . 21
...... 22-23
Generally speaking, how important is it to you 
to be sociable? 
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ,24
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8) Smoking would stain my teeth and fingers.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree  25-26
How much do you care about staining your teeth and 
fingers?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely  27
9) Other people's cigarette smoke can give me lung cancer.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......28-29
How much do you worry about the effects
of other people's smoke on your health?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely   30
10) Cigarettes cost a lot of money.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree . .. 31-32
(22 How wasteful do you think it is to spend money
on cigarettes? 
not at all wasteful- not very wasteful - quite wasteful - extremely wasteful ......33
11) Cigarette smoke makes your breath, clothes, 
hair etc., smel1 «
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......34-35
How unpleasant do you think is it to smell
of ci gare11e smoke? 
not at all unpleasant- not very unpleasant - quite unpleasant - extremely unpleasant ... .36
12) Young people smoke to look 'grown-up'.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree  37-38
Generally speaking, how important is it to you 
^ to feel 'grown up'?
(22 not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ......39
% # K" % #
Mv parents think it's alright for me to smoke cigarettes:
13) when I am on my own,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......40
14) when I am with friends,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......41
15) at a party or disco.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......42
16) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do
what your parents want you to do?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely...................... ... 43
4i|. .}{. -K- #  "K"
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Friends and other young people think it's alright 
for me to smoke cigarettes:
17) when 1 am on my own,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......44
18) when I am with friends,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......45
19) at a party or disco.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......46
Î0) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do what 
your friends and other young people want you to do?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely   47
NOW CHECK TH4T YOU H4FE PUT 4 CJPCEE POUND 2? W0PD5
ON THIS BEUE OUESTJONN/^PE.
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Sca .1 e : Keep i ng Fit. Ap p en d i x Ob
For Office Use.
In the next week or so I think I will:
 9
1) do physical exercises which I can do alone,
1i ke j ogging , aerobics, swimming,
b i c: y c 1 e-r i d i n g , wa Iking, et c .
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......10
2 ) take part in sports with other people outside school, 
such as squash, badminton, football, tennis, hockey
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......11
3) avoid spending a lot of time just sitting around.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......12
No n here are sorae things Nhich people say they believe about
keeping fit. Nhat do you think?
4) Exercising keeps me healthy.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree  13-14
How important is it to you to keep healthy?
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ......15
5) Keeping fit gives me aches and pains in my muscles 
the next day.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......16-17
How much do you worry about having aches and pains? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......18
6) Taking exercise keeps me fit and in good 
physical shape, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree  19-20
How important is it to you to keep in good shape? 
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ... 21
7) I find taking exercise exhausting and tiring.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......22-23
How unpleasant is it to you to be exhausted and tired? 
not at all unpleasant - not very unpleasant - quite unpleasant - extremely unpleasant ......24
3) Keeping fit makes me feel good afterwards.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree  .25-26
How important is it to you to feel good in this way? 
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ... 27
9) I find exercising enjoyable and good fun at the time.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree  28-29
How important is it to you to have fun in this way? 
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ......30
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10) Sporting activities are sociable and help me 
to meet pe□ p 1 e .
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree . . . . 31-32
How pi easant do you thi nk: i t i s to be soci ab 1 e?
not at all pleasant - not very pleasant - quite pleasant - extremely pleasant ......33
11) I could get injured and hurt myself doing sport.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......34-35
How much do you fear getting injured or 
h ur 11n g yourse1f? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely  .36
-ÿy #  #  ’M* "K"
My parents think that I should:
12) do physical exercises which I can do alone, 
like jogging, aerobics, swimming,
bieye1e-riding, walking, etc.;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......37
13) take part in sports with other people outside school
like, squash, badminton, football, tennis, hockey;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes  38
14) avoid spending a lot of time just sitting around.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......39
15) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do
what your parents want you to do?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely  40
4(- * * * * # *
(22 My friends think that I should:
16) do physical exercises which 1 can do alone, 
like jogging, aerobics, swimming,
bicyc1e-riding, wa1king, etc .;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes . . . . . .41
17) take part in sports with other people outside school
like, squash, bad mi n t on, football, tennis, hoc k ey;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes . . . . . .42
18) avoid spending a lot of time just sitting around.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes . . . . . .43
19) Generally speaking, how much do you want to do 
what your friends want you to do? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......44
NOW CHECK TH4T YOU H4KE PUT 4 CJPCEE POUND 27 WOPDS
ON THIS OPEEN 0UESTJ0NN4JPE.
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For Office Use.
In the next few days I think I will eat:
 9
1> Some protein (e.g. meat, fish, cheese, eggs, beans);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes . . . . . 1 0
2) Some brown wholemeal bread, bran or wholemeal cereal
1i ke muesli;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......11
3) Extra salt put on my food at the table; ^
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......12
4) Some salad;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......13
5) Quite a lot of sugar (e.g. in tea or coffee,
on cereals, in cakes, biscuits or puddings etc.);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......14
6) Some fresh fruit;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......15
7) Quite a lot of crisps or similar snacks;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes . . . . 16
8) Some fresh green vegetables;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......17
9) Quite a lot of fried foods like chips, sausages, 
beef burgers, bacon etc.;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......18
10) Quite a lot of milk, on its own and in other 
drinks (such as milk shakes, tea, coffee, 
drinking chocolate, etc.);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......19
11) Quite a lot of "sweets" or sweet snacks.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......20
What do you think of the taste of the following foods?
12) Green vegetables;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21-22
13) Foods like chips, sausages, beef burgers, pies etc.;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice ......23-24
14) 8 a 1 ad s ;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice . . . 25-26
15) Brown wholemeal bread, bran or wholemeal cereal
like muesli;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27-28
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16) "Sweets" and sweet food;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
17) Salt;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
18) Most fresh frnit;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
19) Protein (e.g.meat, fish, cheese, eggs, beans) 
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
20) Milk;
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
21) Most crisps and similar snacks.
horrible - not very nice - not sure - quite nice - extremely nice
Appendix 05 
...... 29-30
.31-32
.33-34
.35-36
.37-38
.39-40
O How important is it to you to eat food that you like the taste of?
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important .41
O
2 2 )  Fresh fruit is not fattening.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......42-43
2 3 )  Greens and salads are good for slimmers.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......44-45
How much do you want to become slim or remain slim? 
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely . . . . . .46
24) Sweet things and sugar are very fattening.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......47-48
25) Eating fatty foods can make me overweight.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......49-50
How much do you worry about being overweight?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely . . . . . .51
f:' "K" •}?• # "K"
2 6 )  Fresh fruit is good for me and keeps me healthy.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......52-53
2 7 )  Milk is good for me and keeps me healthy.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree .. ....54-55
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28) Greens and salads are good for me and keep me healthy.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree . . . . 56-57
"low important is it to you to keep healthy?
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ......58
■S’ •S" 'S’ ’S’ ’S’
29) I need protein foods (e.g. meat, fish, cheese,
eggs, beans) in order to grow and to repair my body» 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree . . . . 59-60
"low important is it to you to grow and repair your body?
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extremely important ... 61
30) I think that protein foods are filling.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......62-63
How much do you want to eat foods that are filling?'
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......64
31) I find brown bread and bran dry and hard to swallow, 
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......65-66
How disagreeable is it to you if your food is 
hard to swa11ow?
not at all disagreeable - not very disagreeable - quite disagreeable - extremely disagreeable . . . . 67
32) Brown bread and bran help my digestive system.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......68-69
How much do you think you need to help your
digestive system?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely  70
33) Eating sweet things and sugar rots my teeth.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree ......71-72
How much do you worry about tooth decay?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely  73
3 4) Eati n g t o o m u c: h f a 11 y food 1 i h: e sausages, 
chips, hamburgers, bacon, pastries etc., 
could cause me to have a heart attack 
when I get older.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree  74-75
"low much do you fear a heart attack?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......76
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35) A l o t  o f  salt i s  bad f o r  m y  health.
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree  77-78
How much do y o u  w o r r y  about y o u r  health?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely . . . . 79
Do your parents think you should eat the following 
things in the next few days:
36) Some protein (e.g. meat, fish, cheese, eggs, beans); 
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ....1
37) Some brown wholemeal bread, bran or 
wholemeal cereal like muesli;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......2
^  38) Extra salt put on your food at the table;
\_) definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes  3
39) Some salad;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes  4
40) Quite a lot of sugar (e.g. in tea or coffee,
on cereals, in cakes, biscuits or puddings etc.);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes  5
41) Some fresh fruit;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes  .6
42) Quite a lot of crisps or similar snacks;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......7
43) Some fresh green vegetables;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......8
O 44) Quite a l o t  o f  fried foods like chips, sausages, beef burgers, bacon etc.;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes . . . . . . 9
45) Quite a l o t  o f  milk, on its own and i n
other drinks (such as milk shakes, tea, coffee, 
drinking chocolate, etc.);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......10
46) Quite a l o t  o f  "sweets" or sweet snacks;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes ......11
47) How much do you want to do what y o u r  parents 
want you t o  do?
not at all - not very much - quite a lot - extremely ......12
NOW PEE4SE CHECK THAT YOU HÆ/E PUT 4 CJNCEE POUND 58 WOPDS 
ON THIS YEEEOW 0UESTJ0NN4JPE.
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S L I R V / E Y  O F  H E A L T H  B E H A V I O U R
The purpose of  this survey is to find o u t  what y ou t h i n k  and 
feel abo ut  things which may affect your  h e a l t h .  I t  i s  n o t  a 
t e s t ,  so there are no 'right' or 'wrong' answers. It i s  made 
up o f  whcit has been s a i d  by young p e o p le  i n  several 
d i f f e r ent  schoo1 s .
O
We would l i k e  t o  have y o u r  honest opinions. We a r e  n o t  
asking you to put y ou r  name on this q u e s t i o n n a i r e ,  so nobody 
will know how you have answered.
For Office Use,
P I ease f i l l  i n  t h e  following: , _
Date: Name o f  School:--------------  --------- ---------------------------------- ---- 4-5
Your Age:............ ...
Bgy./Glr.l2.........  ...^
O
P r a c t i c e  Questions«
Do you think you w i l l  clean you r  teeth carefully before
going t o  bed tonight?
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
The answer we have chosen i s  'quite l i k e l y ' ,  so we have
drawn a c i r c l e  round it. If we w ere  absolutely sure we were
going t o  clean our  teeth carefully tonight we would  have
drawn a circle round 'definitely y e s ' ,  and so on.
Now t r y  t h e  n e x t  ones for y o u r s e l f .
C l e a n i n g  t e e t h  p r e v e n t s  t o o t h  decay
strongly disagree - disagree - not sure - agree - strongly agree 
How i m p o r t a n t  i s  i t  t o  you t o  prevent tooth decay?
not at all important - not very important - quite important - extrememly important
Each o f  t h e  i t e m s  i n  this survey i s  similar to these 
practice ones. Read each one carefully, t h i n k  a b o u t  i t ,  
decide which one answer suits you b e s t  and put a circle 
round i t ,  using a b l u e  or black pen.
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Comparison of means and standard deviations of computed 
variables from the main survey with those from the 
reliability study
O
O
Reliability Reliability
Computed Main Survey Study 1 Study 2
Variable M SD M SD M SD
AI 3.69 2.43 2.85 1.91 2.76 2 « 00
Sum AB -15.78 16.57 -19.56 14.29 -22.27 14.80
ASP 13.64 9.00 20.00 7.68 12.03 7.40
SI 1.42 2.64 1.22 2.54 2.41
Sum SB -18.27 10.24 -21.19 12.20 -18.83 10.34
SSP 5.59 7.20 5.14 8.11 5.08
!<I 5.45 1.92 6. (..)3 2.21 7.00 2.03
Sum KB 10.. 43 8.83 11.75 8.48 10.49 9.15
KSP 15.51 8.63 20. 65 10.51 19.46 9.95
DPI u « 66 2.70 0.46 2. 65 0.54
Sum DPB 7.51 4.34 7.75 4 ■ O 4 7.84 3.95
DPSP 4.44 2.23 4.49 2.18 4.08 1.83
DPI 1.64 1.08 1.70 1.. 13 1.78 1.00
Sum DFB 2.77 5.24 2.09 5.62 1.41 5.76
DFSP 3.32 2.38 3.76 2.. 30 3.28 2.24
DSI 1.25 1.07 1.19 1.02 1.19 1.08
Sum DSB -1.92 4.00 -2.48 3.91 -2.54 4.08
DSSP 1.44 , 1.57 1.22 1.53 1.59
DGI 6.13 1.89 6.39 2 » 06 6). 68 1.96
Sum DGB 16.90 9.34 17.67 10.75 18.11 10.16
DGS 12.06 6.22 12.97 6.28 12.09 5.94
DWI 3.27 1.75 3.38 1.! 64 3.39 1.. 60
Sum DWB -2.87 4. 06 -3. 56 2.93 -3.57 4.14
DWS 2.92 3. 30 P . 32 2.33 3. 06 2.48
DAI 6.02 1.92 6.30 1.88 6i « 30 2.03
Sum DAB 6. 8(_) 6.94 6.89 6 2 6 5.67 5.36
DAS 7.30 4. 64 6.38 3.75 6. 69 3.96
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O
mm OF HEALTH BEHAVIOUR:INTENTIONS
The purpose of this survey is to find out about your 
intentions concerning:
1) drinking alcohol;
2) smoking cigarettes;
3) keeping fit;
4) what you eat.
It is not a test so there are no 'right' or 'wrong' answers 
Try to answer as honestly as possible.
PI ease fi11 in the foilowinq:
Name or code
Date: Name of School
O Your Age:Boy/Girl
Practice Question.
Do you think you will clean your teeth carefully before 
going to bed tonight?
definitely no - perhaps - Æ u i t e  likely T  definitely yes
The answer we have chosen is 'quite likely', so we have 
drawn a circle round it. If we were absolutely sure we were 
going to clean our teeth carefully tonight we would have 
drawn a circle round 'definitely yes', and so on.
Now please complete the questions on the attached pages.
oo
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D u !'• i n g t h e next month , 1 t h i n k I will dri n k alcoholic 
dri n kss:
1) at home with my family,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
2) at the homes of friends or relatives,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
3) with my friends in pubs or clubs.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
*
During the next month, I think I will smoke cigarettes;
1) when I am alone,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
2) when I am with friends,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
3) at a party or disco.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
In the next week I think I wills
1) do physical exercises which I can do alone, like
jogging, aerobics, swimming, bicycle-riding , waIking,
etc „
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
2) take part in sports with other people outside school,
such as squash, badminton, football, tennis, hockey.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
3) avoid spending a lot of time just sitting around,
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
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In the next few days I think I will eat:
1) Some protein (e.g. meat, fish, cheese, eggs, beans);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
2) Some brown wholemeal bread, bran or wholemeal cereal
like muesli;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
3) Extra salt put on my food at the table;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
4) Some salad;
Q  definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
5) Quite a lot of sugar (e.g. in tea or coffee, on cereals, 
in cakes, biscuits or puddings etc.);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
6) Some fresh fruit;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
7) Quite a lot of crisps or similar snacks;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
O 8) Some fresh green vegetables;definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
9) Quite a lot of fried foods like chips, sausages, beef 
burgers, bacon etc.;
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
10) Quite a lot of milk, on its own and in other drinks
(such as milk shakes, tea, coffee, drinking chocolate, 
etc.);
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
11) Quite a lot of "sweets" or sweet snacks.
definitely no - perhaps - quite likely - definitely yes
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DIBRV DF HEALTH BEHAVIOUR:DRINKIH6 ALCOHOL
Your name or code:
Please put a tick in the appropriate date column when you drank 
alcohol in the following places: put a cross if you did not.
O
WEEKl WEEK2
Month
Date
At home with the 
family. ?
At the homes of 
friends or relatives.
With friends in 
pubs or clubs.
O
WEEK3 WEEK4
Month
Date
At home with the 
family.
1
At the homes of 
friends or relatives.
With friends in 
pubs or clubs.
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OF HEALTH BEHAUIOUA:SHOKIHG
Your name or code:
Please put a tick in the appropriate date column when you smoked 
one or more cigarettes in the following places: put a cross if you 
did not smoke.
O
WEEKl WEEK2
Month
Date
When you were ? 
alone.
When you were 
with friends.
When you were at 
a party or disco.
O
WEEK3 WEEK4
Month
Date
When you were 
alone.
When you were 
with friends.
When you were at 
a party or disco.
<■
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DIARY OF HEALTH BEHAVIOURiKEEPING FIT
Your name or code:
O
Please g,ut a tick in the appropriate date column when you did the 
following things. Put a cross if you did not do any of these 
things.
Month
O
Date
Doing physical exercises alone 
like jogging, aerobics,swimming, 
bicycle riding,walking etc--
Taking part in sport with other 
people outside school such as 
squash, badminton, football, 
tennis, hockey etc..
Avoiding spending a lot of 
time just sitting around.
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DIARY OF NERLTH BEHflVIGURiDIET
Your name or cnriia»
Please put a tick in the appropriate date columns on when you ate 
the following kinds of food. Put a cross if you did not eat a
particular kind of food.
O Month
O
Date
Protein (e.g. meat, fish, cheese, eggs, 
beans);
Brown wholemeal bread, bran or wholemeal 
cereal like muesli;
Extra salt (put on food at the table);
Salad;
Sugar (e.g. in tea or coffee, on 
cereals, in cakes, biscuits or puddings 
etc.);
Fresh fruit;
Crisps or similar snacks;
Fresh green vegetables;
Fried foods like chips, sausages, beef 
burgers, bacon etc.;
Milk, on its own and in other drinks 
(such as milk shakes, tea, coffee, 
drinking chocolate, etc.);
Sweets" or sweet snacks.
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HEALTH BEHAVIOUR: PUPIL INTERVIEWS
(i) Perceptions of frequency and quantity
a) Consider pupils responding "definitely yes" to 
"During the next month I think I will drink alcoholic 
drinks at home with the family". The range of
 ^ behaViour responses which pupils considered proper1 y
corresponded to this intention varied from 4 ticks to 16
ticks. On interviewing the two pupils at the extremes of
this range, both verified their behaviour. The pupil
(2) who had put 4 ticks said:
"...We always have wine with Sunday dinner so I 
answered definitely yes..."
The pupil responding with 16 ticks was 17 years of age, and
regularly drank alcoholic drinks at home with his family.
b ) There was a great variation in the maximum scores for
items 1, 2 and 3 in the Intention scales for both
Alcohol and Smoking. For example, scores for item 3 of
the Smoking scale tended to be lower than for items 1
2) and 2, because pupils go to discos and parties
rel atively infrequently.
c ) A girl put a cross in the diary every day against the 
item "avoiding spending a lot of time just sitting 
around". When she was questionned about this, it 
emerged that she had been quite active during the
' evenings and week-ends and had actually spent very
little time "sitting around": at the most, she had
watched T.V. for about an hour each evening. Other 
pupils with this level of "inactivity" had responded in 
their diaries with ticks.
AlO.l
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d) Some pupils considered that half a pint of milk was 'a 
little' some thought it was 'a lot'.
e) The ticks in the Behaviour diary represented a wide
range of quantities. One boy responded 'definitely no'
to the Intention "I think I will eat quite a lot of
sugar...". Hi s Behaviour diary showed 4 ticks against
this item. When asked about it he responded,
"When I was thinking ahead, I thought I wasn't
having a lot. When I came to write it down, I
2) realised I have two cups of tea with sugar each
day, so I put a tick for each day.
In fact, these 4 ticks do not mean that the pupil is eating
a lot of sugar: he has only two tea-spoonfuls a day so his
Intention statement is fairly accurate, but his Behaviour
Diary was misleading.
f) On interviewing pupils it emerged that one tick could 
represent 'a little' or 'a lot' of that particular food 
item, for example on item 1 of the Diet diary it could
(2) represent: a six ounce steak or 1/2 ounce of boiled ham
in a sandwich; on item 5 of the Diet diary, a large
dish of pudding or one teaspoonful of sugar; on item 9
of the Diet diary, a fried fish and chip meal or one
sausage.
(ii) Random occurrences
a) The random nature of events influencing young peoples'
behaviour in relation to their previously expressed
Intentions is illustrated by the following quotations :
A10.2
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"...there was supposed to be a party but it never 
happened."
" .there was no family celebration during this
time."
"...it depends on what goes on at home."
"...I didn't go to any discos or parties because 
I split up with my boy-friend."
b) Another example of the type of random occurence cutting 
across stated intentions was the case of the pupil who 
had responded that he was only "quite likely" to do 
physical exercise alone, and whose Behaviour diary 
(2) included 7 ticks in this category of physical activity.
When questionned about this apparent discrepancy between 
actual and anticipated activity, he said "...that was 
unexpected. My Dad was on a different shift and went 
jogging in the evenings and I went with him. When he 
goes in the mornings I don't go."
c ) A girl indicating that she would "perhaps" avoid 
spending a lot of time sitting around, completed her 
behaviour diary with 7 ticks for this item. She had 
obviously not spent a lot of time just sitting around 
and when questionned about this she said, "I didn't 
watch much telly this week. I had a lot of homework and 
was going out and that."
O
d> Another pupil, who indicated he was "quite likely" to 
take part in sport with other people outside school, had 
only 1 tick against this item in his diary. When asked 
about this discrepancy he said, "I didn't have much time 
because I did a lot of piano practice. I missed two 
weeks' lessons and I had to do a lot more practice
A10.3
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before the teacher came."
e) One girl, responding "definitely yes" to items 1 and 2 
on the Keeping Fit Intentions questionnaire, said that 
she went to the Sports Centre quite a lot. However, she 
had been on holiday when completing her diary and said 
"...there was nothing to do so we went to disco's every 
night...". No ticks appeared for items 1 and 2 in her 
diary. (One would assume disco dancing to be a rather 
energetic activity!)
(iii) A fleeting sense of permanence
One boy said that at the time when he was completing the 
Intention scale he habitually never took part in sport with 
other people outside school. However during the week that 
he completed his diary (i.e. starting the very next day) his 
habits changed. He said, "I started playing football with 
my brother and his mates every night. I think I shall get 
into their team." He now seems to regard this evening 
activity as the new permanent state of affairs!
(iv) Rhat is provided by others
a) Youngsters' drinking and smoking activities often depend 
on what is provided by parents, relatives and friends.
The following quotations illustrate this:
"...I smoked more than usual because I started 
going out with my (implied new) boy-friend who 
smokes."
"„„„my Dad was away during this time and we 
didn't have any wine."
"...I only have a drink when my parents offer it,
I don't buy drinks"
"... I went on holiday with Jan's parents and I 
thought we should have some drinks but her Mom
A10.4
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and Dad wouldn't let us."
b) The type of food pupils eat depends on what is provided,
and can be attributed to various factors, in the pupils' 
own words:
 ^ "...when Mom did the shopping...";
- "...what was left in the house at the end of the
 ^ week...";
"...we don't have much cooked food when its
hot
"...Mom didn't get any brown bread this week, she 
usual 1 y does..
(2) "...I didn't have any extra salt because Mom had
put some in the cooking...";
"„n„fried food didn't turn up at home on these 
days, it usually does...";
"... we normally have salad at the weekend but we
di dn ' t thi s week end.«";
my Mum must have been in a good mood, she 
bought sweets for my brothers and I had some. I 
don ' t buy them. . » " ;
"...I usually have chocolate biscuits at break 
but the tuck shop didn't have any so I had 
crisps..."; "...I didn't have any green
vegetables on these days because it was hot and 
we had salads...";
2 )  "...The weather was warm and we had barbecue and
salads every night...";
"1 usually have quite a bit of fruit, but Mom 
used what we had in a fruit salad and there 
wasn't any left...";
"...Mom bought more green vegetables than usual 
on those days...";
' (v) Errors and misunderstandings
a) One pupil responded that he would be 'quite likely' to
»
eat green vegetables, but his Behaviour diary had no 
ticks against this item. When he was questionned about 
this discrepancy he said, "My Mom had a craze on 'stir 
fry' vegetables this week, they aren't green are they?".
A10.5
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In fact, frozen stir f r y vegetab1 es usually contain 
g r een b ean s , p ea s , c au 1 i f .1 ower , p ep p er s and courgettes, 
t o g e t 11 er wi t h vario u s o ther v e getabl e s H e m a s t h e r efore 
eating green vegetables and his Intention was fulfilled.
b) One sixth-form girl's diary showed that she had smoked
on 3 occasions when she was alone, but her intention
response to the corresponding item was "definitely no"..
When questioned about this she said,
"...I don't know why I put ticks there, I must 
have put them in the wrong place. I never smoke 
when I am alone."
When questionned about discrepancies between Intentions and
reported Behaviour, one girl said, "I didn't mean to put
'definitely no' there (i.e. as a response to the Intention
question), I meant 'definitely yes'!"
c) Another pupil who had responded 'definitely no' on item 
No.7 of the Diet Intention questionnaire said, "I must 
have made a mistake there, I usually have crisps every 
day. "
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FACTOR ANALYSIS OF THE DATA FROM THE MAIN SURVEY
The factors were defined by items with loadings greater than 
0 .5 and further detail to this definition was given by 
items loading between 0.3 and 0.5 (Child 1970, see Appendix
b
01 page A01.8). The definition of each factor will now be
 ^ discussed.
Factor Is Social Pressure concerning diet and fitness
Pupils experience a similar parental pressure towards eating
2 )  al1 the foods specified (i.e. protein, fibre, salt, green
vegetables and fruit, sweet foods and fatty foods) and also 
towards fitness. The absence of negative correlations 
indicates that pupils are not subjected to differential 
parental pressures with respect to foods that are 'good for 
them' and 'bad for them'. For example, they do not perceive 
encouragement to eat more fibre, green vegetables and fruit 
and less salt, sweet food and fatty food. This is worrying 
i n the 1 ight of the NACNE Report (1983) .
O
Factor 2s Sweet and fatty foods
Pupils seem to have similar perceptions towards sweet and
fatty foods. This may be because they see them as 'bad for
you' or, in the case of the girls in particular, as
'fattening'. On the other hand it may be because they enjoy 
eating them or see them as filling and giving energy.
Factor 3s Drinking alcohol and smoking cigarettes
Pupi1s have simi 1ar perceptions towards drinking ale oho1 and 
smoking cigarettes. This is hardly surprising since both 
alcohol and tobacco are socially accepted and legal drugs.
All.l
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Factor 4s Indulgencies
PupiIs have simi1ar perceptions about AIcohol Intentions, 
Beliefs and Social Pressures and Beliefs about sweet food, 
fatty food and Smoking. These could be viewed as 
indulgencies perhaps but no clear message emerges from this
t
« factor.
Factor 5s Salt
Pupils Intentions, Beliefs and perceptions of Social 
Pressures concerning salt are independent of all other 
scales.
Factor 6s Fibre
Pupils see Intentions, Beliefs and Social Pressures 
concerning fibre as independent of all other scales.
Factor 7s Diet and fitness
Pupils have similar views towards foods that are 'good for 
them' (protein, fibre, green vegetables and fruit) and 
keeping fit. This indicates that they have perceptions of a 
healthy body achieved through 'correct' diet and physical 
exercise.
Factor 8s Fitness
F'upi 1 s perceive keeping fit to be closely associated wit!i 
healthy foods (green vegetables, fruit, protein and fibre) 
but to correlate negatively with beliefs about sweet foods. 
So again physical fitness is related to healthy food as in 
Factor 7, but in addition sweet foods are seen to undermine 
f itness.
All.2
